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OF

THE EEV. R W, KOBERTSON.

CHAPTER L

BRIGHTON, 1851.

Interest of Mr. Robertson ia Social Questions—Sermon preached

in Mr. Drew's Church to Working Men—He is accused with Mr.

Maurice and Professor Kingsley of Socialistic Opinions—His

Answer—The ' Record ' Newspaper reasserts the Charge after his

Death—^Letters of ]\Ir. Maurice on the Subject—Letters of Mr.

Robertson on Professor Kingsley' s Sermon—Letter from Mr.

Drew containing Extracts from Mr. Robertson's Letters on the

same Subject—Declining Health—Lectures on the Epistles to

the Corinthians—Lecture to Working Men at Hurstpierpoint
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Close of the year 1851

Letters from March It, 1851, to December 5, 18ol.

DURING- the first six months of this year, 1851, no

external occurrences of any importance broke the

monotony of the life of Mr. Robertson. There are, how-

ever, a number of letters which exhibit some of the

phases of thought and feeling through which he passed

from January to June.

YOL. II. B



2 ACCUSED OF SOCIALISM.

His interest in social questions continued to increase.

His correspondence proves that he studied and endea-

voured to refute the views of Louis Blanc. In March he

spoke at a meeting held to provide lodging-houses for

the poor. On Whit Sunday he preached a sermon on

the social and religious aspects of the Great Exhibition.

In June he was asked by Mr. Drew, of St. John's

Church, Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square, to preach one

of a series of sermons addressed to working-men. He
consented, and chose as his subject the story of Nabal

and David. The sermon, which is published under the

title of ' The Message of the Church to Men of Wealth,' ^

voh i. "Sermons," is an embodiment of his views on

the subject of the rights of property and the rights of

labour.* It brought him into an undesired notoriety.

The public protest of Mr. Drew, after Mr. Kingsley's

sermon, in which the former repudiated before his

congregation the teaching of the latter, naturally at-

tracted the attention of the press ; and Mr. Eobertson

was involved with Mr. Maurice, Mr. Kingsley, and Mr.

Drew in a general accusation of socialistic opinions. The

cause of the accusation is an amusing instance of the

danger of propinquity. It happened at that time that

Mr. Maurice and Mr. Kingsley were prominent per-

sons in a movement called Christian Socialism, and

the office where their business was transacted chanced to

be opposite to St. John's Church. The series of sermons

in the church, and the work in the office, were at once

connected by some wiseacres of the press, and the report

* He continued the subject afterwards at Brighton. Vol. ii., Ser. i.



LETTER FROM MR. MAURICE. 3

arose that both Mr. Robertson and Mr. Drew were in-

volved in a movement * with which,' to use Mr. Drew's

words, ^ they were never at any time, directly or indi-

rectly, connected.' Mr. Robertson was attacked by one

of the papers, and accused of preaching democratic prin-

ciples. He answered that the expression, ' democratic

principles,' was too vague to deal with ; that the only

passage in his sermon which bore upon the subject of

democracy was a distinction drawn between the rever-

ence to authority which is declared in Scripture to be

a duty, and the slavish reverence to wealth and rank

which is confounded with that duty, and in Scripture

nowhere declared to be a duty : that if by democratic

principles was meant Socialism—Socialism was not only

not advocated, but distinctly opposed in his sermon.

Very soon after his death, the ' Record ' newspaper

reasserted the charge of socialistic opinions; and a cor-

respondence, of which the following letters from Mr.

JNIaurice form a part, was published in the columns of that

paper. These letters appeared on January 12, 1854:—

No. 1.

June 26, 1851.

My dear Mr. Robertson,—I fear very much that I have

allowed myself to forget the painful position into which I have

been the means of bringing you. It has disturbed me much,

since I saw you last night, to reflect that we may have weak-

ened your influence, and added to some people's hard thoughts

of you, by bringing you into connection with us and our un-

popularity. I felt much ashamed of the vanity and injustice of

B 2



4 LETTER FI^OM MR. MAURICE.

any proposition about printing our sermons together, which only-

occurred to me at the moment, and which I perceived after-

wards would be doing injustice to you. I can only ask you to

forgive me for having tempted you to engage in the work, which

I certainly never supposed would end as it has done. I think,

if you do not object, that I will write a quiet letter to the

' Daily News,' fully admitting their right to say anything they

please of Christian Socialists; but begging them, in common

justice, not to confound you with us, as you never called your-

self by any such name, and as your sermon was neither So-

cialist nor High Church in any ordinary view of either epithet,

but what they themselves would confess to be a liberal and

manly utterance. If you can suggest any better way in which

I can act, or if you wish me to abstain from that way, I will

do as you like ; at all events, will you let me express how
. much the great pleasure of having seen you and made your

acquaintance is mixed with pain at the thought of having made

you feel more than ever the divisions and confusion of the

Church ?

Yours very truly,

F. D. Maurice.

No. 2.

To Captain Robertson.

January 3, 1854.

My dear Sir,—I very much regret that my absence from

London has delayed my answer to your note of the 31st Decem-

ber. It must have made me appear neglectful of your wishes.

I trust that you will believe that my reverence and affection

for the memory of your son would render any suspicion of

indifference to his character, or to his relatives, especially pain-

ful to me.

The inference which you draw from your son's own state-

ment, and which was confirmed by my letter, is altogether

correct. He never, even for a moment, identified himself with
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the Christian Socialists, or entered into any of their plans. I

never had the pleasure of seeing him till the spring of 1851,

when I called upon him at Brighton, at the request of Mr.

Drew, who was in no way connected with our proceedings. It

happened that Mr. Kingsley and I were asked to preach ser-

mons in the same coiu-se with him, and that Mr. Kingsley very

reluctantly accepted the invitation. But other persons were also*

asked, who would entirely havfe disclaimed his views and mine
;

and the character of the church in which we were successively

to appear showed that our only bond was a common feeling

that the Church was to labour for all classes, but particularly

for the working-classes. When I found that the circumstances

connected with Mr. Kingsley's sermon had led the newspapers

to confound the different preachers in Mr. Drew's church to-

gether, I proposed, as you have seen, entirely to exculpate Mr.

Robertson—the only person, beside Mr. Kingsley and me, who
had yet delivered a lecture — from the charge. He very

generously declined my offer in a note (the only one, I believe,

I ever received from him, certainly the only one which was

not of a merely formal character), which 1 was looking at the

other day, and which I shall hope to send you when I return

to London. But I am certain he declined only from his cha-

racteristic chivalry and unwillingness to shrink from us while

we were in disgrace, not because he in the least adopted our

name or w^as disposed to take part in our plans. From
the time of cur meeting in London, in the summer of

1851, to the time of his death, I never saw him or had any

intercourse with him by letters. I sent him one of my books,

and preached once in his church (when he was absent and with-

out his knowledge) ; but I never had the slightest reason to

imagine that he sympathised in any opinion ofmine, theological,

moral, or economical. I always felt that he was doing a great

and noble work, amidst much misrepresentation and obloquy,

and I was anxious not to give him more to bear than ft ll

naturally and necessarily to his lot. The exceeding delight
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which it would have given me to learn from him, and to have

received his hints and coTrections of my views, would have

been purchased too dearly if I had led his enemies or his friends

to suppose that he was responsible for any words or acts which

they might be disposed to condemn in me.

There are two obvious verbal inaccuracies in the copy of

my note which you have sent me, but I wili not say they

are owing to you or me. If you should find that the original

does not warrant my alterations, pray publish it according to

your reading. But make any use of that letter, as well as of

this, which you may think desirable.

Believe me, my dear sir, faithfully yours,

F. D. Maurice.

P.S.—Ifyou wish it, I will write to the 'Reccrd' or any other

paper ; but the chance of my letter being inserted is, I should

think, small (at least in the ^ Record

*

The two followiDg letters agree with the expressions

in the letter of Mr. Maurice, and prove that Mr. Eobert-

son, while wishing Mr. Maurice and Mr. Kingsley god-

speed in their work, and refusing to shrink from their

side, neither adopted the views they then held, nor gave

his personal sanction to the means they employed :

—

July 1851.

Mt Lord,—I feel sure that I shall be excused for taking up

a few minutes of your lordship's time in making an observation

on the remarks which you have kindly sent me on Kingsley's

sermon, which I do, because I think him a man worth putting

in a true point of view, though I scarcely know him.

I quite admit the politico-economical errors in the sermon.

* The ' Record ' has denied that these letters appeared in its columns,

but there they are nevertheless.
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It is felse to attribute solely to the selfishness of the moneyed

classes that which arises partly out of the tendency, and encou-

ragement of the tendency, to multiply like rabbits in a warren,

and the degrading admission by philanthropists of the impos-

sibility of checking that instinct. It seems to me a great mis-

take to lead the working-classes to suppose that by any means

independent of their own energy, moral improvement, and self-

restraint, their condition can be permanently altered. And
what he says of tlie accumulation of capital is vague and

declamatory. All this I have said to him. Nor does it seem

to me (I speak ignonintly) that co-operation can long replace

competition without becoming competition itself, between

bodies instead of individuals ; or that the good of it can be

other than that education which it may give to the working-

cliusses, in transitu^ in the points of foresight, self-control, and

providence. But disagreeing with the views which Kingsley

does hold, I still think it only fair to say that I believe that

sermon misrepresents them. In an address published, or soon

to be published, I am told he has very strongly stated the

opposite and coiTective truths, even offending the men by the

energy with which he has vindicated the necessity of unequal

and even large accumulations of capital.

All I am anxious for is that sympathy should be felt, or

rather candour extended, towards the exa^erations of generous

and unselfish men like Kingsley, whose warmth, even when
wrong, is a higher thing than the correctness of cold hearts. It

is so rare to find a clergyman who can forget the drill and

pipeclay of the profession, and speak with a living heart for

the suffering classes, not as a policeman established to lecture

them into proprieties, but as one of the same flesh and blood

vindicating a common humanity. And therefore Mr. Drew's

protest, and the Bishop of London's cold condemnation, and

almost equally cold retractation, appear to me so sad, as repre-

sentations of Church-of-Englandism. Besides, is it not in the

nature of things almost to be wished, and certainly inevitable,
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that exaggerated statements on the one side should be balanced-

by even over-warm declarations of the opposite truth ? We
have been drilling the poor into loyalty and submission for 300

years. Is it not to be expected that at last, men looking with

their own eyes into the ' glorious law of liberty,' should express

in rather indignant terms what is a surprising discovery to

them— ' You have left one great half of the Gospel untaught, its

bearing, namely, upon man's civil freedom, and its constant

siding with the degraded.' And the accumulation of capital,

an abstract right, requires to be checked by a deeper right.

Summum jus summa injuria. Christianity must come in to

balance and modify political economy.

I do not know whether I am justified in sending this long

dissertation to your lordship, especially knowing from your

public career how entirely you sympathise with all that is

generous and, in the true sense of the word, free. I suppose I

was incited to it by delight at finding that your lordship had

so fairly and candidly judged Kingsley's discourse, and by a

desire to modify the impression on some points which his own

words have produced.

November 25, 1851.

My dear Mr. Hutton,—I must, in the midst of many small

engagements, find one minute to reply to your letter.

In the co-operative plan I have a very limited hope. Eternal

laws seem to me against them, and were they to succeed,

it appears to me that it would only be competition in an-

other form—of association against association, instead of that

of individual against individual. And if this were to be pre-

vented by legislative enactment, I think evils far worse than

those of competition would result. The fatal objection to the

Louis Blanc scheme is, in my mind, that it makes no provision

for an original instinct in our own nature, that of individuality

and property. Moreover, that the principle of rivalry is to be

our only law, and left to work with pedantic cold-blooded ad-
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lierence to maxim—let who will be crushed—I can neverbelieve

to be the intention of God. All goes on here by the antagonism

of opposites, and I doubt not we shall find how to reconcile

at last the two equally true and Christian positions

—

1. Shall I not do what I will with mine own ?

2. No man said that aught which he had was his own.

If we were all Christians in fact as well as by right, the

difficulty would be at an end ; but I do not think that the

attempts which begin with the society instead of the individual,

will any of them solve the question. The latter, the Christian

way, some day or other will. Meanwhile I rejoice at all efforts

from the world side ; even failures teach us something

—

And for some true result of good

All parties work together.

Consequently, I wish God-speed to Mr. Maurice and his plans.

I had a long conversation lately with Lord Carlisle about it,

and he seemed much of the same opinion.

I sympathise deeply with Mr. Maurice. I do not agree with

him entirely, either theologically or economically. But he is

quite after my own heart in this, that he loves to find out the

ground of truth on which an error rests, and to interpret what

it blindly means, instead of damning it. He loves to see thel

soul of good, as Shakspeare says, in things evil. I desire toj

see the same ; therefore I love him, and so far I am at one with

him. I do not pledge myself to one of his opinions, and disagree

with many. But he is every inch a man, and a right noble one.

Mr. Drew, who was brought by all these circumstances

into close contact with Mr. Eobertson, has kindly com-

municated to me his impressions in the following

letter :

—

My dear Sir,— I will comply with your request that

I would contribute a few pages to your forthcoming ' Life

'
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of my much-beloved and honoured friend from some of

my correspondence with him, and from my recollections

of our intercourse.

That many have been sorely impatient on account of

the delay of the long-promised 'Life 'is not at all sur-

prising, and yet I am sure you have acted wisely in post-

poning it ; for indeed Robertson is only now becoming

adequately known, even to those who were most intimate

with him : any image of his strong and lofty spirit which

might have been presented before this time must have

entirely failed in expressing the greatness by which we

now know he was distinguished, even amongst the great-

est of our generation. If the most inconsiderable men

cannot be understood until they have been freed from

their earthly environment of trouble and strife and toil,

and death has cast its softening, purifying light around

our memories of them, how truly may be it said that

this transfiguration was needful in his case ! Apart from

ordinary causes of misconception, we remember his

patient silence, his dignified reserve. Then, moreover,

the seclusion in which much of his work—the mere

amount of which has so much astonished us—must have

been done, could only allow him to be seen, by even his

nearest friends, in fragmentary disclosures. They had,

consequently, but the most inadequate conception of his

power and depth and self-devotedness : only now is he

rising before them in the nobleness of a character which

far transcends even the highest estimate they could have

formed of him. And when I remember how marvel-

lously—if I may not use a stronger word—much of the
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material for our present knowledge of him has been

preserved, I feel it is indeed the duty of all who can add

any contribution to it, to furnish this at once, even

though it be at the painful cost of acknowledging that

they were separated from him by strong differences of

feeling and opinion. You are aware that this \vas my
own case, though I most thankfully remember that these

differences never interfered with the cordiality—I may

say the affectionateness— of the intercourse between us.

Grladly would I forget the circumstances to which I am
referring, but in anything like a complete account of him

they must be brought forward : nor will I withhold any

characteristic sentence of his concerning them, though

some of those sentences were uttered as strong, some-

times indignant, condemnation of proceedings which I

believed I had rightly as well as conscientiously adopted.

It was in connection with the circumstances I am
alluding to, and which are detailed with sufficient full-

ness in another page of this volume, that a large portion

of our correspondence was carried forward. He after-

wards continued it, though it was at length abruptly

terminated, in consequence, I fear, of somewhat vehe-

ment expressions on my part of dissent from his views

on an entirely distinct subject. The closely-written

pages in his firm clear handwriting which now lie before

me seem to bring out, even more strikingly than any-

thing of his I have elsewhere seen, some marked features

in his character, which are so admirably described in

one of those noble pages which picture the ideal minister

of ' The Kingdom of Christ,' that I might almost think
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my friend was in the view of its gifted writer : Spiritual

forms, which the majority have need to see reflected in

sensible mirrors, rose up before him in their naked sub

stance and majesty; good and evil were to him present,

not as means to some result, but as themselves the great

ends and results to which all is tending He
had a certain habit of measuring acts and events, not by

their outward magnitude, but according to their spiritual

proportions and effects So he reverenced

poverty and helplessness ; he understood that that truth

is not the highest which is the most exclusive, but which

is the most universal ; and the immediate vision of God,

and entire subjection of heart and spirit to His loving-

will, seemed to him the great gifts intended for man,

after which everyone, for himself and his fellows, may

aspire.' Robertson embodied this description ; and he

did so, I believe, in virtue of that purity and humble-

ness of spirit to which this vision of Grod and of His truth,

and this entire submission to it, have been promised.

His judgment was thus deep, just, and comprehensive,

because he, too, had learned to seek his Heavenly

Father's will, and not his own. His willingness to do

that will gave him his profound insight into his Lord's

teaching, and the strong conviction, which has passed

into so many other spirits from his own, that it is of God.

Here, in his singular purity and truthfulness, and in

his constant devoutness, we have the secret of what we

need not scruple to designate his prophetic insight into

truth, and habitual consciousness of its invisible and deep

harmonies, and, along with this, his prophetic sympathy
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also with the weak and perplexed and overborne. Be-

neath all conventional and, indeed, all outward expres-

sions of the mind of God, and through all the means and

institutions through which His grace is working for our

recovery, he ever looked to the realities and purposes to

which they were subservient, and strove with all his con-

centrated energy, always doing with all his might the

task of the present hour, to set forth what he then

looked on in closest adaptation to the exigencies of his

place and time. This often led him, after the manner

of the ancient prophets, to speak as if he were disparag-

ing other truths and ordinances, which, in fact, no one

reverenced more deeply than himself. Nor was he un-

conscious of his liability to be misunderstood in conse-

quence, and of the odium it might bring on him. Yet

he deliberately maintained his purpose, and earnestly

claimed for others the same * liberty of prophesying'

which, on this ground, he used himself. Thus he says :

—

' We knew Kingsley's heart, his zeal and earnestness ; and

if any of his sentences were liable to misconstruction, we

ought patiently to have waited till time and our own explana-

tions could have supplied what was wanting The

Son of God said many things very Hable to be misunderstood

;

and sober people thought them very dangerous; protested

against them, " lest the Romans should come and take away

their place and nation." I admit the rashness of Kingsley's

verbiage ; but rashness is a thing to be loved, not rebuked.

My brother, or another officer of his name, by the last

" Gazette," was rather too forward in the action with the

Kaffirs, and fought them with a few men nearly alone. The

commanding officer said it was rash, for he lost several men.
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but praised his gallantry warmly. I wish to God we had a

little soldier's spirit in our Church ! . . . .

' No ! the Church of England will endure no chivalry, no

dash, no effervescing enthusiasm. She cannot turn it to ac-

count, as Rome turns that of her Loyolas and Xaviers. 1 We
bear nothing but sober prosaic routine ; and the moment any-

one with heart and nerve fit to be leader of a forlorn hope ap-

pears, we call him a dangerous man, and exasperate him by

cold unsympathising reproofs, till he becomes a dissenter and

a demagogue. . . . Well, I suppose God will punish us, if

in no other way, by banishing from us all noble spirits, like

Newman and Manning, in one direction, and men like Kingsley,

in another, leaving us to flounder in the mud of commonplace,

unable to rise or sink above the dead level. Day by day my
hopes are sinking. We dare not say the things we feel. Who
can? Who possibly may, when "Records," "Guardians," bro-

ther ministers, and lay hearers, are ready at every turn to call out

heterodoxy ? It is bondage more than Roman._, And if a man
sets his face like a flint, and desperately runs a-muck with his

eyes shut, caring not who is offended, then he injures his own

spirit, becomes, like noble Carlyle, ferocious, and loses the

stream of living waters in dry desert sand, fructifying nothing,

but only festering into swamp shallows. . . . Imprudence,

half-truths, rash cries of sympathetic torture. Yes ! But

through all these I would hold fast by a man if I were sure

he was sound at heart, and meant differently from what he

seemed to mean I hold to heart, to manhood and

nobleness, not correct expression. I try to judge words and

actions by the man, not the man by his wonls and actions.

. . . What I have said in behalf of Kingsley I have said

quite as strongly from my own pulpit in behalf of Tractarians.

By standing by a man I mean not adopting his views, if they

are not our own, but tolerating them, and that to an almost

unlimited extent—unlimited, at least, in comjmrison with the

limits which the most liberal I know propose. And if I were
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convinced he meant rightly, then by standing by him I should

include defending and explaining. ... I am afraid my
illustrations are somewhat too military, but I was rocked and

cradled to the roar of artillery, and I began life with a prepa-

ration for, and appointment to, the 3rd Dragoons. Dis aliter

visum.

^

You may here see how deliberately he used much of

that language which, in some instances, might be con-

demned as marking vehement onesidedness on his part

;

how perfectly he was conscious of those complementary

balancing truths which were apparently forgotten by

him when he urgently insisted on others which he looked

on as neglected. This is also farther seen when he

writes :

—

Kingsley assumes, perhaps, more than I should, that human

selfishness lies at the bottom of our social evils. I believe that

the contravention of laws which will avenge themselves, as, for

instance, improvidence and foolish marriages, have had their

share in the production of our present embarrassment ; and

that it is one thing to cry Avoe to those who have kept back

the hire of the labourers who have reaped dow^n their fields,

and another to denounce it against those whose fault has been

partly ignorance, partly supineness. But then (he adds) ' this

is my opinion, mine only,' he having a right to his. Moreover,

he may be more right than I think. A Our foolish sentiment

in promoting marriages, and declaring submission to a brute

instinct a Christian duty ; our non-education of the people

through party squabbles ; our suffering a vast population to

grow up while Church extension meant only more churches

and more salaries ; and while bishops in Parliament defending

the Chiu'ch meant only bishops rising whenever the ^stipends of

the Church were in danger, and sitting still when corn laws, or

an}^ other great measure affecting the uimibers and food of the
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people, came into question. All these things, when I think of

them, make me doubt whether Kingsley's theory has not a

deep, deep, awful truth at bottomj Besides, for 3,000 years it

was the theory and tone of God's best and truest, of His pro-

phets. His brave ones; and I shrink from saying, very authori-

tatively, that his view is wrong, though at present I do think

it imperfect.

It is quite true that Kingsley took no notice of the blessings

of constituted order, &c. But they were no very particular

blessings to the wretches who were rising by thousands before

his tortured imagination. Blessings to you and to me, and to

nobles, and w^ell-to-do tradesmen, and to all Belgravia ; but

Kingsley felt he had something else to do besides lauding our

incomparable constitution—viz. to declare the tmth that there

is an emancipation yet unaccomplished, which will be woe to

Belgravia, and to hock-drinking tradesmen, and to us, the

ministers of the Church, if we do not accomplish.

If, for many reasons besides the sorrow of even seem-

ing to have needed such words of expostulation and re-

buke, one might be painfully reluctant to copy out these

passages, yet surely no one, revering my friend's cha-

racter, and desiring to have it fully represented, would

have one of them suppressed. I think he would not, for

the very reason which might at first seem to require this

suppression. For not only are they plainly distinguished

from that railing fanaticism of the mere demagogue

with which, on a superficial glance, they might be

confounded; but they are, in fact, essentially, nay

antithetically, opposed to it. This is seen in the con-

sciousness that may be discerned in even the most

vehement of my friend's utterances, of all the force be-

longing to every view of the question in debate that was
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urged by his correspondent. He could also sympathise

with the motives and feelings of those who were sincerely

resisting him. ^Nevertheless,' he says, in the same

letter from which the above extracts are taken

—

I repeat I do you warmly justice. If I did not, I assure

you I should not have taken the trouble to write as warmly

and strongly as I have done ; I should have let my sa^ and

indignant feelings remain pent-up. I have poured them out

to you, because I do think it is worth it, and that there is a

much greater chance of union by so doing. I am sure of you,

as of myself, that you are not on the side of the Pharisaisms

and Respectabilities in the sense in which I spoke of them.

Respectabilities, in a now familiar Carlylian sense, is a word

implying, at least to me, persons like Balaam, or persons who

are respectable, and nothing more
;
persons who are simply

and selfishly conservative—not Conservatives, because I honour

many of them, but persons who hate stir and reformation, be-

cause these get down to facts, and disturb cobwebs.

One more extract may be given from his letters on

this subject. It is the last which I received from him

relating to it. Some of his words here are worth copying,

for the sake of showing the intense hatred—and surely

it was the hatred of him who said, ^ Do not I hate them,

0 Lord, that hate thee ?
'—with which he regarded some

of the malignant forms which sectarianism assumes

amongst us :

—

I have just had sent me the ' Record,' in which your letter

appears, and thank you heartily for the generous defence cf

me which it contains. The 'Record' has done me t)ie honour

to abuse me for some time past, for which I thank them grate-

fully. God forbid they should ever praise me ! One number

VOL. II. 0
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alone contained four unscrupulous lies about me, on no better

evidence than that some one had told them, who had been told

by somebody else. They shall have no disclaimer from me.

If the 'Eecord' can put a man down, the sooner he is put down

the better. The only time I have ever said anything about

Socialism in the pulpit has been to preach against it. The

Evangelicalism (so called) of the * Record ' is an emasculated

cur, snarling at all that is better than itself, cowardly, lying,

and slanderous. It is not worth while to stop your horse and

castigate it ; for it will be off yelping, and come back to snarl.

An evangelical clergyman admitted some proofs I had given

him of the ' Record's ' cowardice and dishonesty, but said,

* Well, in spite of that I like it, because it upholds the truth,

and is a great witness for religion.' ' So,' said I, ' is that the

creed of evangelicalism ? A man may be a liar, a coward, and

slanderous, and still uphold the truth ! '

Vehement ! some may say ; but surely in such

vehemence there was heavenly wisdom ! Are not

these words of his in profound concord with the di-

vinest that have been addressed to us ? Did he not

speak thus because, in closest personal communion,

he had deeply inbreathed the spirit of Him who, of all,

spake sometimes most severely, as well as most lovingly

and tolerantly ? Was not this intense feeling, that so

flowed out from him on all sides, part of the * reasonable,

holy, and living sacrifice,' which could not—should we,

in love for him, desire that it might—have been pro-

longed? When I think of the consuming pain this

broadly intense sympathy must have cost him, I recall

as selfish and inconsiderate the wish that he were still

here to help us in the great conflict of our generation.
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Robertson would have helped us all, by his deep insight

and large open-heartedness, on whichever side of the

strife we are contending. Of his genius and his energy

we are bereaved, but all may endeavour to maintain his

sympathy and tolerance ; and I shall be glad that I have

overcome the reluctance to send you some of the words

he addressed to me, if any shall be helped in that en-

deavour by reading them. Sincerely yours,

G. S. Drew.

All through this year Mr. Robertson's health conti-

nued to decline. In June a strong memorial was pre-

sented to him from Drs. Allen and Whitehouse, * urging

me,' he wrote, * to give up my work for some months,

and prognosticating unpleasant consequences if I re-

fuse.' In January he had already written to a friend

excusing himself for remissness in sending the usual

notes of his sermons.

The lassitude he suffered from prevented his enjoy-

ing the Exhibition ; the crowd and noise irritated and

wearied him. But his work did not suffer, nor his

energy decrease. In June he began to lecture in the

afternoons of Sundays on the Epistles to the Corinthians.

He introduced the course by a masterly account of the

state of Corinth and its parties at the time of the

apostle Paul. He continued these lectures till his

death, and the last he ever preached was on the last

chapter of the second epistle. They have now been

published
;
though from notes so meagre and Unfinished

that no idea of them, as delivered, can be formed. All

the colour and glow have perished ; the thoughts alone

c 2
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remain. They are valuable, however, for their insight

into St. Paul's character ; for the way in which the

principles applied by St. Paul to Corinthian parties and

Corinthian society are brought to bear upon the parties

and society of this age ; and especially valuable for their

method of exposition. They form almost a manual of

the mode in which the Epistles should be treated in the

pulpit. For this reason they were likely to be more

acceptable to clergymen and teachers of the Bible than

to the generality of readers. And so it has proved.

From ministers of all sections of the Church and of

Dissent, even from those who differ most widely from

Mr. Eobertson's opinions, testimonies to the value of

these Lectures have been received.

As to these opinions themselves, an interesting letter,

written to a Eoman Catholic friend, will be found—No.

xxiv.—in which he states his position in the Church, and

the principles on which he taught during the year 1851.

In October he crossed to Ireland for his usual rest,

and returned to Brighton in November. It will be

seen, from his letters, how strong an interest he took in

the movements of Kossuth, and with what wise calm-

ness, despite of all his enthusiasm for liberty and against

oppression, he endeavoured to penetrate to the root of

the question of Hungary.

He crowned the year and his exertions in the cause

of social reform by a lecture to working men at Hurst-

pierpoint—notes of which have been published. The

main ideas were borrowed from Channing's Essay on the

Elevation of the Working Classes ; but he clothed them

with such new thought that he made them altogether
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his own. So closed for him the year 1851. It was a

year during which his work, ever arduous and wearing,

was rendered doubly so by misconception and attack,

and by the pressure and pain of advancing disease.

But he bore up nobly and endured, as seeing Him

who is invisible. From this time forth till his death

his life and energy were those of a racehorse, the spirit

of which needs no spur, but which dies at the winning-

post exhausted by its victory.

Letters from March 14 December 5, 1851.

I.

To a Friend,
March 14, 1851.

Thank you most gratefully for the ' Stones of Venice.' There

are no writings which, at the present moment, offer such in-

terest to me as Euskin's. They give a truth to repose on which

is real, whatever else is unreal ; and as a relief from the dim

religious light of theology, in which one seems to make out

the outline of a truth and the next moment lose it in hopeless

mystery and shadows, they are very precious—more precious

than even works which treat of scientific truth, such as che-

mistry, for they do not feed the heart, and that is the thing

that aches and craves in us just now to a degree that makes

the resentment against such people as Miss Martineau on the

one side, and the evangehcals on the other, almost savage.

I have been and am reading the 'Modern Painters' again, with

renewed enjoyment and sense of soothing.

You do not ' get a clearer conception of truths.' You are

* less able wholly to understand.' Could it be otherwise ? If,

instead of a clearer conception, you are getting a grander idea,

even though it should give a bewildering sense of indefiniteness
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and infinitude, is not this gain rather than loss ? Who can

* understand ?
' If a man understands spiritual truth, I should

think he knows, because he feels little about it. If you are

exchanging measurable maxims for immeasurable princi-

ples, surely you are rising from the mason to the architect.

* Seven times ?
' No— no—no— seventy times seven. No

maxim—a heart principle. I wonder whether St. Peter wholly

understood that, or got a very clear conception from it. A sub-

lime idea he did, no doubt, which would for ever and for ever

outgrow the outline of any dogmatic definition; but just so far

as St. Peter could define less what he believed on that point,

he would know more. And yet I dare say there were re-

spectable Pharisees in that day who would gravely shake their

heads and say, that it Avas a dangerous thing to do away with

old-established rules, and throw a man upon the feelings of a

vague unlimited principle.

It seems to me that this feeling of vagueness is inevitable

when we dare to launch out upon the sea of truth. I remem-

ber that half-painful, half-sublime sensation in the first voyage

I took out of sight of land when I was a boy ; when the old

landmarks and horizon were gone, and I felt as if I had no

home. It was a pain to find the world so large. By degrees

the mind got familiarised to that feeling, and a joyful sense of

freedom came. So I think it is with spiritual truth. It is a

strangely desolate feeling to perceive that the * Truth ' and the

* Gospel ' that we have known were but a small home-farm in

the great universe, but at last I think we begin to see sun,

moon, and stars as before, and to discover that we are not

lost, but free, with a latitude and longitude as certain, and far

grander than before.

II.

I spent last evening with Mrs. Jameson and Lady Byron.

The conversation turned at first chiefly on the gradual changes
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in the feeling towards the Virgin, which are marked by the

forms of representation of her. It seems that the earliest ap-

pearance of the Virgin and Child dates in the fifth century

;

before that the Virgin was alone. The first representations of

this change bore a striking resemblance to the heathen statues

and relievos of Juno nursing the infant Mars. Then came pic-

tures in which the Virgin is represented as crowned by her

Son—at first kneeling before Him, then sitting a little lower

than He, then on a level with him. For many ages she appears

as intercessor between Christ the Judge and the guilty earth

;

in this respect personifying the idea which, among many

modern Christians, is personified by Christ as the Lord of

compassion : while He represented that conception which they

now assign to the Father, offended wrath, needing intercession,

and scarcely appeased. This shows, however, I think, the

radical truth of the idea. Love and justice are really one

—

different sides of each other ; love to that which is like God is

alienation firom that which opposes Him. In this light, too,

the heart realises Him as an unity, when the intellect is sub-

ordinated, and does not dialectically divide, that is, in our

highest moral state ; but when the understanding begins tc

busy itself with these conceptions, they are necessarily con-

ceived of as two, not one, and the beings in whom they inhere

are necessarily conceived of as distinct.

I look upon that Middle Age statement, and the more modern

one, only as forms, and perhaps necessary forms, of thought,

which are false in the higher regions of belief in which the

heart, loving, lives. She showed me some exquisite forms of

the Virgin by the elder painters, when feeling was religious

—

Perugino, Fra Angelico, Raphael. Afterwards the form be-

came coarse, as the religious feeling died off from art. I asked

her how it is that the Eomish feeling now is developing itself

so much in the direction of Mariolatry ; and she said that the

purer and severer conceptions of the Virgin are coming back

again, and visibly marking Romi.=.h art.
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Briefly, I will tell you what I said in answer to her inquiries.

I think Mariolatry was inevitable. The idea most strongly

seized in Christianity of the sanctification of humanity attached

itself to Christ as the man ; but the idea naturally developed

contained something more—the sanctification of womanhood.

Until, therefore, the great truth that in Christ is neither male

nor temale— that His was the double nature, all that was most

manly and all that was most womanly— could take hold of

men, it was inevitable that Christianity should seem imperfect

without an immaculate woman. Swedenborgianism has there-

fore, it seems, a similar dream, and so has even atheism. I am
told that Comte, the French philosopher, has broached a some-

what corresponding reve in his ' Anticipations of the Future.*

We only want, he thinks, and shaU have, the glory of woman
to worship. He is an atheist. Alas ! if he be right, we shall

have to search elsewhere than in the ball-going polkaing

frivolities in female form which offer themselves as the modern

goddesses.

From this the conversation turned on capital punishment.

I declared for it, wishing that it should be abolished for

murder, and inflicted only on those who are guilty of wrongs to

women. For murder is a trifle—life is not of so much value

—

and the tenderness for human life is not one of the noblest

signs of our times, for it is not commensurable with a hatred

of wrong ; whereas in the other case society is worse than un-

christian ; that which is wrong in a woman is doubly so in a

man, because she does with personal risk what he does with

risk to another, in personal secui'ity and damnable selfishness.

III.

I rejoice that you have taken up Euskin
;
only let me ask

you to read it very slowly, to resolve not to finish more than

a few pages each day. One or two of the smaller chapters are

quite enough—a long chapter is enough for two days, except
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where it is chiefly made up of illustration from pictiu'es ; those

can only be read with minute attention when you have the

print or picture to which he refers before you ; and those

which you can so see, in the National Gallery, Dulwich, &c.,

you should study, with the book, one or two at a time. The

book is worth reading in this way : study it—think over each

chapter and examine yourself mentally, with shut eyes, upon

its principles, putting down briefly on paper the heads, and

getting up each day the principles that you gained the day be-

fore. This is not the way to read many books, but it is the

way to read much ; and one read in this way, carefully, would

do you more good, and remain longer fructifying, than twenty

skimmed. Do not read it, however, with slavish acquiescence

;

with deference, for it deserves it, but not more. And when

you have got its principles woven into the memory, hereafter,

by comparison and consideration, you will be able to correct

and modify for yourself Together with this, I would read

carefidly some other book of a totally different character

;

some narrative of human action and character—if stirring and

noble so much the better. I have just finished the first volume

of Major Edwardes' ' Pimjaub,' a history of wonderful adven-

tures, but too long. I could not recommend it to you, but

some day I will give you a very brief epitome of it.

I am endeavouring to do my work more regularly, simply,

and humbly—trying as it is, and against the grain, and deeply

as I feel the need of some physical enterprise.

Tell , with my kind regards, that Louis Blanc's

theory requires something besides a warm heart and a

quick perception to fairly judge. There are certain laws of

society, as certain as the laws of matter, which cannot be

reached intuitively, or by feeling, but require study—very

hard study ; and the misfortune of his theory is, that appeal-

ing to those whose feelings are quick, and sense of the Avrongs

of things as they are—acute, it is very fascinating; but

whether it is true or not, demands a far calmer study of the
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laws of the universe than his superficial theory generally gets.

Feeling says, ' Relieve the beggar, and you cannot be wrong ;

'

Fact says, ' The relief of beggary can be proved the worst in-

jury to the community.' Socialism and Fourierism will draw

in many generous spirits, but it must bring about, at last, evils

tenfold greater than those it would relieve. I never read any-

thing more pitiably self-destructive than the digest of Louis

Blanc's doctrine, in a catechism by himself. Succeed it can-

not, but it will probably be tried some day, perhaps on a large

scale ; and if so, the social disorganisation which must ensue,

and the agonies and convulsions in which society will reel to

and fro, and the reaction from it, will be, perhaps, the most

terrible lesson which the world has ever learnt.

This is the invariable result of protection—the forcible

compression and hindrance of the laws of nature until they

burst. Louis Blanc thinks God has made very bad laws, and

he would make better. So thought a wiser than Louis Blanc,

or fifty Louis Blancs—Plato. He considered the partialities of

maternal love very pernicious, and would have prevented a

woman knowing her own child, making her the mother of all

the children of the State. Of course maternal partialities are

full of evil, but on the whole, that being God's system, will

work better than the universalisra and state education of

Plato, however sublime the conception may seem. The only

difliculty is to create the feeling which is to be the motive,

that is all. Mr. the other day was very learnedly

descanting before some ladies upon the modern invention of

throwing red-hot shot and red-hot shells. Red-hot shot I had

heard of at Gibraltar. But I humbly ventured to ask respect-

ing the red-hot shells—how they got the powder in ? That is

the difficulty in Louis Blanc's system. Nevertheless, it will

be tried
;
and, like the red-hot shell system, the result will be

—

an explosion.
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rv.

To one entering London Life,

My dear ,—Gavazzi's Exeter Hall orations and this

electro-biology are of the exciting class of stimuli which I

reckon dangerous and useless. The first leaves nothing behind,

morally or intellectually ; the second belongs as yet to the

witchcraft and mesmerism class, which may hereafter be re-

duced to calm rules and become scientific ; but at present,

except to scientific and classifying minds, I think useful for

nothing but to kill the disease of ennui by exciting the

Athenian desire of loving * some new thing.'

Do let me earnestly entreat you to use force to overcome

this craving after stimuli of this class ; it is time and money

lost. One-tenth part of the time and attention given regularly

to the acquisition of some of the branches of information for

which London affords so many opportunities would relieve

you from ennui, and will leave something behind. Suppose

you try the mental discipline of giving all the hours which

you would fritter on such things to one pursuit—say an inte-

resting attendance on some course of not abstruse lectures. I

pray you to grasp my principles, not my rules; for to say this,

thaty and that are exciting, and leave nothing behind, is to

give dead rules. Remember the spirit and philosophy of that

which I say.

V.

To the Same.

Last night I wrote so rapidly to save the post that possibly

my meaning may have been obscure. What I intended to say

was this : the life you are now about to enter will be one of

an exciting character; diminish it as you "vvill, yet balls,
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theatres, late hours, varied society, must necessarily make the

atmosphere you breathe highly stimulating. What you want

in your other life is a corrective and emollient.

It matters little that you avoid the theatre and music, if in

their stead you substitute Gavazzi, with his theatrical pose and

voice, and his exciting orations. I do not say that under no

circumstances it would be desirable to hear him. Were you

for months in a dull country town, I should say it might be

well to vary its monotony by such an excitement, and its ex-

aggeration might be even wholesome as the counteractive of

an extreme; but under present circumstances, if you are

really in earnest in yoiu: desire to discipline your spirit and

get the peace which can alone come from watchfulness, I should

say it is one of those indulgences which must be pernicious,

though one which, of course, the worn, jaded London ladies

must find most delightful, varying their excitement with a

fresh stimulus, and giving them horse-radish when they are

tired of mustard, cayenne when wearied of horse-radish.

This, I believe, Mr.
,
too, has done for them, and probably

this is what sermons generally accomplish. One spoonful of

cayenne to six of mustard, and Soyer himself could not then

give such piquancy to their week—would to God I were not a

mere pepper-cruet to give a relish to the palates of the

Brightonians !

Well, to proceed : I think natural facts most valuable for

your mind to repose upon ; but the class which you select are

precisely those which, instead of giving the repose of philo-

sophic certainty, leave the mind in a whirl of wonder and

perplexity : the disputed facts, which are not recognised as

facts, which produce controversy and excitement—mesmerism,

electro-biology, odology. Half the time—nay, one-tenth of

the time—wasted upon the charlatans who invent these, or

mystify the real facts contained in them, would put many in

possession of truths quite as marvellous, infinitely more beau-

tiful, because their connection with life and usefulness is
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known, and far more capable of disciplining the mind towards

peace, and rest, and God. I can see no effect produced by the

others except bewilderment, dogmatism, or scepticism. Let

philosophers examine them, separate the error from the facts,

and then we can look at them ; but at present, entirely un-

trained in such studies, we are as little able to distinguish the

laws of the universe fi'om jugglery as a ploughman is to sepa-

rate vaccination from the charm system ; and the appeal to

judgment in these matters seems to me always a great pre-

sumptive proof of something false.

Besides which, the popular mind, always craving behef, takes

up imphcitly these crude phoenomena ^vith a reverence which

is so much abstracted from rightful objects; and then the

vacillation and perpetual uncertainty in which the mind is left

produces a glow of excitement which betrays what is in fact

the real attractiveness in these pursuits—the power they have

to give excitement with no mental trouble. Excitement is the

natural reward of toil ; but that is a healthy excitement. Felt

by the philosopher it is delicious, calm, and productive of va-

luable exertion ; but felt without mental or physical effort,

ending in itseh^, and existing only for the sake of itself, it is,

by a just law, self-destructive
;
just as spirits may be safely

taken during hard exercise, but at the peril of him who takes

them in a sedentary life.

Oh that I could make every one feel this principle as I feel

it—and as a principle ! I give many rules, ' but the letter

killeth, the spirit of the law giveth life.' If men could but

get a hving insight into the principle, which is to me as clear

as noonday, the appKcation of it would be easy
;
and, as in

reHgious matters, the irksome irritating restriction, ' Touch not,

taste not, handle not '

—

this^ that, and the other—would be dis-

pensed with.
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I have finislied Edwardes' * Punjaub,' and about to begin it

again, though it is in two thick volumes. I turn to the history

of military adventures and to science with a sense of refresh-

ment, and home which intensifies as life goes on. Edwardes was

a very fine fellow. He went as political agent with a Sikh army

to the valley of Bunnoo, which Eunjeet Singh had subdued and

made tributary, but the tribute of which had never been col-

lected, except once in three or four years, with great bloodshed

and war. In three months Edwardes subdued one of the four

tribes which inhabit it by negotiation ; forced the others to

raze with their own hands four hundred forts which might

have stood a year's siege
;
knowing nothing of engineering,

built a fortress for the Sikh army, and compelled the refractory

Sikhs, who had never done anything of the kind before, to

build it ; collected the tribute ; shot a fanatic, who rushed

into his tent, after having slain the sentry, to murder him
;

disbanded a mutinous regiment ; tried hundreds of causes in a

country where justice had never been heard of before.

To turn to a different question :
' Why was John the most

beloved ?
' I suppose we learn from the fact the rightness of

personal preferences—certain minds being more akin to other

human minds than certain others—but also that in the highest

hearts this affinity will be determined by spiritual resemblances,

not mere accidental agreeabilities, accomplishments, or polite-

nesses or pleasant manners. Again, I imagine that the union

was one which had nothing to do with mental superiority

;

that might have been more admirable : John was loveable.

Not talent, as in St. Paul's case, nor eloquence, nor amiability

drew Christ's spirit to him, but that large heart, which enabled

him to believe because he felt, and hence to reveal that ' God
is Love.' It is very remarkable, however, that his love was a

trained love. Once John was more zealous than affectionate.
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But he began by loving the human friend, by tending the

mother as a son, by attachment to his brother James ; and so,

through particular personal attachments, he was trained to

take in and comprehend the larger Divine Love. I should say,

then, that he was most loveable, because having loved in their

various relationships ' men whom he had seen, he was able to

love God whom he had not seen.' (He is most dear to the

heart of Christ, of course, who loves most, because he has

most of God in him^ and that love comes through missing none

of the preparatory steps of affection, given us here as Primer

lessons. . . .

Upon me there is a growing conviction, deepening into a

feeling that is at times very solemn and very mournful, that

my path lies in a different direction—in himible work done

more humbly than I have done it—more in the valley : in

simple life, more severe and more solitary. I must mete out

what of existence remains to me. Like Hamlet, * I have had

dreams,' * and therefore, hke him, am imable to ' coimt myself

king of infinite space.'

vn.

The only shade of uneasiness that ever crosses my mind is

the perhaps that it will not end so. What I have reason to

fear is imbecility. They all admit that. Last night, till dawn

to-day, suffering kept me awake, gnashing the teeth, or rather

setting them, like poor Prometheus, in defiance of the vulture's

beak. Only my vulture was feeding on my cerebellum, and

digging its talons in a most uncivil and ferocious way into the

organs of emotionness, philoprogenitiveness, obstinacy, &c. &c.,

leaving the nobler organs free. Now, what is to be said for

* Robertson was aware that the other reading— ' bad dreams '—was

the more correct one, but he always preferred the reading in the text of

his letter.
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phrenology after this ? Does it not refute the whole system ?

Had the said bird been pulling at the organs really in use by

me—that is, all that is most sublime in humanity—it had been

intelligible. But what business on earth has he to stick his

claws into a part of my nature which from the cradle has been

protested against, disowned, defied, conquered ? Is it revenge

being now taken for the victory, and am I to be, like the Prin-

cess in the ' Arabian Nights,' consumed by the fiames of the

genie she had reduced to a cinder ? Bad image apart, there is

something in the whole matter which perplexes me as a phi-

losophical question and a question of justice ; for I know, as

indeed the organs indicate, that it is not the overstrained in-

tellect that is wearing life out, but the emotional part of nature

which all life long has been breathing flames which kindled

none and only burned itself.

VIII.

On reaching home yesterday evening I took down Liebig's

' Chemistry,' and found that the ultimate elements of organic

bodies are principally four—viz. carbon, oxygen, hydrogen,

and nitrogen. That is, the difference between hair, flesh, bone,

and between skin, bark, wood, &c., is caused not so much by

their being composed of different elements as by the different

proportions in which these four chief ones are mixed up.

In the visions of the night a dream presented itself, mingling

this information with the subjects of our conversation, and the

question whether woman is merely an unemancipated negro,

as you say, her powers and qualities in all respects like those

of men, only uncultivated, or, as I say, a being spiritually as

well as physically different—having, if you will, all the ele-

ments, moral and intellectual, the same in number as man has,

only differing in the proportions in which they are mixed up

;
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that difference, however, constituting a difference of nature as

real as the difference between leaf and flower, wood and fruit.

As you say, Woman is to Man what the gristle of a child is to

the hard skull of an adult ; as / say, what the brain is to the

skull, or tlie flesh to the ribs.

Methought I overheard the muscular fibre, i.e. the flesh, of

the human body, enviously grumbling against the bones. The

flesh averred that it was essentially identical with bone, want-

ing only a different position and a harder education. That

great muscle in the centre of the body, the heart, took upon

herself the oflice of champion of the rights of oppressed flesh,

and spoke— ' Feeble and degraded muscles ! after six thou-

sand years of abject inferiority, I summon you in the sacred

name of abstract principles. Are we not identically the same

as the bones ? What are the bones ?—carbon, oxygen, hydro-

gen, nitrogen. What are we ?—the same, minus a few pinches

of phosphate of lime. The elements of our nature are identi-

cally those of bone. And yet for these long centuries we ha"\'e

been treated as if we were of a softer and feebler nature

—

condescendingly, insultingly protected from outward injury, as

if we could not protect ourselves ; looked upon as the orna-

ment and Hving beauty of the bones ; treated—I blush with

shame to say it—as the cushions on which the bones repose, as

if we were merely existing for their solace and relaxation.

Even T, of bonier texture than you, poor slaves ! I am bone-

locked and hemmed in on every side, imable to expand, cabined,

cribbed, confined, forbidden from the development of my noble

nature by the coercion of a horrid jealous rib !

(For it may be remarked that the heart, albeit proud of

being less soft and less sensitive than other muscles, was yet

unable to restrain the use of certain spasmodic dashed words,

likfe ' horrid,' which betrayed the existence of more nervous

substance and sensibility than she would willingly^ have ad-

mitted. And the occurrence of these, in the midst of slanglike

and bonier expressions, produced sometimes an odd confusion.)

YOL. II. D
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Some very tender muscles, situated at the extremity of the

fingers, spoke in reply to the swelling heart thus

:

' Wondrous sister ! thy words are full of awe ; and we have

been thrilled with the mighty conception which thou hast

suggested to us of being as the bones ! But let us take sweet

counsel together. Dost not thou sit in the centre of the body,

determining the quality of every atom of carbon, hydrogen,

and nitrogen, before it passes into the bones ? Are not we,

then, through thee, our great mother, arbiters of the destiny

of those bones, whom thou, with divine indignation, callest

horrid ? We know that thou art less feebly sensitive than many

of us, for we recollect how, in the days of Charles 11. , thou wast

handled alive by a surgeon, and didst not flinch any more than

if thou hadst been bone. But we pray thee to consider what

would be our fate Avere we to change our nature. Should we not

wear out by our friction, instead of elastically rebounding ? Does

not our very shrinking save us ? Nay, would not the bones be

harder still than we, and instead of, as now, loving us and for-

bearing pressure, come through us, if we did not feel ? Besides,

some of us have a secret liking for thope bones, feel their sup-

port, and cling with great affection to our ribs. Thou speakest

of great principles, which we do not understand—oxygen and

hydrogen. Thou art very wdse, and we are very foolish

—

we only know that flesh is flesh and bone is bone. Thou

sayest flesh is bone : but Ave cannot help thinking that Ave are

as nature made us, and better so. Thou meditatest, mighty

philosopheress ! on nitrogen and carbon. To us bones are dear.

We think that all the discipline Avhich thou recommendest

would make us only fii-mer and healthier flesh, but flesh still,

and that only by destruction of our nature could Ave become

bone. We do not Avish the bones ever to forget that Ave are

flesh, or to treat us as bone treats bone. We should as soon ex-

pect a gentleman in the course of couA^ersation to forget the

difference of sex—to consider only mind versus mind, and,

smiting the feminine possessor of the mind upon the shoulder,
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to say, " Come, hold your jaw, old fellow." Most magnanimous

heart ! we are very tender, and do not hke to have it forgotten

that we are made of flesh and blood.'

Methought the heart heaved with scorn, and replied :

—

' Ye concrete feeblenesses ! I am, then, not as ye are. Tlie

abstract principles of my nature are identical with those of the

tyrants. I will alter the proportions ; I will appropriate a

little of the lime which the heartless bones monopolise. I, too,

will be a bone.' (' Heartless bones.' N.B.—This was the last

touching inconsistency of the flesh of which the heart was ever

guilty.)

She persisted in her resolve. By degrees her eloquent and

throbbing utterances became stilled in silence. She got harder

and harder, and knocked against the ribs, blow for blow, giv-

ing knocks and receiving them with interest. The last wish

she expressed was to be made acquainted with Anatomy prac-

tically, being certain that she should be as callous to the knife

as any bone.

She got her wish; but it was not until she had become

ossified.

Upon the jjost-mortem examination I could not, however,

but remark that, even denatm-alised as her discipline had

made her, she did not look like genuine healthy bone, but a

sort of gristle, neither red nor white, neither hard nor soft, but

tough— altogether an unnatural, morbid, amorphous mass, like

unprepared caoutchouc when you cut it through, only not so

elastic.

The surgeon shrugged his shoulders, and dropped her into a

jar of spirits of wine, to take her place among the monstrosities

of an anatomical museum, observing that she was too hard for

a feminine pin-cushion and too soft for a masculine cannon-

ball.

Glenara, Glenara, now read me my dream.

D 2
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IX.

May 7.

was very enthusiastic about Louis Blanc, his philan-

thropy, his beaux yeux noirs and pensees^ his aristocratic bear-

ing, and hien gantees hands. It is very difficult, in a woman's

enthusiasm for a system, to ehminate the adventitious and per-

sonal influences and get at the real amount of intelligent and

genuine admiration of the belles idees which remains as a

residuum behind. Kavignan and sociahsm—nay, perhaps I

may add with a little sly malice, Mazzinianism, mesmerism,

to say nothing of homoeopathy—would contend against us, dull

careworn expositors of threadbare truths, with fearful odds

on their side, if beaux yeux noirs and white gloves are to be

imconsciously accepted as legitimate weapons.

I am sorry I could not go Avith you to the Exhibition open-

ing, but as circumstances then were it would have been im-

possible. I was in a very small humour for any enjoyment

whatever. For myself I do not feel the smallest regret. Gala

days and processions never, even as a boy, gave me any pleasure,

and I always feel inclined to moralise in the Hamlet vein when

I see grown men and women playing at theatricals off the

stage. For instance, the pageant which t saw on the opening

of Parliament suggested no thoughts but those which belong to

a sense of the ridiculous. A review, suggesting the conception

of a real battle, is a different thing, and impresses me to tears.

I cannot see a regiment manoeuvre nor artillery in motion

without a choking sensation, but pomps with feathers and jewels

and fine carriages always make me sad or else contemptuous.

Pageants never leave a sense of grandeur, but always of mean-

ness and paltriness, on my mind. It is not so with a mountain

or a picture. I would far, far rather go through the Exhibition

without a crowd, and quietly get a few ideas, as I trust I shall do.
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I cam delighted to find that you enjoy the Exhibition. When
did I despise it as a frivolous thing ? The pomp of the pro-

cession I cannot care for—the Exhibition itself is improving

and intellectual.

X.

Ralph King, Lady Lovelace's son, who has taken a strange

fancy to venerate me, came down from town with his tutor to

be at church on Sunday, by his own wish. He came to break-

fast with me on Monday, and with great naivete and originality

expressed his interest in the view I had taken on Sunday of the

non-spirituality of the yearning for death, and remarked ' that

it was suicide without the coiu:age of suicide.' An evangelical

lady came into the vestry to express her bewilderment at the

doctrine. I replied that I thought it was best to set a standard

that was real, actual, and human, not one either insincerely or

morbidly professed ; that many an evangehcal clergyman, after

an ultra-spiritual discourse, in which desire for heaven and God

at once was taught as the only Christian feeling, would go home
and sit over his glass of port very comfortably, satisfied with it

as before, until heaven comes—which I considered a sure way
of making all unreal. ' Well,' said she, * I thought you, of all

people, were like St. Paul, and that you would wish for a

heavenlier life as much as he did.' ' First of all,' said I, ' you

thought wrong
;
next, if I do wish to die, it is when I am in

pain, or out of conceit with life, which happens pretty often,

but which I do not consider spirituahty.' It is only an ungra-

cious way of saying, * I am dissatisfied with what Thou hast

given me, and do not hke the duties that are mine at all. I am
in pain, and want to be out of pain ; and I suppose a great

many very commonplace people could say the same piece of

sublime discontent. Could not you ?
'

The fair saint was silenced.
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XI.

To a Member of his Congregation,

Brighton : May 9, 1851.

My dear ,—I thank you much for the interesting

letter you sent me, Avhich I enclose. I did not know Mr.

beyond the acquaintance of a single evening, but was ex-

tremely pleased with his son-in-law. He is at rest, I doubt

not, now—in that deep awfiil rest which is the most endearing

of all the attributes of the life that shall be—the rest which is

order instead of disorder—harmony instead of chaotic passions

in jar and discord, and duty instead of the conflict of self-will

with His loving will. It is a noble thought, and I never hear

of anyone who has probably attained it without a feeling of

congratulation rising to the lips. You sign yourself ' grate-

fully.' If that is in reference to any good in instruction you

may think you have derived from my ministry—and I can

conceive no other—there is in the kind feeling far more to

humble me than to give me joy. May God bless you !

XII.

To the Same,

Brighton: May 16, 1851.

My dear ,—I am deeply grateful for your note, but,

I can only say again, more surprised and humbled by it than

even gladdened. Yet I can rejoice, if not for my own sake, yet

for yours. That a ministry full of imperfection and blind

darkness should do any good is a source to me of ever new

wonder. That one in which words and truth, if truth come,

wrung out of mental pain and inward struggle, should now and

then touch a corresponding chord in minds with which, from
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invincible and almost incredible shyness, I rarely come in

personal contact, is not so surprising, for I suppose the grand

principle is the universal one—we can only heal one another

with blood—whether it comes from the agony itself, or the

feeble and meaner pains of common minds and hearts. If it

were not for such rewards and consolations unexpectedly pre-

senting themselves at times, the Christian Ministry would be,

at least to some minds, and in the present day, insupportable.

Once more, thank you. I do trust, with all my heart, that your

estimate of the effects of what you hear on your own heart

may not be delusive. I know that spoken words impress, and

that impression has its danger as well as its good. Hence I

cannot even rejoice without fear, for I confess that at best

pulpit instruction seems to me to be as pernicious as it is

efficacious. And Carlyle's view of stump oratory is only too

mournfully true. To spend life and waste all strength of

nerve and heart upon it, seems like a duty of sowing the sea-

sand.

Still, some good is done, but much less than people think
;

and the drawback, which you correctly state, is one which must

always be allowed for as a very large deduction from its ap-

parent effects—I mean the absence of any immediate oppor-

tunity of carrying transient impressions into action, and the

exhaustion of the feelings which are perpetually stimulated for

no definite result.

At the highest, all I count on is the probability that in

many minds a thought here and there may strike root and

grow, mixing with life and ordinary trains of feeling a some-

what higher tone than otherwise might have been, and bringing

forth results which will be unconscious and utterly untraceable

to the mind that originated them, just as it would be impossible

to say whence the thistledown came, that is resulting now in

a plentiful crop of weeds, alas !—the simile is an ominous one

—on the downs above.
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XIII.

To the Same,

BrigMon : May 17, 1851.

My dear ,—I send you back Carlyle's letter. I

have read Bushnell ; there are some good things in him, but

on the whole I think him most shadowy and unsatisfactory.

He does not sufficiently show that dogmas express eternal

verities and facts ; that they are what a mathematician might

call approximative formulas to truth. In this spirit I always

ask—what does that dogma mean ? Not what did it mean in

the lips of those who spoke it ? How, in my language, can I

put into form the underlying truth, in correcter form if

possible, but in only approximative form after all ? In this way

purgatory, absolution, Mariolatry, become to me fossils, not lies.

Of course people speak bitterly against my teaching, and of

course I feel it keenly. But I cannot help it, and I cannot go

out of my way to conciliate opposition and dislike. Misap-

prehension will account for part. Partly the divergence is

real. But to place the spirit above the letter, and the principle

above the rule, was the aim of His Life, and the cause of the

dislike He met with : therefore I am content. And this, by

the way, affords an answer to one part of your perplexity—viz.

whether it be not dangerous to draw so exact a parallel between

His office and ours ? I only reply that, except in feeling a

fellowship and oneness with that Life, and recognising parallel

feelings and parallel struggles, triumphantly sometimes, I do

not see how life could be tolerable at all. He was Humanity,

and in Him alone my humanity becomes intelligible. Do not

tremble at difficulties and shoreless expanses of truth, if you

feel drifting into them. God's truth must be boundless.

Tractarians and Evangelicals suppose that it is a pond which

you can walk round and say, ' I hold the truth.' What, all?
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* Yes, all ; there it is, circumscribed, defined, proved, and you

are an infidel if you do not think this pond of mine, that the

great Mr. Scott, and Mr. Newton, and Mr. Cecil dug, quite

large enough to be the immeasurable Gospel of the Lord of

the universe.'

Dare to be alone Avith God, my dear , trust Him,

and do not fear that He will leave you in darkness long,

though His light may dazzle. Was not He alone in this

world?—unfelt, uncomprehended, suspected, spoken against?

And before Him was the cross. Before us, a little tea-table

gossip, and hands uplifted in holy horror. Alas ! and we call

that a cross to bear. Shame ! yet still I do admit, that for

a loving heart to lack sympathy is worse than pain. Do not

hesitate to ask me about anything that I say, if it seem

difficult. I would gladly explain to any of my congregation

anything I meant to say, if I said it obscurely, or if it seemed

to conflict with their conceptions. But to you, at any time, I

will with true enjoyment give such explanation, so never

doubt about asking me. ^

XIV.

To the Same,

Brighton: May 21, 1851.

My dear ,—The question you put is by no means

an easy one to answer : whether, namely, it be right and wise

for you to read on both sides of the question— or rather, I

should say, questions ? for on this subject they are endless,

and grow up like Hydra's heads.

I could not reply. No : for that is the very advice given by

the Romish Church, which we so much blame ; and it is very

inconsistent in us to condemn their prohibitions of heretical or

Protestant books to the laity, if we, tractarian or evangelical

clergy, forbid, as is constantly done, the perusal of books

which we judge heretical. We say they are afraid of the truth,
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else tliey would not forbid inquiry ; and I do not see why
unitarians, rationalists, or sceptics, might not retort the same

charge on us. The fact, however, that they who so condemn

the Romish Church find themselves compelled to very incon-

sistently imitate their conduct, is a proof, I think, that even in

that most anti-Protestant proceeding there is a truth, inevitably

acted on by everyone in his own way, if we could only dis-

engage it.

Now, first of all, the questions of religious truth are inter-

minable, and a lifetime would scarcely suffice to even pass the

outworks of them all. Next, very few minds are in possession

of the means or of the severe mental training which qualifies

a man to set out as an original discoverer of truth ; so that if

we cannot begin with a large number of truths, which must

be considered as first principles and settled, life must be one

perpetual state of Pyrrhonism and uncertainty.

On the other hand, to refuse to examine when doubts arise

is spiritual suicide ; and I do not see how, on this principle, any

progress in truth could ever have been made. Why should the

Pharisees have been blamed for the views so long stereotyped

on the Jews for remaining in Judaism ?

One consolation, however, at once suggests itself The con-

dition of arriving at truth is not severe habits of investigation,

but innocence of life and humbleness of heart. Truth is felt, not

reasoned, out ; and if there be any truths which are only appre-

ciable by the acute understanding, we may be sure at once that

these do not constitute the soul's life, nor error in these the

soul's death. For instance, the metaphysics of God's Being
;

the '"plan^ as they call it, * of salvation ;' the exact distinction

between the divine and human in Christ's Person. On all

these subjects you may read and read till the brain is dizzy

and the heart's action is stopped ; so that of course the mind is

bewildered. But on subjects of Right and Wrong, Divine and

Diabolic, Noble and Base, I believe sophistry cannot puzzle

so long as the life is right.
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I should say, therefore

—

1, Eemember how much is certain. Is there any doubt

about the Sermon on the Mount ? Whether, for instance, the

Beatitudes are true to fact ? Whether the pure in heart shall

see God ? Any doubt, -whether to have the mind of Christ be

salvation and rest ? Well, if so, you may be content to leave

much, if God will, to unfold itself slowly ; if not, you can

quietly wait for Eternity to settle it.

2ndly. I think the only thing that can be said is broadly

this : I would not read controversially. In this bewildered

age of ' Yeast ' (by-the-bye, the author of * Yeast ' ought not to

cry out about fermentation, unless he can show how it can be

made bread, nor ought anyone, duty now being rather to be

silent)—in this age of ' Yeast,' an age in which, like Diana's

worshippers, all are crying out loudly, the greater part not

kno-wdng why, or what the questions really are, it seems to me
that the more we confine ourselves to simple duties the better.

Be assured that there is little to be known here : much to be

borne : something to be done. What you are, and what your

life means, you do not know. God only knows. You must

be content with twilight, except when contrast with, darkness

makes the twilight seem, as it really is in comparison, a blaze

of light.

Specially, in your own case, would not this be your duty ?

You have regular appointed teaching with which you are not

dissatisfied. I should be the last to urge you to blind yourself

by it, or refuse to receive light from any other quarter which,

jwesenting itself^ might make that teaching seem wrong ; but

so long as it appears to you not darkness, but light, surely it

would be Avisest, for your own peace and the harmony of your

life, not to go out of the way to investigate and seek for views

which may make that little light questionable. Try, rather,

to live upon the truths you have for certain, and let them be-

come firmer and firmer. How can you expect to fathom

questions in which the wisest of the age have been sounding in
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vain ? This conviction once settled, I think we shall become

content to wait—a great lesson ; and let God teach us by

degrees, instead of fancying we can find it all out by effort. Do
you remember Wordsworth's

—

Think you, 'mid all this mighty sum
Of things for ever speaking,

That nothing of itself will come,

But we must still be seeking?

"We do not trust God ; we trust ourselves. We do not believe

that He seeks us ; we fancy we have to seek Him. We are

anxious to know all about God, and meanwhile we never think

of knowing God. God, instead of religion, and much more,

God, instead of theology, is what we need to believe in.

I would avoid all controversy, written or spoken, if I were

you. Controversy with acquaintances mystifies, renders you

suspected, and embitters your own heart. Besides, how can

you explain what you think or feel mth no endorsed words

which will be honoured, as the bankers say ? Then the contro-

versial books of the day are so merely ' Yeast,' that they will

leave your mind bewildered. I myself follow this plan as much

as possible. I mix little with the religious world, and so avoid

discussion. I read little of divinity, much more of literature,

though that, from mental prostration, is now next to nothing.

And I try to trust in God—God and my own soul ; there is

nothing else to trust to. And I am sure I should be giving

you dreary advice were I to say, read on all sides of the ques-

tion. No, I rather say : trust in God—live in Him—do His

will—and rest.

XV.

is a very sensible, good, and, I should think, wise man.

I like what he says about the impossibility of any man being

comprehensive, and not French, German, English, &c. There

has been but one Son of Man.

Poor Comte ! I recollect that there is in his work the usual
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amount of French vanity and nationality, which mars every-

thing great. They have not a world-wide man : with all our

egotism, we have. And, indeed, I think all our greatest men

are more universal, more submissive to eternal and not merely

conventional laws. Compare the Duke and Napoleon, though

the talent of the latter was probably far greater.

AVell, I care very little for the progress of society, if that

only means that, some centuries hence, individuals will eat,

drink, and sleep more abundantly and more cleanly than the

masses now, those individuals being mortal, perishable, and

dying out for ever. They take away all that makes humanity

grand, and then ask you to care for it and its progress. I care

for religion—for the hope of a church ; that is, a society more

united in each other, because more united in God. But sepa-

rate from that, and the possibilities of nobleness which that

involves, the destinies of the race appear to me little more

interesting than the contemplation of the prospects of a tray of

silkworms—obscene and crawling reptiles, which may here-

after become moths, and die, Avhen the eggs are only laid.

The whole universe, in this aspect, is to me a hideous phan-

tasm—the cruel practising-shop of some demon experimentalist,

who creates Frankensteins to be wretched and accursed, and

makes them better every new attempt. Pleasant consolation

for us—no ! me, the Frankenstein, to know that some centuries

hence there will be no more anomalous, semi-noble, semi-

banned, and blighted Frankensteins.

No, no, no ! There is some better thing than that ; and

French atheism must get a human, humble, loving heart before

it can even guess what.

XVI.
May 1851.

I send you a letter which I received from Mr. Drew, press-

ing me into the service. This morning I had a long visit

fr'om Mr. Maurice, which kept me from writing to you at
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length. His countenance is benign, full of thought, marked

Avith sorrow—but conquered sorrow. Probably, from know-

ing his mind beforehand, I read large powers of sympathy with

Humanity. He told me, simply and strongly, that he had seen

and been pleased with my published addresses. I ought not

to have said a long visit ; it was under an hour, as he had to

go off by the eleven-o'clock train. I again declined joining in

the course of lectures—this time chiefly on the ground of

health, for, indeed, I feel shattered, mentally unfit for such an

effort, nor have I any desire left for prominence ; the valley

of existence is most fit for me. I am young enough in years,

but too grey in heart, to buffet with the mountain tempests

which blow on more lofty situations. Maurice, gentlemanly

and calm, about fifty years of age, spoke less than I did. I

was ashamed to feel that I had the talking to myself, and

learned nothing except a lesson of humility. He thinks that

the clergy of the Church of England may be now the leaders

of the nation, if they will only give up the phantom of power

for its reahty, and sympathise with the working classes heartily

and truly.

I have to be at the lecture to-night, so I must conclude.

XVII.
May 24.

Your account of your conversation with Brewster and

Ashburner is very interesting. Some time ago I know that

Faraday said he considered that they were just in sight of the

discovery of the principle of life, ' the distant discovery was

already felt trembling along the line.' It is enough to make

one's brain reel, indeed, to think on these things.

It appears to me, however, that great mistakes are made in

the expectations entertained with respect to what science can

do. The scientific mode of viewing things is simply human :

it is not God's way. Creation is one thing—dissection is

another. Dissection separates into organic parts, shows the
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riesh laid on the skeleton, &c. ; but God did not make first a

skeleton and then flesh. Life organised to itself its own body.

And so too, according to Science, the final cause of the sensi-

bility of the skin, and the insensibility of the parts below the

skin, is the protection of the parts most exposed from injury.

The extremities of the fingers are most sensitive
; the heart

and bones have few nerves. Had this been reversed, had the

skin been apathetic and the interior parts sensitive, great pain

would have been the result, to no purpose, and the parts ex-

posed might have been destroyed, burnt, or broken wdthout

giving warning of danger
;
whereas, as it is, the most delicate

parts, like the eyelid, are protected by an acute sensibility,

which defends them at the most distant approach of injury.

Well, the anatomist says the final cause of this arrangement,

that is, the end Avhich was the cause of its being so an-anged,

was the protection of the structure. Of course the anatomist

can go no further ; but there are ends, which the anatomist's

science does not even touch, subserved by these sensibilities

—

the education, for instance, of the character and heart through

pain ; a much higher end, properly speaking, more truly the

final cause of pain, than the preservation of the organic frame-

Avork fii-om harm. In all such departments Science must for

ever be at fault. She has not the organ nor the intuitive

sense whereby their truths are discovered. It is like attempt-

ing to explain the ecstacies of music by mathematics. Mathe-

matics have to do with music, because music coincides with

mathematical truths and principles; but there is something

in music which no mere mathematician can pronounce upon

or discover—a something which the very child who has an ear

knows by intuition. He can tell the child, and Jenny Lind

herself, the laws on which her science rests, much better than

Jenny Lind knows, or with the deepest study could know ; but

then the spirit and life of it—he is a miserable charlatjan if he

pretends to say a word about them as discovered, or even dis-

coverable, by mathematical science.
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So with electricity, phrenology, &c.
;
they can tell us phoe-

nomena, but what lies beyond those phoenomena they cannot

tell for ever. And the pretence to do it is the great absurdity

of these charlatans, like Mr. Atkinson and Co. Christ told us,

but by the intuitions of the soul, not by science.

I wonder whether this is intelligible, for I am so really

worn in mind, far rather than in body, that I can scarcely get

my mind to work at the simplest thought, without a sensation

ofrestlessness. I wish it were not so, but this will all come round

with time and rest.

XVIII.

Thanks for the information respecting Mrs. . I am
afraid to go, lest my conception of the characters should be

again linked with inferior associations. I do not think any

woman could understand Macbeth or Macduff, only because

both their good and bad are essentially masculine. And Lady

Macbeth must be either subhme or ludicrous. Twenty to one

on the latter. I wish I had heard ' Midsummer Night's Dream,'

but I was otherwise engaged.

I return SterHng, &c. You must take the consequences of

reading ' The Law of Man's Nature.' It is a book thoroughly

worthless, but it also leaves a mental degradation which I would

not accept as the price of the highest intellectual banquet. The

author has done with Humanity what a certain lady did with

a bone of a brother's skeleton—made a whistle of it, and with

equal good taste and good feeling. Luckily, the concord of sweet

sounds was not very bewitching in either case, and if you

persevere in hearing the whole concert you will have more

patience and less inclination to wince from the discords of a

heart out of tune from vanity than I had. I fehcitate you

upon yoiu- prospect of drinking-in for two days the music of

the charnel house. By-the-bye, there is one inference worth

drawing from the book. Whoever dethrones God, and sneers

at Christ, must end in some such worship as— the idolatry of

Mr. Mesmerist Atkinson.
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XIX.
June 1851.

In a letter I have just read of II. Martineau's, slie says

that her life was a series of abject discipleships till now, when

she is ' independent.' I am glad you dislike the book. It is

the most offensive I have read for a long time—not because of

its atheism, naked as that is, but because of the impertinent

assumption of superiority which characterises the letters of

these inspired two. I can conceive a severe science compelling

a mind step by step to the atheistic conclusions; and that

mind, loyal to truth, refusing to ignore the conclusions or to

hide them. But then I can only conceive this done in a noble

sadness, and a kind of divine infinite pity towards the race

which are so bereft of their best hopes ; and have no patience

with a self-complacent smirk which says, * Shut up the pro-

phets ; read Martineau and Atkinson. Friendship, Patriotism

are mesmerised brain ; Faith a mistake of the stomach ; Love a

titillatory movement occurring in the upper part of the nape

of the neck
;
Immortahty the craving of dyspepsia ; God a

fancy produced by a certain pressure upon the grey parts of

the hasty-pudding within the skull
;
Shakspeare, Plato, Han-

nibal, and all they did and wrote, weighed by an extra ounce

or two of said pudding.'

It is the flippant tone in which the most solemn hopes of the

noblest humanity are disposed of that disgusts me. Besides,

the angelic pair have deduced from their premises a conclusion

of disproved, instead of not proven, which is all that science

can ever pretend to show. She is inexcusable for saying

that her limited capacities are to be the measure of all that

is knowable. If there be a cause in this universe the effect

of which she cannot perceive, that cause may be God,

which simple possibility is quite sufficient to upset all she

advances.

YOL. II. E
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XX.
June 1851.

I send you the article on Carlyle. Pray read it. It con-

tains some truth and much falsehood—the truth itself so torn

from coherence with other parts of Carlyle's meaning as to

be false. For instance, in column 2 he says that Carlyle

reckons Christianity the most palpable sham and cobweb that

ever superstition and hypocrisy invented; which is simply

a slander and a lie, as he might have seen by a quotation he

makes himself in column 3 :
' Sterling read a great deal

;

earnest books—the Bible, most earnest of books, and his chief

favoiu"ite.'

Lie the second may be found where he says that the only

persons for whom Carlyle's heart seems to beat with congenial

sympathy are the anarchists of Europe, &c. And this after

reading Carlyle's ' French Revolution ' (if he did).

Of course the critique contains truth. Carlyle does cry out

too much, in a way that has now become cant, against cant and

shams, never even hinting a remedy ; but this reviewer has

never got into the atmosphere which he breathes, nor attempted

to master his meaning and objects, without which thorough

comprehension no one has a right to criticise.

XXI.
June 1851.

Thanks for * Owen.' I fear I shall have no time to read him,

but I will try.

The necessarian scheme is intellectually impregnable

;

practically, an enormous falsehood ; and in matters practical

popular ideas are right, just as they are in metaphysical.

There can be no Matter, metaphysics say, and say, it seems to

me, irrefragably ; but the popular conception is practically the

true one, and the very highest philosophy, when it has com-

pleted the circle, gets back to that again.
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So of the necessarian scheme. It is a half-truth, and we

shall flounder away into fearful self-correction if we take the

' Constitution of Man ' instead of the prophets, economic well-

being instead of the Gospel, and pet vice and crime as amiable

diseases. I am still, in many cases, for the Christian virtue of

an English oak-stick, with an English hand to lay it on, and

show mercy when you have done justice.

Nevertheless, even this one-sided scheme contains a truth.

It is quite true that poverty comes from crime ; but it is also

true that crime is often the result of poverty. Craniology,

education, circumstances, &c., are causes, and must not be

ignored. But they are not the only causes, and there is a

scmetliing which can rise above them all nobly. Else I think

the defence of the prisoner to his judge, when tried for steal-

ing, was unanswerable : Mais, mon Dieu, monsieury il faut

vivre.

In my humble opinion the judge's reply, however, on neces-

sarian principles, was quite as philosophical when he said, Je

lie vois pas la necessite', and sentenced the thief to death.

I was well aware of the fact about the invisibility of the

sunbeam till it impinges on earthly particles. Therefore I

hold this visible universe to be the word or expression of God,

who is visible thereby. I do not hold ' material manifestations

insufficient lor spirituality,' and only interrogate each such

manifestation, ' Of what art thou a manifestation ?
' For

instance, a Lord Mayor's feast is a manifestation, and a very

material one, of large resources, great contrivance, and vast

aldermanic intellect. I acknowledge that I find it insufficient

to prove great spirituality, though it is to a Greenlander's

train-oil feast what the Exhibition is to his canoe. Multiply

the alderman's paradise by the accumulated science of a

thousand years, and I do not think it proves us a bit nearer

the conversion of this earth into a kingdom of God. I will

accept, however, a dish of i/ri-crimped cod on a Christian's

table, if you can find it, as such an evidence ; or a soup-

E 2
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kitchen, or a ducal suggestion of curry-powder for starving

people, provided it comes off his own plate. Blit the inven-

tion of piquant sauces, luxurious furniture, tasteful jewelry,

&c. &c. &c., I humbly decline to accept as proofs of anything

heyond the fact that man is a very sagacious and surprising

beaver. A spirit? Non, mille fois non, unless he can show

something more than this. Poor Eobert Owen's book, right

or wrong, raises Humanity, in my eyes, above a thousand

Exhibitions. Cheops and Cephrenes built great pyramids ; so

did Khamsinitus, a brick one, very marvellous in its day—

a

new era in building, they say, as when glass superseded brick.

The spirituality of those ' material manifestations ?
' Mummy

of the sacred cat ! whose dry carcase has rested there these

three thousand years at the expense of the life and breath of the

myriad wretches who toiled for their pay of a few onions—say

how we shall unswathe the spirituality of that most manifest

materialism out of thy most holy cerements. And yet I

fancy the progress of the race was made thereby ' patent to

the masses,' by a very royal patent ! I grant the grandeur of

understanding and ' beaverism.' I only say that I measure

the spirituality of the grandest undertaking by the degrees of

its unselfishness.

Worth makes the man, and want of it the fellow

:

The rest is all but leather and prunella.

XXIL
June 1851.

I have been reading some of Leigh Hunt's works lately, the

' Indicator,' * A Jar of Honey from Mount Hybla,' and am sur-

prised at the freshness, and sweetness, and Christian, not lax,

spirit of human benevolence and toleration w^hich existed in

the heart of one who was the contemporary, and even col-

league, of Byron. The ' Indicator,' a series of papers like the
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* Spectator,' &c., is a most refreshing collection of ancient

stories and kind-hearted literary gossip The ' Jar of Honey'

is, in fact, nothing more than a collection of all the sweet

things that poetry has hived up for centuries in the literature

of Sicily, from the times of Polyphemus, &c. &c., down to

those of Theocritus, and even to the present day. There is

no very transcendent talent anywhere, but good taste, refine-

ment, tolerably extensive reading, and the springiness of a

kind heart, imparting a life and newness to all he says.

You were unfortunate about Covent Garden Market ; but

it is not always so. Sometimes the brightness of that hour

in London is very remarkable. Your description of the fog,

dirt, smoke, bustle, &c., made me feel how little, how very,

very little, we know and think of the suffering life of our

fellow-creatures. To get a dish of green peas, or young pota-

toes, on a West-End table, how much toil and unknoAvn de-

privation must be gone through by human beings ! It seems

to me a great and good lesson to go through these crowded

places to see what life is—the life of the millions, not the few

—and then to think of oiu: aesthetics, as Kingsley said—and

our life one long pursuit of enjoyment, and disappointment if

we do not get it. When life to us, from mere heat, is simply

endurance, what must it be to those who have only the shady

side of a burning house to shelter them, and that only for a

few minutes ?—for if they stop, there will be no supper that

day at home.

About Pascal's opinion that, as beauty perishes, attachment

for the sake of beauty is not attachment—well, I do not know.

Mind gets weak ; therefore to be attached to a person for mental

qualification is not, &c. &c. ; and character changes, therefore

he who was attached to that which did not last w?.s not at-

tached at all. I do not think this is true. Beauty may be a

lower cause of attachment, but I suppose persons may be really

attached /or that, not merely to that ; and quite true that in a

low nature that will be a low attachment. I do not think that
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in a high one it must. In some it kindles high and self-de-

voted feelings, just as in a degraded and sensual nature it pro-

duces selfish ones. Besides, it is untrue to say that la petite

verole will extinguish it necessarily ; it may have begun on

account of beauty, and then gone on to something higher.

Chivalry, gratitude, habits of tenderness, I believe, would re-

tain affection, provided it had not been quenched already.

No, it would not be la petite verole that Avould undermine it,

but moral deformity which had been discovered uncorrespond-

ing to outward beauty. I am quite certain that beauty at-

tracts an unvitiated heart only because it seems, by a law of

our thought, the type of mental and moral beauty ; and where

these are not, disgust and reaction would come sooner and

more surely than from small-pox. Further, I think that

where qualities are loved and appreciated by habit, the beauty

of feature is no longer observed, nor its absence missed. Ex-

l^ression reminds of what we know of the person, and the shape

and colour are actually forgotten. The ugliest man I ever knew

I actually at last thought handsome ; and I do not believe that

any beauty would seem surpassingly beautiful after it had once

reminded of folly or evil.

XXIII.

Thank you for your account of the 'Associations Ouvrieres.'

The time is coming, no doubt, when in some form or other

this principle will be tried. I do not expect that it can be the

final form of human co-operation. It is too artificial and, at

present, only another shape of protection ; for which reason I

cannot feel very enthusiastic about the ' self-sacrifice ' which

you think it implies. However, I am willing to accept it as

a step to better things. That inalienable capital which your

friends are forming, to belong only to the association, will.
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after a time, become tlie capital of a wealthy corporation
;

and if many such corporations should arise, the struggle of

the next generation will be to break them down : they will

be bloated aristocracies of the year 2000, and the chivahy of

that age will be exhibited in a crusade against them.

The elective affinities cannot hold five men together for a

month. I wonder where we shall find a principle of cohesion

to bind men together really, except interest ; for chartisms and

socialisms are only this.

I saw a family of love at the Zoological Gardens—five leopards

together, kissing and playing with one another. By-and-by a

keeper came with sundry joints of a murdered sheep. The

brothers began to growl and bite, each seized a bone and went

off to his corner, snarling, and unable to enjoy for fear.

XXIV.

To a Roman Catholic Friend,

July 1, 1851.

My dear Mrs. ,—I will briefly answer your question.

What am I ?

Not an eclectic, certainly.

An eclectic is one who pieces together fragmentary opinions

culled out of different systems on some one or other principle

of selection.

I endeavour to seize and hold the spirit of every truth which

is held by all systems under diverse, and often in appearance

contradictory, forms.

I will give you an instance.

A very short time ago, Mrs. Jameson was showing me the

sketches she had made for her new Avork on Christian Art, ex-

hibiting the gradual progress in the worship of the Virgin.

At first the sculptures Avere actual copies of known heathen

goddesses with a child in arms ; then the woman kneeling
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before the Son—next the woman crowned, on a throne with

the Son, but lower
; after that, on the same throne on a higher

level
;

lastly, the Son in wrath, about to destroy the universe,

and the mother interposing her woman's bosom in intercession.

These were distinctly different in date.

Well, I remembered at once, this is what the evangelicals

do in another way. They make two Gods, a loving one and

an angry one—the former saving from the latter. Both, then,

agree in this, that the anger and the love are expressed as resi-

dent in different personalities.

Now here I get a truth. Not by eclecticism, taking as much

of each as I like, but that which both assert ; and then I dis-

pense with the formal expression of the thought. The Son and

the Virgin, the Father and the Son, opposed to each other; this

is the form of thought, in both false ; the human mind's neces-

sity of expressing objectively the opposition of two truths by

referring them to different personalities, leaving them thus dis-

tinct, real, and undestroyed by a namby-pamby blending of the

two into one, I recognise as the truth of both.

The evangelical ' scheme ' of reconciling justice with mercy

I consider the poorest effort ever made by false metaphysics.

They simply misquote a text. That he might be just [and

yet] the justifier. Whereas St. Paul says, the just and the

justifier : i. e. just because the justifier. The Romish view is

as usual materialistic, but both express the same felt necessity.

And, in fact, truth is always the union of two contradictory

propositions, both remaining undiluted— not the via media

between them.

The Eomish view, hoAvever coarsely and materially, ex-

presses another truth. In Christ is * neither male nor female.'

Now the common view of His incarnation had only exhibited

the fact that man, meaning the masculine sex, had become in

Him divine. Soon, however, the world began to feel—womanly

qualities are divine too. Not the courage and the wisdom,

which used to be deified, but the graces which Christianity
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has emphatically pronounced blessed. Now they did not per-

ceive that this truth is contained in the incarnation of Him in

whom met all that was most womanly and all that was most

manly : that divine manhood means not divine masculineness,

but divine humanity, containing both sexes as the mutual

supplement of each other. Accordingly, what was left for

them but to have a queen of heaven as well as a Son of

God?

It is very curious that M. Comte, the French infidel, has, in

his way, felt the same necessity. In his last work, I am told,

he speaks of woman-worship as that which the age wants.

Thus, then, out of Evangelicalism and Romanism, I get one

and the same truth. And out of Romanism and Atheism I get

another truth—not eclectically, but just as I should get oxygen

out of rust, carbonic acid, mould, and then hold oxygen as one

of the principles of the universe, because I found it in almost

everything.

My system, no doubt, is vague ; but it saves me from dog-

matism, for I know that my mode of expressing the truth so

eliminated is just as much a form as the mode of Romanism,

Evangelicalism, or Atheism, and may become just as bigoted

and narrow
;
only I am quite saved, I believe, from gazing

upon anything but the invisible and the eternal as reahty.

Meanwhile I try to feel with all, not as a latitudinarian, but so

far as all or any hold, even formally and bigotedly, truths. And
I feel that to them in that stage, that form may be necessary.

It also keeps me humble ; for I feel how almost impossible it

is for a human mind to gaze on realities, essences, truths, ex-

cept in the concrete—just as oxygen can only be seen in com-

bination with iron, for instance, when it becomes rust ; with

sulphur, when it becomes sulphiuric acid, &c. &c.

Humanly speaking, therefore, it is impossible that T could

ever become an Evangelical, a Romanist, or an InfideL Neither

of the two first, because I feel that they have only poor forms

of truth, materialistic and metaphysical : not the last, because
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I feel too deeply, even in his negations, truth ; in his ' It is

not,' how much more truly ' Something is.'

1 am blind and ignorant ; but I can see this at least, that

the blue, red, yellow, &c., reflected from sky and bush and

sea, are not the light itself, but only reflected fragments of the

light ; the ' elements of the world ' on which the light is broken,

but yet made visible. Some day you will feel this. / think

you feel it noiv, and suspect that Romanism is not finality, but

only uncouth stammerings of truth, and very, very coarse.

XXV.

I have had a long correspondence with Maurice and Mr.

Drew. I asked Mr. Tower's brother to dinner a day or two

ago. He is a sincere, earnest-minded man, very High Church

I should think, but, like many of that school, generous and

liberal. My visits among the poor to-day included two very

sad cases. One, that of a poor family, the father of which is

just dead, and the mother a hard-working worthy woman over-

whelmed with grief, and crushed by inabihty to pay the funeral

expenses. Only Al. ! And to think that AL, lavished like

pence by tens of thousands of the wealthy people in this country,

can make eight or nine human beings free, and the want of it

reduce them nearly to starvation. I was able to promise to

defray the bill—not all out of my own pocket ; the gratitude

and relief were touching indeed.

The other case was that of a poor creature, whom I left with

what appeared an abscess in the cheekbone. It is now pro-

nounced cancer. The pain amounts to agony, incessant and in-

tolerable. Morphine stupefies for a short time, and chloride of

lime partly purifies the horrors of the mouth ; but in that state

now for months she must remain, and no earthly power can save

her, scarcely any even assuage her torture. Since then I have

—not laughed—no, for my laugh is now a ghastly, hollow,

false lie of a thing—but I have dined, forgotten, talked, read.
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\\Titten, with no physical pain now to endure. How passing

strange that misery of suffering is ; and how questionable the

right which two-thirds of the world assume to themselves of

filhng their ears with cotton, that the moans may not break in

upon their silken repose, and that the cry of the toiling thou-

sands may float by on the blast unheard ! But suppose that

cry goes up to the ears of God, and He asks, ' Whom did you

relieve ? whom did you clothe ? whom did you feed, Avith your

tens, hundreds, or thousands ?
' Assuredly, protest against

Kingsley who will, he stood on a deep awfiil truth, ' God will

yet take account of the selfishness of wealth : and His quarrel

has yet to be fought out.' I have been thinking lately much,

sadly, self-condemningly.

Had anyone preached that all the evils of anarchy and in-

subordination proceeded from the selfish vanities of the poorer

classes, forgetting that a revolution may be goaded on, it

would have been one-sided and dangerous; but as soon as

ever a man is found to state somewhat too strongly the case

of the weak against the strong, the Churchman cries ' Danger !

'

Danger to comfort and property, I suppose, which is the only

danger that wakes up a protest.

Do not be dismayed or discouraged if the reading of Scrip-

ture does not suggest as yet. Eeceive, imbibe, and then your

mind will create ; but our mistake lies in thinking that we
can give out until we have taken in. In all things this is

the order. Poets are creators, because recipients
;

tliey open

their hearts wide to Nature instead of going to her with views

of her ready-made and second-hand. They come from her and

give out what they have felt and what she said to them ; so

with Scripture—patient, quiet, long, revering, listening to it

;

then suggestiveness.

XXVI.
July 1851.

I wish I did not hate preaching so much, but the degrada-

tion of being a Brighton preacher is almost intolerable. ' I
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cannot dig, to beg I am ashamed ; ' but I think there is not a

hard-working artisan whose work does not seem to me a

worthier and higher being than myself. I do not depreciate

spiritual work—I hold it higher than secular ; all I say and

feel is, tliat by the change of times the pulpit has lost its place.

It does only part of that whole which used to be done by it

alone. Once it was newspaper, schoolmaster, theological trea-

tise, a stimalant to good works, historical lecture, metaphysics,

&c., all in one. Now these are partitioned out to different

officers, and the pulpit is no more the pulpit of three centuries

back, than the authority of a master of a household is that of

Abraham, who was soldier, butcher, sacrificer, shepherd, and

emir in one person. Nor am I speaking of the ministerial

office ; but only the ' stump orator ' portion of it—and that

I cannot but hold to be thoroughly despicable.

I had an hour's baiting from Mrs. yesterday, in re-

ference, no doubt, to what the papers have been saying, and to

reports of my last sermons. She talked very hotly of the

practice of laying all faults at the door of the aristocracy,

whereas it was the rich city people, on whom she lavished

all her (supposed) aristocratic scorn, who were in fault,

because they would live like nobles. Besides, did not the

nobles spend their money, and was not that support of the

poor ? I wasted my time in trying to explain to her that

expenditure is not production ; that £50,000 a year spent

is not £50,000 worth of commodities produced, and adds

nothing to the real wealth of the country. I tried to show

her that twenty servants are not supported by their master,

but by the labourers who raise their corn and make their

clothes ; and that twenty beings taken off the productive

classes throws so much more labour upon those classes. Of

course such things are necessary
;
only employment does not

create anything. Men engaged in carrying dishes or in

making useless roads are employed, no doubt. But this

labour does the country no good ; and the paying of them
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for their labour, or the mere giving in charity, may make a

fairer distribution of the wealth there is, but does not go

one step towards altering the real biurden of the country or

producing new wealth. Extravagant expenditure impove-

rishes the country. This simple fact I could not make her

comprehend. Then she got upon political preaching—abused

it very heartily—acknowledged that religion had to do with

man's political life, but said a clergyman's duty is to preach

obedience to the powers that be—was rather puzzled when I

asked her whether it were legitimate to preach from James v.

1 :
^ Go to now, ye rich men, weep and howl,' &c.—asked

whether it was possible for old women and orphans to under-

stand such subjects ; to which I replied, ' No ; and if a clergy-

man refuse to touch on such subjects, which belong to real

actual life, the men will leave his church
;
and, as is the case

in the Church of England, he will only have charity orphans,

who are compelled to go, and old women to preach to.'

On Monday I had a long visit from . He wanted me
to preach in Percy Chapel for some schools. I refused. The

system of ^ starring ' it through the country is a contemptible

one. If there is a feeble light in any man, the glowworm is

the type which nature has given for his conduct, to shine or

glimmer quietly in his own place, and let the winged insects

come to the light if they like. Whereas the fireflies which

fly in the West Indies, obtruding themselves about in people's

faces, are caught and put under a watch-glass by the inhabi-

tants, to show them what o'clock it is by night. When they

have been used up they are thrown aside, and no one stops to

see whether they live or die. The quiet little glowworm is

seen only by those that love it. Birds of prey are asleep.

What a pretty little fable might be made of this ! For men
and women it is true. She who will be admired, flashing her

full-dressed radiance in the foolish or rather wise world's face,

will be treated like the firefly, used to light up a party or to

flirt with, and then, &c. &c.
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XXVII.

' A firm belief that at some brighter period, when the world

should have grown ripe for it, in heaven's own time, a new

truth would be revealed in order to establish the whole rela-

tion between man and woman on a surer ground of mutual

happiness. The angel and apostle of the coming revelation

must be a woman indeed, but lofty, pure and beautiful and

wise : moreover, not through dusky grief, but through the

ethereal medium of joy, and showing how sacred love should

make us happy by the truest test of a love successful to

that end.'

—

Helps.

That is to me remarkable, as a coincidence with a favourite

thought of mine concerning the origin of Mariolatry, which I

have sometimes worked out, and also with an unmistakeable

tendency in the present day to revive Mariolatry, as if the

truth in it were not yet got out.

It coincides, too, with the (sometimes frantic) efforts made

for female emancipation, and outcries, especially in America,

about their slavery ; it coincides, moreover, with a philosophic

speculation of M. Comte's upon this subject, who looks for the

hope of the future in not hero-worship, but woman-worship.

I think it would shed a kind of setting light and glory upon the

deathbeds ofthose whose aspirations have been high, and whose

work is done in this world, if, as they go out of it, they could

see some such hope for the race coming in—as at the dawn of

a former salvation, hearts old and worn with hopeless expecta-

tion, cried, 'Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in

peace.' A work written by the author quoted above contains

some interesting and valuable thoughts on this head—not

quixotic. Meanwhile, the hope of a flash of illuminating

light, coming suddenly, yet by degrees, like the lightning from

the electricity which has gathered through the summer months,

slowly, and from a woman's heart, is a very precious thought,

and one which so harmonises with my own dim anticipations,
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that I mean to let my mind dwell on it much ; for it is well to

occupy oneself with a noble hope,

Tennyson's ' Vision of Sin,' too mystical for most people, has

long been to me the shadowing of an awful truth : and the

way in which high feelings subside into the despair of self, or

scorn of others, is one of the most terrible facts of our hu-

manity. I have seen how moral wreck and ruin here and

hereafter may tremble upon the destiny of a single individual

heart, and how, if such a one heart should fall into callousness

or sin or recklessness, personal goodness would cease to be a

matter of care
;
nay, dreadful to say, might become loathsome,

as implying superiority to that other, and then there would be

nothing left but plunge after plunge into degradation and vile-

ness. So it is that feelings in themselves not ungenerous may
become the very ministers and railroads which smooth the way

for evil. At least, this is the utterance of the deepest thought

on and result of what I have seen in life. It is expressed,

perhaps, mystically, as it were, afar off, in indefinite and ab-

stract terms, but it is no abstraction or vague dream.

I have caught Mr. in some impertinent condemnations

of me behind my back. I have written to him straight, to

ask him whether he said it or not. If he has, I will bring the

matter to a point, and stop some of these smooth gentlemen,

Mr. and Mr. included, who are all smiles and friend-

liness to my face, and treat me like a heretic or an infidel

behind my back. I will put a stop to this backstairs clerical

gossip and bigotry for a little time.

I have read no new book, except Leigh Hunt's ' Autobio-

graphy.' Leigh Hunt is interesting ; he is full of little Hterary

light gossip of Shelley, Byron, Hazlitt, Godwin, &c., and many

other names I am familiar with. He has a very charitable and

cheerful view of men and life
;
indeed, too much so for men

who do great things, who are made of sterner stuff, and do not

take the rose-water way of making all sweet by making the

surface odoriferous and pleasant, while all below is full ofmisery.
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XXYIII.

My dear ,—Your mamma showed me your questions

to her, and I offered to answer them as well as I can, though

it would be easier to do so de vive voix than on paper. That

respecting the personality of the devil I have already answered

in a letter to your sister, though I am not sure that it was

sufficiently detailed to be quite satisfactory or intelligible.

Remember, however, that the main thing is to believe in God^

which is the chief article of all the creeds. Our salvation does

not depend upon our having right notions about the devil, but

right feelings about God. And if you hate evil, you are on

God's side, whether there be a personal evil principle or not.

I myself believe there is, but not so unquestioningly as to be

able to say, I think it a matter of clear revelation. The Bible

does reveal God, and except with a belief in God there will

and can be no goodness. But I can conceive intense hatred of

wTong with great uncertainty whether there be a devil or not.

Indeed many persons who believe in a devil are worse instead

of better for their belief, since they throw the responsibility

of their acts off themselves on him. Do not torment yourself

with such questions. The simpler ones are the deepest.

Next, as to St. James' assertion that 'faith without works

profiteth nothing ;
' which appears to contradict St. Paul's,

who says that * a man is justified by faith without the deeds of

the law.'

Suppose I say, ' A tree cannot be struck without thunder,'

that is true, for there is never destructive lightning without

thunder. But, again, if I say, ' The tree was struck by lightning

without thunder,' that is true, too, if I mean that the lightning

alone struck it, without the thunder striking it. Yet read the

two assertions together, and they seem contradictory. So, in

the same way, St. Paul says, ' Faith justifies without w^orks '

—

that is, faith only is that which justifies us, not works. But

St. James says, ' Not a faith which is without works.' There
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will be works with faith, as there is thunder with lightning

;

but just as it is not the thunder but the lightning, the lightning

without the thunder, that strikes the ti'ee, so it is not the

works which justify. Put it in one sentence

—

Faith alone V

justifies : hut not the Faith ivhich is alme. Lightning alone

strikes, but not the lightning which is alone without thunder

;

for that is only summer lightning, and harmless. You will see

that there is an ambiguity in the words ' without and alone,'

and the two apostles use them in different senses, just as I

have used them in the above simile about the lightning.

All this will be more plain if you consider what faith is. It

is that strong buoyant confidence in God and in Ilis love which

gives energy and spirit to do right without doubt or de-

spondency. Where God sees that. He sees the spring and

fountain out of which all good springs : He sees, in short, the

very life of Christ begun, and He reckons that to be righteous-

ness; just as a small perennial fountain in Gloucestershire

is the Thames, though it is not as yet scarcely large enough

to float a schoolboy's boat ; and just as you call a small seed-

ling not bigger than a little almond peeping above the ground,

an oak : for the word ' justify ' means not to be made righteous,

but to reckon or account righteous.

Now observe, just as you count the seven springs to be the

Thames without a flood of waters, and without the navy that

rides on the Thames, and just as you call the sapling an oak,

without the acorns, so God reckons the trust in Him as

righteousness, because it is the fountain and the root of

righteousness, being, indeed, the life divine in the soul. He
reckons it as such (that is, He justifies the soul that has it)

without works— that is, before works are done, and not

because of the works. But then that faith will not be without

works ; for the fountain must flow on, and the tree must grow,

and the life of God in the soul, sanguine trust in God, the

loving and good One, must spring up with acts; for to say

that it does not would be to say that it is dead, or that it is like

VOL. II. p
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summer lightning, or like tlie gutter, which is running past my
house now, after a shower of rain, and M'hich is no perennial

spring. St. Paul says, Works—mere acts—are not enough to

justify us; because they are limited and imperfect. Ten

thousand—a milUon— cannot, because even a million is a

limited number. Xothing can justify but faith, for faith is

infinite and immeasiu:able like a fountain. True, repHes

St. James. But then do not think that St. Paul means to say

that a living fount of faith will be barren, without works.

The faith which saves, is not that kind which has no piety, but

that kind which is ever prolific
—

' a well of water springing up

into everlasting life.'

Tell me if this is plain, and tell me fairly and truly. I have

great enjoyment in writing to you and your sisters, and I shall

always have great enjoyment in answering all of your questions,

or in assisting you in any way I can.

XXIX.

My dear Friend,—I will, in as short a space as I can, give

you my notions on this baptismal controversy, I believe the

Scriptiu-e doctrine to be this :
—

Christ revealed the fact that all men are God's childrens

He proclaimed a new name of God—the Father ; and a new

name of man, or Humanity—the Son ; a vital union, by a

Spirit ever near, ever inward— ' a light lighting every man

that Cometh into the world.' The grand distinctive truth

contained in this—I say distinctive, because, in a way, the

JcAvs had acknowledged God as a Father—was that God was

recognised as the Father of all ; not Jews only—there had lain

the old falsehood—but Gentiles too. This was the Gospel, so

peculiarly the essential truth of the Gospel, that St. Paul calls

it ' the mystery.' ' My gospel ' is the thing hidden fi-om ages

and generations, viz. that the Gentiles should be fellow-heirs.
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This, then, is the message to the world ;
baptism is that

message to the individual. You personally, especially, by

name, A or B, are hereby informed of that truth—you are

God's child. You are hencefoith to live as such—not accord-

ing to the old falsehood, as a child of the devil, denying God

your Father, living with no resemblance to him ; but hence-

forth redeemed from that into privilege. There is a difference,

however, between being God's child by right, and God's child

in fact. All who are born into the world are God's children

by right. They are not so, in fact, until they recognise it, and

believe it, and live as such. To believe it, and live it, is to be

regenerate. For instance, had the Dauphin of France been

apprenticed to the cobbler Simon till twenty years of age, he

was, by right, heir to the kingdom
;
but, in fact, ignorant of

his right, with no royal character, but A\-ith base habits. Yet

you could say, those were not his proper but his false nature.

Now, a revelation made to him, even by a bad man, say by

Simon, of the fact, woidd have altered all, put him in possession

ofnew motives, and, supposing that accession had been possible,

put him in possession of the kingdom. You would, rightly,

then have said that the letter conveying that intimation,

authoritatively, had made him a royal child and heir of the

kingdom. Yet made only in a figurative sense—made only

as resting on a previous fact. That letter did not create him

the first-bom of France, but authoritatively rcA-ealed him as

such. I believe that baptism does the same. I can, with all

my heart, use the language of the catechism of the Church,

and say, ' In bajDtism I was made a child of God,' &c.
;
just as

a sovereign is made king by coronation, but only made so

because he was de jure such before. And the act of a bad

man or minister is just as valid as Simon's supposed intima-

tion, because the fact is fact—eternal fact, whether known or

not, and quite independent of his character. A heathen is

God's child if he only knew it. You send a missionary to

F 2
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him to tell him what he is, and to bid him realise his royal

character ; but being God's child de jure avails him nothing

unless he becomes such in fact, that is, changes his life and

character, and becomes, like his Father, pure and holy. Then

he is regenerate : God's child before unconsciously, God's

child now by a second birth consciously. Nay, in fact, till

now he was a child of wath, in which again I entirely take

the Church's words, ' by nature a child of wrath.' Yet that

is not the proper real state, but the false one, unnatural

and contradictory to our nature. I will only quote two

or three texts :
' Because ye are sons,' &c. Sons before re-

generation. Regenerated, that is, endued with a spirit of son-

ship because sons. Here is the distinction de jure and de facto,

the latter resting on the former. Again, ' He came unto his

own^ &c. They v ere his own, observe, children de jure.

* But as many as jceived Him, to them gave He power to

hecome the Sons of iod, even as many as believe on his name

truly '—his name of Father. Once more * the like figure

whereunto, even baptism doth also now save us.' It saves us

figuratively^ just as coronation makes a king ; and therefore I

love the language of the baptismal service. Baptism is, there-

fore, an authoritative symbol of an eternal fact ; a truth of

eternity realised in time, and brought down to the limits of

' then and there
;

' then and there made God's child : but it is

only the realisation of a fact true before baptism, and without

baptism ; the personal realisation of a fact which belongs to

all humanity, and was revealed by Christ ; in other words, it

is redemption applied. I disagree both with the Bishop of

Exeter and Mr. Gorham. The Bishop, whose view is exactly

that of the Council of Trent, holds that a miracle takes place

in baptism ; that one who not even by right is God's child,

miraculously becomes such by the utterance of a form of words

and the sprinkling of water : the Eternal descends at the spell

of a man. This is incantation, not Christianity; and I object

to it, because it professes to create a fact instead of witnessing
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to it and being based upon it ; I object to it, because it denies

the great fact for Avhicli tlie Redeemer died, that all mankind

are, de jure, God's sons, and that He bids them become such

de facto. Mr. Gorham's view is to me still more offensive.

The Bishop's, at least, has this advantage : it prevents sectarian

narrowness and attempts to decide who are and are not God's

children, by the broad inclusion of all the baptized under that

name. But Mr. Gorham holds that sometimes a special miracle

takes place in baptism, and sometimes not ; that when it does,

it is in consequence of what he calls prevenient grace ; con-

sequently, he cannot call even all baptized persons God's

children, to say nothing of the race. He opens the door to

sectarian uncharitableness, judgment of one another, painful

attempts to decide who are and who are not the elect, and still

more painful uncertainty to each individual whether he is pre-

.sumptuous or not in believing himself God's son. It has all

the evils of the Bishop's views and some of its own. A man
is left to the uncertain and ever-varying play of his own
emotions to judge this awful question : whereas baptism was

given as a pledge to rest on. I know that I have a right to

claim to be His child, to live as His child, and that if I do not,

I am keeping myself out of a heritage which is my own.

How do I know it ? Because baptism has authoritatively de-

clared it to me. But I cannot be vain, because it is a privilege

not created by my feelings, but by eternal fact, and shared by

the sweep who holds out his hat to me at the crossing of

a street. He, too, is a child of God
;
my brother ; and it is my

shame if I treat him otherwise. God's image is in him,

marred, it may be, or nearl}^ invisible, but there. And so it was

in the publicans and harlots whom Christ treated as human
beings when the * religious people ' of His day were very in-

dignant at the idea. This is a grand and blessed truth taught

by baptism, and not only taught but taught authoritatively,

since it is not a conventional ordinance, but a divine command.
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I do not know, my dear Mr. Trench, whether this rapid

outline will be very intelligible
; but every word I have written

is capable of proofs and ramifications of thought which would

fill quires, and I will not attempt to dilate. In reply to the

question whether I think the Council have decided rightly, I

should say I do. I do not think Mr. Gorham's view the view

of the Church of England ; but I think it is not irreconcilable

with it, and I should be very sorry to see the Church pledged

to any narrow form of thought which would exclude such

shades of opinion. I have no doubt that the Bishop's view is

more in letter reconcilable with the Church formularies, and I

doubt not has been the view held by a large number of her

leading divines ; but I humbly trust that I would lose every-

thing on earth rather than teach it or believe in it.

I envy you the society of the eagles. I would give any-

thing for leisure to think quietly, and get out of the jar of

human life, and the perpetual necessity of talking, which

consumes an amount of energy which should be thromi on

action that few suspect or dream of. Count yourself happy

' that your life-calling is to do, and not to chatter. * Speech is

of silver, silence of gold,' says the German proverb ; and the

talker is to my mind, by necessity, the smallest of human

souls. His soul must ever dwindle, dmndle, dwindle, for he

utters great feelings in words instead of acts, and so satiates his

need of utterance, the need of all.

XXX.

I shall reply at once to some of the questions in your letter.

There is really a connection in the passage you refer to, Luke

xviii. 8. He had already referred to the apparent slowness

with which evil is redressed—nevertheless, ' God M'ill avenge

His own elect, though He bear long with them,' that is, seem

to delay
;

still, though this redress wiU come, when it comes,

will they be expecting it ? Will not hope and trust in it be
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worn out ? * Shall the Son of Man, when He cometh, find

faith upon the earth ? ' I do not, therefore, conceive that this

passage even touches the question whether the human race /

will advance or deteriorate, whether rehgion will be spread

universally or be extinct at Christ's coming ; but another

question altogether, for ' faith ' here means not faith generally,

but faith with a special reference—a reference to the redress

spoken of : not to the Christian religion, but to the Christian

tendency to despond when things look dark ; and it seems to

me that the sentiment is in spirit this—that all those signal in-

terferences which are called in Scripture ' a coming of Christ

'

(particularly, of course, the final one), take place when all

seems lost, when the most sanguine have ceased to hope. In

Matthew xxiv. the same thought occurs perpetually. After

enumerating the signs of dread, which seem to proclaim that

all is over, then, He says, ' Lift up your heads, for your re-

demption draweth nigh.'

A bleak north Avind has been blowing all day, and no im-

proving the aspect in which people and life generally appear.

I read a little of a German commentary, and visited some sick

people, which is ail that is useful done by me to-day. How
worthless and meaningless most lives are !

Bright sunshine again. Certainly the contrast between this

and Ireland, in respect to light and clear skies, is very striking.

The heavens seem to me, since 1 came, brilliant, and wake up

a feeling almost of surprise nearly every hour.

To-day I read, which seems a strange feeling, after so long

a cessation,—German and reviews, the ' Westminster ' and
* Fraser ;

' in the latter there is a historical article about Hun-
garian affairs, to be completed ; but the present number is too

general to be interesting. The ' Westminster ' is now, I ^m told,

in the hands of Greg, whose talent is very great, and ofNewman
and that party. It is curious to read in a secular review

articles on Immortality, Eeason, and Faith, &c.—a striking sign

of the times ; for Religion must now be the question, so soon
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as sectarians shall have got rid of one another, like the Kil-

kenny cats : and, the field being clear, the real and awful

questions that concern Humanity shall come to be debated by

men emancipated from the fear of church-excommunications,

and the shivering shrieks of the sectarians who have so long

monopolised to themselves the title of religious.

I have begun Lange's ' Life of Christ '—a masterly, erudite,

deep work, written to meet Strauss and other sceptics.

Kossuth's speeches I mean to read ; there is an account of

them abbreviated in the ' Examiner.' 'Eraser's' article says that

he first rose into notice in 1833, as a reporter of parliamentary-

debates. His energy in learning English, so as to speak in

the masterly way he does, and his independence in refusing all

subscriptions made for him personally, tell highly in his

favour, and compel interest ; but whether he is a hero or not,

I think the means of ascertaining—knowing all we can know
from newspapers already biassed—are exceedingly slender.

The ' Examiner ' speaks highly of him, and W. S. Landor

writes enthusiastically. ' The hardest thing in the world, sir,

is to get possession of a fact;' so said Dr. Johnson, and that

before mesmerism and homoeopathy put in their claims to be

fact.

XXXI.

I am veiy hard at work in teaching, visiting, and prepara-

tion for the pulpit. My reading has been long neglected and

irregular. I am trying to get a little zest, and succeeding in

it—in the attempt to secure at least regularity.

A paper—one of Chambers' for the People—has just been

put into my hands on ' Industrial Investments and Associa-

tions.' The writer looks upon the workmen's associations as

hopeless, and dispassionately endeavours to show that they

conflict with irresistible laws. Nevertheless, he is desirous

that they should be tried fully and fairly, in order that the
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question may be set at rest. I have not yet read it, but in

just glancing over it, I am inclined to like the general tone

—

that is good in all that Chambers publishes. To-day is

sunny, but dim and autumnal, with that peculiar watery shine

cast on the yellowed leaves in my garden which makes them

look so damp, limp, and autumnal. I have not yet been out

of doors.

Mr. has much more definite and settled views than his

brother—a great advantage even when views are inadequate,

for it saves fi'om much uncertainty in action, much questioning

a quoi bon, and much loss of time in speculation. In fact,

I am more persuaded than I was, that speculation is, to

the speculator himself, at least, an evil, whatever results it

may give the world ; and convinced—not more than ever, for

that would be impossible—that to believe is a stronger thing,

a greater source of strength, as well as evidence of it—than to

doubt, always, of course, excepting the cases of mesmerism

and homoeopathy—no, not excepting them, for they are them-

selves scepticisms, not faiths, shaking trust in what has been

received, and which did well enough, and not substituting any

certainty in its place.

XXXII. '

I spoke to H about the worship of the Virgin, and he

thought one reason for its prevalence is, that it puts before

men the more affectionate side of truth ; and he deplored the

want of a more large appeal to the affections in Protestantism,

saying that we worship Christ, but none of us love Him.

I was silent, but the result of a scrutiny into my own mind

was that, with an exception, I scarcely love any one, or any

thing else, and that not because of any reference to His love

for me, which somehow or other never enters into my mind,

but solely in consequence of what He is and was, according,

at least, to my conception of Him and His mind and heart.
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I do not know that this consciousness pleased me, because it

presented itself rather as a deficiency than as a power—a lack

of human sympathy, the existence of a continually increasing

number of repellant poles in my constitution, which isolate

me from my species, and make my antipathies more marked

than my sympathies. Whereas, St. John's conception of

genuine love for Him, was that of an affection trained in love

for beings who exhibit the same Humanity which was in Him,

in weaker images, in the various relationships of life. ' If a

man love not his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love

God whom he hath not seen ? ' Through the visible as a school

we rise up to the appreciation of the invisible. Now my
nature forces me to reverse the order, or rather to skip the

first steps, for I certainly have some sympathy—dreamy,

perhaps useless—with the invisible—invisible personahty,

justice, right; but there they end, and almost never go on,

or go back, to the visible and human. Those lines you have

often quoted, of Burns

—

I saw thee eye the general weal

With boundless love

—

express a feeling which I can only imagine, not realise, except

by a sort of analogy which is dreamy.

* * * * * *

I suppose Kossuth is a man of very uncommon ability, with

much that is fine, and a good deal that is human about him,

but far higher in the scale of being than the scribes who now,

as of old, can believe in nothing greater than themselves—it

would be better if they could have a false worship with one

generous emotion.

His speeches are wonderfully beautiful. There is a sincerity

and fervour in them that cannot be altogether from sham ; he

must be a hero. That esprit moqueur of which ' The Times ' is

the type does the heart no good.
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I send you an extract from a letter about Kossuth, which will

interest you. I have been patiently endeavouring to put my-

self in possession of his history, and to weigh the charges

against him. I confess I incline strongly to the conviction

that he is a true man, not without faults (who is?), but worthy

of honour. After a century or two, liberators and heroes are

received as demi-gods, and numbers who affect to pronounce

the names of Tell, or "Wallace, or Kosciusko with enthusiasm,

sneer at Kossuth. Doubtless, in the w^orship of him there is

a vast deal that is very ignorant. The mob throw up their

caps, just as Shakespeare has so wonderfully described in

' Coriolanus,' because others shout. But by the mob I do not

mean the working classes
;
they have read the whole subject

of the Hungarian War long before this, and have a definite

opinion upon the matter ; but I mean the mob of the upper

classes, who shout because others shout, and fancy themselves

crazy with sublime enthusiasm, when they really know no-

thing of Kossuth, and are staggered when a contrary opinion

is given. And I mean, on the other hand, the mob who
follow ' The Times ' newspaper. I shall write seriously* to a

friend of mine, who tells me that she is wild about Kossuth
;

and that, in reply to some rhapsodies of hers, her uncle has

written her a letter of ridicule. Now, this is really dangerous.

Enthusiasm being in fashion, she writes off noble sentiments

about liberty, &c., and a hue and cry against Kossuth would still

it all. This is not the enthusiasm nor the affection which will

bide shocks
;
besides, it is a most dangerous habit to character

to be able to cook up raptures whenever raptures are the rage.

How is a woman ever to know what she feels or what she

thinks?

XXXHI.

You shall have in a day or two a copy of the 'Record,' con-

taining an article in which I am attacked. I find it is only

* Vide letter xxxiv.
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one out of several which I had never heard of until yesterday.

They are beginning to think me of sufficient importance to be

put down, and have discovered my fellow-conspirators in Arch-

deacon Hare, Maurice, and Donaldson, one of the first classical

scholars in England, and Tennyson. Pretty good society; and,

to borrow an expression of poor Shelley, ' I would rather be

damned with such men than saved with the " Record," ' at least,

if the penalty of such a questionable salvation was being com-

pelled to pollute my soul with lies and slander twice a week.

But how very short-sighted to fly their blind buzzard at such

small game as myself. Do they not see they bring my minis-

try into notice or notoriety, and give to it a prominence that

it might never have gained by itself ? It is like Mr. Kenna-

way preaching against the 'Vestiges of Creation,' and Folthorp's

shop being besieged in consequence with purchasers of the

book. Ridiculous and contemptible as the hostility of such a

paper as the 'Record ' is, it chafes me, and deepens the feeling of

defiant isolation, which is so undesirable.

XXXIV.

My dear ,—Thanks many, for your letter. Do not

write any more rhapsodies to your uncle about Kossuth. No
enthusiasm will last long that is not deeply based—a few sar-

castic sneers wiU shake it ; for if it comes from Ibllowing the

enthusiasm of others, it will go with the coldness of others.

As to Kossuth, the truth is we know very little about him

;

and it is very hard to get at facts. He is a man of unques-

tionable genius—unquestionably to a great extent sincere

;

but how far he has been a selfish man, or an ambitious man,

or a rash, instead of a wise man, neither you nor I can deter-

mine, as the authentic history of the Hungarian struggle is

not before us. Many of his own countrymen, equally zealous

with himself for the liberty of Hungary, condemn him

strongly ; and I do not see how we can decide by mere feeling
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between them. I confess that I am not satisfied with the ' all

things to all men,' which he has made his policy in his replies

to Americans, French Red Republicans, people of Marseilles,

and English constitutionalists. I suspend my judgment

because I can see a possibility of explanation
;
nevertheless, I

am dissatisfied, and so I see is the ' Examiner ' of last week—

a

staunch friend of the Hungarian cause. We shall see what

ground he takes in America. I sent an interesting account of

him to your mother, from an eye-witness ; but I acknowledge

I put little trust in speechifying ; there was one—only one

trait which looks like clap-trap in that letter, where he said,

' Do you applaud that ? To me it seems so natural not to be

ambitious.' I rejoice in the enthusiasm of the working men

for him, for with them it is not a passion of three or four

weeks' standing, but the result of a long sustained interest in

the Hungarian war, the details of which they read greedily

while it was going on, and for which they subscribed their

money. They may be wrong or right in the choice of a hero,

but the enthusiasm which takes them out of themselves, and

has cost them something, must do them good. I have been

reading attentively such documents as I can procure respecting

the Hungarian struggle and Kossuth's life. I am inclined on

the whole to defend him, though by no means immaculate,

and on the whole to admire him
; but the less I am disposed

to follow in the wake of 'The Times,' with its hue and

cry against him, the less also do I feel inclined to follow

in the wake of the mob, who cook up a nine-days' fever

about him.

I do feel deep enthusiasm about Sir Charles Napier, because

I have thoroughly studied his campaigns, know his motives,

know how much he has sacrificed to principle, ^iven up pen-

sions, &c. ; and at the same time see all his faults, after a due

and fair balance of all which I conclude he is a right noble

man ; and all the sneers in the world could not shake this,

nor the condemnation of the East India Company, nor the
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neglect of Government, nor even his own eccentricities and

vehemence.

In reply to your question, ' Will Kossuth stir up England

to support Hungary ? ' I reply, with all my heart, I hope

not. If once the false principle of interference by one nation

in another's quarrels were admitted in Europe, why should

not France aid our socialists, or America aid the miserable

Irish against their landlords ? Each country must free itself

within itself, and the freedom which comes from foreign inter-

vention never can be real, because it cannot fit the people to

use its freedom. One nation may aid another when oppressed

by another ; but the Hungarian question is one of their own

internal constitution, and internal relations to the government.

England may mediate and advise, if Austria will accept her

advice ; but if ever she interferes with Hungary, I think she

will be guilty of a grave crime—the very same crime into

which France fell when she tried, by her propagandism, to re-

volutionise other nations, and which England so justly re-

sented; which, too, neutralised the French Revolution, turned

its glory into shame, and ended in a final failure.

XXXV.

Your questions about Eternity and a Future state puzzle me.

Time is but (to us) the succession of ideas, long or short, as

they are few or many ; and eternity, as we use the word,

means nothing more than the endlessness of this succession.

The distinction made by religious people between Eternity and

Time, is an unthinking one. Eternity seems to me a word ex-

pressive of a negation ; it does but deny a termination to that

mental state Avhich we call time, for time is a subjective

thing
;

existing, that is, in us, not externally to us—a mode of

our being. Do you remember that little book, ' The Stars and

the Earth ? ' It made very comprehensible how time is merely

dependent upon our limitations, and how to an unlimited
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being there must be no time—how, in short, the annihilation

of the sense of space would be the annihilation of the idea of

time. As to what our being in a fiiture state shall be, what

its enjoyments, or whether tlie affections here shall be those

there, and whether they shall be, as here, mutable or progres-

sive, I confess myself utterly without a clue to decide. To

my mind and heart, the most satisfactory things that have

been ever said on the future state are contained in the ' In

Memoriam.' By the bye, ' The Times ' has attacked the Poem

;

allowed it much merit, but criticised severely. Part of the criti-

cism is just, and part miserably small. The use of such anti-

quated words as 'Burgeon,' ' Gnarr,' may be objectionable.

Be it so. "Well, two words in a poem are not quite fatal to a

claim of genius. The charge of irreverence is utterly false

—

And dear as sacramental -w-ine *

To dying lips, is all he said

—

that is on things di\ane.

The reviewer is very severe on this. But does human

friendship convey no grace of God to the soul ? Do holiest

remembrances of God's saintliest reveal nothing of God ? K
they do, how exquisite here the word ' sacramental ' is, as

applied to them. Oh, most foolish Thunderer ! Then he is

very meny about the shadow waiting for the keys ' to cloke

me from my proper scorn,' talks of Hobbs and locks unpick-

able. Blind beetle ! the shadow, death, has been identified in

a previous page ; the reader is in possession of the metaphor.

Tennyson prays that he may be hidden in this shadow from

liis own scorn before he— ' forgets,' I think, for I have not the

passage before me. The reviewer objects to the word ' cloke,'

because shadows do not cloke. Nor does light clothe ; but if

the poor man had read ' robed in light,' he would have thought

it quite correct, because it is a common expression. Another

—

* The hnes hare been altered and not improved

:

' And deur to me as sacred wine,' &c.

—

Ed.
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That each who seems a separate whole

Should move his rounds, and fusing all

The skirts of self again, should fall,

Eemerging in the general soul.

' Of the two mysteries, the shadow with the cloke is pro-

bably the easier ;
' so says the reviewer, who, in this, as well

as other places, evidently copies almost whole sentences from

Macaulay's castigation of Robert Montgomery ; but this critic

is not a Macaulay. Now to the passage. The subject is the

possibility of the loss of personal consciousness in the here-

after, and of being resolved into the consciousness of the uni-

verse. Possibly the unhappy wight did not know that this is

a theory largely held by foreign metaphysicians. It is quite

clear that he never read the deep, wondrous Hindoo mytho-

logy, at the very root of which this conception lies. The
' skirts of self are simply the outskirts of individuality—that

which marks off the conscious Entity from the All—an expres-

sion which requires thought, no doubt
;
but, then, the theory

which he is opposing is not quite as easy as the articles of the

daily newspapers, with which this gentleman is familiar ; and

I do not see why Mr. Tennyson is to be expected to make the

statement of it intelligible at first reading to a penny-a-liner.

Then comes the criticism about the whole being exaggerated,

and expressed sometimes in terms of amatory fondness. Ex-

aggeration is, of course, to be tried by the affections of a paid

litterateur or politician !

A statist art thou, in the van

Of public conflicts trained and bred ?

First learn to love one living man,

Then mayst thou think upon the dead.

Of course it is exaggerated love to those who feel feebly.

Then, as to the amatory tenderness: this, too, is ignorance

of human nature ; the friendship of a school-boy is as full of

tenderness, and jealousy, and passionateness, as even love

itself. I remember my own affection for G. R. M. How my
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heai-t beat at seeing him ; how the consciousness of his listen-

ing while I Avas at reading or translating annihilated the pre-

sence of the master; how I fought for him ; how to rescue him

at prisoners' base turned the effect of mere play into a fero-

cious determination, as if the captivity were real; how my
blood crept cold with delight when he came to rescue me, or

when he praised me. And this miserable quill-driver, in the

very spirit of flunkeyism, calls this poem exaggerated, because

all the poetry of the affections is made ludicrous by remem-

bering that this Amaryllis was a barrister at the Chancery

bar. If the Chancery bar, or any other accident of a man's

environment, destroys the real poetry of life, then the human

soul has no worth but that which comes from its trappings

—

an idea which I reckon about the most decisive proof of a

vulgar soul which can be found. As to the tenderness, too, he

is obliged to include Shakespeare in the accusation. Now, it

may be a very presumptuous thing to say, but it is just con-

ceivable that Shakespeare knew as much about what is human

and true, and what is the true mode of expressing it in words,

as this writer.

XXXVI.

That is a striking passage which you quote, about the Jews

having believed and swindled since the days of Jacob. It

shows how separable devotedness may be from morality ; there

being religious men who are immoral, and moral men who are

unreligious, the former chiefly amongst southern temperaments,

the latter amongst the northerns.

That, too, about Socrates : I am certain that most English-

men would have hemlocked him, just as the Jews built the

sepulchres of the old prophets, and in the spirit of their fathers

stoned the prophets and crucified the prophet of their own

day : thus allowing the deeds of their fathers.

I read Hartley Coleridge's life with pain and instruction.

VOL. II. G
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Something wrong in the blood, both father and son wanting

will. ' Coleridge,' said some one of the father, ' is a good man
—a very good man

;
but, somehow, as soon as a duty presents

itself in a practical way he cannot do it.'

On the subject of binding and loosing, I do not know how I

can explain it better; but remember 'loosing from sin' implies

making a severance between it and the soul ;
' binding it,'

means identifying it with the character. You seem to look

upon it as only relating to a forgiveness which is irrespective

of character, and so the forgiveness of man is no doubt an un-

certain pledge of God's forgiveness. Now I show a fact :

that man does actually bind and loose—does fix sin upon the

character—does by his treatment take the burden off and free

from it henceforth. No one can deny that fact. It may be

very dreadful, or very glorious, but here it is, and we cannot

divest ourselves of our power, w^e can use it or abuse it. We
may, representatively, show mercy when we ought to show

God's wrath, and vice versa, but effects follow Avhether we will

or not. Of course there are counteracting circumstances mer-

cifully interposed
;
otherwise, the unjust judgments of men,

singly and collectively, would be, in every case final, which

would be hideous indeed. A man unjustly condemned and

shunned may be wise and strong enough not to accept it in any

sense as mirroring God's award; but to a weak and ill-informed

conscience, even when innocent, it does so far represent it as

to make him an outcast, and at last degraded. ' Give a dog

an ill name,' &c. Much more, then, does it carry this power

when the guilt is real. The Church, which is Christian society,

and every Christian individual, are to perceive this power

instead of disclaiming it, and to use it for God, and truly, in-

stead of untruly.
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CHAPTER II.

1852.

Feelings and Interests of Mr. Robertson in January 1852—His

Pleasure in Ornithology—His resolute Work—Character of his

Sermons—His Humility, Gentleness—His proud Sternness and

Indignation— Two Anecdotes in Illustration— His Efforts in

behalf of the Mechanics' Institute—The two Lectures on the

' Influence ofPoetry on the Working Classes '—Their Results upon

the Working Men—Letters of Mr, Drummond and Lord Carlisle

upon the Lectures and the Replies—Criticism by the ' South

Church Union '—Reply on the Points, ' that Severance from all

Parties and Maxims is a first Principle in seeking after Truth ;

'

that ' Poetry is always most ciiltivated in eflfeminate Ages '

—

Visit to Cheltenham—Sermons preached at Lewes Assizes

—

Address presented by the Young Men of his Congregation—His

Speech on the occasion—His Confirmation Class—The Elections

at Brighton in 1852—Proposition to open the Crystal Palace on

Sunday—Sermon and Letters on the Subject—Orthodox Attacks

—Close of the Year.

Letters from January 24, 1852, to December 1852.

fPHE only record of Mr. Robertson's life and pursuits

during the first month of this year is the following-

letter to a friend in S. America :
—

60 Montpelier Road, Brighton: January 1852.

. . . What shall I say of your bitter loss ? There is

nothing to be said. God is Love. All is well and all is

right. These are the old, simple, primary truths ; but time

alone can teach you and me liow true. Do you know Tenny-

son's 'In Memoriam'? It is the most precious work published
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this century—written in memory of his friend Arthur Hallam,

and exhibiting the manifold phases through which the spirit

passes, ofrebellion, darkness, doubt, through the awful questions

about personal identity hereafter, reunion, and the uncertainty

whether Love be indeed the law of the universe, on to placid

trust, even cheerfulness, and the deep conviction—all is well.

Tell me if you have it or have seen it. To me it has been the

richest treasure I have had. For, except in this conviction, the

first and simplest, on which we have ever to fall back from

more artificial and complicated theories—God is, and God is

Love, I can see nothing in this life but a hideous, waste, howling

wilderness, with siroccos and sand-pillars, overwhelming every-

thing, and scorching up everything . . .

All things go on here as usual. I have been doing all I can

for the working classes, in whom I take much interest . . .

I wonder whether you could do anything for me in assisting

a study I have taken up after long disuse—that of ornithology ?

If you could get any one to shoot and make a collection of the

Demerara birds, skinning them and filling the skins with tow

or cotton, and preserving them fi-om insects by the best means

at hand, arsenical soap, corrosive sublimate, camphor or corn

pepper, and packing them up carefully and dry, in tow or any

such substance, it would be a great prize to me. Demerara

has some beautiful birds, and some very important ones.

Even the common birds would be uncommon here. Skill is

required in skinning them, and care. No doubt there is some

one more or less expert at this in your neighbourhood. Charge

me with all expenses. A trifling remuneration would induce

some amateur sportsman to collect the rare birds, and the com-

mon ones are easily got. Hawks, owls, ducks, among others,

would be welcome, not stuffed, only skinned and filled lightly

with cotton, &c., the brains, and so on, being removed . . .

Farewell, may God bless you, comfort and strengthen you.

Affectionately and ever yours,

Fred. W. Robertson.
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It is interesting to mark in this fetter the re-

awakening of his early interest in ornithology. He had

received this fresh impulse from the case of stuffed

birds which Mr. Hancock, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, had

sent to the Exhibition of 1851.

Mr. Hancock (he writes in March '52) tells me that his

engravings of the falcons are nearly ready for publication. I

have urged him to preface them with a treatise on the art of

taxidermy. If I were a man of wealth, I would as readily

give him 150Z. for his case, as I would give 4,000/. for a

Eaffaelle, and rather ; for his works stand alone, with nothing

second to or like them.

During the brief seasons of recreation which Mr.

Eobertson took, he pursued, while shooting, the study

of the natural history of birds. One of his letters is

full of his joy at finding a rare heron, and of the

anxiety w^hich he spent on stuffing it. A friend of

his, who was much with him in his expeditions, said

that every bird which crossed the path furnished him

materials for conversation. He pictured in the hap-

piest manner their habits, nests, eggs, and migrations.

It was impossible to help catching the enthusiasm with

which he spoke of his boyish adventures in the woods.

He would have loved well the adventurous career of a

wandering naturalist. Wilson's wild existence among

the American forests haunted him like a dream of

pleasure. It is impossible not to feel more and tnore,

as his letters unfold his character, how intolerable the

cabined and monotonous life in a fashionable town, with

its over-civilised race of dull pleasure-hunters, must

have been to such a spirit. Yet, chafing inly at every
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step, he bound himself by resolute will to do his duty

to the last. Self-repression— self-sacrifice—these were

not mere names to him. He never relaxed his effort.

Though at times a complaint of his loneliness is, as it

were, dragged out of him, the complaint did not shadow

behind it idleness as its cause. No pain, mental or

bodily, caused him to omit the smallest portion of his

w^ork. He says, in a sermon preached the first Sunday

of 1852, and it was the expression of his inmost feeling

:

I'
The motto on every Christian banner is—Forward

;

f
there is no resting in the present, no satisfaction in the

past.' And his sermons in this year seem to have be-

come more sorrowful in tone, and especially more

j

earnest. They read like those of a man who felt that

j

death was near. They are startling sometimes for their

ibold exposition of views distasteful to what is called

the ' Orthodox party.' The opposition and impertinence

he suffered from seem to have had the effect of driving

him into stating, in broad and sometimes in harsh lines,

his convictions. His manner became more repellent,

even proud. Proud as he w^as, his humility was also

great. Quite unaffected, it touched those who did not

mistake the self-dependence of the man for self-con-

ceit, with a sense of strange beauty, so much of the air

of childhood seemed to float about it, so much recep-

tiveness, willingness to listen, self-forgetfulness. But,

when attacked unjustly, wilfully misrepresented, this

very humility made his indignation greater. He strove

to be gentle to all men
;
but, to his deep regret after-

wards, the haughty soldier-spirit broke out sometimes.
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When the injury he resented was a personal one, he

apologised frankly for his anger, if it had transgressed

the bounds of Christian indignation ; but when he was

indignant with falsehood, injustice, or cowardly wrong

done to another, it was terrible to see his whole face knit

itself together with wrath ; his mouth, generally soft

with feeling and flexible with change, and habitually

sad, grow to a fine line of concentrated force. The

words he then used were startling from their power.

He was never violent, never ' in a passion ' when he

spoke, but each word fell like a sledge-hammer upon

its point and on its victim. I have been told that once,

when he found it necessary to denounce a man for a

dastardly and wilful crime, that his words had all

the awfulness of a judicial sentence ; that the hardened

sinner writhed under them as if under a whip. To this,

I think, he alludes in a letter, when he says, ^ Once

in my life I felt a terrible might. I knew, and rejoiced

to know as I spoke, that I was inflicting the sentence

of a coward and a liar's hell.' For his was not that

maudlin Christianity which dwells on the tenderness,

and never on the indignation of Christ, which remem-

bers only ' I am come to seek and save that which was

lost,' and forgets, ' Woe unto you, scribes and Phari-

sees, hypocrites.' This sternness was often shown un-

expectedly. Slight acts, passing scenes, in which, other

men saw only folly ; a word, a glance, a gesture, which

others saw nothing in, he shuddered at, and spoke of

indignantly. For he felt the base spirit which prompted

the apparently trifling act and expression; he looked
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on them by the light of a pure heart, and by the

experience of past history, and saw them in themselves

and in their effects as Sin.

Two anecdotes sufficiently show, the first how proudly,

and the second with what almost awful boldness, he

could speak. They will also account for much of the

virulence with which he was assailed. A man who

answered his opponents so, could scarcely expect to be

gently treated in return. One Monday morning an

elderly gentleman introduced himself as having been

of great service to young clergymen. He arraigned the

sermon he had heard in Trinity Chapel the day before

;

spoke of dangerous views and the impetuosity of young

men ; offered himself as a weekly monitor, and enu-

merated in conclusion the perils and inconveniences to

which popular preachers were subject. Mr. Eobertson,

who had remained silent, at last rose. * Keally, sir,'

he said, sternly, ' the only inconvenience I have ex-

perienced in being what you are pleased to call me, a

popular preacher, is intrusion like the present ;
' and

he bowed his censor out of the room.

Another day, a lady, with whom he was slightly ac-

quainted, assailed him for ' heterodox opinions,' and

menaced him with the consequence which in this

world and the next would follow on the course of

action he was pursuing. His only answer was, ' I

don't care.' * Do you know what don't care came to,

sir ?
'

' Yes, madam,' was the grave reply, * He was

crucified on Calvary.'

The Working Men's Society, which in the earlier
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months of 1851 had been re-formed under his auspices,

was necessarily weakened by its schism, and was now

struggling for existence. He was incessant in his

endeavours to consolidate it. In November 1851, he

says, ' I have been at working men's meetings and

lectures every evening.' It was suggested to him that an

address on some subject of general interest would mate-

rially assist the institution. To the formal request made

by the secretary, he returned the following answer :
—

In reply to your communication of the 21st, which I only

had last night, after an absence from Brighton, I beg to say

that after much consideration I have come to the conclusion

that it is my duty not to refuse the request made to me.

I am very imfit at present for the excitement of addressing

numbers ; but knowing that the insufficiency will be pardoned,

and feeling deep interest in the success of the working men, I

shall not allow this to stand in the way.

I was not aware that the name of the Institution was to be

changed. Is not this virtually acknowledging that the former

attempt was a failure, instead of the society being, as I believe

it is, the old one purified by experience ? Not knowing the

reasons for the change, which perhaps are valid, at first sight I

am inclined to regret it. There is much in names, especially

when they are associated with recollections which can be ap-

pealed to, and when they adhere to a society through many
shocks and changes. Besides, ' Working Man ' is a noble

title for any human being : a human being's right title.

* Mechanic ' is a poor class title, like Agriculturist, Botanist,

Sailor, &c. &c. Besides, it is not true as a designation for

your society ; a schoolmaster is not a mechanic, nor a retail

dealer of any kind, yet many such are in the society. Ought

you not, like good soldiers in a great cause, to stand to your

colours 1
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In pursuance of this promise, the two published lec-

tures on 'The Influence of Poetry on the Working

Classes,' were given in February 1852. They were

delivered extempore, and before an audience of more

than a thousand in number. The wonderful fluency,

wedded to impassioned feeling, which made them so

telling in delivery, did not imperil their effect when

printed, for they were as full of concentrated thought

as if he had elaborately written them. He himself con-

sidered that some of his statements were too concise.

The lectures, however, are not the less, but the more

valuable, from their conciseness of thought. Too well

known to describe, they have some autobiographical

interest. Scattered through them are anecdotes of his

earlier life and feeling, and short sentences such as

these :
' The poetic temperament is one of singular

irritability of brain and nerve ;

'
' There are three

things in this world which deserve no quarter— Hy-

pocrisy, Pharisaism, and Tyranny ; '—sentences which

reveal the man in his constitution and his hatreds.

Throughout them his rapturous delight in a military

career breaks out. Nowhere is he so eloquent as in

describing the glorious death of the heroes of Trukkee,

the gathering of the bravest in battle round the torn

colours which s3mibolised courage and honour, and the

chivalry of war in contrast with a selfish and ignoble

peace. The closing sentence, spoken in anticipation of

a French invasion, is full of his own spirit. Often,

with most unclerical emphasis, did he express his wish

to die, sword in hand, against a French invader.
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Thus much I ^vill dare to say. If a foreign foot be planted

on our sacred soil—if the ring of the rifle of the Chasseurs de

Vincennes be heard upon these shores, ten-ible as the first

reverses might be, when discipline could be met only by raw-

enthusiasm—thanks to gentlemen who have taught us the

sublime mysteries of capital in lieu of the old English super-

stitions of Honour and Religion, they may yet chance to learn

that British chivalry did not breathe her last at Moodkee, or

Ferozeshah, or Sobraon, or Goojerat, or Meeanee, or Hy-

derabad. They may yet be taught that there is something

beyond the raw hysterics of a transient excitement in the

spirit of self-sacrifice which we have learned from our

Master's Cross. They may yet discover that amongst the

artisans, and peasants, and working men of England, there are

a thousand thousand worthy to be brothers of those heroic

eleven who sleep beneath the rocks of Trukkee, with the red

thread of Honour round their Avrists.

These addresses were not resultless. The working

men of Brighton, for the first time told that Poetry did

not belong to one class alone, but to all w^ho felt within

them the common passions of Humanity, at once as-

sumed their right. The works of many of the poets

were added to their library. Their power of apprecia-

ting the highest poetry was believed in, and then they

believed in it themselves. They became conscious of

their powers. From the Life of Christ Mr. Eobertson

had learned this great principle of education ; to make

men recognise their own spiritual capabilities by

throwing himself in trust upon those capabilities. In

these lectures he carried that principle into secular

things. And the men icere roused. They read the

poets eagerly
; sharp discussions arose among them on
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the comparative merits of Pope, and Walter Scott, and

Tennyson. One part of the lecturer's aim was thus

attained. The men employed in a dull mechanic

round, or in coarse hand-labour, were led into a

refined and pure region both of intellect and feeling.

They desired to find and to feel the beautiful. It was

a step in their elevation.

A more tangible result of the lectures was, that they

brought in sufficient money to make the fortune of the

Institute. They were at once published from the cor-

rected notes of the reporter. Two letters which their

author received are worth publishing, for the remark

and reply which were elicited from him.

The first was from Mr. Henry Drummond :
—

Dear Sir,—I have received your essay with many thanks.

It appears to me that you are the only person who is grappling

with the natural infidelity of minds educated in everything

except religion

On sending this letter to a friend, Mr. Kobertson

wrote :
—

Mr. Drummond's letter is interesting, inasmuch as it exhibits

a deeper perception of what I was aiming at than I have yet

seen in any one. To produce a belief in the reality of the in-

visible Truth and Beauty, is the chief end of my insignificant

work here.

The second was from Lord Carlisle :*

—

I would not thank you for your most acceptable present, till

* These letters have been already published in the preface to

' Lectures and Addresses of the late F. W. Robertson.'
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I had enjoyed the pleasure of making myself acquainted with its

contents. I have recognised in them all the high ability and

the generous and delicate feeling which I could have ex-

pected.

Upon one or two points of mere taste we may not wholly

agree, but there is no part of what you inculcate ^\•ith which I

agree more fully than that in which you commend universality

of taste. I have some doubts, for instance, about this— ' The

best poetry demands study as severe as mathematics require.'

I take what appears to me to be the highest of human com-

positions—the 'Iliad' and ' Macbeth '—and I think they are

both eminently intelligible without pain or effort. Perhaps I

would give up ' Hamlet ' to you, not ' Othello.'

I think you rate Dr. Johnson's poetical powers too low.

Rest undisturbed within thy peaceful shrine,

Till angels wake thee with a note like thine.

I must not, however, indulge in mere prattle. Let me repay

your kindness in the same coin, of however inferior value. I

assiu-e you, with all truth, that I look on some things I have

said with more complacency, when I flatter myself that there

is some identity of view between us.

Lord Carlisle sent with his letter a copy of his ' Lec-

tures on Pope,' and Mr. Eobertson replied :
—

I will not allow a post to pass without thanking you for

your kind present and kinder note, the approval of which I

feel to be veiy invigorating. I was very glad to find that there

was not a syllable of the ' Lecture on Pope ' which jarred

with my estimate of him, which I a httle feared. But the

passage quoted from Warton, p. 10, and another of your own,

p. 16, ' 'Twas not so much the pomp and prodigality of

heaven,' &c., express, though with far more precision, exactly

the reasons which I briefly alleged for ranking Pope in the

second order, but, in tliat order, first. I congratulated myself
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much on perceiving so far this agreement, and in all the admi-

ration which the lecture contains I heartily concur.

The passage, p. 105, ^ Heaven was made for those who had

failed in this world,' struck me very forcibly several years age,

when I read it in a newspaper, and became a rich vein of

thought in which I often quarried
;

especially when the sen-

tence was interpreted by the Cross, which was failure, appa-

rently.

My sentence, ' The best poetry demands study as severe as

mathematics require,' is very justly open to criticism ; but

more, I think, from the unfinished abruptness of the phrase-

ology than from its real meaning. The best poetry has a

sense which is level to the apprehension at once ; not being

obscure in expression, nor metaphysical or scholastic in

thought ; but then any one who had caught this meaning at

the first glance would be greatly mistaken if he supposed that

he had got all, or nearly all, it meant.

The dew-drop that glitters on the end of every leaf after a

shower, is beautiful even to a child ; but I suppose that to a

Herschel, who knows that the lightning itself sleeps within it,

and imderstands and feels all its mysterious connections with

earth, and sky, and planets, it is suggestive of a far deeper

beauty : and the very instances you allege, ' Macbeth ' and the

' Iliad,' would substantiate what I meant, though not what I

awkwardly perhaps seemed to say. * Macbeth,' all action, swift

and huiTied in its progress towards denouement, is intelligible

at once. But I spent myself many weeks upon it, and only

at last began to feel that it was simple, because deep. Some

exquisite and fine remarks of Mrs. Jameson on certain

characters in it, and profounder ones of Coleridge on others,

have brought out a meaning that we feel at once was in it,

and not forced upon it. In the sense I meant, I should say

* Macbeth ' could not be understood, especially as a whole, ex-

cept with hard study.

I am very much tempted to accept the challenge of page 28,
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ia the ' Lecture on Pope,'— * I would beg any of tlie detractors

of Pope to furnish me with another couple of lines from any

author whatever, which encloses so much sublimity of meaning

within such compressed limits and such precise terms.'

If it were not that the cartel is addressed only to Pope's

detractors^ I think I should allege that wonderful couplet of

the Erd Geist in ' Faust :

'

—

So schaff* ich am sausenden Webstuhl der Zeit,

Und wirke der Gottheit lebendiges Kleid

;

at least, if I might interpret them by Psalm cii. 2G, 27.

In the graceful courtesy "with which your lordship acknow-

ledges that there is * some identity of view between us,' I

receive the best and most cheering reward that my little

pamphlet has obtained.

The criticism he received was not, however, alto-

gether friendly. He was not left without the benefit

of a little honest hostility. The * South Church Union/

—the organ of the High Church party at Brighton—
gave him the benefit of its opposition. The points it

attacked appear from the following letter :
—

I send you the ' South Church Union,' containing a Trac-

tarian review of my lectures on poetry, much fairer than an

Evangehcal would have ^\Titten, and on the whole as dis-

criminating as could be expected from the essential difference

between his position and mme : only, as was naturally to be

expected, mine is only half understood and caricatured, though

not intentionally. For instance, he falls foul of my ' first

principle,' ' sever yourself from all parties and maxims.'

Now there is a double ambiguity which belongs to such a rule.

It may be a merely negative one ; in which case it is only lati-

tudinarianism, being equivalent to ' it does not matter what

you think, provided you are not bigoted to one opinion above
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anotlier.' And this is the way in which he has chosen to un-

derstand it ; but in the way I said it, it became a positive

rule, as indeed the context showed, * Servant only to the

truth
;

' in other words, ' Surrender yourself to no maxims,

because you must be servant to something much higher,

namely, truth.' Doubtless the way of attaining truth is not

indicated in that sentence, nor could it be ; it is a second

lesson—I was giving one at a time. The way of reaching

truth is by obeying the truth you know. ' If any man will do

His will, he shall know,' &c., but it was not my business to

introduce that, in that connection. There is another ambi-

guity in an expression of which the reviewer has not failed to

take the false alternative : I called it a \first principle.' Now
' first ' may refer to time, or it may refer to importance. In

reference to time the statement would be false, and in this

sense in one part of his remarks he has understood it ; but in

reference to importance it is perfectly true.

To illustrate this : I put a loaded gun in the comer of a

room, and tell my child not to touch it. There is a rule or

maxim. Knowing nothing of the reason of my command, his

plain duty as a child is implicit servile obedience to my order;

his conscience should be grieved if, even to prevent its being

broken by a fall, he is induced to touch it, because there is a

harm in doing it which is to him mysterious and unknown.

But suppose him older, and suppose him to understand, by

natural intelligence, that the reason of my prohibition was to

prevent the possibility of its exploding, and suppose him to

see a sheet of paper fall from the table on fire close to it, what

would his duty be—to cleave to the maxim, or to cut himself

adrift from it ? Surely to snatch up the forbidden gun

directly. His first duty, in point of time, is to obey the rule
;

his first in point of importance, is to break it. Indeed, this is

the very essence, according to St. Paul, of the difference be-

tween the legal and the gospel state. In the legal state we are

under tutors, governors, and must not go beyond rules ; for
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rules are disciplining tis to understand the principles of

themselves. But in the gospel state we are redeemed from

this bondage, serving in newness of spirit, and not in the old-

ness of the letter. We discern principles, and are loyal to

them ; we use rules or dispense with them, as they save or

destroy the principle for which they exist. We are free from

the law, that is, we are free from slavish obedience to the

maxims ; and this not because we are in a latitudinarian way

free from the principles, but exactly because we have become

devoted to them in true allegiance. And so far as a man is

not devoted to them he is not free from the law, but still under

it, that is, he must still be restrained by maxims, for he is not

fit to be trusted with the guardianship of principles. A boy

who had clearly understood his father's motive about the gun,

but had a secret inclination to hear it go off, would be just as

unfit to dispense with the strict letter even in the case of

danger from fire, as if he was profoundly ignorant of the cause

of the law's enactment.

And so in art and religion. First, in point of time, submit

to rules ; but first in point of importance—the grand aim in-

deed of all rules—rise through them to the spirit and meaning

of them. Write that upon the heart and be free : then you

can use the maxim, not like a pedant, but like an artist—not

like a Pharisee, but like a Christian.

The reviewer has made, in his zeal, another singularly wild

statement, that poetry is always cultivated chiefly in those

ages in which effeminacy prevails. He quotes Plato's

' Republic ' in profound ignorance of Plato's meaning, and

infers that poetry vitiates.

Now it is an odd thing for a Tractarian to do this. What
was the glorious symbolism of the Middle Ages, their ma-

jestic architecture, but poetry—were those effeminate ages ?

Does he at all events count the age of Michael Angel o,

Raphael, Fra AngeUco, a feeble irreligious age ? Among the

Greeks, Homer, Sophocles, jEschylus, stood foremost

;

VOL. II. H
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classical scholars do not generally select their age as the one

particularly remarkable for effeminacy. Dante was some-

thing of a man, and the Italian republics were in their glory

in his day. Goethe, Schiller, may be very heterodox ; but

the age which witnessed the wars with France was not a soft

one. Chaucer, Shakespeare, Spencer, Milton, poor, feeble, de-

generate men ! and in what an age of Sybarites they were

nursed to voluptuous lullabies !

The good gentleman ought to have recollected that a Cory-

phaeus of his party has ascribed a somewhat nobler office to

the poet than that of enfeebling the soul. Do you remember

that fine passage in the * Christian Year,'

Sovereign masters of all Arts,

Know ye who hath set your parts ?

While writing, an idea has struck me that it would be almost

worth while to send the substance of what I have said here as

a reply; for some principles are involved and no personalities.

Almost immediately after the delivery of these lec-

tures he revisited Cheltenham.

Cheltenham: February 24, 1852.

It is nearly three years (he says) since I was here, and

how much is altered !—most of my once large acquaintance

are gone : only a few friends remain, but they have all met

me warmly. I feel myself far more changed within. How
beautiful this country is, though there is yet no foliage ! I

was never so struck with the beauty of the surrounding hiUs

as to-day. I saw all the old spots on hill and valley, with in-

numerable stories of past days annexed to them.

I was at Christ Church, my old place, this morning, and

felt old associations come over me as if four and a half years

had not rolled between ; but the changes in the congregation

told the truth. Many of the places were empty—some who had

filled them gone, many dead ; children came up to me as young
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men and young women, saying, ' Don't you remember me ?
'

and there was a visible increase in wrinkles and grey hairs.

The music nearly overpowered me, for the old hymns and

tunes, and the tones of the organ, went home. . .

This afternoon, instead of going to church, I walked into the

country across the fields, and through some of the pretty

neighbouring villages, with my brother. The day was fresh

but fine, and the Cotswold Hills, which surromid Cheltenham,

e:<hibiting a great variety ofoutline, and rich in woods, were in

extreme beauty from the colouring. Among these hills are some

of the loveliest valleys I know anywhere. The building, too,

of Cheltenham is far better in style than that of Brighton

—

greatly varied, and almost all the detached villas in good taste,

some Italian, others Elizabethan ; but there is an air of light-

ness and grace about it which is quite different from cock-

neyism. This is much assisted by the abundance of trees

with which the town is filled
;
many of the streets like boule-

vards ; one long walk of ancient elms, a noble avenue.

During this second visit, the revival of old associa-

tions, and the inevitable comparison of the past with

the present, brought with them only unmingled pain.

I have thrown together below the most interesting

passages referring to his stay at Cheltenham.

March 8.

I had a walk with Struan and Mr. Munro. The day was

lovely in the extreme. We went over the hills, one of my
favourite walks. The more I see of this place and the environs,

the more I am struck with its beauty, as if I had never seen it

before ; yet in all probability part of the beauty of scenery

depends upon your knowing all the points far and near, so that

imagination assists the eye very much, and you supply what

you know to what you see, fancying all the time that you see

it. Ruskin, I recollect, has some good remarks on this. In

our walk we came to a pretty village churchyard, Leek-
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hampton, about a couple of miles from hence. I went in to

get the solemn thoughts that are sure to come. There is a

tomb erected to Major Macready, brother of the actor. He
died in Cheltenham in 1848. It was surrounded with

beautiful iron rails, and a trellis-work of iron extending

above them. Around it and in it is a garden border, full of

most rare and carefully tended plants : roses, which bloom

nowhere else, were blooming there. . . .

Yesterday I rode out with Struan, Mr. Munro, and his

niece, over some lovely country. We passed the scenes of

many desperate leaps over walls and gates, taken by my
brother and myself years ago. Munro said, ' Why, Robertson,

the farmers would not know you again, you ride so quietly.'

* I have been thinking,' I replied, ' several times during the

ride, as I looked at a tempting wall or gate, of that line of

Byron's applied to one who has spent his force, and was un-

moved by Beauty ;
" But now it moved him as it moves the

wise." ' I took a single leap to show him that it was in me, if I

chose ; but all day I was, as I have been all this visit, depressed

and low. To day—this afternoon, at least—I spent in rifle-

shooting with Struan, against the side of the rocks of Leck-

hampton Hill, making very good practice, and putting six balls

in the mark out of eight. Such has been my employment

—

distraction, in the French sense, and so far only, good or useful.

A merchant vessel has brought the news from the Cape that

Major Wilmot, my brother's best friend, is killed.—Farewell.

Here he met Tennyson, but could not pursue the

acquaintance, being forced to return to Brighton. ' I

feel,' be says, ' as low as a schoolboy going back to a

school which he dislikes. I had not time to call on

Tennyson.'

On his arrival at Brighton, he proceeded to Lewes,

to attend the assizes, at which he had been appointed
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chaplain to the sheriff. There is a graphic account, in

his letters, of the trials held in the months of March and

July. The sermons which he preached were, first, on

St. John viii. 32—'The kingdom of the truth;' secondly,

on St. John vii. 17—'Obedience the organ of spiritual

knowledge.' Both have been published. It was

curious, I have been told, to watch the pew set apart

for the judges—Mr. Justice Coleridge and Mr. Baron

Parke. Its occupants, on the conclusion of the 'after-

noon service,' expecting nothing to disturb their intel-

lect, settled themselves into decent postures, full of ease,

for their customary reverie. But before three minutes

of the sermon had passed by, their attention was riveted,

their position changed, and they listened with evident

interest to a discourse of forty minutes in length. The

conclusion of the first sermon was remembered well :
—

In the name of Christ, I respectfully commend these thoughts,

for the special consideration of the present week, to those who

will be pledged by oath to witness to the whole truth they

know, and nothing but the truth ; to those who, permitted by

the merciful spirit of English jurisprudence to watch that their

clients, if condemned, shall be condemned only according to

the law, are yet not justified by the spirit of the life of Christ

in falsifying or obscuring facts, and who, OAving a high duty to

a chent, owe one yet higher to the truth ; and lastly, to those

whom the severe intellectual and, much more, moral training

of the Enghsh bar has qualified for the high office of dis-

entangling truth from the mazes of conflicting testimony.

From the trial hoiu: of Christ—from the cross of the Son of

God—there arises the principle, to which His life bore Avitness,

that the first lesson of Christian life is this—be true ; and the

second this—be true ; and the third this—be true.
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In April he took the chair at a meeting in which

Professor Zaba, a Pole, expounded a new system of

mnemonics. He introduced this gentleman with a

speech which he afterwards reduced in a condensed

form to writing. It will be found in Letter XLV.

Shortly afterwards, perhaps the most interesting oc-

currence in his ministerial career took place. He nar-

rates the occasion of it, and exposes the subjects on

which he intended to speak. He sums up in a few

words the principles of his teaching, and it is deeply to

be regretted that an over-sensitiveness prevented him

from carrying out his intention.

Tuesday, April 14.

The young men of my congregation have invited me to meet

them on Tuesday evening next, on which occasion I under-

stand they mean to present an address expressive of gratitude

for the instruction they have received from the pulpit and the

platform. It is kindly meant ; and I hope it may not be

marred by any misunderstanding amongst themselves, or by

amy compromise of myself in the wording of the address, into

which zeal may easily hurry them. As I am not to know the

contents beforehand, I cannot prepare a reply ; but I am
thinking of briefly re^vdewing some of the leading principles

which I have aimed at inculcating, such as the soul of good-

ness in tilings evil—positive truth, instead of negative error

—

belief in the Divine character of Christ's humanity, antecedent

to belief in its Divine origin—spiritual truth discerned by the

soul instead of the intellect, in opposition to rationalism-;

—

truth made up of two opposite propositions, instead of a via

media between the two. Perhaps I may take the opportunity

of crushing the attacks of the ' Record ' on me, and its allega-

tions of my belonging to the Kingsley school ; but of this I am

not quite sure. I am not likely to have such another opportunity.
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The address, a portion of which is quoted below,*

was presented to him at the Town Hall, on April 21st.

More than eighty signatures were appended to it, and

every signature was written from the heart. The

meeting was unique in Brighton. Ever since his ar-

rival in that town, Mr. Eobertson had given much time

and thought to the elevation of the yoang men of his

congregation, especially those belonging to the class of

clerks, assistants in shops, servants, and others. Gra-

dually his influence over them became permanent. We
have seen by his conduct at the meeting of the Early

Closing Association, that he did not purchase that in-

fluence by flattering their views, or joining in their

popular clamour. His sincerity of purpose at that

meeting, which at first had partially repelled them,

* * "We desire to express to you the high and alFectionate esteem in

which your name is and has long been held among us, and also to

render you sensible of our gratitude for the advantages we have derived

from your labours both in and out of the pulpit.

' There is entertained among us a strong feeling of obL'gation for the

exalted views of all that is highest and holiest in religion with which

you have familiarised our minds, for the elevated standard of morality

to which you have taught us to conform our lives, and no less for those

lessons of philosophy and secular wisdom which it has been so often

our privilege to learn from your lips.

' We would also assure you, honoured sir, of our due appreciation of

your ready sympathy with the cause of the young men in this town,

your undeviating courtesy and kindness in conforming to their wishes

and requirements, and your cordial exertions to promote their welfare.

' Permit us, in conclusion, respectfully, but most sincerely, to express

a hope that we may long continue to enjoy the advantages of your resi-

dence amongst us, and that unfailing health and domestic happiness,

o'ershadowed by no cloud of care or sorrow, may enable you with entire

satisfaction to pursue the studies and fulfil the duties incident to that

exalted calling to which you are devoted.'
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afterwards attracted them. They felt sure of him.

They knew that they were loved not too well, but

wisely. And Christianity became dear to them through

him. They saw before their eyes continually how

manly and noble a Christian life might be. Nor did

he cease to urge this life upon them. ' With all the

earnestness he possessed,' said one of them, ' and how

great that was ! he exhorted us to begin in our youth

to say with David, 0 Grod ! thou art my Grod! early

will I seek Thee.' Many of his sermons were especially

addressed to them. It was easy to excite and interest

I

them, but he was not content with that. He urged

them to discredit feeling unless it passed into and was

caroused by action for Christ. The novelty of his views,

and the youthfulness of his character, were calculated

to make young men adopt him as a leader. But he

would not have them rest on him ; he warned them

that if they would be spiritually strong, they must

learn how to stand alone with Grod and their own

soul. He refused to claim dominion over their faith.

* One was their Master,' he said, ' even Christ.' Thus

he endeavoured to guide them into Christian manhood ;

and he succeeded. He had the rare pleasure of seeing the

trees he had planted bearing matured and goodly fruit.

He answered the address in a few words. As he

spoke, all rose, full of sincere emotion, and bound by

the unity of that emotion into one body, in which the

different ranks, the different opinions, and the various

interests which in common life made them jar with

one another— were forgotten. They were all fused
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together by the fire of a common love. He himself

was deeply moved. He said in words which were never

forgotten, and which drew forth enthusiastic and heart-

felt cheers :

—

We are not here to bandy compliments with one another

;

you have not come to flatter me, and I have not come with any

affected coyness, to pretend to disclaim your flattery, in order

that it may be repeated. You have told me in the frank

Bpirit of an Englishman that my ministry has done you good.

Frankly, as an Englishman, I tell you with all my heart I do

believe it. I know that there are men who once wandered in

darkness and doubt, and could find no light, who have now

found an anchor and a rock and a resting-place. I know that

there are men who were feehng bitterly and angrily what

seemed to them the unfair differences of society, who now

regard them in a gentle, more humble, and more tender spirit.

I know that there are rich who have been led to feel more

generously towards the poor. I loiow that there are poor who
have been taught to feel more truly and more fairly towards

the richv I believe—for on such a point God can only know—
that there are men who have been induced to place before

themselves a higher standard, and perhaps, I may venture to

add, have conformed their lives more truly to that standard. I

dare not hide my belief in this. I am deeply grateful in being

able to say that, if my ministry were to close to-morrow, it

would not have been, in this town at least, altogether a

failure.
,

He concluded with a sentence, which was the only

answer he deigned to give to the taunts which had

been levelled against him for his interest in young

men, and in the subjects, both theological and social,

which then engi'ossed them :

—
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' Let the words of that young man ' (Mr. C. Evans,

who had presented the address) * answer for it, whether

there is Eationalism or Socialism in my teaching.'

Yet in this, the most triumphant moment appa-

rently of his ministry, he was at heart profoundly sad

and wearied, partly from the loneliness of his life, and

partly, as he hints himself in the following letter,

from physical exhaustion and disease. It is sorrowful

and strange to think how little men knew what lay

beneath that quiet and resolute exterior :

—

"Wednesday, April 21.

The meeting of last night passed off as heavily as it was

possible to conceive. One of the young men rose and pre-

sented the address with a warm and cordial speech, to which I

replied. The best thing of the evening was a very short speech

in three sentences from one of the young men, who said he had

been to the Great Exhibition, and had received from it a com-

ment upon the doctrine which lay at the bottom of Mr. Eobert-

son's teaching—not to call anything common or unclean. It

showed a finer and more masterly appreciation of what I aim at

than I had expected. I returned thanks ; but certain things

which had been said^had so damped all power of enjoying, that

I left unsaid all I had meant to say, and confined myself to mere

thanks. I had intended to state the principles of my teaching,

such as the establishment of truth, instead of the negative de-

struction of error—suggestive teaching, instead of dogmatic

—

working from Avithin outwards instead of the converse, &c.

I send you a ' Guardian ' with the account. It has somewhat

mangled what I said, by putting in pithless and unmeaningwords

and epithets, as well as by altering and inserting sentences

;

but, on the whole, except the last sentence, it is tolerably cor-

rect. I wish I could describe the dreary feelings of yesterday
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evening. Eighty persons were present to do me honour, and

express kindly feelings to me ; the applause was enthusiastic,

yet all seemed weary, stale, flat, unprofitable. In the midst of

the homage of a crowd, I felt alone, and as if friendless.

The first sheet of this letter was written in a very gloomy

mood—the result partly of the excitement of the preceding

evening, and the preaching and speaking of the last two days.

It still remains. I think it only just to myself to ask you to

read this sheet first, as I cannot judge at all whether I am
seeing fairly or through a distorted medium—whether I am
myself, or in an imnatural mood. Do not, therefore, read

what I have written without this allowance.

Mr. J Y and Mr. B , whom I knew in Heidel-

berg, are coming to take tea with me this evening, so I shall

forget my low spirits and myself, and perhaps see things more

justly ; at least whenever I feel strongly, I make it a rule now

to assume the probability that physical causes have something

to do with the matter.

During the months of May and June he prepared

his class of young persons for confirmation. The

labour which every year he bestowed upon this work

was great. He personally interested himself in all the

candidates, whether they were bright or dull in intel-

lect. Indeed, the heavier the clay, the more pains did

he take in his tillage. He endeavoured to make him-

self master of the peculiarities of character belonging

to each of his class, and of the drift of their lives, that

he might adapt to these his teaching. While brimming

over with images and apt illustrations calculated to

attract youth and to fix the truths he spoke of in the

memory, that teaching was laid on so solid a basis of

learning, and supported by such original thinking, that
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the most advanced scholar could listen to it with satis-

fied pleasure.

Nor was this teaching formal : lectures repeated each

year without variation. It is true it did not alter from

year to year in the main subjects, or in their order,

but in form and in illustrations it changed continually.

It laid all the events of the day under contribution.

The form it had was worn as loosely as possible, and

never hindered him from expansion. Often, inspired

by a question from his class, he would leave his regular

course, and speak on the difficulty proposed, or the

shade of feeling suggested, for more than half an hour,

without pausing a moment, and that with a logical

sequence—a grasp, an eloquence, and a fire of imagina-

tion which were the same, whether he discussed a point

of theology, a shade of criticism, or a subtle winding in

the labyrinth of the heart. No one could listen with-

out being stirred, excited, and feeling a higher life

possible. He knew that he produced this effect, and

hence arose his constant warnings against a religion of

transient enthusiasm, always embodied the Sunday

before the Confirmation in such sermons as * The

Parable of the Sower,' * ' Jacob's Wrestling.' f

This year the preparation of the candidates exhausted

him greatly.

I am undergoing the reaction (he writes) consequent upon

strained anxieties and attention. When aU was over yester-

day at the Confirmation, I felt as if I had no work to turn

to, and it was with extreme repugnance and aversion that

* Vol. i. t Vol. i.
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I contemplated preparation for Sunday. It reminds me of the

* Song of the Shirt '
—

' work, work, work ;
' and the perpetual

treadmill necessity of being for ever ready twice a week with

earnest thoughts on solemn subjects is a task which is quite

enough to break down all originality, and convert a racehorse

into a dray.

Fortunately for his health, an outward interest now

broke in upon his life. The elections for Brighton

came on in July, and they interested him as much as

if he had been a violent political partisan. But it was

in reality the quicker life of the town and the public

excitement which delighted him, and took him for the

time out of his restricted sphere of action. The struggle,

the play of human passions, the battle, in which he

wished to see only the contest and not the rascality,

roused in him all the combative enthusiasm of his war-

rior nature. He was seen everywhere— his blue eyes

flashing, his brown hair thrown back from his forehead,

his walk rapid, his words quick and stirring. ^ I have

read and done nothing all this week,' he writes, ' the

excitement about the election has been so great.' In

accordance with his usual practice of bringing the

events of daily life under the influence of the pulpit,

he preached a sermon on the duties of electors.* He
took as his subject the election of Matthias in the room

of Judas. A short quotation will best show the spirit

in which he fulfilled his task :
—

Delicate and difficult as the introduction of such a subject

from the pulpit must be, yet it seems to me the imperative

* Vol. iv. 131.
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duty of a minister of Christ—from which he cannot, except in

cowardice, shrink—to endeavour to make clear the great Chris-

tian landmarks which belong to such an occurrence. But let

me be understood. His duty is not to introduce politics in

the common sense of the word, meaning thereby the views of

some particular party. The pulpit is not to be degraded into

the engine of a faction. Far, far above such questions, it

ought to preserve the dignity of a voice which speaks for eter-

nity, and not for time. If possible, not one word should

drop by which a minister's own political leanings can be dis-

covered.

Yet there must be broad principles of right and wrong in

such a transaction as in any other. And in discharge of my
duty I desire to place those before you.

In this sermon he steadily kept out of sight his own

political views. He only declared the great principles

according to which a vote should be given. Beyond

the pulpit his influence was not unimportant, and he

did not hesitate to exert it fairly in behalf of the liberal

candidates. Sir George Pechell and Mr. Trelawney. He
was the only Church of England clergyman who voted

for these gentlemen ; and owing to all the rest of his

brethren supporting the other side, and to some reports

industriously circulated concerning Mr. Trelawney's

opinions, it was a courageous vote. It enlisted against

him the conservative and the * religious' militia of

Brighton. The letter which follows refers to these

events, and his share in them :
—

July 10.

The election is over. Lord Alfred Hervey was elected with

a majority of about 250 over Trelawney, who, however, poUed

nearly 1,200 votes (I wi'ite from vague memory). I suppose
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people vdll be shocked at my vote, even those who voted for

Pechell, though there is no difference between his politics and

Trelawney's. A stranger, quite a gentleman in appearance,

held up his hands on being told it, and said, ' Why, Trelawney

is an atheist.' * Dp you know that for a fact ? ' said I. ' No,

but I was told so.' * Then I must say that as it is a very

solemn charge, you ought to enquire before you assert it.'

Five minutes after, a lady met me, and said, ' Why, Mr. Tre-

la\vney is a CathoUc' So, after thorough investigation, I

wTOte a note to this gentleman, and told him Trelawney was

neither an atheist nor a Catholic, but a member of the Church

of England—a man, as I was credibly informed by Mr. Sey-

mour, of high character. I concluded with the suggestion

that it was due to his honour to contradict his own statement

wherever it had been made.

I omitted to tell you the surprise at the polling-booth at my
vote was quite amusing. I saw by the countenances of the

bystanders that it excited much interest to know which way

it would be given. There was quite a breathless attention

while the name, address, &c., were being taken down ; and

when I said, ' Pechell and Trelawney,' voices cried out on all

sides, * Thank you, sir,' ' Bravo,' ' Well done, indeed ; that's

a man !
' and the respect was extreme. I could not help

fancying, from the tone of the remarks, that they appreciated

the difficulty of a clergyman in voting on that side. What
struck me most was, there were no uproarious cheers, but an

evidently respectful and grateful acceptance of the act and its

motives. ... '

On his return from his usual absence during October,

he found Brighton boiling over with excitement on the

Sabbath question. It had been proposed to open the

Crystal Palace on Sundays. It was at once inferred that

Christianity was in mortal danger, and to protect it from
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its death-wound, the whole religious phalanx of Brigh-

ton rallied round its standard. Large talking assem-

blies met together, and the wildest and most unfounded

assertions were made. The ' Times ' was accused of

the grossest venality, because it defended the throwing

open of the Palace ; but the accuser, a clergyman, was

obliged to eat his words. Mr. Robertson alone stood

against the torrent in behalf of Christian liberty. He
did not, for several reasons, approve of the opening of

the Palace on Sunday ; but he did refuse to adopt

arguments against it based on the supposition of the

non-abrogation of the Jewish Sabbath. He preached

a sermon, * The Sydenham Palace, and the Religious

Non-observance of the Sabbath,'* on the whole subject,

in which he declared that he had satisfied himself.

November 16, 1852.

My dear Tower,—As you will be here next week, I will

not write you a volume, for nothing else would do. I preached

on the subject on Sunday, satisfactorily to myself at least—

a

thing which has occurred to me but once or twice in all my
ministry ; so I am thoroughly prepared with an opinion on a

matter I have well considered. I will say at present I am
quite resolved to sign no petition. Dr. V.'s pamphlet does not

go to the root of the matter. I agree with him in viewing the

move, so far as it is an avowed innovation, with great jealousy

;

but I cannot ask for a state enactment to reimpose a lavv

which Christianity has repealed, without yielding the very

principle of Christianity. Historically, the Lord's Day was

not a transference of the Jewish Sabbath at all from one day

to another. St. Paul, in Rom. xvi. 5, 6, speaks of a religious

* Vol. ii. 180.
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non-observance of the Sabbath ; I cannot say or think that the

Crystal Palace affair is a religious non-observance, believing

it to be merely a lucrative speculation : nevertheless, I have

nothing to do with that. The Sabbath is abrogated, and the

observance of a day of rest is only a most wise human law

now, not to be enforced by penalties. Besides, how dare we
refuse a public concession to the poor man of a right of re-

creation which has been long assumed by the rich man with

no protest or outcry from the clergy, who seem touched to the

quick only when desecration, as they call it, is noisy and

vulgar.

Mr. Tower suggested, in answer, Bishop Horsley's

critical treatment of the question, and to this letter he

replied :

—

* Horsley's Sermons ' I only vaguely remember. I am qurte

at ease on the subject. The critical disposal of this or that

text would not alter my views. I am certain of the genius

and spirit of Christianity ; certain of St. Paul's root thoughts

—far more certain than I can be of the correctness or incor-

rectness of any isolated interpretation : and I must reverse all

my conceptions of Christianity—which is the mind of Christ

—before I can believe the Evangelico-Judaic theory
; which

is that Mr. may, without infringement of the 4th Com-

maiidment, drive his carriage to church twice every Sunday,

but a poor man may not drive his cart ;—that the two or three

hours spent in the evening by a noble lord over venison,

champagne, dessert, and coffee, are no desecration of the com-

mand ; but the same number spent by an artisan over cheese

and beer in a tea-garden will bring down God's judgment on

the land. It is worse than absurd. It is the very spirit of

that Pharisaism which our Lord rebuked so sternly. And
then men get up on platforms as did; and quietly

assume that they are the religious, and that all who disagree,

YOL. II. I
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"whether writers in the ^ Times,' Sir R. Peel, or the ' sad ex-

ceptions/ of whom I was one, to which he alluded, are either

neologians or hired writers ! Better break a thousand sabbaths

than lie and slander thus ! But the sabbath of the Christian

is the consecration of all time to God : of which the Jewish

Sabbath was but the type and shadow. See Col. ii. 16, 17.

Bishop Horsley's attempt to get over that verse is miserable, I

remember.

' Six hundred churches wanted.' Yes ! but when shall we
have different hours for service and different congregations in

one church, say one for three congregations : and so save two-

thirds of the money spent on stone and brick, that it may be

spent on the truer temple, human beings, in whom God's

Spirit dwells ? They do this on the Continent, and with no

inconvenience. Besides, the inconvenience and mutual giving

way would be all so much gain for Christian life, instead of an

objection to the plan.

A member of his congregation wrote to him on this

subject. He replied ;

—

60 Montpelier Road : November 17.

My dear Mr. Wright,—I am very sorry indeed that I

should have left my meaning ambiguous on Sunday. I will

briefly recapitulate what I said, or meant to say.

I tried to show that in St. Paul's judgment the Sabbath is

abrogated, being, as he calls it (Col. ii. 16, 17), a shadow of

which Christ is the substance. This Sabbath has given way

to a larger, grander, more spiritual Sabbath—the Rest of the

people of God—a life claimed, not in parts, but as a whole,

for Him—a perpetual sacrifice.

To urge this abrogated Sabbath again on men's consciences

as indispensable to salvation, St. Paul reckons as a giving up

of the spirit of Christianity (Gal. iv. 10, 11). Nevertheless,

it is perfectly competent for the Christian Church to appoint

days and timefi., as she shall find them needful, to aid her in-
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firmities or express her love, provided only that she does not

bind them on human consciences as indispensable.

Such a day, among others, she did appoint in very early

times—the Lord's day. But it was not a transference of the

Jewish Sabbath from Saturday to Sunday, but arose out of the

great Christian principle, which views all life in reference to

the Church's crucified and risen Lord. And thus time was

divided into cycles, larger and smaller, the cycle of the week

or the cycle of the year, each representing the death in which

all daily die—the resurrection in which all daily rise. Friday

and Saturday, Good Friday and Easter day were the epochs

respectively of these cycles.

I hold this institution of the Lord's day to be a most precious

and blessed one, not to be dispensed with except with danger

;

and I believe that no one who loves his country can look on

any measure which is likely to desecrate its observance, or break

through our English feelings towards it, without great mis-

giving and apprehension.

And St. Paul modifies his broad view of a repealed Sabbath,

by acknowledging that there may be a religious and conscien-

tious observance of that day. * One man esteemeth one day

above another. Let every man be fully persuaded in his own
mind He that observeth the day observeth it to the

Lord.' On the other hand, he modifies it again, by emphatic-

ally requiring that the non-observance of the Sabbath must be

a religious non-observance—a conscientious, and not merely

a licentious or latitudinarian one. He that observeth not ^he

day, to the Lord he observeth it not.

Now here is my first objection to the spirit in which the

Crystal Palace is proposed. It contemplates a non-observance

of the Sabbath, but not a religious one. It is not non-observ-

ance to the Lord. It does not proceed from a sublime view of

Christian life as one great Sabbath, but from laxity, indif-

ference, and love of lucre. At least, I fear so, for it is put

forward in the light of a speculation.

I 2
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My second objection—not so much to the thing itself as to

the grounds on which it is advocated—is the assumption, that

to humanise the people is identical with Christianising them.

I am very anxious to humanise and polish the people ; but

I cannot shut my eyes to the lesson of history—that the arts,

such as painting, sculpture, music, poetry, have not in them-

selves ennobled, but often deteriorated nations. The worship

of the Beautiful is not the worship of Holiness ; and therefore

to talk of statue galleries and museums, as if they were to do

the work which can only be done by the Cross of Christ, and

to represent such aesthetic amusements as the true and right

religious use of rest, I hold to be mere false sentimentality.

But with all this I am strongly opposed to every endeavour

to put down the Crystal Palace by petition or legislative

enactments, on the three following grounds, which I meant

to distinctly name in my sermon :

—

1. Because it is a return to Judaism to enforce, by human

enactment, that which St. Paul declares repealed. I may
much regret the probable tendencies of this measure

; but still

I cannot try to forbid by law a sort of recreation for the poor

man in public gardens and public picture galleries, which the

rich man has freely allowed himself in private gardens and

galleries, with no protest whatever from the clergy.

2. Because a severe and stringent law injures the conscience.

Whoever multiplies enactments beyond what is essential, tempts

human consciences to transgression. For it is transgression

when a man does a thing which he thinks wrong, even though

it be not abstractedly wrong. Hence St. Peter speaks against

' putting a yoke upon the neck of the disciples, which neither

he nor his fathers had been able to bear.' And hence St.

Paul speaks of the ' motions of sin which were by the law ;

'

that is, caused and stirred into motion by the law. I am per-

suaded that much abandonment is caused by the strict severity

of Sabbath observance, Avhen others, who are not fit for it,

are compelled to obey, at the risk of being treated as infidels.
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Many a criminal on the scaffold can trace Ins first declension

in crime to such a restriction, and the feeling of hopelessness

and defiance which seized him when he had once broken it.

And I refuse to sign such a petition, lastly, because to exalt

a ' law positive,' that is, a law contrived for temporary and

special ends—into the rank of a moral law eternally binding,

has always been the first step towards relaxing the reverence

for that which is moral. Thus the Pharisees were very

scrupulous about tithing mint, anise, and cumin : justice,

judgment, and truth they cared little for. They were furious

at a transgression of the Fourth Commandment, but they

would allow a man to be as proud, and selfish, and tyrannical

as he pleased. And so, in the same way, there is a tendency

now to be very indignant about a poor man's spending

Sunday afternoon in a tea-garden, whilst there is little zeal

against the real damning sins of social life. Why do they

not preach a crusade against noblemen driving in the park ?

Or why do they speak of God sending a judgment on this

nation for a Crystal Palace, while they quietly ignore the fact,

or are too polite to take notice of it, that four-fifths of our

male population are living in a state of concubinage till they

are married ? Why do they hold up hands of pious indigna-

tion when a train runs by, while more than one religious

person in this town drives regularly to church on fine days as

well as wet ? Why do they say that it is a crime to sacrifice a

single policeman to the comfort of the community, by making

him work on the Sabbath, when their own servants are

* sacrificed '—if it be sacrifice—in making their beds, cleaning

their rooms, boiling their luxurious hot potatoes, &c. &c. &c.,

none of which are either works of necessity or works of

mercy—the only works, they say, which are excepted fii'om

the rule ? Why do they not grapple with the slander, and

the gossip, and the pride of society, and the crimes of the

upper classes ? Why are they touched to the quick only

when desecration of the Sabbath puts on a vulgar form !
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Because, as I said before, scrupulosity about laws ' positive
'

generally slides into laxity about the eternal laws of right and

wrong.

For all these reasons, I am against the petition movement,

and strongly against it. Besides, though I look jealously and

suspiciously at the Crystal Palace plan, I am not yet certain

that it may not be an improvement on the way in which

the poorer classes at present spend their Sundays. I hope

this is clear, my dear Mr. Wright. I have written it rapidly,

having much to do, and concisely ; but I trust it will be

clear. You are quite welcome to show it to anyone who

thought my sermon ambiguous.

Of course, refusing to sign the petition for an enact-

ment against the opening of the Palace on Sunday, he

was openly and covertly attacked. One of his brother

ministers alluded to him in a public manner as the

' sad exception ' to the Christian unanimity of the

clergymen of Brighton. And yet he was more parti-

cular in his observance of that day than many of his

censurers. He has often walked ten miles and more

to preach on a Sunday, rather than accept a carriage

or take a fly, and this lest he should cause his brother

to offend. But alas ! what matters that, as long as

men act and speak as if they held that true religion

consists in holding orthodox views, and not in doing

right actions ? 'This man could not be of Grod, because

he did not keep the Sabbath day !

'

In the midst of all this outward rebuke, and in

spite of the increased loneliness of his position, his

spirit seems to have been growing humbler, calmer.
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and more gentle. The following words may well close

the history of his life in this year :

—

The life of Christ and His death, after all, are the only true

solution of the mystery of human life ; to that, after all, all

the discords of this world's wild music must be attuned at last.

There is sharp pain—past pain—in thfit letter which you sent

me, but yet how instinctively one feels at once that the tone

of Christianity is wanting. I do not mean the cant expres-

sions, but the genuine tone which numbers of real men and

women have learned by heart.

It may be hereafter mellowed into this, as I hope my tone

will; but neither are as yet, though I have got what your

correspondent has not, the words of the Song
;
only I have

not the music. And what are the words without ? Yet it is

something to feel the deep, deep conviction, which has never

failed me in the darkest moods, that Christ had the key to the

mysteries of Life, and that they are not insoluble
;
also, that the

spirit of the Cross is the condition which will put any one in

possession of the same key :
' Take my yoke upon you, and

ye shall find rest for your souls.' It is something, much to

know this, for, knowing it, I feel it to be unphilosophical and

foolish to quarrel with my lot, for my wisdom is to transmute

my lot by meekness into gold. With God I cannot quarrel,

for I recognise the beauty and justice of His conditions. It is

a grand comfort to feel that God is right, whatever and

whoever else may be wrong. I feel St. Paul's words, ' Let

God be true, and every man a liar.'
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Letters from January 1852 to Dec, 1852.

XXXVII.

My dear ,—If I do not reply at once, I may possibly

never reply at all, so much has the habit of procrastination

or the a quoi hon question taken possession of me. Secondly,

if I do not reply at once, I may in honesty, after reading

your heterodoxy, be compelled to administer castigation.

And, thirdly, a slight epanchement de coeur says, ' I shall

not last long in your bosom, cold sir, so write to your friend

while the fit is on you.'

Well, I am no heretic in my affections either, and my
friendship is as truly yours as ever, my dear . As warmly ?

Hum—why all was warm and effervescing once, now all

is cold and flat. If a mouse could change into a frog, or a

falcon into a penguin, would the affections be as warm as

before, albeit they might remain unalterable ? I trow not, so

I only say you have as much as a cold-blooded animal can

give, whose pulsations are something like one per minute.

I cannot agree with you in wishing for a war. It is very

horrible, and though I think there is nothing of personal

danger in it that appals, the thought of what would befall our

women gives me many a sleepless night. I expect an invasion
;

nevertheless, I detest war. But Mr. Cobden and Co.'s doc-

trines prostitute national honour to the * wealth of nations,' and

have left us unable to defend ourselves or even to arm our

soldiers as well as savages can afford to arm themselves.

XXXVIIL

I do not remember exactly what I said on E V— 's

birthday about God's designs. A conversation grows out of

warm striking of mind on mind, and it is almost impossible to
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reproduce it. At this moment it has as entirely gone irom

me as if it had never been. I can only conjecture that I said

something to the eiFect that God's plan was not thwarted by

transgression and a new plan begun ; as in a siege, the plan

of the invader is frustrated by a sap meeting him, and then a

counter-sap and fresh mines carried on below to foil that ; but

that God's idea of Humanity is, and ever was, Humanity as it is

in Jesus Christ ; that so far as it fails of that, His idea may be

said to have not been realised ; but we must be cautious of

first using this language to express rudely our mode of con-

ceiving a truth, and then arguing from it, as if it were real,

and not merely a human mode of thought. The idea of a tree

or plant—say the vine—is of the tree in its perfection. In the

English climate you may say it has failed, that is, it has

not attained the stature which of right belongs to the plant

;

it is a fallen, abortive thing ; but you do not mean by that,

that its Creator intended that particular plant to succeed, and

w^as disappointed in the attempt. Fallen, man is, in compa-

rison of the Divine idea of Humanity, but it was no failure.

However, it is impossible to write out in cold blood, unsti-

mulated by something naturally going before, on such a

subject. It becomes a mere dry essay.

XXXIX.
Lewes : Friday, 7.45 p.m.

From Tuesday until this moment I have scarcely had an

instant. We are in court by nine, and directly it is over I

dine either with the judges or the high sheriff. We are

this moment out, after eleven hours' sitting. A horrible

murder has occupied them all day, which is not over yet.

We begin to-morrow at eight a.m. I shall w^rite to you

shortly, with an account of the last few days. I am thoroughly

and completely tired.

* * *

I write during an interval of a most painful character

—
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during the trial of an unhappy woman for the murder of her

husband. She is at this moment in a swoon. The judge has

stopped the case until her recovery. I am sitting close to him,

and his observations to me from time to time seem to show that

there is not the slightest chance of her escape. It is a horrible

case. She poisoned him in order to marry a young man, or boy,

who has just given evidence against her in a disgraceful way.

His only excuse is, that she had already tried to throw the

murder upon him, and indeed I believe he had a hand in it

;

so, too. Baron Parke has just told me he thinks. The last

witness is now giving his evidence ; and when the counsel for

the defence has spoken, and the judge has given his charge,

I imagine the jury cannot doubt ten minutes about their

verdict—that being ' guilty,^ her fate is sealed. No, I am
"wrong, her own child is just called to witness against her—

a

poor little boy seven years old. The poor miserable creature

herself, during the trial, which lasted all yesterday, and for the

hour which it has continued this morning, has been almost in

a swooning state. A quarter of an hour ago Dr. Taylor, the

celebrated analyst, descended into the dock, and prescribed for

her, the court meanwhile waiting several minutes in dead

silence for her recovery. Dr. Taylor gave most interesting

medical evidence yesterday, respecting the chemical analysis

by which he discovered the presence of arsenic in large quan-

tities in the deceased. The judge said to me as he took the

book, ' Now you will hear some evidence worth listening to.'

I am thankful to say the little boy has not been permitted

to give evidence ; he knew nothing about an oath. Nothing

could have been more horrible than an only child taking his

own mother's life away.

* * « • *

I could write no more yesterday : the trial became too in-

tensely interesting and painful to do anything. The judge's

charge lasted, I should think, an hour and a half. The jury

r£tired. An hour and a half passed in terrible suspense. At
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last they came : the foreman said at once, * Guilty.' Baron

Parke put on the black cap. The poor woman, with burning

cheeks and eyes as brilliant as fire with excitement, was held

up between two turnkeys to receive her sentence. *My lord,'

said the clerk of arraigns, * you have omitted two essential

words
;
you did not say what death she is to die.' So the

fainting thing was held up again, and the last sentence of the

award repeated, with the words * hanged by the neck.' I felt

as if I were a guilty man in sitting by to see a woman

murdered. But my eye caught the figure of the scoundrel

Hickman, standing by to hear her who was suffering all for

him condemned to die, without the slightest appearance of

emotion. It was a most sickening spectacle from first to last;

and there is not the smallest chance of her life being spared.

My sermon was delivered badly and hurriedly. On Friday

and Saturday the sheriff was away, and I did his duty for him

of escorting the judges. Every time I returned to my lodgings

alone in the carriage-and-four I was not a little amused by the

blast of trumpets which saluted me the moment I put my foot

upon the carriage steps, and the mute awe of the crowd, who

were imposed upon by my robes with the idea of something

very grand. I felt half inclined to bid the row of javelin-men

who uncovered in a line as I passed, and the trumpeters, have

done with the solemn absurdity, at least in my case : but I

reflected that forms and pageants are of far deeper importance

for the masses than at first sight appears. A judge in black

robes, instead of scarlet, would not be half a judge. Many
reflections of this kind occurred to my mind, some of which I

put into my afternoon sermon; in the morning I was too

hoarse and unwell to preach.

XL.
March 26.

That miserable murderess, it is said, has confessed her

crime, and exonerated Hickman entirely ; but the truth of this
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latter portion of her story I rather doubt. Hanging a woman
is a hideous thought. The impressions of last week will, I

think, reverse for ever all mj intellectual convictions of the

need and obligation of capital punishment
;
yet I think I could

have strung up Hickman with my own hands with considerable

satisfaction ; so strongly do natural instincts, partly dependent

upon the mere difference between man and woman, bias, and

even determine, judgments that seem purely intellectual, and

framed in what Lord Bacon called ' a dry light.'

It shows, besides, how utterly unfit woman would be for

innumerable functions which American speculation would open

to her ; for her feelings warp even more than ours, and that

which is her glory in its place, would unfit her for all those

duties which require the abeyance of the feelings. This is

the very reason, viz., her deceivability through feeling, which

St. Paul wisely assigns against her usurpation of the offices of

public teaching, &c., that Adam was not deceived, but Eve, &c.

How deep inspiration is ! so deep that, like the clear sea

around the "West Indies, it seems shallow until you try to dive

into it.

A thought occurred to me while writing, about invasion,

which escaped by the time I got to the end of the above

paragraph. It was this—the distinction between the French

spirit in war and ours. Theirs is ' La Gloire !
' Ours is

* Duty !
' And this was the real source of England's sublime

battle-cry at Trafalgar, and the reason, too, why English

troops can stand to be mowed down, as well as rush to the

charge. It is the latter only for which the French are re-

markable. * Hard pounding, gentlemen,' said the Duke, at

Waterloo, coming to a regiment which had lost, as some did,

600 men before they drew a trigger ;
* we shall see who will

pound the longest.' * La Gloire ' against ' Duty.' We shall

see which wiU stand the longest, provided it is not all over at

the first onset, which it is likely enough to be from the small

practice of our best officers.
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Poor has lost his wife in confinement. I spent three

hours A\dth him to-day ; some of the most profitable, in every

sense of the word, that I have spent for a long time. He was

severely shocked about it ; he had not the slightest anticipation

of such a termination. She had been going on well, and it

was only on the day she died that unfavourable symptoms

presented themselves. What a mournful case such an one

always is ! and how mysterious, remembering that Woman is

in her vocation of involuntary sacrifice, giving mute obedience

to the Law—life only through suffering or death ; the law to

which her whole life, consciously or unconsciously, voluntarily

or involuntarily, is a testimony. To me the event will be a

great loss. I had promised myself a congenial acquaintance

or fi-iend—a man—for we have had several walks together

and ' cottoned ' to each other. He is going to leave Brighton,

and stay with his brother, a clergyman, to get away from sad

associations and reminiscences.

I gave a lecture on Thursday to the catechumens, on Jacob's

journey from home—different from former times in treatment,

and quite extempore; that is, the whole train of thought

presented itself when I began, and I spoke for three-quarters

of an hour, quite different from what 1 had intended : I have

no notes.

XLI.

You are quite right in 3'our estimate of the comparative

value of Lord Carlisle's and Mr. Drummond's letter. I told

you in a former letter how I valued the latter as the only in-

dication I have received of a sympathy Avhich had penetrated

into the motive of my Lectures. If I did not believe that re-

ligion is poetry, and that all or most poetry is the half-way

house to religion, inasmuch as the laws of both are the same,

the opposites of both being Science, and the organ of both In-

tuition, I should not have spent my time on those Lectures
;

— indeed, this I had said beforehand.
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,

I

* *

•-^ My tastes are "with the aristocrat, my principles with the mob.

I know how the recoil from -vnilgarity and mobocracY, with

thin-skinned and over-fastidious sensitiveness, has stood in

the way of my doing the good I might do. My ovm. sympathies

and principles in tliis matter are in constant antagonism, and

until these can be harmonised, true Christianity is imprac-

ticable. A greater felt the same—Milton ; but he worked far

more ardently for his principles, though, as Hfe went on, he

shrank more and more from the persons with whom his prin-

ciples associated him ; and so at last never went even to

church, detesting the dissenter's vulgarity and the repubhcan's

selfishness. It is now some time since I became conscious of

this discord in me, which mars usefidness ; but it is curious

that two letters, one from my mother, and one from a Miss

Perry, a sister of Sir Erskine Peny, who was President of the

Board of Education in India—a letter not written to me

—

have both within ten days remarked the same thing, the latter

very acutely, in a review of the poetry affair, and preaching,

and pamphlets generally. Lord Falkland—you see I select

grand precedents to excuse myself—lived and died in the

same way ; and I suspect that if the Crown were ever to

tyrannise, and the people were to rise, I should be found

fighting against the mob—at least if, unfortunately, a queen

were sovereign. To give a less august precedent : poor

Balaam was in a similar antagonism, with tastes, love of

poetry, c^'c, on the side of Balak
;
principles on the side of

Israel : only gold inclined the scales to the wrong side, which

happily is not my temptation.

* « « * «

XLIL

Your note did not reach me until the afi:ernoon post to-day.

I am thoroughly worn and sore with work : prayers last week
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-—preaching Thursday, Friday, and Sunday—prayers again

to-day. The usual result has followed—low spirits and deep

depression. In such moods, I can see nothing truly—all is

black and hopeless ; but as I know the cause to be chiefly

physical, I resolve to give no utterance to transient feeling,

but wait until the cloud passes. Therefore, if in this any-

thing sounds harsh or misanthropic, think it is not I, but one

of the azure demons whose property I myself am for the nonce.

I will extract now, as nearly as I can remember, what I

said about the Birkenhead.

Afler showing that the glory of the Cross—the text being,

* God forbid that I should glory,' &c.—consisted in ' Obedience

unto death,' and hence inferring that man's real greatness lies

in Duty, I said

—

* And this surely is impressed upon us to-day with double

power by the news which reached the shores of this country

two days ago, of the sinking of 450 Britons within sight of

the shore of Afi-ica. And yet no Englishman could have read

those letters who did not feel his heart swell with proud and

grateful exultation in the country which gave him birth ; for

the two things which were conspicuous in the whole of that

dire scene, and which redeemed the disaster from the character

of common, vulgar death—were the spirit of Duty and the

spirit of high Sacrifice ; when men, summoned suddenly from

their hammocks, mustered in silence, and obeyed the word of

command as calmly, and as silently, and as simply on the deck

of a sinking vessel, as they would have done on the parade-

ground on a gala day ; and when men who had waited for per-

mission to throw themselves overboard to save their lives, were

arrested almost to a man by the first voice that warned them
that they could only save themselves by the sacrifice of the

women and children. God forbid that we should glory in our

country's wealth, her renown, or her military successes, merely

as such ; God forbid that we should glory in aught of hers,

save in that English spirit of Duty and of Sacrifice, on which
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are stamped so unmistakeably the lineaments of tlie Ee-

deemer's cross. It Avas this which constituted the real force

of that subhme battle-cry which preceded one of the most

terrific lessons ever given to the world by the lips of her ar-

tillery, and told men wherein lay the might and the majesty

of a country which expects of her chosen sons, in the hour of

death and danger, not that every man shall save his own life

—

nor that every man shall seek his own glory—but that * every

man shall do his own duty.'

That is nearly what I said, and I never said anything more

from my heart, I do love and honour my dear old country

with all my heart and soul ; her sons cannot sing, paint, nor

carve, but they can die at their posts silently, without think-

ing that ' forty centuries are looking down upon them ' from

the Pyramids.

The women of the Birkenhead had not the option of sacri-

fice for the men. They did not know beforehand the cost at

•which they must be saved. Besides, if the men could have

so calculated, they would not have been worth the saving. It

is their self-devotion which makes us feel how much worth

they were ; and therefore it is like the old ordeal : if they

sank they deserved saving, and if they escaped they ought to

have been drowned.

XLin.

I am also reading Guizot's ' Meditations et £tudes Morales,'

in which there are some valuable thoughts, at least in that on

Immortalite—which is the one I have read. It singularly

coincides with the views I gave last Sunday, but was read

since. He shows that the belief in a future life is not the

result of inductive and inferential reasonings—such as the

incomplete justice here, or the dissatisfaction with all earthly

good—but that rather, these result from the instinctive belief

in immortality. Savages and children never doubt it : and
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the nearer you approach the instinctive state, the more indubi-

table it is. It is only when refinement, civilisation, and science

come that it grows dim. The attempt to rest our intuitions

on a scientific basis, inevitable as the attempt is, brings with

it doubt—and you get back faith again when you quit logic

and science, and suffer the soul to take counsel with itself, or,

in Scripture language, ' when you become again a little child.'

Do read Wordsworth's glorious ode in connection with this

thought, which, indeed, is the thought of the whole ode.

' XLIY.

They tell me that it is impossible for one in the vortex of

London gaiety to stop ; that at last a single evening at home

is intolerably ennuyeux. I partly believe it, and can only

say that if it be so, it kills body and soul, and the severe

restrictions which seemed to me to be excessive, of persons

whom I reckoned righteous over-much, have more sense and

reason in them than I supposed. And it appears to have been

the same case with the fine ladies, and, to use the cant phrase,

the smart people of Antioch, Corinth, &c. &c. I suppose the

Apostle had been contemplating the exhausted countenances

and languid listlessness of the fashionables of the metropolis,

when he said so vehemently, ' She which liveth in pleasiure is

dead, while she liveth.' I do not wonder at the success of

Tractarianism among the Belgravians. Chanted services and

innocent gentlemen with lilies of the valley in their dresse?,

must afford something of the same cooKng and sedative effect

which I have felt in the burning south of France, in going

from a garden on the walls of which innumerable lizards

basked, and the sun's rays beat down intolerably, at once into

the coolness of an artificial cave.

I am not calm, yet I do try earnestly, and against many
hindrances, within and without, to rule my life by Law, and to

YOL. II. K
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win that composure without which nothing can be done
; but

much is against me, and my very duties hinder me. Here am
I, on Monday morning, as languid and wretched as a London

lady who has come down from her room at 11 a.m., pale and

wan after an evening of dissipation ; but my languor and the

over-strung state of brain which will make the next two days

mere endurance of life, come not from pleasure, but from pub-

lic speaking. I can only get rid of my exhaustion by getting

rid of my duty. To-day it is rather worse than usual, because

I was obliged to give an hour last night, and on every Sunday

until confirmation, to prepare some young men who cannot

come on any other evening. After that I drank tea with the

y s, and found them all suffering more or less from the

effects of this sand-impregnated wind. I was too tired to

talk. I am going to take a solitary walk on the Downs, un-

tempting as the day and atmosphere are, to try to invigorate

after yesterday, and to get up resolution for a speech at a

meeting this evening, in which I take the chair.

XLV.

Prefatory Observations to Mons. Zaba's Lecture on

Polish Mnemonics,

Memory depends on two circumstances—attention and the

laws of association.

I. Attention.

Doubtless we are born with different natural capacities of

memory. I leave this to the physiologist to explain, to show

why, with an equal volume of brain, one man may have judg-

ment and another memory
;
why in certain states of health we

can remember better than in others.

It is unquestionable, however, that memory can be improved;

and it will generally, I believe, be found that this improvement
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arises from increased power of fixing the attention. No one

can hope to remember who has not acquired the power of

concentrating his attention.

A proof that this is one of the conditions of recollecting, we

have in the fact that we recollect circumstances witnessed and

things learnt in childhood, whereas we forget the events of yes-

terday ; and this because when we come into the world all is

new, startling, and arrests the attention. In later life we see

as if we saw not, and hear as if we heard not. All is dulled
;

we are familiar with all, and our attention is languid and flags.

Another proof lies in the fact that people remember chiefly

those points in which their profession or circumstances most

interest them. For instance, one of the witnesses in the case

of Rush, the murderer, deposed that the murderer wore a

mask, or visor, made of linen or some soft material. On being

cross-examined and asked how she could swear that it was not

of paper, as the event occurred in a darkened house, she re-

plied that she had observed of the mask that it did not rustle.

There spoke the woman^s memory dependent on feminine ob-

servation. No man would have remarked the material of the

mask. It was the woman's province.

Another illustration occurs in the history of Jedediah

Buxton, the ploughman, of Avonderful arithmetical capacities.

You might have given him the size of the circumference of a

wheel, and he would have told you on the spot how many cir-

cumvolutions it would make in going round the globe. This

was his only forte. In almost all other points he was deficient.

As usual in England, they lionised the wonderful ploughman.

Among other places, they took him to the Opera. Upon en-

quiring what he thought of the celebrated dancer, he replied,

' Wonderful ! she danced . . . steps in so many minutes !

*

That was all that he had attended to ; that was all that ho

remembered. The graceftdness, the attitudes, the science, v/ere

all thrown away on him, and would be soon forgotten. Only

in his own particular department of numbers, where his

k2
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attention was stimulated by habit, did he see or remember

anything.

II. Memory, again, depends upon the laws of association.

"What we mean by association is easily explained. When two

things have been remarked together, in connection, it is a law

of the mind that the presentation of the one at any future time

will suggest the other. Thus, if an accident has occurred at a

certain turning of a road to me, I shall never be able to pass

that spot without the spontaneous reappearance in my memory

of the accident
;

or, if my friend has been in the habit of

using a particular cane, the sight of the cane will conjure up a

vivid recollection of my friend.

A great anatomist of the mind * has told us that the condi-

tions of mental association are principally three

—

1. That of analogy.

2. That of contrast.

3. That of juxtaposition.

Juxtaposition, or contiguity. As, for instance, if you were

in the habit for six weeks consecutively of seeing two men
walk arm in arm, the sight of the one would force you to

think instantaneously of the other.

And this is the kind of association on which verbal memory

depends. Words that have been in connection suggest each

other. One sentence brings up the sentence that has been

read before in contiguity with it. It is not the highest me-

mory, but a very useful one.

Contrast—as when smaUness suggests the thought of great-

ness, or a mean action compels you to the thought of noble-

ness.

The highest of all is that memory which suggests by

analogy. It is this habit which furnishes the orator with

illustrations and parallels. It is this which essentially cha-

racterises the inventor and creator ; as when the bole of a

* Aristotle.
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spreading oak suggested itself to Smeaton, the architect of the

Eddystone Lighthouse, when he desired to build an edifice

which should brave the storm. And it is this which makes

the great historian. Let me illustrate it from the life of Dr.

Arnold. When Dr. Hampden was, as it seemed to him, per-

secuted for his opinions, the zeal with which he espoused his

cause was not merely the result of affection for his friend, or

love of his views. To Arnold it recalled the innumerable

parallels of the past. He saw in Hampden's judges a resurrec-

tion of the spirit which had presided in many a council like

that of Constance. AU the past persecution of opinion rose

like a phantom before his mind's eye. Thus does the historian

write the present and the past, by the analogy of principles

;

yet between the name of Huss and Hampden how little resem-

blance ! Between the opinions of the two men how wide a

difference !

These are the internal laws of memory—universal laws;

the laws of suggestion.

Now, M. Zaba has invented a plan by which he proposes to

assist memory by its own laws : a species of memoria technica^

or artificial memory.

Its principles, as far as I collected from a hasty sketch he

gave me, are twofold :

—

1. It relies upon the additional aid furnished to mental

memory by the eye. The importance of this aid all know who
have studied history with or without a map. In the latter case

memory will simply depend on the association of juxtaposition.

Events and words followed one another in a certain order. If

your verbal or your contiguous memory be tenacious, you
may retain the circumstances ; but if not, all you recollect

will be confused. But if you call in the aid of eyesight,

locaHsing this battle there, and tracing that invasion from town

to town, you have got a local habitation as well as a name for

yom- facts—the map is transferred to the inward eye.

Or you might skim over unobservantly the account of the
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locality of the birth of the first Prince of Wales ; but if you

had stood in the chamber in Carnarvon Castle where the

event took place, it would be engraven there for life
;

or, if

you had seen the axe or block in the Tower on which some

historical personage suffered, how much more vivid would

your recollection of his fate become !

It is a passage often quoted from an ancient poet, that

objects presented to the eye stimulate the attention and the

mind far more keenly than those which are merely offered to

the ear or the intellect.

M. Zaba's system maps out, as you see, all the past, local-

ising every event ; and so you have in its proper shelf, or

pigeon-hole, all that you would remember.

The next principle which he has summoned to his aid is

that of method.

Now, without method memory is useless. Detached facts

are practically valueless. All public speakers know the value

of method. Persons not accustomed to it imagine that a

speech is learnt by heart. Knowing a little about the matter,

I will venture to say that if any one attempted that plan,

either he must have a marvellous memory, or else he would

break down three times out of five. It simply depends upon

correct arrangement. The words and sentences are left to the

moment ; the thoughts methodised beforehand ; and the words,

if the thoughts are rightly arranged, will place themselves.

But upon the truthfulness of the arrangement all depends.

Sometimes a man will find that his divisions have been arti-

ficial, and not natural. A thought is put down under a certain

head, but there is no reason why it had not been in an earlier

division. It belongs to both—a sure proof that the division

has been false and confused. Then, in speaking, perhaps it

suggests itself under the first head ; and when he comes to the

one where it was to have been, there is a gap, and he stumbles

and blunders.

Artificial arrangement must rest on a real and natural basis,
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or else it -will be only partially useful. Dr. Whewell, in his

pamphlet—Avhich forms one of a series delivered at the sug-

gestion of Prince Albert, on the difterent departments of the

Great Exhibition—shows in a very interesting way how real

and natural the arrangement of the Exhibition was ; how
perfectly successful in consequence ; and how they gradually

fell into the natm-al arrangement, after former Exhibitions had

step by step corrected the mistakes of a more arbitrary and

artificial division.

Now, the practicability and value of M. Zaba's scheme will

mainly depend upon the question whether his method is simply

artificial, or whether the arbitrary division rests upon a natural

reason. For instance, each year is di\dded into nine compart-

ments—one representing a sovereign ; a second, revolution ; a

third, invention ; and so on. I invite him to explain this.

Nine is an artificial number. Do nine particulars exhaust the

chief subjects that are memorable? Do they interfere with

each other ? &c. &c.

One thing more. I trust he ^vill recollect the difference

between the English and the Polish intellect. Our national

character excels in perseverance ; theirs in talent. They can

learn many languages vdih. facility. A friend—I may call him

such—of my OAvn, a Pole, had extraordinary faculties of this

kind. He told me all his countrymen shared it. The name

of Count Streleczki is known to some of you. His talent is

multifarious—universal. From the colonial capacities of Aus-

tralia to the diameter of an extinct crater in one of the Poly-

nesian islands, from the details of an Irish poor-law to the

chemical composition of malachite, he is at home in all de-

partments of literature and science. M. Zaba's son—a most

intelligent young gentleman—has exhibited wonderful know-

ledge. But I ask—he has had experience—how far is the

system apphcable to our obtuse and low English intellects ?

How long will an Anglo-Saxon boy be occupied in mastering

the system?
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XLVI.

Last night I began Margaret Fuller Ossoli. The reviews

had prejudiced me against her by most unfair extracts, which

give no idea whatever of her character as a whole ; and it is

only one more out of many lessons to judge for one's self, and

not to accept the offices of a taster. I got through the first

volume almost before I went to bed. I was much pleased :

an exceedingly rich nature—growing weeds luxuriantly, but

fewer than might have been expected. At the commencement

are some remarkably well-put observations respecting the

hackneyed subject of the Greeks and Romans; but I agree

with one of the editors in what he says about being * almost
'

Christian. For self-development is not the aim of Christianity,

much higher though it be than ordinary paganism, and better

too than evangehcalism, which does not mean quite so much
by its watchword, * Save your own soul.'

Old friends are quite as easy to put off as old gloves, but

not quite so easy to draw on again—they have been damped,

dried, and cannot open themselves as largely as before. How
few can, like Margaret Ossoli, keep the threads of many ac-

quaintances and friendships in the hand, A\dthout breaking

any, or entangling any ? I have begun the third volume—her

' Residence in Europe :

' in the first pages are some beautiful pas-

sages ; but her * Residence in Paris ' rather startles and revolts

me. The words * noble,' * good,' &c. &c., which she bestows

upon that profligate and licentious George Sand, are profana-

tion. What are they worth if they are given indiscriminately ?

Paris seems to warp and injure every spirit that comes within

its unnatural atmosphere. It is the natural birthplace of

Phaedras and Pasiphaes, and all that is refinedly brutal. My
beau-ideal of a devil, or rather imp nature, is a Parisian

woman, thoroughly refined and thoroughly corrupted. And
I knew one or two who were admirable approximations. . .
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XLVII.

I have nearly read through Latham on the ' English Lan-

guage,' a tough book ; and also his * English Grammar.' I

have begun them again, in the way of slow and patient study.

Once master of the subject, I shall be able to teach it. The

great mistake in teaching is to suppose that, in order to teach

elements, only rudimentary knowledge is required. I believe

the foundations must have been ajjprofondis ; not that such

teaching need be deep, but it must rest on depths. Results

are for production, and the public ; but it may cost years to

get the freedom of stroke which passes for an off-hand inspira-

tion of the moment ; and long familiarity with a subject is the

only condition on which facility of expression, abundance of

illustration, and power of connecting the smallest parts with

principles and with the whole, can be obtained.

I have resolved to master Latham, Physical Geograph}', and

Wallenstein, before I leave for Ireland; also to get through the

visiting of my congregation. It is always a good plan to

fix definite periods for completing work, else it drags on

uncompleted for months, perhaps for ever. This, with my
other work, will be all that I can manage, for I am no longer

able to read hard. I sat up late two nights ago, and am
suffering from it still.

How admirable those extracts are which you quote from

Margaret F. Ossoli's ' Life
!

' I agree with what she says about

difFuseness in giving out an idea. I am siu-e the opposite has

been my fault, and caused much to fall to the ground inopera-

tively. I am trying to get over it, and will yet more.

XLVIII.

It is now nearly midnight—the only enjoyable time for

writing, thought, or contemplation during this intense heat.

By the side of a wall with a southern aspect the heat is of
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tropical sultriness, the sunbeams striking off almost as in tlie

focus of a convex glass, and you look along the stones expecting

to see the lizards basking in numbers as in the South ofEurope.

Several persons, I am told, have fallen dead in the open field :

yet, severe as it is here, they say it is much worse inland, for

during some hours of the day we have a refreshing sea-breeze.

Indeed, I am speaking more of others' feehngs than my own,

for to me the intensest heat is always delightful. At this

moment sheet-lightnings are, from time to time, transforming

a very dark sky into a brilliant sheet of fire.

What you remark about Margaret Ossoli's 'Life' is quite true.

I think there is an apparent decline in power and intellect

during her stay in Italy ; but then it is to be remembered, in

the first place, that the painful and stirring scenes of war and

revolution in which she was called to act, called out the

woman's heart more than the brain, and the sad realities of the

hospital dulled all incKnation to soar into realms of speculation,

philosophy, and past history. What was the question of

' woman's futiu-e position ' side by side with splints and ban-

dages, and all things apparently going backwards ? Then, in

the second place, we must not forget that the whole of her

papers concerning Italy were lost in the ship-vvreck, and in

them alone could we expect her inteUectual powers to have

found a field. It is a life suggestive of much, and that not all

pleasing. There is much out of joint in the body social and

politic
;
say rather in our own hearts.

I have received a letter from an intelligent lady, which, I

confess, pained me. In reply, I told her there was one thing

of which she could not deprive me—the certainty of having

done her much good ; that having listened for years with

reliance and trust, the truths of feeling and life which I have

taught must have mixed with her life—cannot be separated

from her being—must grow and produce a harvest which I

shall claim hereafter as my harvest, and of which no power in

the universe can rob me. I briefly explained her misconcep-
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tion of my views, telling her that the difference between them

and those of the party whose views she expomids does not lie

in the question of the Atonement—we agree in this—but in

the question, what in that atonement was the element that

satisfied God ? They say pain. I say, because I think the

Scriptures say so, the siu-render of sel±-will, as is clearly and

distinctly asserted in John x. 17 : and also in Hebrews x. 5,

6, 7, 10, where the distinction is dra'sra between the sacrifices

ofblood and suffering, which were mere butchery, and the Sacri-

fice which atones, in this special point, that one is moral, an act

of * WILL '—the other im-moral, merely physical, and therefore

worthless. Indeed, this is the whole argument of the Epistle

to the Hebrews, and a glorious one it is. But I strongly recom-

mended her to persevere in her resolve to quit Trinity, since

it is not views which mould character, but a spirit; since our

mysterious being is only capable of being stirred by the higher

springs of action, trust, reliance, reverence, love ; and when

trust is gone, neither wisdom nor truth from the lips of a

teacher can avail anything.

However, as a specimen of a class, the circumstance pained

me. How long will the rest remain ? Only until they clearly

comprehend what I surely try to make plain as my meaning
;

then I shall be alone, as I expected years ago. Still, this de-

sertion one by one is painful.

Truths would you teach, or save a sinking land ?

All fear, none aid you, and few understand.

Well, all the dearer "svill be the true and few who remain. So

it was with Him.

The friends thou hast, and their adoption tried,

Grapple them to thy soul with hooks of steel.

Yv^ise, profound Shakspeare !
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XLIX.

My dear^ ,—Receive all grateful thanks for your

nice list, nearly all of which I have already selected for my
brother, and sent by this day's post. I feel bound in honour

to make the amende honorable for my hasty acceptance of the

verdict of reviews on Margaret Fuller Ossoli, and acknowledge

that she was a noble creature, and that I have read her life

with increasing depth of interest, with respect, admiration,

and—no ! not with tears, but—a certain moisture on the eyelids,

the result of reading by a bad light, or too long, or too late

—

nothing else ! I honour her because she was not a man, and

could not have been if she had tried ; nor a blue, but a woman,

whose brain was all heart, and who fulfilled her mission of the

friend, and her more sacred mission of the comforter, right

nobly. There—T was wrong, and you can make as ungenerous

a use of the acknowledgment as you can—that is, as you

have it in you to make ; which is a moral inability. But it

only corroborates my convictions on the general subject. Mar-

garet never looked at one single subject from the point of view

from which a man would have contemplated it, and her high-

sounding abstractions only veiled her intense belief in and

love of living personalities. She was a splendid proof of

* how divine a thing a woman may be made.'

L.

The poor ignorant Roman Catholics, are they to be taught

their duty by leaving them to the priests, or by living among

them and showing them who are their true friends ? There

is a fearful debt due to Ireland which has been accumulating

for centuries, through absenteeism and landlords, whose inte-

rests have been in England, and not in Ireland. By the unal-

terable law of retribution it has all come on this generation
;

and the way to perpetuate it with ever-accumulating interest
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on the next generation is to pursue the same old false vicious

system which has made Ireland what she is.

As to the Roman Catholic Emancipation Bill, nothing has

altered my opinion. The old system was monstrous, and the

Act was only one of justice. Roman Catholics in France are

more attached to their country than to the Papacy, and so they

are in Germany. But the mad Orange system, which would

wean the affections of a persecuted and unprivileged Roman
Catholic from his country and fix them on Rome—banish them

from Maynooth to be educated at St. Omer or other foreign

seminaries—forces him to be an Ultramontane. I earnestly

trust England will never pause, much less retrograde, in the

path of fairness and justice on which she has entered. No
doubt many immediate consequences will seem bad, but trust

to principle and time. Stockport riots, ferocious altarpieces

—

what do they come from but Ecclesiastical Titles Bills and pro-

clamations against Roman Catholic worship ? No ; the old ' root-

and-branch' system of extermination must either be done

thoroughly, or else you must not exasperate a foe whom you

have not crippled. Extermination is possible. It succeeded

in the revocation of the Edict of Nantes. But, then, it must

be thorough, with fire and sword, and banishment. If not,

there is nothing left but the concession of full political privileges.

Make them Britons beforeyou attempt to makethem Protestants

:

once Britons, half the venom of their Romanism will be ex-

tracted. And then secular education is your sure ally to do

the rest—sure and safe, because it does not attack their religion

directly, and you will have the people on your side against the

priests as in the Thurley affair.

What appals me is to see the way in which people, once

liberal, are now recoiling from their own principles, terrified by

the state of the Continent, and saying we must stem the tide of

democracy, and therefore support the Conservatives. Why,
what has ever made democracy dangerous but Conservatism ?

French revolutions—socialism—why, people really seem to
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forget that these things came out of Toryism, which forced

the people into madness. What makes rivers and canals over-

flow ?—deep channels cut ever deeper, or dams put across by

wise people to stop them ?

LI.

It is only one hour or two since I left Lewes, the work of

the assize being over, and to me it was rather a wearisome work.

Yet 1 do not regret having had this office this year, for it has

given me an insight into criminal court practice, which I never

should have had but for this occasion, for nothing else would

have compelled me to sit twice for four or five days together

through every case. The general result of my experience is,

that although Burke says, ' the whole end and aim of legisla-

tion is to get twelve men into a jury-box,' yet the jury system,

beautiful as it is in theory, is in itself neither good nor bad,

but depends upon two things — first, the national character;

secondly, the judge ; and on this last almost entirely. The

chief justice, Sir John Jervis, was the criminal judge this

time, and his charges to the jury surpassed in brilliance, clear-

ness, interest, and conciseness anything I ever could have

conceived. The dullest cases became interesting directly he

began to speak—the most intricate and bewildered clear. I

do not think above one verdict was questionable in the whole

thirty-six cases which he tried. One was a very curious one,

in which a young man of large property had been fleeced by a

gang of blacklegs on the turf, and at cards. Nothing could

exceed the masterly way in which Sir John Jervis untwined

the web of sophistries with which a very clever counsel had

bewildered the jury. A private note-book, with initials for

names, and complicated gambling accounts, was found on one

of the prisoners. No one seemed to be able to make head or tail

of it. The chief justice looked it over and most ingeniously

explained it all to the jury. Then there was a pack of cards

which had been pronounced by the London detectives to be ii
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perfectly fair pack. They were examined in court
;
every

one thought them to be so, and no stress was laid upon the

circumstance. However, they were handed to the chief justice.

I saw his keen eye glance very inquiringly over them while

the evidence was going on. However he said nothing, and

quietly put them aside. When the trial was over and the

charge began, he went over all the circumstances till he got to

the objects found upon the prisoners. ' Gentlemen,' said he, ' I

will engage to tell you, without looking at the faces, the name of

every card upon this pack.' A strong exclamation of surprise

went through the court. The prisoners looked aghast. He then

pointed out that on the backs, which were figured with weaths

and flowers in dotted lines all over, there was a small flower

in the right-hand corner of each like this :

—

The number of dots in this flower was the same on all the

kings, and so on, in every card through the pack. A knave

would be perhaps marked thus :— An ace thus— •
.

• and

so on ; the difference being so slight, and the flowers on the

back so many, that even if you had been told the general prin-

ciple, it would have taken a considerable time to find out which

was the particular flower which differed. He told me after-

wards that he recollected a similar expedient in Lord De Ros's

case, and therefore set to work to discover the trick. But he

did it while the evidence was going on, which he himself

had to take down in AN-riting.

Another thing he did very well. A man was robbed. Among
the coins he had was a sou, a Portsea token, and another the

name of which I forget—a sort of halfpenny. A man was

taken up on suspicion, and in his pocket, with some other

money, were three such coins. The prosecutor could only

swear that he had had three such. He could not identify, nor

could he swear to any of the other pieces. The counsel for

the defence proved in evidence that all these coins are extremely

common in Brighton, where the robbery took place, and the

case seemed to have broken down, by the countenances of the
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jury. ' Gentlemen,' said the Chief Justice, ' the question has

to be tried by the doctrine of chances. The sou is common,

the token is common, and the third coin too. The chances are,

that perhaps a thousand sous are in the pockets of different

people in Brighton ; that five hundred tokens are so too, and

perhaps fifteen hundred of the other ; but the chances are very

great against two men in Brighton having each a sou and a

token, and almost infinite against two men having each in his

pocket at the same time a sou, a token, and the third coin.

You must, therefore, add this to the rest of the evidence, not as

a weak link, but as a very strong one.'

My sermon was from John vii. 17, not the one I had intended

to take, as I meant to preach from John xviii. 38—'What is

truth ? ' but I did not feel up to it. I therefore took the old

one, and considerably improved as a composition, leaving tho

main features unaltered, and it forms a very good sequence to

the sermon at the first assizes.

July 30.

This week has been spent in visiting my people, all of whom
I hope to see before I leave Brighton.

Mr. Y dined with me yesterday, and the day before. I

was in very good spirits : I walked home -with him by the soft

light of a most lovely moon, and thought I had never seen the

silver flood on the sea more tender in its lustre—the sound of

the waves was more plangent than usual.

Martineau's views about Inspiration I think, on the whole,

correct. He would not, I presume, deny that artistic power,

&c. can be called in a sense inspiration ; but he rightly draws

a distinction between that kind of power and the power to

which we, by common consent, chiefly consign the word. All

power is from God. In the Epistle to the Corinthians, the gifts

of the Spirit take in healing, &c., as in the Old Testament Be-

zaleel and Aholiab are said to be taught by God. In opposi-

tion to such as limit to spiritual truth the results o^ Divine
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agency, it appears to be important to assert the great truth,

* Every good gift and every perfect gift is from above
;

' but,

then, I do think that those who have most volubly re-

asserted this forgotten truth have been in danger of levelling

these gifts of the intellect with the moral gifts of character.

Both come from God, and therefore they assume that both are

equally Di^dne, which is as fallacious as to say, God created

men and worms, and therefore worms are equal to men. To

assert that the sphere of the Di^dnest is in moral gifts, is almost

identical with Christianity ; to assert that the Divine is only

in them, is an exaggeration dangerous and false. About a year

ago I strongly urged this distinction on a man of some ability

who published a httle brochure on the Prophets—a working-

man—and made him insert it in his preface to correct the ten-

dency of his book in the other direction. Did I not give you

one with a dedication to myself ?

One of Carlyle's faults, as it seems to me, is this very ten-

dency to see the Divine everywhere, and to make little distinc-

tion between the amount of Divinity which is contained in

different forces, pro-^dded only that they be Force. Now the

prophetic power, in which I suppose is chiefly exhibited that

which we mean by inspiration, depends almost entirely on

moral greatness. The prophet discerned large principles true

for all time—princijDles social, political, ecclesiastical, and prin-

ciples of life—chiefly by largeness of heart and sympathy of

spirit ^ith God's spirit. That is my conception of inspiration.

Much that Theodore Parker says is very valuable, though I am
of opinion that Martineau has, vdth much sagacitv' and subtlety,

corrected in that review certain expressions which are too un-

guarded, and which, unless modified, are imtrue. ' ]My judg-

ment is just because I seek not my own will, but the Will

of Him that sent me that is the very canon of inspiration.

Sometimes I feel incHned to write a treatise on the subject

;

but then indolence, hopelessness, and self-distrust come in the

way and nip the resolve in the bud, or, rather, nip it before it

sets into resolve.

TOL. IT. L
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LIII.

The Apostles lived in anticipation of an immediate end of the

world, no doubt ; but I cannot see that this, on the whole, was

anything but good. It was this which drew the Christians so

closely together—made their union so remarkable, and startled

the world, to which, otherwise, the new religion would have

appeared merely a Philosophy, and not a Life. Besides, are we

sure that aught less strong than this hope could have detached

men so instantly and entirely from the habits of long sin ; or

that, on natural principles and without a miracle, even the

Apostles could have been induced to crowd so much superhuman

energy into so small a compass ?

I think the great main doctrine of Christ is that Truth is

Light, and they who love the light come to it ; that wisdom is

justified by her children ; that the Jews did not hear Him be-

cause they were not His sheep
;
and, therefore, that the Gospel

was truth appealing to the heart much more than demonstrable

to the senses. Hence, 'If they heard not Moses and the Pro-

phets, neither would they be persuaded ' by the most marvellous

miracle.

But this did not exclude a secondary kind of proof for a

lower kind of mind; see, especially, John xiv. 11, where the

two kinds of proofs are given, and one subordinated to the

other. It is quite consistent with God's wisdom to reveal

Himself to the senses as well as the soul ; and if the Gospel

were utterly deficient in this latter kind of proof, one great evi-

dence that it is from God would be wanting—an evidence

which we are justified in expecting from the analogies of nature.

God has written His glory, for instance, in the heart ; at the

same time, He has so constructed the visible universe that ' the

heavens declare the glory of God.' And when the Eternal

Word is manifested into the world, we naturally expect that

divine power shall be shown as well as divine beneficence.
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Miracles, therefore, are exactly what we should expect, and I

acknowledge, a great corroboration and verification of His

claims to Sonship. Besides, they startled and aroused many

to His claims who otherwise would not have attended to them.

Still the great truth remains untouched, that they, appealing

only to the natural man, cannot convey the spiritual certainty

of truth which the spiritual man alone apprehends. However,

as the natural and spiritual in us are both from God, why

should not God have spoken both to the natural and spiritual

part of us ; and why should not Christ appeal to the natural

works, subordinate always to the spiritual self-evidence of

Truth itself?

You say, * St. Paul appeals in the Eomans to divine sove-

reignty and might, and does it not prove that Might makes Kight,

and that it is right to act thus, and thus only, because the

Supreme Power has willed it ? ' Not at all. The spirit of the

sentence seems to me only that of another expression of his,

* Let God be true and every man a liar.' It is a reply to some

one finding fault captiously "with the constitution of things, and

asking the reason why higher privileges, &c. are not given.

And to this it is enough to say, ' God has willed.' But St.

Paul takes for granted all through that the will is a holy will.

Suppose two children disputing about a fact or a principle
; one

argues and disputes, the other cuts the whole matter short by

saying, ' I know it is so—papa said so.' Could we justly infer

that that child considered its father's word to be the origin of

truth, and enough to establish it, though it had not existed

before ? No ; but it only takes for granted, from its father's

known veracity, that the questionable matter must be so in

spite of all appearances against it. Yet, as its expression is

loosely worded, in reply only to a particular argument, an acute

metaphysician, who was determined to extract metaphysics out

of a child's argument, might easily make such a view appear

to be unconsciously the child's view of truth. Now St. Paul,

I believe, wrote in the same way. He is not dealing in any

L 2
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way with the metaphysical question of the foundation of Right,

but only with the popular Jewish question, ' What right have

the Gentiles to the Messiah?—Avhat claim have they to be

chosen instead of the Jews ? ' He says, ' Nay
;
but, 0 man, who

art thou that repliest against God ?
' God has a right to do

what He will vnth his creatures. But, observe, he never as-

sumes or implies that God has a right to create moral evil

;

that simply does not enter into his conception, and would have

been horrible and shocking to him.

The Inspiration of the Bible is a large subject. I hold it to

be inspired, not dictated. It is the word of God—the words of

man : as the former, perfect ; as the latter, imperfect. God the

Spirit, as a Sanctifier, does not produce absolute perfection of

human character ; God the Spirit, as an Inspirer, does not pro-

duce absolute perfection of human knowledge; and for the

same reason in both cases—the human element which is mixed

up—else there could have been no progressive dispensations.

Let us take a case— the history of the creation. Now, I hold

that a spiritual revelation from God must involve scientific in-

correctness : it could not be from God unless it did. Suppose

that the cosmogony had been given in terms which would

satisfy our present scientific knowledge, or, say, rather the terms

of absolute scientific truth : It is plain that, in this case, the

men of that day would have rejected its authority : they would

have said, ' Here is a man who tells us the earth goes romid

the sun ; and the sky, which we see to be a stereoma fixed and

not far up, is infinite space, with no firmament at all, and so on.

Can we trust one in matters unseen who is manifestly in error

in things seen and level to the senses? Can we accept his

revelation about God's nature and man's duty, when he is

wrong in things like these ? ' Thus, the faith of this and sub-

sequent ages must have been piurchased at the expense of the

unbelief of all previous ages. I hold it, therefore, as a proof of

inspiration of the Bible, and divinely wise, to have given a

spiritual revelation, i.e. a revelation concerning the truths of
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the soiil and its relation to God, in popular and incorrect lan-

guage. Do not mistake that word incorrect ; incorrect is one

thing, false another. It is scientifically incorrect to say that

the sun rose this morning ; but it is not false, because it con-

veys all that is required, for the nonce, to be known about the

fact, time, &c. And if God were giving a revelation in this

present day. He would give it in modern phraseology, and the

men He inspired would talk of smirise, sunset, &c. Men of

science smile at the futile attempts to reconcile Moses and

geology. I give up the attempt at once, and say, the inspira-

tion of the Bible remains intact for all that—nay, it would not

have been inspired, except on this condition of incorrectness.

Neologianism is a large word, and embraces an almost endless

variety of views
;

but, to be candid, I look upon Bibliolatry

with quite as much dislike as Arnold did—as pernicious, dan-

gerous to true views of God and His revelation to the human

race, and the cause of much bitter Protestant Poper}', or claims

to infallibility of interpretation, which nearly every party puts

forth. I believe Bibliolatry to be as superstitioiis, as felse, and

almost as dangerous as Romanism.

Men tiy, you say, to find resting-places for Faith in Reason,

rather than for Reason in Faith. If there has been a single

principle which I have taught more emphatically than any

other, it is that not by reason—meaning, by reason, the under-

standing—but by the spirit, that is, the heart, trained in

meekness and love by God's Spirit, truth can be judged of at

all. I hold that the attempt to rest Christianity upon miracles

and fulfilments of prophecy is essentially the vilest rationalism
;

as if the trained intellect of a lawyer, which can investigate

evidence, were that to which is trusted the soul's salvation

;

or, as if the evidence of the senses were more sure than the

intuitions of the spirit to which spiritual truths almost alone

appeal. It is not in words (though they are constant), but in

the deepest convictions and first principles of my soul, that I

feel the failure of intellect in this matter. Indeed, the common
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complaint against me is, that I make too little of the proofs

addressed to the understanding. I complain of Evangelicalism

because it tries to explain the Atonement by Eeason—a debtor's

and creditor's account. As to the desire after breadth and

comprehension, that I confess. I am sick of hatred, suspicion,

slander, and condemnation of one another, and long to believe

in men's good rather than in their evil, in God rather than in

the devil. I believe I hold ' the distinctive features of my
religion' sharply enough, too sharply for a great many people

;

but I cannot and will not judge those who do not hold them

aa I do
;
nay, I go further, I will not cease trying to love them,

and believing that, under other words, they often express the

truths that I hold most dear. To the question. Who is my
neighbour ? I reply, as my Master did, by the example that He
gave, ' The alien and the heretic' And I do not think that

He Avill say my charity is too large, or my inclusiveness too

great. Alas ! alas ! when I see Romanists cursing the Church

of England, Evangelicals shaking their heads about the

Christianity of Tractarians, Tractarians banning Dissenters,

Dissenters anathematising Unitarians, and Unitarians of the

old school condemning the more spiritual ones of the new

;

I am forced to hope that there is more inclusiveness in

the Love of God than in the bitter orthodoxy of sects and

churches. I jBnd only two classes who roused His divine

indignation when on earth : those who excluded bitterly—the

Scribes, and those of a religious name

—

the popular religious

party of the day, who judged frailty and error bitterly—the

Pharisees. I am certain that I do not ' dilute' truth, at least

what I count truth, nor hold lax views about opinions ; but I

am certain that men are often better than their creed, and that

Our Lord's mode of judging of the tree by its fruits is the only

true one.
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LIV.

Your welcome letter reached me safely yesterday afternoon,

surrounded with business. The calmness of weather of which

you speak did not extend to the Irish Channel, for it was

blowing hard out of harbour, and, besides, the effects of the

late gales remained upon the surface of the sea, which was

like a boiling cauldron. I never felt so ill at sea in my life.

I sent off a telegraphic despatch to B to say I should

probably not be at home on Sunday, but I afterwards resolved

to overcome the weakness, and reached London just in time.

I feel already the lack of severe exercise—the only remedy

for excitable nerves. On my way in the train I purchased and

partly read Prescott's articles, collected from the ' North

American Eeview.' They are good, but not so much out of

the common as I expected. Indeed, except for the refreshing

character of everything American, which is young and not

hlase, like European literature, I should say they are not

above par ; but the above peculiarity makes all that comes

from the New World interesting. How devoutly it is to be

hoped that, in the coming conflict of the nations, America and

England will stand side by side, instead of opposite
;

for, if

not, it will be all over with the cause of liberty, for some

centuries at least. The conqueror in the strife will be then a

military power, and must perforce crush the peoples under a

tyranny. And as to a universal war, that is inevitable, and

in every direction men's minds are foreboding it—a very

strange symptom of the times to be so prevalent long before a

single casus belli has made its appearance. It is one of those

mysterious phenomena which plunge you into the deep ques-

tion of Prophecy—^what it is in our human nature, and how
and why it works. At present this anticipation resembles the

inexplicable awe and sense of coming danger which makes the

dumb unreasoning cattle restless at the approach of a thunder-
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storm. I am told that the Ministry are full of apprehensions,

and that even the late Cabinet would have taken much more

decisive measures but for their fear of that infatuated Man-

chester Peace school. Strange, that people with so much to

lose in case of war should be so blindly unwilling to pay in

the present for the means of peace !

I mean to work very hard soon at Wordsworth, his life,

principles, and poetry—a large subject.

Another most strange thing : a young man has been longing

only to live until my return. * When will Mr. Robertson be

back ? I must hear his voice again.' He is dying ; and a lady

has been waiting in the same way— a Mrs. saw me at

9 A.M. yesterday, and died at six. I must not, and ought not,

to regret that I did not stay.

LV.

There is an old fi-iend of mine whose income does not

exceed 2,000/., and whose charities are at least 1,200/. annually.

Certainly, with examples such as hers, and comparing what

most of us spend upon ourselves, it does seem the very acme

of effrontery and impudence to call ourselves Christians. A
young gentleman's cigars, or a young lady's ribands, would

save a human creature's life, and make ten happy. I am
tempted sometimes to resolve I will never again suffer the

word Self-sacrifice to pass my lips, which now so often and so

smoothly runs from them, and that I will not suffer it to fall

unchallenged from the lips of others. In Christ's day people

used similar unmeaning sentimentalisms, but He always took

them up, as it were, and forced them to weigh the meaning of

their words : as, lor instance, to the woman who came out with

a fine piece of sentiment, 'Blessed is the womb that bare

Thee,' He replied, 'Yea rather, blessed are they who know

the word of God and keep it
;

' and to the man who said,

* Blessed is he that shall eat meat in the kingdom of God,'
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He spoke forthwith the Parable of the Wedding Guest Ex-

pelled, with the obvious application— ' Yes, true enough, but

do you know how true what you say is " Blessed," for many

shall not eat bread in that kingdom ?

'

LVI.

There are some persons whose language respecting Ireland

is positively unchristian, and only to be paralleled by the tone

used of the canaille by the French nobles just before the ter-

rible retribution of the Revolution. Women are taught history

in a way that is utterly useless and unpractical, else the past

wrongs of Ireland would for ever haunt them, and the present

squahdness, beggary, and demoralisation would conjure up a

hideous picture of the past, and, reminding of the law of retri-

bution, tie the tongue when it was inclined to abuse. What
are the antecedents of the present state of things ? At whose

door must the guilt lie but at that of the ancestors of those

who now inherit the soil ? But French revolutions teach

nobody ! And the study of the history of bees and ants would

do people, I verily believe, as much good as the study of

human history. So \n.t\i the Jews of old : they were very

weather-wise, but could not read ' the signs of the times.'

Jemsh ladies were a good deal surprised when they found

themselves sold as slaves to Eomish voluptuaries ; and Parisian

ladies ^ere equally astonished when, having spent such enor-

mous sums on their coiffures and ribbons, they one fine day

found their head-dresses arranged for them at the national

expense, a la guillotine. Jewish prophets reminded people

pretty clearly of what had been, and Isaiah went somewhat

minutely into the expenditure of the Jewish ladies on their

pretty persons, while the cause of the widow and fatherless

was uncared for ; but they laughed at him till he became

importunate, and then they thought it un peu trop fort, and

poor Isaiah was saA\Ti in two, and he bothered them no longer
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about their ' chains,' and their ' bracelets,' and their ' mufflers,'

their ' changeable suits of apparel,' the ' glasses ' and the ' fine

linens,' the ' hoods ' and the ' veils.' I wonder what they

thought when Nebuchadnezzar invaded the country and their

own canaille betrayed them to the conqueror ! Do not give

way to impatience about poor Ireland; likely enough Mr.

C may have failed partially. Why, God's own Son failed

—and if, after His failures with you and me. He were to give

us ujD as incorrigible, I wonder where we should be to-morrow.

And yet we think a few charitable efforts are to succeed at

once, and undo the accumulated vice of years. I knew a young

lady whose views on this subject were the most naives I ever

heard. She went down once to —— , and lectured the poor

wretches upon their dirt and uncomfortable habits and houses,

and—hear it, earth and heaven !—they did not repent them of

their evil ways, and reform at the voice of that angelic visita-

tion. It is just possible that, never having seen cleanliness or

comfort, they did not know what she wanted them to aim at,

or liow to begin. Mrs. Fry would have bought them a bit of

soap, and washed a child's fingers with her own hands as a

specimen, and drawn out a little set of rules, and paraded the

family once a week, half in fun and good-humouredly, to see

that her orders were obeyed ; and she would have gone on for

a year, and if at the end of a year she saw a little dawn of

improvement, she would have thanked God and taken courage.

But fine young ladies think that an eloquent cut of a riding-

whip through the air in the last Belgravian fashion is to

electrify a Celtic village, and convert a whole population of

savages to civilised tastes and English habits.

The patient drudgery of love which does God's work, how-

ever, is not learned in Belgravia. Well, the aristocracy of

the next world will be the Frys, and the Chisholms, and the

people who do not care for being smart, and are not afraid,

like their Master, ' to lay their hands ' upon the wretches whom
they would rescue. I do not know that anything in * Uncle
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Tom's Cabin ' struck me so much as that remark !— it was one

of those which are suggestive of worlds of thought, and send a

whole flood of light into a subject.

Mr. C
,
you say, has spent his life on his property,

trying to ameliorate, &c., and he has failed. ' Well,' as Lord

Carlisle said, ' Heaven is for those who have failed on earth '

—

failed so. Is Mr. C
,
disgusted with ingratitude, going to

throw up all, and give himself up to a life of pleasure ? Well,

quote to him, ' Look to yourselves that we lose not the things

that we have wrought, but that we receive a full reward.'

Quote to him, ' Servant of God, well done ; well hast thou

fought the better fight who singly hast maintained.' Quote to

him, * Into whatever house ye enter, salute that house ; and if

the son of peace be there, your blessing shall remain ; if not,

it shall return to you again.'

In the moments when life presents itself to me in its true

solemn aspect, I feel that I would rather be the author of such

a failure than of all the success and glory of Welhngton ; and

I suspect one or two more will think so in the Day of Judg-

ment.

You wonder at my wish to go to the war at the Cape. I

think it is because my feeling of life is antagonism rather than

tenderness. I suppose to see, in visible flesh and blood, that

which I might legitimately call my foe, would be a relief from

that vague sense of invisible opposition with which my life is

encompassed. No doubt the true end to which this feeling

is meant to conduct is hostility to Evil; but Evil in the

abstract is so hard to hate that we are for ever identifying it

wdth the concrete, and longing to grapple with it in a form.

Such, I suppose, is the true interpretation of the Psalms, where

so much hatred is expended on God's enemies—meaning men
—and which modern writers have rightly spiritualised, though

on most loose and inconsistent principles. They take Moab
and Ammon and Babylon to mean certain modern persons or

principles, feeling that, taken literally, the spirit of denunciation
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is irreligious. But the Psalmists did not mean tliis. David

and others meant Moab, &c. ; but that which was true in their

feeling was the human indignation against the Evil in Moab

and Ammon, which they could not separate in idea from

them. It is this, stripped of the local, transitory^ and Jewish

form in which it appears, which is everlastingly true : in other

words, the prophetic spirit. And as such, to say that, trans-

ferred to our times, our Babylon, our Ammon, are such-

and-such evils, is perfectly true, and to hate them is the

real essence of the lesson of those Psalms, and is that which

is true and eternal in them. All this out of my instinctive

love of war

!

I sat with the S s for half an hour two days ago, just

after the sublimest and most wonderful sunset I ever saw in

my life. S. T. quite agreed that it was so. A mighty mass

of blood-red crimson, mottled richly with gold, spread over

the whole west, miles broad and many degrees high. In this

were lakes of purest green, like that of the lakes of Swit-

zerland. It was startling from its mass and majesty. Turning

a corner, I came on it suddenly, and absolutely gasped for a

moment.

LYII.

To-moiTOW is the funeral of the Great Duke. I do not

think I shall go up, though I am tempted by the thought that

it might be an impression for life for Charlie. Old England

has departed for once from her habit of unostentatious

funerals, and I am not one who think that in this case she has

done unwisely : to bury the Duke as common greatness is

buried would be out of place. Such men take a century to

grow, and we cannot have another such in this generation. If

you could find a man equal in genius, you could not have the

tried of eighty years until eighty years are gone. This old,

dull country, which the filigree nations laugh at, with her in-

consistencies and her prejudices, how sound at heart she is in
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the way she does her hero-worship, and what unique heroes

hers are !—Duty, the watchword of Nelson and Wellington

—

the last sublime battle-cry of the one and long life-law of the

other—and no splash nor dash nor French theatricals about

either of them.

His long self-sacrifice of life is o'er.

Tennyson has put it all into one pregnant line. Nelson,

Adelaide, Wellington—these have been the great mournings

of England in this century; and Peel, because men thought

there was sacrifice in him too, in his degree. Yes, Goodness,

Duty, Sacrifice—these are the qualities that England honours.

She gapes and wonders every now and then, like an awkward

peasant, at some other things—railway kings, electro-biology,

and other trumperies—but nothing stirs her grand old heart

down to its central deeps universally and long except the Right.

She puts on her shawl very badly, and she is awkward enough

in a concert-room, scarcely knowing a Swedish nightingale

from a jackdaw ; but—blessings large and long upon her I

—

she knows how to teach her sons to sink like men amongst

sharks and billows, without parade, without display, as if duty

were the most natural thing in the world, and she never mis-

takes long an actor for a hero or a hero for an actor. Men
like Arnold and Wordsworth she recognises at last—men like

Wellington, more visibly right, at once, and with unalterable

fidelity. I do love my dear old blundering Country, and I

forgive her the few deaths caused at the lying-in-state by her

awkwardness and want of experience in spectacles, and with

plenary indulgence prospective all the mistakes and even ab-

surdities she will probably be guilty of to-morrow.
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CHAPTER III.

1853.

Friendship of Mr. Robertson with Lady Byron—State of his

Health—Advance of Disease—Sermons of this Year—The Prin-

ciples which underlie his Teaching—Adoration of the Virgin

—

Sacrament of the Mass—Purgatory—Apostolical Succession—The

Seven Sacraments—Suggestive, not dogmatic Teaching—The

Peace-maker—Foundation of his Teaching—His Position with re-

gard to Unitarianism—Lecture on Wordsworth—Letter in answer

to a Criticism, in which he discloses the loneliness of his Heart

—

Wordsworth and High Churchism—Letter replying to one of the

High-Church Party who urged him to unite himself to them

—

Increasing Weakness—Visit to Cheltenham—His Congregation

offers him a Curate—The Vicar puts a veto on his Choice—Last

Sermons preached in Trinity Chapel, May 29, 1853.

During the first few months of 1853, Mr. Robertson

seems to have been frequently at Esher, where Lady

Byron lived. He had known her almost from the time of

his arrival at Brighton, and acquaintance soon passed into

a deep and lasting friendship. He said of her that she

was one of the noblest and purest women he had ever

met. ^ Her calm subdued character,' he writes, * warm

sympathy, and manifold wisdom have been one of my
greatest privileges here.' He heard from her the whole

history of her life, and she committed into his hands

the charge of publishing, after her decease, her me-
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moirs and letters. This was, to her great regret,

frustrated by his death. While he lived he sought her

sympathy, and always received it. Her friendship gave

him new life, and supplied him with strength to conquer

his trials.

And, indeed, he needed at this time both sympathy

and assistance. He was almost worn out. His state

of health was dangerous in the extreme. The annexed

letter, written in January 1853, is a true account of his

condition :

—

January 13, 1853.

To-day I have done httle. Titus would have written, * I

have lost a day.' I prepared for Sunday with little zest and

much lassitude of mind, walked with S , read the news-

paper, and scarcely anything else besides. It is strange how

much more loss I feel in me of life's vital force than a year or

two ago ; it seems a tortoise existence ; the truth of which

simile you will appreciate, if you remember that the pulse of

that creature beats about once to twenty pulsations of our

blood, and every function of his nature, walking, &c., is per-

formed in the slowest way, as if existence were dragged out.

Already the disease which slew him began to declare

itself plainly. Loss of the old power and of quickness

in thinking ; the necessity for a laborious exercise of will

in order to stimulate thought, and appalling exhaustion

after such an effort, were some of the first symptoms.

It is sad. to see that a change in the day appointed for

his lecture on Wordsworth was sufficient to throw him

into mental confusion ; that his memory, which once

could retain for years together the order of his rea-

soning and thinking on any subject, was now so far
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enfeebled that the whole work of his lecture had to

be done over again. Torturing pains in the back of

his head and neck, as if an eagle were rending there

wdth its talons, made life dreadful to him. During

Monday, Tuesday, and the greater part of Wednesday

in every week he suffered severely. Alone in his room

he lay on the rug, his head resting on the bar of a chair,

clenching his teeth to prevent the groans which, even

through the sleepless length of solitary nights, the rav-

aging pain could never draw from his manliness. It is

miserable to read, week by week, the records of his ad-

vancing illness, and to know that it might have been

arrested by the repose which he did not and could not

take.

Yet among his discourses of this year are some of

the most striking that he ever preached. The sermon

on ' The Grlory of the Virgin Mother ' is as original as it

is remarkable for the new method in which he proposed

to treat the subjects of controversy between our Church

and that of Eome. He intended that it should be the

first of a series in which the positive truths underlying

the Roman Catholic errors should be brought into clear

light. This plan he would have carried out with the

help of the two first of the principles which he lays

down himself as characteristic of his teaching. I quote

the whole of the passage (numbering the principles, for

the sake of clearness), as important for a just com-

prehension of his writings :

—

The principles on which I have taught :

—

<^ First. The estabhshment of positive truth, instead of the

negative destruction of error. Secondly. That truth is made
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up of tvvo opposite propositions, and not found in a via media

betAveen the two. Thirdly. That spiritual truth is discerned

by the spirit, instead of intellectually in propositions
;
and,

therefore, Truth should be taught suggestively, not dogma-

tically. Fourthly. That belief in the Human character of

Christ's Humanity must be antecedent to belief in His Divine

origin. Fifthly. That Christianity, as its teachers should,

works from the inward to the outward, and not vice versa.

Sixtlily. The soul of goodness in things evil.

On the first of these, the whole of his controversial

teaching was founded. By the formula of the second

he eliminated the positive truth with which he con-

fronted the errors he opposed. The best illustration

which can be given of the working of this method is

his examination of the Koman Catholic doctrine of the

Adoration of the Virgin in the sermon mentioned above.

A slight note supplies the information that it was his

intention to have applied this method of analysis to all

the Koman Catholic dogmas. The passage is as fol-

lows :

—

Purgatory, Mariolatry, Absolution, Apostolical Succession,

Seven sacraments instead of two, Transubstantiation, Baptismal

Regeneration, Invocation of saints— each is based upon a

truth ; but crystallised into form, petrified into dogmas, they

are false. Endeavour to trace the meaning contained in

Eomish institutions : do not meet them with anathemas.

Discover what the Roman Catholic means, translate to him his

longing, interpret to him what he Avants. I can conceive no

more blessed work than this for the man of large heart and

clear, vigorous intellect.

The sermons on Baptism and Absolution are also

TOL. II. M
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elaborate examples of the way in which he performed

this work.

From notes, with which I have been supplied, of con- '

versations with him, other instances of his application of

this method are extracted.

On the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, he says :

—

In opposition to the Dissenting view, it is Christ's body and

blood received ; in opposition to the Eomanists' view, it is not

Christ's body and blood to those who receive it unworthily.

We do not go between the two. Each of these opposite state-

ments of the Dissenter or of the Roman Catholic are truths,

and we retain them. It is not merely bread and wine : it is,

spiritually, Christ's body and blood : God present spiritually,

not materially, to those who receive it worthily—i.e. to the

faithful. It is not Christ's body and blood to those on whose

feehngs and conduct it does not tell.

It is well known that he went further than this. He
held, with our Church, that the Sacrifice of Christ was

once offered and no more. But he held also, that

ultra-Protestantism missed the truth contained in tran-

substantiation ; that that sacrifice is repeated daily, in a

spiritual manner, in the hearts of all faithful people.

The Komanist is right in the principle—wrong in his

application of the principle. The Sacrifice of Christ is

for ever going on, but not in the sacrifice of the Mass.

^ He met the doctrine of Purgatory as follows :

—

The ultra-Protestant utterly denies it. But the law of the

universe is progress. Is there no more pain for the redeemed ?

Is there nothing good in store for the bad ? We ask ourselves

such questions when we observe the large class of human

beings who are neither heavenly nor damnable. We know
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here that affliction and pain soften some, while they harden

others, as heat which softens iron hardens clay. We are told

that as men die so they rise. Some few die ripe for the pre-

sence of God ;
others, as in the case of the Pharisees, to whom

good appeared only as Satanic evil, need only go on to find, as

Milton has expressed it, ' myself is hell.' But, in the case of

the first class mentioned, does not analogy make it more than

conceivable that their pain should be remedial, not penal?

Here, then, we have the principle of purgatory. I have stated

this hypothetically ; the Roman Catholic states it as a dogma.

Our fate is decided here. This is said rigorously by the ultra-

Protestant. So it is ; there is the Protestant truth. The

Romanist states the opposite truth, and says, * Our destiny is

determined beyond the grave.' So long as either is a positive

statement of a truth, it is right ; but the moment either denies

the truth of the other it becomes falsehood.

Mr. Robertson, as may be seen from his instance of

the Pharisees, was not a imiversalist in doctrine, how-

ever be may have hoped that Universalism w^as true.

* My only difficulty,' he once said to a friend, ' is how

not to believe in everlasting punishment.'

With regard to the doctrine of Apostolical Succession,

he says, using the principle given above :

—

There is an ApostoHcal Succession. It is not the power of

God conveyed by physical contact—it is not a line of priests ; it

is a succession of prophets—a broken, scattered one, but a real

one. John was the successor of Elias' spirit. In the spiritual

birth Luther was the offspring of the mind of St. Paul. Mind
acts on mind, whether by ideas or character : herein is the

spiritual succession.

He made use of the same principle in speaking of the

Romish doctrine of Seven Sacraments :

—

M 2
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The Roman Catholic has seven sacraments ; we have but

two. We can rise to a higher truth than either. The sacra-

ments, Baptism and the Supper of the Lord, are representative

symbols. One day was set apart to sanctify all time ; one

tribe to make all the nation holy ; one nation to make the

whole world the kingdom of God. In this way the race was

educated. On the same principle God has divinely ordained

two material acts, to represent the truth that all nature is holy

when everything in it reveals His sacredness to men : that all

acts are holy when done in the spirit of Christ. Water, the

simplest element, represents the sacredness and awfulness of all

things. By the consecration of the commonest act of life—

a

meal—every act is made holy. By the extension of these

symbols from two to seven, we really limit their meaning—we
say that seven alone are holy ; but when we retain only one

element^ and one act as set apart to be holy by Christ, we see

in these symbols the statement of two universal truths—that all

the material Universe and all acts ought to be holy to the Lord.

This argument, which has been condensed out of

many scattered hints, he closes thus :

—

The Protestant truth is that two symbols only are ecclesias-

tically set apart ; the Roman Catholic truth is that many more

than these are channels of divine communication to our spirits.

These two views make up the whole truth. The Protestant

falsehood is limiting to these two the grace (here meaning a

strong and vivid impression) of God ; the Romanist falsehood

is the negation of the Protestant truth : these two are not the

only ecclesiastical sacraments—there are five more
;
by which

assertion he has got into superstition, and lost the universal

meaning of the sacraments.

The third principle of his teaching, that spiritual truth

is discerned by the spirit, and not intellectually in pro-

positions, pervades all his writings, and is especially laid
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down in a sermon preached in this year, 1853, on * The

Grood Shepherd,' in a passage beginning, ' The Son of

Man claims to himself the name of Shepherd,' &c.* He
believed that the highest truths were poetry—to be felt,

not proved
;
resting ultimately, not on the authority of

the Bible or the Church, but on that witness of Grod's

Spirit in the heart of man which is to be realised, not

through the cultivation of the understanding, but by

the loving obedience of the he.'irt. Therefore his own per-

sonal teaching was suggestive, not dogmatic. He did

not choose his text in order to wring a doctrine out of

it, but he penetrated to its centre, and seized the prin-

ciple it contained. It was the kernel, not the shell,

for which he cared. He taught no schemes of doctrine.

His thoughts could not flow in cut channels, but only

like a river, livingly, and 'at their own sweet will.'

Owing to this, he never became the leader of a sect or

the follower of any religious school. He stood aside

from all parties, and yet, standing aside, he was formed

to be the reconciler and uniter of parties.

While he sternly denounced moral evil, he was tolerant

of intellectual error; while he spoke severely against the

bigotry of sects, he conciliated minor differences of

opinion. His peculiarly receptive character, w^hich re-

flected what was good as naturally as a calm lake reflects

its shores ; his intuitive grasp of truth ; his large love,

which felt all that was real in men, formed, unconsciously

to himself, a common ground w^here divided parties

might unite. Starting from different points, they found a

* Vol. ii. pp. 263-64.
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centre in him. They found all that was good in them

acknowledged and brought out by him into clearer

prominence ; and in their satisfaction grew tolerant of

the errors and quick to recognise the truths which others

taught. For he represented to men not sharp distinct

outlines of doctrine, but the fulness and depth of the

Spirit of Christianity, which, allowing in his view of

outward difference of opinion, united men by a per-

vasive spirit of love to Christ and to one another. He
thus became the peacemaker.

This was the great work of his life. But it was hin-

dered and stifled at Brighton by the opposition and the

factiousness of his professional brethren, who could

neither see the meaning of his life nor the signs of the

times. But since his death this aspect of his work has

been advancing into prominence. He cannot be claimed

especially by any one of our conflicting parties. But

all thoughtful men, however divided in opinion, find in

his writings a point of contact. He has been made one

of Grod's instruments to preserve the unity of the

Christian Church in this country, and to avert the

vagrancy of mind and the loss of working power which

are the natural results of schism. For, instead of by

violent dogmatic teaching promoting mutual rancour,

and therefore uselessness, he taught principles which

established mutual love, and therefore practical useful-

ness for Christ. This will be the main result of his life

\ upon this age.

But, though his teaching was more suggestive than

dogmatic, he did not shrink from meeting in the pulpit

the difficulties involved in many of the doctrines of the
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English Church. His explanations of the Atonement

;

of the way in which Christ suffered, being tempted ; of

the doctrine of sin ; of the doctrine of the sacraments
;

of absolution ; of imputed righteousness ; of the freedom

of the Grospel in contrast to the bondage of the Law

—

have solved the difficulties of many. He believed him-

self that they were true solutions. But he also believed

that the time might come when they would cease to be

adequate solutions. He recognised that the solution which

was fitting for one age might be unfitting for another

;

that his solutions were perhaps, only grounds for more

comprehensive ones. This is another reason why he never

founded a school. He would not say, ' My explanations

are final,' for he looked forward to an advance of the

Christian Church, not into new truths, but into wider or

more tolerant views of those old truths which in them-

selves are incapable of change.

Yet, notwithstanding all this—which men called while

he lived, and now when he is dead will call, want of a

clear and defined system of theology—he had a fixed

basis for his teaching. It was the divine-human Life of

Christ. J/This is the fourth principle mentioned in his

letter, ^that belief in the human character of Christ

must be antecedent to belief in His divine origin.'

He felt that an historical Christianity was absolutely
/

essential ; that only through a visible life of the Di-

vinest in the flesh could God become intelligible to

men ; that Christ was God's idea of our nature realised ;

that only when we fall back upon the glorious portrait

that has been, can we be delivered from despair of
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Humanity ; that in Christ ' all the blood of all the nations

ran,' and all the powers of man were redeemed. There-

fore he grasped as the highest truth on which to rest

life and thought, the reality expressed in the words,

* The Word was made flesh.' The Incarnation was to

him the centre of all history, the blossoming of Huma-
nity. The Life which followed the Incarnation was the

explanation of the life of Grod, and the only solution

of the problem of the life of man. He did not speak

much of loving Christ ; his love was fitly mingled with

that veneration which makes love perfect ; his voice

was solemn, and he paused before he spoke His name

in common talk ; for what that Name meant had be-

come the central thought of his intellect, and the

deepest realisation of his spirit. He had spent a world of

study, of reverent meditation, of adoring contemplation

on the gospel history. Nothing comes forward more

visibly in his letters than the way in which he had en-

tered into the human life of Christ. To that every-

thing is referred—by that everything is explained.

The gossip of a drawing-room, the tendencies of the

time, the religious questions of the day, especially the

Sabbath question, the loneliness and the difficulties of

his work, were not so much argued upon or combated,

as at once and instinctively brought to the test of a

Life which was lived out eighteen centuries ago, but

which went everywhere with him. Out of this intui-

tive reception of Christ, and from this ceaseless silence

of meditation which makes the blessedness of great

love, there grew up in him a deep comprehension of
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the whole, as well as a minute sympathy with aL

the delicate details of the character of Christ. Day by

day, with passionate imitation, he followed his Master,

musing on every action, revolving in thought the inter-

dependence of all that Christ had said or done, weaving

into the fibres of his heart the principles of the Life he

worshipped, till he had received into his being the very

impression and image of that unique Personality. His

very doctrines were the Life of Christ expressed in words.

The Incarnation, Atonement, and Kesurrection of Christ

were not dogmas to him. In himself he was daily realis-

ing them. They were in him a life, a power, a light.

This was his Christian consciousness.

Out of this study and reception of the Humanity

arose his conviction of the Divinity of Christ.

The following striking passage, from an unpublished

sermon, is very characteristic of his teaching on this

subject. It establishes a method of arriving at a con-

viction of the Divinity of the Son of Man, which, were

it oftener employed, were well. I know one, at least,

whom this view has saved from Unitarianism.

Christ was the Son of God. But remember in what sense

He ever used this name—Son of God because Son of Man.
He claims Sonship in virtue of His Humanity. Now, in the

whole previous revelation through the Prophets, &c. one thing

was implied—only through man can God be known; only

through a perfect man, perfectly revealed. Hence He came,

' the brightness of His Father's Glory, the express image of

His person.' Christ then must be loved as Son of Man before

He can be adored as Son of God. In personal love and adora-

tion of Christ the Christian religion consists, not in correct

morality, or in correct doctrines, but in a homage to the King.
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Now, unquestionably, the belief in the Divinity of Christ is

waning among us. They who hold it have petrified it into

a theological dogma without life or warmth, and thoughtful

men are more and more beginning to put it aside. How are

we then to get back this belief in the Son of God ?—by au-

thority or by the old way of persecution ? The time for these

has passed. The other way is to begin at the beginning. Begin

as the Bible begins, with Christ the Son of Man. Begin with

Him as God's character revealed imder the limitations of

humanity. Lay the foundations of a higher faith deeply in a

belief of His Humanity, See Him as He was. Breathe His

Spirit. After that, try to comprehend His Life. Enter into

His Childhood. Feel with Him when he looked round about

Him in anger, when he vindicated the crushed woman from the

powerless venom of her ferocious accusers;—when He stood

alone in the solitary Majesty of Truth in Pilate's judgment-

hall; when the light of the Roman soldiers' torches flashed

on Kedron in the dark night, and He knew that watching was

too late; when His heart-strings gave way upon the Cross.

Walk with Him through the Marriage Feast. See how the

sick and weary came to Him instinctively ; how men when they

saw Him, felt their sin, they knew not why, and fell at His feet

;

how guilt unconsciously revealed itself, and all that was good

in men was drawn out, and they became higher than themselves

in His presence. Realise this. Live with Him till He becomes

a living thought—ever present—and you will find a reverence

growing up which compares with nothing else in human feeling.

You will feel that a slighting word spoken of Him wounds

with a dart more sharp than personal insult. You will feel

that to bow at the name of Jesus is no form at will of others,

but a relief and welcome. And if it should ever chance that,

finding yourself thrown upon your own self, and cut off from

sects—suspected, in quest of a truth which no man gives,—then

that wondrous sense of strength and friendship comes—the

being alone with Christ, with the strength of a manlier inde-
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pendence. Slowly then, this almost insensibly merges into

adoration. For what is it to adore Christ ? To call Him God

;

to say, Lord, Lord ? No. Adoration is the mightiest love the

soul can give—call it by what name you will. Many a Uni-

tarian, as Channing, has adored, calling it only admiration; and

many an orthodox Christian, calling Christ God with most ac-

curate theology, has given him only a cool intellectual homage.

It will be seen from this with what wisdom and tole-

ration he spoke of the L^nitarians without surrendering

an iota of his own faith. With the violent, bigoted, and

unspiritual portion of their school he had no sympathy;

but with those who occupied a higher region he had

much sympathy, and to them he owed much. He read

James Martineau's books with pleasure and profit. The

influence of ' The Endeavours after a Christian Life ' can

be traced through many of his sermons. Theodore

Parker he admired for the eloquence, earnestness,

learning, and indignation against evil, and against forms

without a spirit, which mark his writings. But he depre-

cated the want of reverence and the rationalising spirit

of Parker.

He revered and spoke of Dr. Channing as one of the

noblest and truest Christians of America. He was deeply

indebted to his writings. He read them carefully, and

borrowed from them largely. He spoke with indignation

against those who would un-Christianise Channing, be-

cause in words he denied the coequal divinity of Christ

with the Father. He said, if the deepest love is the deep-

est worship, no man adored Christ more sincerely than!

ChanniDg. He would have been more amused than hurt,
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at the accusation brougtit against him after his death,

that in praising Channing he was praising a Socinian.

He would have said, to call Channing a Socinian, is like

calling Fichte a materialistic Pantheist. He would

have replied to the insinuation that he had a tendency

to Unitarianism because he admired Channing, that on

the same grounds he might be said to have a tendency

to Eoman Catholicism because he admired Pascal, or a

tendency to believe in particular redemption because

he studied and reverenced Jonathan Edwards.

[ The truth is, that he recognised the value of Unita-

jrianism up to a certain point. To the Unitarians had

been committed the task of exhibiting more fully than

I others the truth of the Humanity of Christ. But while

I
receiving with thankfulness their full declaration of this

truth, he could not remain with them on their platform.

/ Comprehending with great clearness and sympathy their

stand-point, he was able to distinctly realise its want.

He felt, that if Christianity were to become a universal

power among men—if Human Nature were ever to be

entirely ennobled, there must be added to the Humanity

of Christ the Divinity of Christ. Nor was he content

\ with merely saying ' Christ must be divine, because I

feel he must be so.' Contrary to his usual custom, he

brings argument to bear upon the doctrine, and en-

deavours to prove it in his lectures on the Corinthians,

and in several of his sermons.

With regard to the two other principles which he

mentions, * that Christianity, as its teachers should, works

from the inward to the outward,' and ' that there is a
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soul of goodness in things evil,' no comment is required,

for the first runs through everything he wrote and

spoke, and the second ruled his life, his estimate of men,

and his action upon them, as well as his view of the

world, of history, and of nature.

The importance, not of explaining his doctrines, but

of presenting a concentrated view of the principles of

his teaching, may excuse the apparent irrelevancy of

this digression.

On February 10, he delivered a lecture upon Words-

worth. It had been promised in the August of the

previous year. He had then written a rough sketch of

what he might possibly attempt.

The Athenaeum people have again asked me to give them a

lecture—this time in place of James Anderson, who cannot

* come from some domestic affliction. I am rather tempted to

comply. A subject is part of the difficulty, however. Two
have occurred to me— * The Influence of Fiction,' and ' Words-

worth, his Life and Poetry.' This would be a large one, as it

would require an investigation into the influences of the French

Revolution on his mind in youth, both in its generous spirit

and in its reaction. It would lead to the question how a life

is to be led true to the idea of each man's own character, of

which rare case Wordsworth is a remarkable example. It

would bring in, too, the question of how far rhythm is essen-

tial to poetry, and what is its influence, besides the main object

of the whole—Wordsworth's principles of poetry, faults, and

excellences.

In the first page of his lecture he lays down his plan

of treatment :

—
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In order to treat fully the subject which I have to bring

before you this evening, I believe there are three points to which

I ought principally to direct your attention. The first is, the

qualifications necessary for appreciating poetry in general, and

for appreciating the poetry of Wordsworth in particular. The
second is, the character and life of Wordsworth, so far as they

bear upon his poetry, and so far as they may have been sup-

posed to have formed or modified his peculiar poetical theories

and principles. The third point is, the theories and poetical

principles of Wordsworth, and how far they are true, how far

they have been exaggerated, and how far Wordsworth has

himself worked out the principles he has laid down.

The last, as he says, was the most important point of

all

—

the subject ; but the second lecture, in which this

was to be treated, was never delivered, owing to his

increasing weakness.

The published lecture on Wordsworth is not so gene-

rally appreciated as the two lectures on poetry, partly

because Wordsworth belongs to the few and not to the

many, and partly because it wants Mr. Eobertson's cor-

rections. But it is a true and thoughtful review of Words-

worth's life, character, and work ; and a fine defence

of the Poet against the vulgar accusations of egotism

and inconsistency. It has a further interest, as all that

Mr. Robertson said has, in being more or less a revela-

tion of his own character and heart. The qualifications

he lays down as necessary for comprehending the poetry

of Wordsworth were his own qualifications—'unworld-

liness'—and the more he lived, the more he learnt to

protest, and to act out his protest, that the spirit of

the world was more destructive of a Christian life than
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even sin itself— ' feelings disciplined by nature '—and

all his life long he endeavoured to free himself from

conventional views of art and beauty, and to keep his

heart natural and pure enough to receive impressions

direct from Nature, and to see her as she is
—

' feelings

disciplined through the minds of the great masters and

poets '—and if there was one thing pre-eminent in his

character, it was the beautiful and child-like reverence

which he gave to those who were worthy, and his hatred

of the unvenerating flippancy of modern criticism— ' a

certain delicacy and depth of feeling '—and the depth,

subtlety, and gossamer strength of his feeling, is that

which chiefly appears in his writings, as well in his keen

analysis of the feelings of others as in his morbid

analysis of his own. He had another qualification, in

that the passionate enthusiasm of his early days had

given place to a calmer and sterner view of life ; in that

Feeling was no longer dominant in him, but Will ; and

Wordsworth is the poet of calm, and not of passion.

He also felt deep sympathy with that want of the sense

of the ridiculous in Wordsworth which made all the

world, even to its meanest things, a consecrated world.

' The ludicrous now rarely troubles me,' he says :
* all

is awful.'

He sympathised also with the variations of Words-

worth's heart between democracy and aristocracy.

•Wordsworth's tastes,' he says, 'were all on the side

of conservatism, his convictions all on that of demo-

cracy. Such a man, when it comes to the vulgarities of

life, shrinks from democracy—expects that all shall be
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as lofty as himself. Wordsworth was too fastidious.

The only remedy was less contemplative and theoretical

life, and more work among the workers.'

The last portion of the lecture, in which he dilates

on Wordsworth's love of England as the guardian of

liberty, was written out of his own heart. Eobertson

was a man whose patriotism was based, not on the

' blind hysterics ' of feeling, but on the faith that

England was the witness to the world of the glory of

duty fulfilled even to death—of freedom poised between

Conservatism and Liberalism—of truth in business and

purity in domestic life. His voice, when it most truly

expressed his devotion in England, would have said of

her

—

I could not iove thee, Dear, so much,

Loved I not honour more.

The following are the only passages in his letters which

relate to this lecture :

—

January 25.

I have no journals of books read, or thoughts matured, to

send you ; for my Avhole journal has been thinking,—thinking

—thinking about Wordsworth. I wish I had written the

lecture, but I had not time ; it takes so long in the mere act of

penmanship. It is all in my brain somehow or other; whether

it will come out orderly or tremblingly, I do not know. Then

there is the question whether health or strength will be such as

to give a command of words, and these two questions make the

whole experiment a hazardous one. However, I must shut my
eyes and harden my heart, as they say to boys riding over their

first leap. When you get this it will be all over. Is it not

curious how involuntarily one uses language concerning such

a task which would be applicable to some terrible surgical
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operation ? I do hate, detest, and abhor, as the oath of royalty-

runs, all speechifying and all publicity.

I am not writing with zest, but it is only that wretchlessness

—an old expressive English word extant in the Thirty-nine

Articles—which comes from the tension of nerve in preparing

for a lecture and delivering sermons.

I am becoming of opinion that no duty whatever has a right

to interfere with a human existence. I am not myself on these

days ; I can see nothing in its true light, but all through a veil

of black crape. This has now lasted ever since the Wednesday

of that unfortunate postponement. It makes one selfish, and

fastens attention upon the slow succession of ignoble sufferings

within—^hour by hour, minute by minute, wearing, wearing,

wearing.

Owing to some difficulty about the room, his lecture

was postponed. He writes

—

February 8.

The morning was occupied in a vain effort to work up my
Wordsworth thoughts ; for it is a mixed work—parts of the old

thoughts coming in scraps to the recollection, and badly joining

themselves with the fresh thought of the present, so that no

consistent living whole is formed—the result of thought

working itself out of thought—or rather a building made up

by the fragments of an old building, clumsily worked into

the masonry of to-day. It is a patchwork of memory and

excogitation—neither wholly, and both incompletely. The

laws of mind are very curious. How dissimilar those two

operations of creating and remembering ! and no joinership,

however dexterous, can bring the edges together, so that the

lines of junction shall not be seen.

February 11.

One line to tell you that my lecture went off last night

successftdly—that is, I did not break down, and preserved

self-possession throughout ; the room a perfect cram, and

TOL. II. N
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hundreds went away ; but I have been suffering from severe pain

in the head ever since—shooting thrills so sharp and sudden

that I can scarcely forbear an exclamation. "Whether people

liked it or not, I do not know ; and if I could only get rid of

these stabs in the brain every ten minutes, I should not care.

Two lights with reflectors were placed on the table, glaring in

my face all the time, which prevented my seeing anybody.

There was little or no applause, except now and then a low

murmur
;

but, on the whole, I was glad of this, for the worst

acknowledgment that can be made of an instructive lecture is

to clap, and I think they showed their good taste. At the

same time, it partly arose from my own rapidity, and, I trust,

from the absence of any of those sentences constructed for

clap-trap, which any public speaker at all practised can easily

fabricate. One or two passages having reference to the in-

vasion expected in 1802, connected with the reading of Words-

worth's sonnets on the subject, were the only points in the

lecture that seemed to wake up any audible response from the

audience.

Tbe ^ South Church Union ' criticised the lecture,

alleging that it favoured Pantheism, and misrepresented

High Churchism. Mr. Eobertson replied in the follow-

ing letter. Along with the criticism there were some

innuendoes, which induced him to write the latter por-

tion of his letter. It was not like his usual practice to

lay himself thus open to the public. He had borne

misrepresentation and attack so long in silence, that

such a sudden unveiling of his heart in the columns of

a newspaper is startling. It reads as if it had been

wrung from him against his will—as if he knew that it

was for the last time—as if he had thought, * For once

they shall know what their intolerance has done.'
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March 4, 1853.

Sir,—In the columns of the ' Brighton Guardian,' denomi-

nated the ' South Church Union Chronicle,' I see some stric-

tures on certain expressions attributed to me in my lecture

upon Wordsworth. With the tone of the strictures, excepting

one sentence which I regret, not for my own sake, for it is

untrue, but for the writer's sake, for it is rude and coarse—

I

can find no fault. The whole criticism, however, is based on

a misconception. It proceeds on the assumption that I com-

plained with blame that

—

' High Churchism regarded with peculiar reverence a sanctity

as connected with certain places, times, acts, and persons,' &c.

I did not use those words. That was not my definition of

High Churchism, and to have condenmed it as so defined

would have contradicted my argument, for I was actually at

the moment justify'ing Wordsworth, who is well known to have

entertained such feelings. Had I so spoken, I should have

condemned a feeling of the relative sanctity of such things—

a

feeling which I comprehend too entirely to have any inclination

to interfere with.

What I did say was as follows :

—

* The tendency of Pantheism is to see the god-like every-

where, the personal God nowhere. The tendency of High

Churchism is to localise the personal Deity in certain conse-

crated places, called churches ; certain consecrated times called

Sabbaths, fast-days, and so forth ; certain consecrated acts,

sacramental and quasi sacramental ; certain consecrated persons,

called priests.'

I endeavoured to show that the tendency is not necessarily

the error ; and that there are High Churchmen, like Words-

worth, who recognise in such places, persons, and acts, a

sanctity only relative, and not intrinsic—relative to the wor-

shippers, without localising or limiting Deity in or to the acts,

times, or places ; the Pantheistic and High Church tendencies,

N 2
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each false alone, balancing each other in the particular case of

such men.

I have no intention of entering into controversy on this

point ; and I should, according to my hitherto invariable prac-

tice, have left both the misrepresentation and the criticism

unnoticed, were it not that the words, as they stand, if used

by me, would have evidenced an unworthy desire of turning

aside from my subject to pander to the passions of my audi-

ence, and seeking a miserable popularity by an attempt to feed

that theological rancour which is the most detestable phase of

the religion of the day.

I do not merely say that I was not guilty of this paltry work.

I say it is simply impossible to me. To affirm, whatever may
be taught by our savage polemics, whether Tractarian or

Evangelical, that the new commandment is not this— ' that ye

hate one another,' and that discipleship to Christ is proved

more by the intensity of love for good than by the vehemence

of bitterness against error, is with me a desire too deep, too

perpetual, and too unsatisfied, to have allowed the possibility

of my joining even for one moment in the cowardly cry with

which the terrors and the passions of the half-informed are

lashed by platform rhetoric into hatred of High Churchmen.

I acknowledge the courtesy of the attack on myself, and

admit that in all attacks from the High Church side I have

ever met, and expect beforehand to meet, generous, fair,

gentlemanlike, and Christian antagonism.

At the same time, I could not help smiling good-humouredly

at the writer's utter misconception of my aims, views, and

position. If he think that what he calls a philosophic height

above contending parties is a position which any man can

select for his own comfort and retirement, he miscalculates

greatly. If he suppose that the desire to discern the * soul of

goodness in things evil,' to recognise the truth which lies at

the root of error, and to assimilate the good in all sects and

all men rather than magnify the evil, is a plan which will
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conciliate the regard of all, secure a man's own peace, ' and of

course bring with it great popularity with the multitude,' I

can earnestly assure the ^vriter that, whenever he will try the

experiment, he will find out his mistake. He will, perhaps,

then see a new light reflected upon the expression, ' when I

speak of peace, they make them ready for the battle.' He will

find himself, to his painful surprise, charged on the one side

for his earnestness with heresy, and on the other for his charity

with latitudinarianism. His desire to exalt the spirit will be

construed into irreverence for the letter, his setting light by

maxims into a want of zeal for principles, his distinction be-

tween rules and spirit into lawlessness. He vnU find his

attempt to love men, and his yearnings for their sympathy,

met by suspicions of his motives and malignant slanders upon

his life ; his passionate desire to reach ideas instead of words,

and get to the root of what men mean, he will find treated,

even by those who think that they are candid, as the gratifica-

tion of a literary taste and the affectation of philosophic height

above the strife of human existence. I would not recommend

him to try that ' philosophic height ' which he thinks so self-

indulgent, unless he has the hardihood to face the keenest winds

that blow over all lonely places, whether lonely heights or

lonely flats. If he can steel his heart against distrust and

suspicion ; if he can dare to be pronounced dangerous by the

ignorant, hinted at by his brethren in public and warned

against in private ; if he can resolve to be struck on every

side and not strike again, giving all quarter and asking none

;

if he can struggle in the dark with the prayer for light

of Ajax on his lips, in silence and alone,—then let him

adopt the line which seems so easy, and be fair and generous

and chivalrous to all. But if he expects fi-om it, * of course

considerable self-applause and great popularity with the mul-

titude,' I can tell him they are not the rewards of that path.

Rather let him be content to remain a partisan, and call himself

by some name. Churchman, Evangelical, or Tractarian. Then

he will be abused by many ; but his party will defend him.
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His definition of High Churcliism called forth further

remonstrance. One of his friends wrote to him upon

the subject. He replied :

—

My dear ,—I gratefully accept your hint about the

definition of High Churchmanship. I will modify what I said,

to prevent misunderstanding. At the same time, as High

Churchmanship, in the sense in which I was then speaking, is,

in my view, an error, I must represent it in its most developed,

not in its modified form, and as the exact opposite of Pantheism.

All grand truth is the statement of two opposites, not a via

media between them, nor either of them alone. I conceive

Wordsworth to have held both—the Personality of the Eternal

Being, and also His diffusion through space. Now, I cannot

conceal my conviction that the vice of Pligh Churchism is in

its tendency to exaggerate the former of these, by localising

Deity in acts, places, &c. It is the vice of Pantheism to hold

the latter alone.

When a High Churchman fully recognises the latter, as

Wordsworth did, I care little for any trifling exaggerations of

the former, and I will always fight for him, and maintain that

his High Churchism has no radical error in it, even though

his exjjressions may to my mind seem to predicate locality of

God much more than I should like to do it. But when he

represents Personality as a limitation to time, space, acts,

&c., instead of recognising it in three essential points, all

metaphysical and super-sensual, viz., consciousness, will,

character,—then I must earnestly and firmly oppose High

Churchism, and say that its tendency is to localise ; and I

must quote anxiously those texts which, taken alone, have a

Pantheistic sound. * Howbeit, the Most High dwelleth not in

temples made with hands. Heaven is my throne ; Earth is

my footstool : what house will ye build for me ?

'

And indeed I do think that this is a very common and very

dangerous tendency. I will modify my definition by saying it
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is the tendency of High Churchism. That it is not inseparable

from it, I showed by defending Wordsworth. High Churchism

I hate. High Churchmen, many of them, I love, admire, and

sympathise with.

The former of these two letters seems to have touched

and excited some of the nobler spirits among the High

Church party. One of them wrote to him, urging him

to unite himself to them, and drew from him the fol-

lowing reply, most valuable as the latest utterance of

his convictions on many points of interest :

—

60 Montpelier Road, Brighton, April 1, 1853.

Dear Sir,—I thank you for your cordial and welcome letter.

It is a joy to meet with any testimony to the veraciousness of

a ministry beset with disappointments, and to read in such

testimonies a prophecy of a coming day when we shall under-

stand at least what each other means.

To the main question of your letter, respecting the duty of

union—that is, professed and active union with men whose

earnestness is acknowledged—and the apparent unreasonable-

ness of standing aloof and alone, it would take many sheets

to reply adequately.

It is my belief that in all the tenets and practices of the

High Church body there is an underlying truth ; but then I

confess that I should find as much difficulty in using their

forms of statement in many points, as I should in using those

of the Evangelicals in all points. With a thoughtful and large-

minded High Churchman I believe I should sympathise more

than with one of any section of the Church ; but my recoil

from the bare formalism of the half-educated and half-spiri-

tualised of that school would, I fear, be stronger than from the

extremes of any other party.

Spirit is Eternal—Form is Transient ; and when men
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stereotype the form and call it pei-petual, or deny that

under other and very different forms the self-same truth

may lie (as the uncovering of Moses' feet is identically

the same as our uncovering our heads—ay, and I will even

dare to say, often with the covering of the Quakers, when

reverence for God is the cause for each), then I feel repelled

at once, whether the form be a form of words or a form of

observance.

To announce spiritual religion, as Christ announced it to the

i woman of Samaria, independent of place, on this mountain or

that—as Stephen announced it when they stoned him for blas-

pheming the temple—this, I think, is the great work of a

Christian minister in these days. He will joyfully recognise a

reverence for the Invisible in the even exaggerated zeal with

which good men, afraid of Rationalism, Pantheism, Germanism,

and a hundred other things, strive to confine a sacredness to

churches, rites, offices ; but he cannot and will not join such

efforts to preserve spiritual religion, because he knows by the

experience of history in what they must inevitably end. He
knows that the attempt to be independent of form is a vain

effort for beings encased in flesh and blood, and in a world

which is the Great Form by which God has manifested Him-
self But, at the same time, he must feel that the special

Church forms are only valuable as a protest for the Eternal

Presence in and through all forms to the spirit that loves Him,

and he will dread all attempts to limit and confine God's

grace and presence to any authoritative forms, however time-

honoured.

Now, only giving these feelings as specimens, how could

such a man join a party ? He would soon be saying things

which would make him a black sheep among them, every now

and then protesting against their extremes with vehemence

that would make him look like a renegade. What would

he have gained by union? For himself and for others

—

nothing.
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Unless a man has a skin like a rhinoceros, and a heart like

a stone-fruit, it is no easy thing to work alone; the bad

feelings of pride or vanity get as little to feed them in such

a struggle as the better ones of sympathy and charity—and

Elijah, stern and iron as he was, should be a warning to any

common man to expect that many a day he will have to sit

under his juniper-tree in despondency and bitter sense of

isolation and uselessness.

Nevertheless, it is my conviction that for some minds there

is no other path open
;
they must speak such truth as is in

them fearlessly and uncompromisingly, pleasing no mortal ear

on purpose. They must try—not by eclecticism, but by a

true application (not the Tractarian) of the canon, quod semper,

quod ubique, quod ab omnibus—to discern the one truth which

lies beneath various apparently antagonistic forms, as Cuvier

discerned the fontal types of organisation in things so diverse

as leaves and lungs, tortoise-shells and human skeletons.

If God would raise up some man of rare largeness of heart

and brain to do this work, and tell us what is the truth in each

case which makes good men cleave to the error so tenaciously,

a grand work of union might perhaps be accomplished, such

as no ' Protestant Defence Associations ' nor ' South Church

Unions' ever can accomplish ; for all that they can do is to

win a triumph for their party, and none of them will venture

to say that their party contains all the liege men of the truth.

For a man or a body of men to do this I earnestly long and

yearn ; and in the absence of such large-hearted and largely

-

gifted man, I persist in trying, in my small blundering way, to

do it for a few who will be candid enough to interpret what I

mean. I believe the path in which I work is the true pass

across the mountains, though the thought and the hand of the

master-engineer are wanting to make it a road broad and safe

for the people and the multitude to travel in; but that is not

my fault or blame. God will provide His own workmen. I

think I see how the work should be done, but I have neither
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the qualifications nor the strength to do it ; but I can at least

be faithful to my convictions and limited task, and I have

cheerfully counted the cost, and have as cheerfully, for the

most part, paid it.

This is a long letter ; but I think the frankness of yours

demands to be met with equal frankness.

It is really time now, after eighteen centuries, that we should

get some better conception than we have of what Christianity

is. If we could but comprehend the manifested Life of God,

Christ in His earthly career, how He looked on things, and felt

and thought, what He hated and what He pitied, we might

have some chance of agreement. As it is, I suppose we shall

go on biting and devouring one another, and thinking—alas

for the mockery !—that we have realised a Kingdom of God

upon earth.

To understand the Life and Spirit of Christ appears to me to

be only the chance of remedy; but we have got doctrines

about Christ, instead of Christ, and we call the bad meta-

physics of Evangelicalism ' the Gospel,' and the temporary

transient forms of Tractarianism ' the Church.'

To know Him, the power of His resurrection, and the

fellowship of His sufferings— that is aU in all; and if the

death and life of Christ are working in a man, he is our brother,

whether Tractarian or Evangelical, if we could but believe

that very simple proposition.

I remain, yours faithfully,

F. W. R.

Shortly after the unusual exertion of the lecture on

Wordsworth, he suddenly fainted in the street.

April 4.

During the day, while walking with J. Young, in "West

Street, on my way to the Training School, I fainted and fell.

My first sensation, on coming to myself, was that of being

conscious of voices around me, and I knew instantly that a
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crowd had gathered, though I had not in that hundredth part

of a second opened my eyes. They tell me I leaped to my
teet as if shot : I went a few steps into a shop, and fainted

quite off into unconsciousness a second time; then came

intense pain in the back of the head, which lasted for three

hours. However, to avoid making a sensation, I went out to

dinner, keeping my engagement ; but it saved me nothing, for

the fact is duly pilloried in the ' Brighton Gazette ' this morn-

ing, and my bell has rung with enquiries half-a-dozen times

already.

This warned him that there was more radical mis-

chief in his weakness and pain than he had thought

;

and urged by his physicians, he consented to go to

Cheltenham for rest. In April he writes :

—

On Monday I go to Cheltenham. Severe and bewildering

pain in the cerebellum has for the last few days made work

dangerous. Dr. Allen's view exactly corroborates my antici-

pations : the only difficulty is, that the pain is not in the

region of the intellectual organs, but in that of the sensational

and affectional. When it moves forward I know that the

paroxysm is ending, and then it never attains a sensation more

vivid than that as of warm water occupying the interior of the

head and forehead. The decHne in mental power, and the entire

incapacitation at times of some ftmctions, and the severe pain

produced by the attempt to exercise them, force me to look at

the matter now seriously. In Cheltenham I shall ask Dr.

Conolly's opinion, if he be there.

While staying in Cheltenham he rallied; but return-

ing, on the third week, to Brighton, all the old symptoms

reappeared. During his absence several members of his

congregation, with thoughtful generosity, subscribed
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to enable him to engage a curate. He gratefully ac-

cepted their kindness, and nominated a gentleman known

to them, and a personal friend of his own, the Rev.

Ernest Tower.

May 17, 1853.

Mr. Tower has accepted my curacy, and both his father and

mother, whose letters I have seen, are pleased. He is a gentle-

man thoroughly in earnest, hard-working, and attached to me.

Our spheres and powers lie in different directions, which will

prevent the possibility of collision ; and as he will take the

afternoon sermon, I shall have leisure for more pastoral work,

at the prospect of which I rejoice; for I cannot say how

humiliated I feel at degenerating into the popular preacher of

a fashionable watering-place. In addition to this, he has strong

health; so that I shall not have compunction in delegating

work to him when I am unfit for it.

These pleasant hopes were disappointed. The Vicar

of Brighton, in whose hands the power of a veto lay,

exercised his legal right in the most legal manner.

Owing to reasons which appear in the correspondence

given in the next chapter, he refused to confirm Mr.

Eobertson's nomination of Mr. Tower. This was on

Trinity Sunday, the 22nd of May. On the 29th Mr.

Eobertson preached without the help he had so long

desired ; and on the following Sunday, the 5th of June,

his voice was heard for the last time in Trinity Chapel.

His sermon in the morning was for the Orphan Asylum

;

the subject was the parable of the Barren Fig-tree

—

' Then said he to the dresser of his vineyard, " Behold,

these three years I come seeking fruit on this fig-

tree, and find none ; cut it down
;
why cumbereth it

the ground ?
"

' By a strange and sad coincidence, his
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afternoon lecture was on part of the last chapter of the

Second Epistle to the Corinthians. The closing sermon

of a long course of lectures was also the close of his

career. With what a sorrowful force came back upon

the memories of his congregation the words which he

had read as part of his last text—' Finally, brethren,

farewell
!

' No one who wishes to penetrate, as far as

possible, into the solitary manliness and endurance of

his life during the last month of his pulpit ministra-

tions, who would understand the suffering and the

strength of his nature, the mingling of meekness and

noble pride, of self-surrender and high self-confidence,

of quiet faith and of an almost triumphant ecstasy of

faith, should omit to read the notes of the last three

lectures which he delivered on the Second Epistle to

the Corinthians.

I remember seeing on the manuscript of one of these,

on * The Thorn in the Flesh,' the mark of a tear. It

had fallen as he wrote alone in his room.

Self-contained, master of himself, when he could

weep in the solitude of his study it was full time that

he should be freed from his long sorrow. And God
blessed him with Death, the Keleaser. In three months

after he had spoken of the pain of St. Paul, he entered

into the painless land.*

* I have printed at the end of this chapter the letters of 1853 up to

the month of June. The remaining letters attached to the following

chapter were written, after he had given up public life, during the months

of June, July, and August.
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Letters from Jan, 5th to May ISth, 1853.

LVIII.
January 5, 1853.

Last evening I began Benvenuto Cellini's ' Life,' which I had

never read before. What a very strange one, and what strange

times it paints ! The murder of a man who had slain Cellini's

brother in self-defence is related with the utmost coolness, as

well as the way in which Pope Clement VII. connived at it.

Certainly, an artist's life does not appear one conducing to

moral excellence ; Cellini was a most ungovernable, vain,

passionate man, unrestrained by any rule except his own feel-

ings
;
yet he seems to have been an intimate friend of Michael

Angelo—a right noble man. If Cellini is to be believed, he

killed the Constable Bourbon with his own hand, and almost

singly defended the Castle of St. Angelo, besides a number of

other wonders, any one of which would be sufficient to make a

life famous. His profligacy, too, seems to have been without

measure. Such books do not amuse me as they do most

people. They set me thinking, and most painfiilly
; bewilder-

ing, and entangling the skein of life and human destinies

hopelessly. In the midst of it all religion comes in from time

to time—and the names of God and Christ as objects of sup-

posed and, I conceive, sincere worship, jarring, however, upon

my sense of fitness, like the Messiah between two thieves, as if

He had been their accomplice. What is one to make of it all,

and how judge of this strange world, which becomes to me
more unintelligible every day ?

No reply from M . I shaU be glad to go, not only for

the sake of the solitude, but also for the exercise, for I begin

to feel it once more indispensable, and without delay—for

mental restlessness and powerlessness increase to a painful

extent. I cannot read for ten minutes consecutively, much

less think.
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LIX.

I have just finished Maurice's three sermons on the Crystal

Palace question, recently published. As usual, they are the

offspring of a capacious mind and large heart. In the main

his view is the same as mine, though the statement differs

somewhat, as the idiosyncrasies of the tvvo minds differ, and

he has brought more thought and more historical learning to

the subject by far. Like all he writes, they are exceedingly

suggestive, and likely to do more good, I should fancy, in the

study than from the pulpit, were it not that these were ad-

dressed to a Lincoln's-Inn congregation, which may be supposed

to have in it minds trained to habits of consecutive attention.

There is matter for thought for hours in these sermons, but

most people would read on from sentence to sentence, and

when they turned over the last page and found finis be

tempted to exclaim, ' But what does he mean ? and what is

proved ?

'

LX.

I have just finished writing a sermon for the morning.

It is an old subject, from notes, with fresh language, and

several fresh thoughts. Somehow I cannot originate thought

and subjects now as I used. Perhaps it arises from feeling

that enthusiasm and affection and trust, and perhaps respect,

towards me have cooled, partly from my own fault, partly

from the malicious misrepresentations of the Evangelicals,

as well as of others. So far as this has chilled the spring

of energy, there is something wrong; for energy ought not

to arise out of self-respect or the assurance of being heard

with sympathy. Yet it is not all wrong even in this re-

spect, for some natures cannot do without sympathy, public

or private—though perhaps pride, or some other peculiarity,

makes them haughtily refuse all common and even the fair
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methods of securing what the Evangelical books call ' accept-

ance,' and what old Aristotle lays down as one of the first

things to be acquired, and indispensable to the success of one

who addresses masses—namely, the * goodwill of the audience,'

that is, a personal feeling of well-disposedness towards the

speaker who is to convince or teach them.******
I am proceeding with Cellini's ' Life.' What a wonderful

picture of human life, and human art, and human society !

The naive and inordinate vanity of the man is astonishing, and

refutes the foolish popular notion that real talent is never vain,

and real courage never boastful. FalstafF's braggadocio is

modest in comparison of his. Conceive a man gravely telling

you that after the vision in his prison a glory encircled his

head through life—^visible on his shadow, especially on the

dewy grass at morning, and which he possessed the power of

showing to a chosen few. And then the religiosity and

hymn-writing of a man who records, in admiration, the

murder in revenge of three separate persons who had sUghtly

offended him. Very curious, too, is his account of the un-

blushing rapacity, violence, and profligacy of the Popes

Clement and Paul III., to say nothing of the villany of the

cardinals, bishops, and Dukes of Ferrara. It was a curious

time when men had to redress their own wrongs, and gold-

smiths were compelled to be accomplished swordsmen if they

would live one day in safety. Fancy Mr. Lewis armed cap-a-

pie^ or a tailor coming to measure you with a sword on his

thigh ! Yet a dusky clouded sense of right, honour, and

religion runs through the book : bizarre enough, it is true, and

suggestive of many reflections. Society progresses—do men ?

Benvenuto gratified every passion, slashed and slew his way

through life. London jewellers wear no swords, and get rich

by bankruptcies ; is the gain very great, are we not less of

men than in those days ?
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It is a wonderfully graphic life. That power of painting

what was seen and Avhat appeared, instead of our modern habit

of reflecting and philosophising upon it, brings the whole scene

before the eyes. How living and real, as if of yesterday, the

portraits of Francis I., Madame d'Estampes, Titian ! And how

curious, as compared with Rousseau and Tasso, is Cellini's

perpetual discovery of conspiracies against himself, and of the

implacable enmities of popes, dukes, ladies ! The imagi-

nativeness of a brain, which had in it a fibre of insanity, near

which genius often lies, would, I suppose, account for two-

thirds of this—and his extraordinary irascibility was but

another form of it. An innkeeper, whose horse he has over-

ridden, keeps his saddle and bridle in retaliation, and Cellini

sets off and buries his dagger in the spine of his neck. Another

man affronts him shghtly, and he resolves to cut off his arm

;

then his mad escape from prison, with the ingenuity of a

maniac
; the descent by sheets, curiously procured, cut in strips,

and the desperate fall and fractured leg ; all to escape from a

Pope, who was trying to murder him in the most incredible

ways—it is very cm'ious.

LXI.

A letter arrived from to-day. I did not like the

expression in the one you sent me, where she speaks of the

sacrifice made for , and the strengthening effect of

sacrifice on the character. It is a bad habit of sentiment to

fall into. People who make real sacrifices are never able to

calculate self-complacently the good the said sacrifices are

doing them
;
just as people who reaUy grieve are unable at the

time to philosophise about the good effects of grief. ' Now, no

chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous but grievous.'

That is true philosophy. In the lips of one struggling might

and main to strengthen character, and living a life of the

Cross and of sacrifice, such a sentence as I have quoted might be

TOL. II. O
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real ; as it is, it is simply unreal—a sentence got by heart and

I think very dangerous. Nothing is more dangerous than the

command of a pen which can write correct sentiments, such as

might befit a martjT or an angel. And the danger is, that the

confusion between a commonplace life and that of an angel or

a martyr is hopeless. For when the same sublimities proceed

from the lips and pens of both, who is to convince us that Ave

are not beatified martyrs and holy angels ? Such a sentence

as this would have been more real, though somewhat senti-

mental still :
' How dare I talk of Sacrifice ! and how little of

it is there in my life—one perpetual succession of enjo}Tnents !

'

It has often struck me that Christ never suffered these senti-

mentalisms to pass without a matter-of-fact testing of what

they were worth and what they meant. It is a dangerous

facility of fine writing, which—I say it in deep reverence to

Him—Christ would have tested by some of those apparently

harsh replies which aboimd in his life, such as to one profess-

ing great anxiety to be with Him, saying he wished it and

not doing it, ' Foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have

nests, but the Son of Man hath not where to lay His head.'******
I only took the morning duty yesterday, being too tired for

the second. As I sat inactive in the afternoon listening to

Mr. Langdon, and gazing on the dense crowd before me, I

felt humbled exceedingly to think I had to address those

numbers every week twice, and that their spiritual life de-

pended, for those hours at least, speaking humanly, on me.

How wonderful the opportunity, and how heavy the responsi-

bility ! In the crush and rush and huiTy of work, and the

personal anxieties connected with it, such thoughts do not

come, except rarely ; but when out of harness, and looking,

in the dusky light of evening, into the almost solemn dark-

ness, the feeling came painfully. Such feelings, unhappily,

evaporate in the dust of life.
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LXII.

The last hour has been spent in examining a pile of eighteen

letters waiting my arrival—some long, none important, two

anonymous—one of them from a young lady, defending fashion-

able society against my tirades; these last I feel are worse

than useless, and very impolitic. Nevertheless, more and more,

a life of amusement and visiting seems to me in irreconcilable

antagonism to Christianity, and more destructive to the higher

spirit than even the mercantile life in its worst form ; and yet

I do not know 5 who shall say which is the national spirit

more surely, inevitably tending to decay—that of the cities of

the plain, or that of Tyre and Sidon ?

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

The austerity that comes after life's experience is more

healthy, because more natural, than that which begins it.

When it begins life it is the pouring of the new wine into the

old weak wine-skins, which burst ; and the yoimg heart, cheated

out of its youth, indemnifies itself by an attempt to realise the

feelings which were denied it by a double measure of indul-

gence in age. An unlovely spectacle ! Can anything be more

melancholy than the spectacle of one who is trying to be

young, and unable to descend gracefully and with dignity into

the vale of years ? There is a fine tomb of, I think, Turenne,*

at Strasbourg. An open grave lies before him ; Death at his

side, touching him -with his dart ; and the warrior descends,

with a lofty step and saddened brow, but a conqueror still,

because the act is so evidently his own and embraced by his

own will, into the sepulchre. I remember it impressed me
much with its moral force, and it has little or nothing in it of

French theatricality and attitudinising.

* Query, Marechal Saxe.

o 2
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LXIII.

A long dreary vista of many months of pain opens out

before me. Was that a good omen—just as I wrote those

words a sudden gleam of sunshine burst out of this gloomy

day upon my paper ? Benvenuto Cellini would have taken it

for a special prediction vouchsafed from heaven, yet it would

have made him not a whit the better man. What I miss

exceedingly is any religious aspiration through all his book.

Convictions of Heaven's personal favour and favouritism are

expressed in abundance, but I do not think those religious, in

the true sense of the word. In a lower sense, perhaps, they

are ; at least, a feeling of Divine and personal sympathy is in"

dispensable to religion—perhaps one of its bases ; but the

other basis— a belief in and aspiration after what is high,

beautiful, and good—is the more solid and the less easily

misused basis of the two ; and this you do not find in Cellini's

art as in Michael Angelo's, Canova's, Beethoven's—no effort

at expressing a something unearthly, which is the true province

of imagination.

I think it would be an interesting thing to work out that

thought : How far Eeligion has those two sides—the sense of

Personality, including sympathy, and the sense of an abstract

Beauty, and Eight and Good—the one, if alone, producing

superstition and fanaticism, or else the mysticism of the

Guyon school ; the other, if alone, producing mere ethics or

mere statesmanship.

LXIV.

This morning I arrived here on a visit to Lady Byron, and

have been in the house all day, having had no time yet to go

out to see the country, which I am told is interesting, with

rich woods and fine commons. Lady Byron showed me a
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picture of Lady Lovelace, taken at seventeen. How different

irom what she was when I knew her—unquestionably hand-

some, and with an air of sad thoughtfulness Avhich then cha-

racterised her ! Startling lessons these, in which two or three

portraits bring a whole life before you, and show the fearful

changes in the outward being. ' Our little life is rounded

with a sleep.' Startling, because it reminds how the only

thing that remains permanent is character. I have seen, too,

to-day the original MS. of BeppOj from which the poem was

printed. All such things are curious, and, in certain moods,

prolific of much reflection, or rather feeling. The sweep of

time, the nearness of the farthest off to that Avhich is nearest,

the nothingness of one's ovm existence in that flood of time

—

these are the thoughts which come, and, though very old

ones, very new every time they present themselves, for they

always startle.

The quietude of this place is refreshing, after the inevitable

life en evidence of Brighton, its hurry and its glare. I have

only been a few hours away, and I feel as if I had got back to

the home-hfe of life, and am myself again, with no weight of

weary duty hanging over me, and no necessity of addressing a

crowd of critics Avho are supposed to be before me to be taught;

and yet within three days I shall be there again, in my old

place, and at my old work. I wonder how you will like

those sermons I sent you on the Virgin ; the wiseacres at

Brighton called the first Popery.

Coming in the train to-day, I read in the ' Edinburgh ' a

review of Mrs. Jameson's 'Legends of the Madonna,' and was

startled to find that it expressed, almost in the same words,

what I had said the last two Sundays. Now, as I had held the

same views long, and even preached them years ago, it puzzled

me how the identity could have arisen. At last I recollected

that three years ago, while Mrs. Jameson was preparing her

work, she asked my opinion on the theology of Virgin-

worship, which I gave to her, and which I perfectly remember
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seemed new to her. It has worked in her mind ever since,

and she has published almost my words, perhaps unconscious

of Avhence they came. That this must be so is evident to me
from the reflection that, when the mind is full of any subject,

it is impossible for the most casual remark to fall upon it

without impression and without fructifying. The ' Edinburgh

'

gives her credit for much originality in this view. I am
pretty sure of its true origin, and I am not aware that I got it

from any source except my own reflection. It would be awk-

ward if ever I were inclined to publish those sermons, for it

would be hard to prove that plagiarism was not on my part,

and it would seem u.ngenerous to charge it upon her.

Tell me what you think of the two sermons* on one subject.

They have excited here a good deal of ignorant gossip and

pious horror
;
people shaking their wise heads, and ominously

predicting that I am on my way to Rome. How many ages

would it take to explain what Shakspeare meant by ' the soul

of goodness in things evil '? and how long would it need to

prove, that to say an error rests upon a truth is not quite the

same thing as saying that an error is truth ?

I consider these two as an instalment towards an intention,

long indulged, of going through some of the main doctrines of

Romanism which I consider to be erroneous, and showing

what the corresponding truth is, which the error meant to say.

I do not mean to do this in a way that would satisfy the

learned, but only popularly. I shall leave out all recondite

searchings into Councils and dogmas, and try the matter by

the test of common sense, and what may be called the

spiritual sense, which we surely all possess, more or less—the

best in the highest degree. Such a publication might at least

stir up deeper minds to try the same plan with more success.

» Vol. ii. 247, 265.
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LXV.

Your question on the subject is not full enough fcr me to

be sure that I am replying to what you want to know. A
person can believe in a fact or a being whose nature he cannot

comprehend—as, for instance, in God, or in vegetation, or in

life—but no one can believe a proposition the terms of which

are unknown to him. For example, ' Three persons are one

God.' Unless he knows what ' person ' means, he cannot be-

lieve that, because he attaches no meaning whatever, or else a

false one, to the assertion. And it is preposterous to say he

must believe it as a mystery, because the Church says it ; for

all that he does in that case is to suspend his judgment on a

subject of which he knows nothing, and to say, ' The Church

knows all about it, but I have not the smallest conception

what it is she knows.' So, for instance, a mathematician sa^'s

to me, an ignoramus, * The velocities of planets vary inversely

as the squares of their distances. Presumptuous sceptic ! don't

you believe that ? ' ' Well,' I reply, ' I dare say you are

right—nay, I believe you are ; but I cannot say I believe that

long sentence, because I do not understand what it means.'

* Dolt ! idiot ! believe without understanding.' ' Well, wise

sir, I will. " The inverse squares of the planets "—no, how

is it ?
—" The velocities of planets vary inversely," &c.' ' Quite

right—good and orthodox scholar. Now do you believe in

Abracadabra ?
'

* Sir, do you ?
'

' Yes.' ' Then, so do I.'

But what is Abracadabra ? ' 'Never mind that—believe.'

All that is simple nonsense. No man can beheve that the

earth goes round the sun, unless he knows what that propo-

sition is, and what is the meaning of ' earth,' ' round the

sun ;

' but once knowing this, he may believe it, though it is

contrary to the evidence of his senses, and though he does not

understand how or why it is.

Apropos of believing in things which we do not under-
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stand, a Tractarian was in Trinity when I preached on

Mariolatry. ' I did not agree,' said he afterwards, ' Avith

Robertson. Woman—woman ! I do not "understand what

woman is.' I sent him a message, to say that I have been

exactly in the same predicament all my life.

Just returned from Earnley. I found the shooting experi-

ment useless, in consequence of the hard frost having frozen up

all the streams
;

so, after two days' hard walking, in which I

saw five snipes, shot two, and two plover, I thought that even

Nimrod's ghost would absolve me from faintheartedness if I

gave up the attempt as hopeless. However, I spent an ex-

ceedingly pleasant evening with Mr. L , and drank a glass

or two of Mrs. L 's orange-wine with a good grace. He
is possessed of intelligence quite uncommon in that line of life

—I mean the agricultural—and is reckoned the best farmer in

the neighbourhood. I should have learned something if I

could have, with decency and the excuse of sport, stayed

longer. As it was, I dived into the mysteries of 'shoulder

drains,' ' wedge drains,' and ' tile drains.' He has been for

years a free-trader, but is very anxious for the repeal of the

malt-tax. He says that if you were to offer him a return of

500Z. of rent, and as an equivalent the repeal of the malt-tax

were proposed, he would sacrifice the rent without hesitation.

He gave me a very lucid account of his view of Sir R. Peel's

currency measure some years ago, which he said was a loss of

05. in the pound to the farmer. According to him, the

farmers have been very illused, but he is very cheerful about

it. I said— ' But the brewers say the repeal of the malt-tax

would be unfelt by the consumers
;

consequently more beer

would not be purchased, and the farmers would gain nothing.

Is that true ? ' He replied that some years ago, when the duty

on salt existed, there were salt-basins all along this coast

—
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Bognor, Selsea, and two other places between this and Ports-

mouth. But when the tax was taken off, no one thought it

worth while to make salt. ' How Avas that ?
'

' Why,
the makers ran (smuggled) a large proportion, and so managed

to gain all the tax in addition to the profit.' ' Do you mean
that that is the reason why the maltsters now are against the

repeal, because they pocket a part of the tax ? ' 'I know they

do,' said he.

He is a good churchman, makes all his labourers go re-

gularly, and is firmly but modestly opposed to Calvinism and

Tractarianism. Before the present incumbent, there was one

who Avrote him a note, very civilly expostulating with him for

not turning to the altar, and even turning from it to the light

to read his prayer-book, and if he would not do it on principle,

to do it for his sake. Mr. L replied, quietly, that if he

did not do it for the honour of the Creator, he certainly would

not for His creature. But not knowing the matter a fond, and

conscious that it was with him a vague feeling, he asked a

neighboiu-ing clergyman where he could gain information on

all such subjects. ' I do not like,' said he, ' to know nothing,

and the clergyman to know all.' The book prescribed was

Milner's ' Church History,' and he spent the winter in reading

that long book right through, and, as his memory is good, has

forgotten nothing of it.

The house is a capital one—too good, he says, for a farm-

house—with cellars, Avhich he turns into a dairy. I slept in

a good comfortable room and capital bed, and nothing could

exceed his efforts to be hospitable in the hearty old English

way. The farm is liable to overflowing floods, which is con-

sidered in the terms of the lease—low in consequence. He
told me of his dismay in seeing the tide once come poiu-ing

over the barrier, which it at last swept away, and flooded the

Avhole fami, regular billows going over his sown land up to the

house. It went doANTi, and, though the barrier was gone, did

not rise the next tide beyond its accustomed height. For
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three years after sucli a flood the land is injured, and all the

grass poisoned.

The farming is, even to an ignoramus, visibly admirable

;

draining going on in every direction
;

hedges, or rather

fences, unbroken ; no useless expense
;
living plain and simple

;

no foreign wines :
' I like them, but they are not fit for us

farmers in these days.' Beer, and home-made wines, costing

sixpence per bottle, and cherry-rum, almost indistinguishable

from cherry-brandy, but saving very many shillings per

gallon : these were the beverages of that hospitable home. I

wonder what an Irish squireen would say, or would once have

said, to this.

I walked all day yesterday and to-day on the thick snow and

half-frozen streams alone, with little enjoyment, haunted by

miserable thoughts, dispirited, hopeless—feeling the bleak

sunshine and the distant bellowing of the sea as if they were

the visible type and audible echo of life, with its disappoint-

ments and its shocks ! It was a relief to be alone. It was

strange, but L 's graphic account of the desolate spectacle

of the flooding tide which he had stood to witness seemed to

me as if it were the wraith of the feelings I had experienced

;

and in the bewilderment the two got mixed, and I could not

at certain moments distinguish which was the dream and

which the reality, or be certain that he was not narrating

objectively what I had already seen or felt in ecstasy or vision.

I shall never forget those strange days : the sweep of desolate

plain, the glaring snow, the bleak sunshine without wind, the

frozen streams—the rushes without the usual life of birds

springing from them, which one expects—the sea-roar, the

lifelessness of all—the stillness which was not relief, and the

sounds which were not expression, all combined to image

that ' Death in life, the days that are no more.'

Mr. 's irreverence about the Fire is very like that

school of Evangelicalism. I must do them the justice to
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say that that is not the fault of them all : jNIr. here, for

instance, is solemn enough ; Mr. P told me of his being

asked out to wine at college, and replying with sepulchral

solemnity, ' I am seiHous.^ That false notion of a peculiar

flivouritism which they have with God, unshared by others,

gives them that familiarity. The view which I believe to be

the true one of baptism, declaring Sonship the right of all,

' mine, because I am a man,' is the only thought which I

think an eiFectual antidote.

The letter I received from that lady is in earnest, so far as

it goes; only that fatal facility of strong words expresses

feeling which will seek for itself no other expression. Those

resolves to study, to be serious, religious, &c., are such as

might have been made at John the Baptist's baptism—

a

solemn call to a new life ; and followed by serious and earnest

effort, they would in such a case have been well, but uttered

at the outset of a London season, they will pass off in the first

polka, and do much more harm than if they had never been

made. She believes or means what she says, but the very

vehemence of the expression injures her, for really it ex-

presses the penitence of a St. Peter, and would not be below

the mark if it were meant to describe the bitter tears with

which he bewailed his crime ; but when such language is used

for trifles, there remains nothing stronger for the awful crises

of human life. It is like Draco's code—death for larceny,

and there remains for parricide or treason only death.

LXVL
Last night I spent at home ; I meant to dedicate the time to

writing, but I was in a mood too dark and hopeless to venture.

The exhaustion of Sunday remained ; I tried light reading in

vain. At last Charley came in from school, and I made him

do his Latin exercise before me ; all the while I kept my eyes

fixed on that engraving of the head of Christ by Leonardo
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da Vinci, which I have had framed, and felt the calm majesty

of the countenance by degrees exerting an influence over me,

which was sedative. Then I made him read over, slowly, the

Beatitudes, and tried to fix my mind and heart upon them,

and believe them
;

explaining them to him afterwards, and

to myself as I went on. ' Blessed are'—not the successful,

but the poor ' in spirit.' * Blessed,' not the rich, nor the

admired, nor the fashionable, nor the happy, but ' the meek

and the pure in heart, and the merciful.' They fell upon my
heart like music. Then I thought I would just read a little

of Golding Bird's volume of ' Natural Philosophy,' in order to

brace the mind and add tone to harmony ; but the effort had

been too great, and after reading some twenty or thirty pages,

I fell asleep, and woke again.

To-day I have spent in the Town Hall, in the midst of a

tumultuous meeting. We are trying to get the Health of

Towns Act introduced into Brighton. Demagogues, whose

interest will be injured by it, are stirring up the working

classes against it. It was an odd sight—as the mob always

is

—

Thou many-headed monster thing,

Oh ! who would wish to be thy king ?

At the root of the whole matter, as usual, lay selfishness and

ignorance. One respectable man said to me, in reply to my
observation, that modern science had discovered the cause of

epidemics, &c., in want of cleanliness-, undrained houses, &c.

' Why, sir, if these are injurious in 1853, 1 want to know why

they were not injurious in 1800 ? ' ' Suppose,' said I, ' they

were, and suppose in former ages, when people wisely attri-

buted the plague to the poisoning of wells by doctors, there

were some other very simple reason which they really did not

know ? ' The truth is, the knowledge of this enlightened age

is the knowledge of a few—the many are as dark as they were

ages back.

I enclose one sheet of a letter from Lady Byron, containing
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strictures upon my 'Lecture on Wordsworth.' They are

erroneous, because she misunderstands my meaning, which I

had not sufficiently developed. I maintarin that the localising

of Deity of which he speaks was only that which an affec-

tionate imagination does in reference to the presence of any

loved person ; an act which has only reference to his or her

own mode of conceiving that presence—as Avhen a relic or

keepsake is preserved, or a chair felt to be sacred. An en-

larged mind in such a case localises safely, because it is

in no danger of confounding its own modes of viewing and

realising with an actual presence there. It knows that there

is a presence, but only suggested, not inherent. A limited

intellect confuses its own necessary helps with an actual some-

thing external to itself, and the spirit of the loved one is

supposed to be there. So in Wordsworth's High Churchism,

I maintain it was due in him only to the poet's creative poAver.

He felt a relief in associating God, the personal, with definite

places and acts; but Wordsworth never merged God's in-

definite in those conceptions : vulgar High Churchism

does.

What Lady Byron says of the apparent contradiction to my
views of the pi ogress from Judaism to Christianity, in

Wordsworth's progress, viz. that the former was from the

localised to the illimitable, the latter the converse, is only true

in appearance. All human education does not follow the

same exact coiirse ; nay, it may begin in one case at the

opposite extreme from what it does in the other. The great

question is, ' Do they end in the same at last ? ' I think

Wordsworth's mind at first lacked the conception of person-

ality. It was added afterwards ; and if this reverse method of

procedure Avere unlawful, how could a man Avho sets out with

jDantheism ever come to truth ? He cannot follow the Jewish

order, which I admit is the more natural one, as existing in

the order of thought by which childhood passes into manhood.

* * % * ft. % *
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The historian I mainly meant in speaking of national decline

was Arnold. But do not misunderstand me. I do not say I

respect long ancestry much ; I only say the prestige is a valuable

one, and more spiritual than the power of wealth ; and also,

that having a character to support, frequently insures a

character, so that there are certainly virtues which are essen-

tially aristocratic. But when it is remembered that the purer

the ' blood ' is, and the less mixed, the more certain is the de-

terioration physically and morally, and also that the regenera-

tion of a people never yet came from its aristocracy, there can

be no doubt that while our sympathies cling to the past, and

while we feel that, in the past, hereditary rank has done a great

part, it is impossible to hide the fact that the passing away of

it is not an unmixed cause of regret. Blood, so far as it re-

presents real worth, is much to be desired for its prestige ; but

when the prestige is gone, blood, with its feeblenesses and

faults, is not to me an object of respect at all—at least, I mean

in the individual cases.

What can ennoble sots, or fools, or cowards ?

Alas ! not all the blood of all the Howards

!

It is a thing that has been, that will never be again—a thing

that once did a work, and now has no more work to do. I

honour old Greece, and the old Greek work ; but I have not

the smallest respect for a modern Peloponnesian or Athenian,

though he had in his veins the unblemished descent of Ari-

stides, or Solon, or Lycurgus.

LXVII.

To-day I walked to Lewes with H over the Downs,

and home by the road. The walk to Lewes was a stiff one, for

the hills were wet from the scarcely-melted snow, and on the

north sides they were hard with frost, so that we slipped about

considerably. We did it, however, all the way at a racing
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pace—there and back in three hours and a half. I took a hot

bath in my own room directly on my arrival, and feel con-

siderably refreshed—the brain clearer, and at this moment all

my nature sinking into a natural and healthy weariness such

as has not come to me for a long time. It is wonderful how

views of life depend upon exercise and right management of

the physical constitution. Nor is this, rightly looked at, any

cause for perplexity, though it seems so at first ; for though

you might be inclined to view it as a degradation of our

higher nature to find it so dependent upon the lower, and hope

and faith and energy resultant from a walk or early hours

—

yet, in fact, it is only a proof that all the laws of our manifold

being are sacred, and that disobedience to them is punished

by God. And the punishment in one department of our

nature of the transgressions committed in the other—as, for

instance, when mental gloom comes from uncleanliness or

physical inertia, and, on the other hand, where ill-health

ensues from envy or protracted doubt—is but one of many

instances of the law of vicarious suffering. We are, as it

were, two, and one suffers by what the other does.

LXVIIL

As to the ' History of England,' Lingard's is very good
;
dry,

however, and on all Roman Catholic questions not to be de-

pended upon. It appears to me that the history of England is

a subject too enormous to attempt to teach a child. I would

rather select some salient points ; for example, the reign of

Alfred,—then the Norman Conquest. Thierry might be ex-

tracted for this with Lingard. The times intermediate between

this and Henry VIII. I would teach by some abridgment

;

for his reign I would take Lingard, and Blunt on the Refor-

mation. Mary, in Miss Strickland, who leans, however, imduly

to her, as you will see by the ' Westminster,' when I send it.
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Elizabeth's is very important— Lingard ; for the Charles'

reigns, Guizot, and Mackintosh and Fox, though the two latter

might be dispensed with. Then Macaulay for the E(^volution.

In this, or some such way, a course of English history might

be gone through, in a calculated number of months, and

mastered. The intervals might be filled in in after-years.

But, taken as a whole, English history becomes to most

minds either a string of dates and names, with no principle

of national life traced out, or else a dreary continent of mud.

For French history, I would content myself with Sir James

Stephen's lectures and Sismondi's history, abridged by himself

in three volumes ; but I would not be induced to teach more

until these were mastered.

In Oxford four years are spent in preparing about fourteen

books only for examination ; but this is only a partial repre-

sentation of the matter, for those fourteen books have been the

subject of school-work for years. These are made text-books,

read, re-read, digested, worked, got up, until they become

part and parcel of the mind; about four histories, three or

four philosophical works, four poets, and two or three miscel-

laneous works. These are the choice master-works of two

languages, and whoever has mastered them is a scholar indeed.

By C 's letter to you I see she is reading Southey's

' Peninsular War,' and meditating one or two other great works.

At Oxford, Southey's ' Peninsular War ' would take six months

to study, pen in hand, getting up the details of policy, battles,

laws, geography, &c. It is better not to read at all than to

run through such a book. I have got a small popular book on

chemistry, which I am reading now, of IGO pages. I have

read little else for a fortnight ; but then, I could bear an exa-

mination on every law and principle it lays down. Fownes'

' Manual of Chemistry,' a small 8vo., will take me six months,

I calculate ; but then, as a medical man said to me to-day, ' If

you study it in the way you are doing, you will know by that

time more chemistry than nine out of ten of the medical men
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in this town.' I never knew but one or two fast readers, and

readers of many books, whose knowledge was worth anything.

Miss Martineau says of herself that she is the slowest of readers,

sometimes a page in an hour ; but then what she reads she

makes her own. Do impress this on E . Girls read too

much and think too little. I will answer for it that there are

few girls of eighteen who have not read more books than I

have ; and as to religious books, I could count upon my fingers

in two minutes all I ever read— but they are mine. Sir

Erskine Perry said the other day that, a fortnight ago, in a con-

versation with Comte,—one of the most profound thinkers in

Europe—Comte told him that he had read an incredibly small

number of books these last twenty years—I forget how many

—and scarcely ever a review; but then what Comte reads

lies there fructifying, and comes out a living tree, with leaves

and fruit. That multifarious reading weakens the mind more

than doing nothing, for it becomes a necessity at last, like

smoking, and is an excuse for the mind to lie dormant, whilst

thought is poured in and runs through, a clear stream, over un-

productive gravel, on which not even mosses grow. It is the

idlest of all idlenesses, and leaves more of impotency than any

other. I do not give myself as a specimen, for my nervous

energies are shattered by stump oratory, its excitements and

reactions ; but I know what reading is, for I could read once,

and did. I read hard, or not at all—never skimming—never

turning aside to merely inviting books ; and Plato, Aristotle,

Butler, Thucydides, Sterne, Jonathan Edwards, have passed

like the iron atoms of the blood into my mental constitution.

My work is done.—I know and feel it; but what I have

appropriated remains; and if I had not appropriated it so,

there would be no soil now or hereafter to grow anything on

even for appearance.

VOL. II. P
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LXIX.

An evening of failure. In vain have I tried to work or

think. The only resource at last is to fall back on an old

sermon. This mental powerlessness is becoming fast an alarm-

ing thing
;
memory and grasp are both going ; and with an

incessant call for fresh thought, this feeling is a more than

ordinarily painful one.

I have done all I can to throw off this impotency of mind

and will, and this growing coldness of a species of despair,

by long walks, cold baths, and complete change of study—by
taking up chemistry and natural philosophy again. Such

studies bring a different class of faculties into play from those

exercised in my own work, and so rest the overtasked ones

;

but as yet I feel no benefit.

Mrs, V read to me 's letter about the Wordsworth

lecture. Yes, indeed, if I had not been a parson ; but what

Mr. speaks of as the alternative in this case, the being

heard of in the world, would be a poor thing to have won.

What I long for is work that I can do in love, without meet-

ing the rancour and the bitterness and the malignant slanders

which I rouse on every side. It is a bitter thought that this

is the only visible result of efforts that have been long weary-

ing life.

How rare is it to have a friend who will defend you

throughly and boldly ! Mr. • missed an opportunity of

doing this for me, and has not the courage to do it now as he

ought to do
;
leaving me, in consequence, defenceless against a

slander, though I put the proof into his hands. How indis-

pensable strength is for high goodness—strength moral or in-

tellectual—neither depending necessarily on physical strength !

Yesterday I took a walk beyond Hove with Mr. V . In

the cross-road between the Worthing Road and the Upper
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Itoad we found a crowd behind a hedge, and shoals of women
flocking from Brighton towards the place. On inquiry, we
found that it was the spot where a child was murdered, or

rather its body hidden, two days ago, by its mother, a servant-

girl. The child was six years old, and it is supposed that

she murdered it in order to be unencumbered, and to be able

to go out to Australia. It is very inexplicable to me how

such things exercise an attraction over people, and what can

induce them to take long excursions to see a spot, where no-

thing but the spot is to be seen. How utterly vain it is, with

such an instinct in human nature, to attempt to eradicate the

High Church tendency, the disposition to localise, as I said in

my lecture ! If they cannot guide the feeling and direct it

rightly, all attempts to merely thwart it will be vain.

I have been spending my time in laborious idleness—every

thought I think, and every line I write or read, costing pain,

sometimes acute, and sometimes dull, of brain. I shall not be

able to go on much longer if this continues ; whole tracts of

brain seem to be losing their faculty, and becoming quite

torpid and impotent—memory being the most observable and

the most tormenting. All originating power I have ceased to try

to exercise, on principle, lest it should go entirely. I seem to

myself already in sight of that goal which a London physician,

an American, told me I should reach in due time—organic

collapse of the brain. I have been reading a little chemistry,

by way of change, and am beginning regular experiments in

it ; but then this I cannot work at except for a quarter of an

hour at a time.

A hideous accident occurred to-day at the station. At

7 A.M. a loud explosion shook my house. Some persons took

it for an earthquake. Shortly after I learned that a boiler had

burst, and that much damage was done. I went to the station,

and found an enormous portion of the roof on the Portsmouth

P 2
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line had been blown away, and all the windows of the station,

as well as many in the road above, broken in. I saw three

human bodies reduced to one hideous bleeding mass of frag-

ments—a scalp here, a shoulder there, and a leg or hand in

another place ; one was recognisable, but his face was scalded

like a Eed Indian in colour, and all the skull stove in, one arm

blown off, and the limb shattered ; the other two were torn to

shreds. A leg was blown over the houses into Guildford

Street, and through the windows where two people were

at breakfast
; another, on the other side, towards St. Peter's

Church, into a garden. I will not attempt to describe the

horrible scene minutely, for I never saw anything so humilia-

ting to oixr humanity
;

nothing but a ' knacker's yard ' could

give a conception of it. I thought at once of a French inva-

sion, and of those lines in the ' Siege of Corinth :'

—

Alp turned him from the sickening sight, &c.

just after he had seen the lean dogs beneath the wall

Hold o'er the dead their carnival.

It was a strange contrast to come back again into the busy

town, and see people unconcernedly walking about within a

himdred yards of so much horror ; but I felt there was no-

thing in such a sight to create one religious emotion or resolve,

though it might evoke it if it were in the heart already. Of

themselves such things only tend to harden and degrade, I am
quite sure ; for how can horror, or the thought of death brought

near, make goodness beautiful or God loveable ? I see in

them no natural tendency whatever to convert the heart to

God ; and I can understand how the dissecting-room and the

field of battle may brutalise low natures, at the same time

that they may elevate high ones. Pray read over again, with

reference to this thought, Wordsworth's * Happy Warrior.'
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LXX.

I have spent this evening in reading thoughtfully and medi-

tating on Neander's * Doctrine of St. John,' imbuing my mind

with a tone of thought for Sunday next. I find that to be the

only way in which my mind works. I cannot copy, nor can I

now work out a seed of thought, developing it for myself. I

cannot light my own fire ; but whenever I get my fire lighted

from another life, I can carry the living flame as my own into

other subjects which become illuminated in the flame. Me-
chanical composition of any kind is out of my power, always

was. It is wonderful how powerless I am, except as working

from life. Even memory seems extinguished when the heart's

life is not in play ; and any inspiration brings out its invisible

traces again, as fire brings out the colours of sympathetic inks

on paper. Unhappily, of late, such life cannot be as once

—

seemingly, at least—self-kindled. I need a foreign influence

to imbue my mind with some other great mind, till the crea-

tive power rises in the glow. All, therefore, that I can volun-

tarily effect is to bring myself intentionally and purposely

within the sphere of such influences as can kindle; only they

become fewer every month ; and their power to inspire is

more uncertain and more dependent upon outward circum-

stances and seeming chance.

Did I tell you of a practical solution in part of the question

as to what the influence of pictures may be religiously ? I

took the * Leonardo ' up to my room some weeks ago, on a

Sunday night. The next morning I awoke tired, and felt

inclined to dawdle away my time in bed ; but that calm,

dignified look, bent down from my mantelpiece, absolutely

rebuked me, and made it impossible. It is true, the impression

would have worn off" before a second experiment could have

been fairly tried.
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Eodney House, Cheltenham : April 15.

I am truly glad you like Humboldt's letters so much. How-

necessary for appreciation of a book, scene, picture, society, is

a certain previous adaptation of the frame of mind ! Do you

remember how little you cared for that book the first time of

reading it in a smaller form ? Experience, added light, and

the aspect given by events which no purpose or control could

have arranged, have given it now fresh meaning and made it

a new book.

The difference which you remark between the moral effects

of those two places is curious. The contemplative genius loci

of the one I can comprehend, though it always impelled me to

action, exercise, and excursions ; but the activity-exciting

spirit of the other place I less readily can conceive. There is

a certain sombreness there which rather invites to sadness,

unless you rush to action in self-defence ; and perhaps the air of

civilisation reminds you there that you are in a w^orld where the

law is. Be busy about something. Now in a state of savagery

or anywhere that the march of contrivance and the teeming

numbers of population urging to industry are shut out, life can

more readily become a dream—a melancholy, but tender, and

not rude dream.

Here in this place I find much altered : most of my intimate

acquaintances are gone, married, buried, or estranged.

LXXI.
Cheltenham.

Light reading and visiting old acquaintances have been my
sole occupation here. I have finished 'Ruth' and 'Villette,'

and several of Sir Walter Scott's, and am much struck by the

marked difference between the fiction of his day and ours

;

the effect produced is very opposite. From those of Scott

you rise with a vigorous, healthy tone of feeling ; from the

others, with that sense of exhaustion and a weakness which
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comes from feeling stirred up to end in nothing. Scott's nar-

ratives run smoothly on with a profusion of information

respecting the outer life of the days which he describes—the

manners, customs, dress, modes of thought, and general feeling;

but you have no glances into the inner life—no throes and

convulsions of conscience—no conflicts of Duty with Inclina-

tion—no mysteries of a soul treading wilfully ? or compelled

by circumstances, the dangerous, narrow border-land between

right and wrong. Partly this is accounted for by the fact that

in his stirring times life was an outer thing, and men were not

forced into those mysterious problems which are pressing for

solution now ; and partly by another fact, that women have

since then taken the lead in the world of literature, and im-

parted to fiction a new character. They are trying to ahorder

questions which men had looked upon as settled; and this

might have been expected, from their being less able to under-

stand or recognise the authority of statute law and conventional

moralities than men, and much less disposed to acknowledge

their eternal obligation, and also much more quick to feel the

stirring laws of nature—mysterious, dim, but yet in their way,

even more sacred. The result of this has been that questions

which men would rather have left imexamined, or else ap-

proached with coarseness, are now the staple subjects of our

modem fiction—* Jane Eyre,' ' Villette,' 'Euth,' and many
things in Margaret Fuller's writings

;
these, with the works of

several American writers, as Hawthorne, in whom, though

men, the woman movement has worked deeply, are the most

remarkable of our modern novels, and characterise the com-

mencement of an epoch. That great question, how far con-

ventional law is to stifle the workings of inclination, and how
far inclination—supposing it to be sacred and from our higher

nature—is justified in bidding it defiance, what a wide field

that opens ! It is a perilous question, and opens a door for

boundless evil as well as good.

The French writers have said, as usual, with the fidl licence
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of a nation to whom Duty has no meaning, that the door is to

be wide as hell ;
' Evil, be thou my good,' seems to be the

watchword of those that I have read. If they are right, God
is a Being whose existence is as superfluous as a devil's. A
sense of horrible materialism steals over me in reading their

attempts to solve the problem, and the laws of materialism seem

the only ones left to guide man. The * constitution of man

'

must replace the prophets, and a study of the cerebral laws of

organisation sweep away the sanctions both of the Law and the

Gospel. Mesmerism and Electro-biology must take the place

of the New Testament, and les beaux sentiments become our

compass instead of the Book of Life. Happily, the English

novelists have approached the question with purer instincts and

a more severely moral tone—witness ^ Jane Eyre ' and ' Ruth ;

'

and yet they do open the question, and I rejoice to see it

opened : yes, and more—opened by women, for I despair of

men ever doing it with justice. The new divorce law, as pro-

posed, refuses to the woman the right to divorce her husband,

let his crimes be what they may, unless he adds brutal ill-treat-

ment of her to crime. What hope is there from such a social

state of feeling?

The worst, however, of the new tone in novel-writing is that

it sets one thinking in a way that can find no vent in action,

and makes one dissatisfied with existing errors and institutions,

without the slightest possibility of altering them
;
nay, or even

knowing what alteration to desire. The result of this be-

coming general, may, perhaps, produce a restlessness, which

will issue in improvement ;
meantime, each must be content

to bear his share of the unsatisfied restlessness which is here-

after to find such issue.

I am not well ; I am suflfering much, but it is of no use to

talk about it. Nothing can be done except by attacking symp-

toms, and that is useless. The causes are irremediable, and

they must go on working to their consummation.
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LXXII.
Cheltenham;

To-morrow, by the early express, I return to work. I wish

I could take another fortnight, for this rest has only done partial

good. The chief good it has done me is in having showed me
much more of staunch affection, unchilled through six years'

absence, than I supposed was to be found in this light place.

Certainly I have been surprised to find how warmly and truly

many have cherished the remembrance of me. Five men here

I have found steady as steel to the magnet ; and that, out of so

few who remain, is a large number—all laymen.

It is not necessary to say that absence from Brighton is now

impossible for some months to come
;
by August I shall be

thoroughly tired again, I fear,—nay, if I were to search for a

word to exactly express Avhat I feel now, mentally and physi-

cally, I should select ' shattered.' In a literary point of view,

I find Sir Walter Scott the most healthftil restorative of any.

There was no morbid spot in that strong, manly heart and

nature.

Brighton.

What a valuable gift it is to be able to take up the thread of

thought as if it had never been broken ! Scott had it. He
would dictate two novels and to two amanuenses at once.

With me a broken flow of thought will not gush again.

I began with my mind fiill of thoughts. Now, after a long

interruption, I feel exhausted and dissipated : the thing is gone

from me, as the simple writers of early days expressed it.

Moreover, the splitting headache has come back again ; it re-

turned on Saturday, as soon as I began to work; and on

Sunday I could scarcely see for pain. I only took the morning

pulpit, and preached an old Cheltenham sermon. All the

evening I spent lying on the ground, my head resting on a

chair.

I have been reading 'My Novel'— the first volume only as

yet—the only work in the form of a tale I ever read which
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succeeded in introducing moral and political discussion, and

even making the work practical by their introduction, without

being tedious, tempting the reader to skip the politics and

take the story ; even ' Coningsby ' failed in this. * My Novel

'

weaves the tale and the doctrines inseparably together, and in

a really masterly way. The discussion of the Parson and

Riccabocca with Linney respecting the pamphlet with the

motto ' Knowledge is power,' is very clever and interesting.

The book breathes a sound, healthy tone of feeling, very dif-

ferent from Bulwer Lytton's earlier works. For instance, in

page 204 :
' He had been brought up from his cradle in simple

love and reverence for the Divine Father and the tender

Saviour—Whose life, beyond all record of human goodness

—

"Whose death, beyond all epics of mortal heroism, no being

whose infancy has been taught to supplicate the Merciful and

adore the Holy—yea, even though his later life may be en-

tangled amid the storms of dissolute pyrrhonism—can ever

hear reviled and scoflfed without a shock to the conscience and

a revolt to the heart.'

Bulwer's mental career is a very peculiar one. Generally

minds exhaust themselves—the wines first, the lees afterwards;

witness Sir Walter Scott after many yearsx But his was a

strong nature. Commonly the indications of running dry, or

repeating old views and character under new forms, show

themselves after one or two works : in the lady novelists this

is very conspicuously so—so too in Hawthorne ; in the volu-

minous James, of course. But here is Bulwer coming out

with his last two novels as fresh and different from each other,

and as racy and original, as if he had never written anything

before.

LXXIH.

My dear ,—I have read gratefully your most eloquent

letter ; but for the life of me I cannot make out the exact
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practical upshot of it. Bejond the direction to consult a

'finger-post physician,' I read it through again and again for

guidance in vain.

Well, as to that, I have not been so foolish as not to have

done it long ago. I paid three guineas, foolishly, to three

leading London physicians for an opinion. The first ( )

prescribed, I forget what—some hash or other ; the second

threatened ' organic collapse of the brain,' and refused to pre-

scribe anything save entire and total cessation from the pulpit

for Hfe. The third ( ) recommended lettuce!

Here, Taylor recommended opiates. AUen Whitehouse, a

man I have profound confidence in, says that all medicaments

in my case are charlatanry. In Cheltenham, the only man I

would trust in this particular case was away. A personal

friend, a homoeopathic physician, amused himself with giving

me microscopic points of aconite, to my benevolent enjoyment

of his credulity. They can do nothing, and they all tell me so
;

only they disagree as to the amount of danger. One hinted

idiotcy. Others advise relaxed toil. Now, as I cannot toil, and

do so no longer, this advice is in vain.

A curious circumstance occurred yesterday. A member of

the Trinity congregation, a chemist, fancied galvanism would

do me good, and kindly offered his battery for my use one hour

a day. I called to thank him and decline the offer. But in

conversation he persuaded me just to go and look at his appa-

ratus. I took the ends of the wire, completed the circuit, and

experienced the usual pleasurable tingling. Then holding it

in one hand, and he holding the other wire in his, he touched

the back of my head and neck, where I have lately felt pain and

numbness. Not a sensation did it elicit, though the spot which

is generally, he says, most sensitive. Then he touched my
forehead. It was but for a second. Instantly a crashing pain

shot through as if my skull was stove in, and a bolt of fire were

burning through and through. I sprang to my feet, stood for

a second or two wild with pain, and then sank down, and should
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have had another ladylike swoon, if he had not run to the shop

and fetched some poignant aromatic. He seemed much as-

tonished, frightened, and perplexed at what had taken place.

I was not surprised. I knew that something was wrong there.

Allen thinks nothing organically as yet (I have not told him

this), but the sensations are very strange and startling which

I experience in twenty-four hours. It has nothing to do with

* tic,' which always attacks the chest, &c. &c. The worst

sensation now is numbness in the neck.

You will perhaps think me a hypochondriac. But a man
who knits his teeth together in solitude for hours, without a

groan, in torture, and is guilty of nothing effeminate except

fainting, and upon whose life a sentence of death for to-morrow

would scarcely bring any other words than Nunc dimittis^ is

hardly hypochondriacal. Nevertheless, it is my conviction that

my work is done. I do not mean my life ; that may drag on

for many years to come ; but all that makes life worth the

having, and which certainly I had once

—

power. What would

you have me do ? I go through as little work as possible, nor

could I diminish except by totally giving up. Give up I

cannot, because I cannot afford it
;
among other reasons, my

generous congregation have munificently put funds at my dis-

posal which will enable me to provide a curate's assistance for

two years—so that is a great step, and I have thought it right

to accept their offer. But I acknowledge that the sensations

of brain by day and night now are so new, strange, and un-

natural, that I feel they have only contrived, by their kindness,

to keep among them a worn-out Chelsea pensioner, with leave

to wear a red coat, and play at shouldering arms.

You mistook me in thinking I did not sympathise. A few

years ago, when I felt less, you would have been more satisfied,

when the eyes showed moisture, the voice emotion, and when

I had a gentler manner and a more ready show of responding

to what was expected. Now, a certain amount of iron has

got into my blood ; and a sardonic sentence often conceals
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the fact that I wince to the very quick from something that

has gone home.

Oh, many a shaft at random sent

Finds mark the archer Httle meant

!

I no longer wear my heart upon my sleeve, ' for daws to

peck at.' But there is not a conversation, there is not a book

I read, there is not a visit I pay, that does not cut deep traces

in the ' Calais ' of my heart.

LXXIV.

I answer some of your questions : 1 Cor. ix. 27. * Cast-

away.' The meaning is—Lest after having preached to others

the doctrine of self-abridgment of indulgences in things

lawful, I myself should fail when put to the test
;

literally,

should be that which will not stand proof The advice to abs-

tain from things lawful, he gave them in the 8th chapter

—

see verses 9 and 13
;
then, in chapter 9, he shows that he had

only done what he advised; he had a right to a wife (verse 5),

and a right to be supported by pay ; but he had abridged

himself of both these rights (though every principle of the

Old Testament, chapter ix. 8 . . . 13, 14, established

his right), simply in order to be beyond suspicion and gain

the more to Christ. Eead the two chapters 8 and 9 as one

argument, and the whole will become intelligible. ' If there

be any virtue:'— ' if,' &c., is not an oddly-constructed phrase

;

it is purely classical Greek. It means whatever is virtuous,

praiseworthy, &c., think upon such things. An old poet

writes, ' nor if old Anacreon wrote aught sportively has time

destroyed it.' He does not mean to hazard a doubt, but

simply to say, whatever Anacreon wrote is undestroyed. It is

a Greek idiom, and only sounds curious in English.

You would not like 's preaching. It is not what it

was once—concise, sinewy, masculine, and clear as crystal,
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defying any listener to suspend attention. He has degenerated

into verbiage ; and in the last sermon I heard, he took ten

minutes to say what three sentences might have settled. He
has lost his power, which was once the greatest I ever knew.

The sentimental people of his congregation attribute it to an

increase in spirituality ; but it is, in truth, a falling-off of

energy of grasp. I heard four sermons from him with

scarcely four thoughts, and much absolutely false logic. But

how can a man preach for ten years without exhausting him-

self, or else pandering to popularity ? Talk, talk, talk for ever,

and no retreat to fructifying silence !

That is a well-put criticism you quote respecting Currer

Bell. Her talk is of duty, her sympathies lie with passion.

And the dangers of that style of composition are great ; but

she never blinks the question of right and wrong, and her

right is of a stern order, though her wrong may be very

tempting. La point of power she is a giant to the authoress

of * Kuth,' but her book is less sweet and human.

Poor ! how bounded every life seems, judged as

we judge
;
yet the results are for ever ; and as it has been

again and again declared, the deepest philosophy in the uni-

verse is repeated in every cubic inch, and all the laws of the

ocean in a cup of tea—why not be satisfied, then, with the

cup of tea whose sphere is not absolutely ilHmitable ?

LXXV.

I have found pain a humbling thing, and, what surprises me,

certainly not a souring one. Many and many an hour have I

spent lately incapable of even conceiving enjoyment or plea-

siu'e, and feeling as if youth and hope were settling down into

premature decrepitude, my very limbs having shrunk to the

dimensions of Shakspeare's lean and slippered pantaloon ; and

yet I am grateful to say that not for years has the feeling been

so true or mixed with so little bitterness— * not as I will.'
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On Sunday, after service, a lady came up to me whom I had

known in the very outset of my ministry. She talked with

me of the past ; and then said, with tears, ' But, oh, you are

so changed in mind, it is quite heart-aching to hear you

preach : it was no longer the bright, happy Mr. Robertson.'

The truth is, I had been preaching on St. Paul's thorn in

the flesh, and this would partly account for what she remarked.

Yet conversation ^vith her brought back those days at Win-

chester strongly, and I felt that she was right, and that the

shadows of life had settled down. Y^et is not this the common

experience for the first four-fifths of life at least ?

Knowledge comes, but Wisdom lingers, and he bears a laden breast,

Full of sad experience moving towards the stillness of his rest.

LXXYI.

I must acknowledge the truth of what you say in the main,

that I do not admire any one who is not in robust health. Of

course I must bate a little exaggeration in the form of state-

ment ; but I acknowledge that I think health more beautiful

than ill-health, and a normal state more pleasant than an ab-

normal. There may be some apparent exceptions to the rule,

as in the case of recovery from illness there is a certain

delicacy which is very attractive ; but then it is the first Ruiih

of health that gives the beauty, just like that which makes

spring more interesting than summer. Still it is not merely

delicacy that is beautiful, but delicacy pervaded by health and

conquered by it—life in its first fresh rising, like a new child-

hood ; but I acknowledge that I cannot acquire the sickly

taste of admiring the dehcacy of ill-health. Beauty, in my
eyes, depends much upon association ; and delicacy that calls

up one's knowledge of morbid anatomy, and suggests the

thought of disordered functions, and abnormal states, and

physicians' attendance, never affects me with a sense of beauty.
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This may be an unfashionable view, but I am certain it is

a sound and healthy one, fresh from Nature's heart. The

other taste is of the same family as that which makes the

Chinese admire feet quashed into smallness. I admire refine-

ment in a female form ; but the moment that it appears as

the result of ill-health, I reject it as a counterfeit. For this

reason I cannot even admire the hectic of consumption ; it

puts me in mind at once of glaring eyes and panting breath,

and I see what will be. I have a fastidiousness of taste in

this respect, almost painful, and I acknowledge that I admire

the beauty which God made—health—immeasurably above

the counterfeit which man procures. A country girl, modest

and neat, is not my heau ideal of beauty ; but I admire her

far more than a pale, languid girl of fashion, just as I like

brown bread better than bled-white veal ; but I think you

are much mistaken if you mean by delicacy that I do not

admire refinement. I cannot admire anything that reminds

one of the ' mould above the rose,' and forces upon one the

question, whether an allopathic or homoeopathic druggist could

best get rid of that delicate look. I delight not in anything

unnatural or diseased. Lord Byron has well described this

unhealthy taste about beauty, in his description of the Spanish

ladies, as compared with the ' languid, wan, and weak ' forms

of others.

I rejoice that you like "Wordsworth's ' Life.' Badly and

coldly as it is written, the extracts from his own letters give

some insight into his inner life. And it seems to me, in read-

ing lives, the question too often is, whether it be one which in

all respects answers our ideal of a life ; whereas the question

ought to be, whether it has strongly exhibited some side or

other of our manifold and many-sided life. I am satisfied

with One life—with One ideal, and I read all others to under-

stand that, by illustration or contrasts of their whole to parts

of it. Now Wordsworth throws some light on its purely con-

templative side. The life of Action and Sacrifice is wanting,
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but I can find those in various forms—in Wellington's life, or

women's, &c.

My life for the last few weeks has been one of perpetual

pain—forced to work, and forced to mix with people, and to

talk when it has taken me actually, only two days ago, an hour

and a quarter to crawl, by back streets, from Kemp Town, in

suffering all the way ; and now at this moment languor makes

me stop in writing after every third line. If my congregation

had not come forward so generously, and if I had not received

so many letters fuU of kindness, containing expressions of pain

and regret about my looks, &c., I should, I verily think, have

given up work entirely, so hardly does it press upon me, and

so much that is painful have I had to submit to. But their

warmth has settled the question and left me no alternative, and

I must work on as long as I have strength for it.

VOL. 11. Q
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CHAPTER IV.

JUNE, JULY, AUGUST, 1S53.

Mr, Eobertson leaves Trinity Chapel for ever—The Controversy

with the Vicar of Brighton—The last sad Months—His Death

and Burial.

THE last few monttis of Mr. Robertson's life were

not passed in peace. A blow was dealt him by one

to whom his courtesy had been invariable, and dealt

him at a time when its stroke was fatal. The Rev.

H. M. Wagner, the Vicar of Brighton, refused, from

personal pique against Mr. Tower, to allow of his no-

mination as curate to Trinity Chapel, unless under con-

ditions which Mr. Robertson refused even to propose to

Mr. Tower. There was nothing for Mr. Robertson to do

but submit; but that submission hastened his death.

It was imperative that he should have rest. In his

letter to the Vicar he urged not only his friend's cause,

but the opinion of the doctors, that without help his own

health must finally give way. The Vicar replied that

his objection was conscientious and final ; and yet this

objection rested on the single circumstance that two

years before Mr. Tower had resisted the Vicar's will, not

on a religious, but on a financial question. ' You will

agree with me,' writes Mr. Robertson in his published

letter to the Conimittee, *that this conduct leaves me
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without an alternative. I will not trust myself to cha-

racterise it as I feel it, for strong sense of wrong makes

a man prone to use strong words. It is enough to say

quietly, using the mildest terms which are consistent

with truth, that by a discourteous and ungenerous ex-

ercise of legal power, and by the rude manner in which

I was personally treated and of which I have said no-

thing in this letter, the Vicar has put it out of my
power to offer another nominee, or to accept any favours

at his hands. I owe this both to my friend's character

and to myself. There remains for me nothing but to

go on with my work single-handed as long as I am able.'

Undeterred by the tone of this letter, Mr. Wagner

wrote to ask Mr. Eobertson to name another curate.

This proposition was the last stroke. It was answered

by the following dignified and forcible refusal.

60 Montpelier Road: June 22, 1853.

Reverend Sir,—I Lave to acknowledge the receipt of your

note of the 18th inst., in which you recommend me to present

another nominee for your approval, and offer to find some one

to supply his place till appointed.

I regret that I cannot reciprocate the bland tone of this last

communication ; for I confess that patronising offers of lavour

seem to me out of place, Avhen that which is asked for, and still

peremptorily refused, is the redress of a \\Tong. And I regret

to find that you view the matter between us, your own part in

it in particular, in a much more light and easy way than that

in which any one else will see it. Suffer me to be explicit

;

for the forbearance of my first letter having been unappre-

ciated, I am compelled to speak English that cannot be mis-

understood.

Q 2
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I cannot offer another nominee ; nor is it in my power to

accept at your hands the favour of any aid such as you offer.

I will examine, first, the objection against Mr. Tower, and

how far it is possible for me to pass smoothly by the rejection

of my friend, and receive a favour from his rejector.

The charge, as I collect it from your words, assumes two

shapes :

—

1. Unbecoming behaviour in interfering with the affairs

of the Lewes Deanery Branch of the Society for Promoting

Christian Knowledge—a society established in your parish.

2. Unbecoming conduct towards yourself.

"With respect to the first, it must be remembered that,

though Brighton be the head-quarters of the Branch Society,

and the Vicar of Brighton at present chairman, it is not a

Brighton society, but one belonging to the whole Deanery of

Lewes, and that, as a clergyman of the Deanery, and member

of the Committee, Mr. Tower had an equal right with yourself

to move any measure he thought right. It is as incorrect to

imply that he interfered witli a parochial society, or the pre-

rogatives of the Vicar of Brighton, as it is unjust to insinuate

that, as a curate, he took too much upon him. The country

clergy gave him—he did not assume—a leading part in the

discussion, because he was furnished with considerable in-

formation fi'om the Parent Society.

2ndly. With respect to Mr. Tower's personal conduct to

yourself An overwhelming majority of the Committee— all,

indeed, I believe, except those who are bound by some personal

tie to yourself, and, therefore, perhaps naturally, feel with you

—are prepared to assert that Mr. Tower's conduct on those

occasions was that ofa Christian and a gentleman. If necessary,

I shall call for that testimony. I could call for more, but I

have no wish for recrimination.

For the question is not, after all, whether Mr. Tower spoke

warmly to you, or you to him, nor whether Mr. Tower was

right or wrong in the course which he at least pursued con-
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scientiously ; but the question is, whether that course was

sufficient ground for permanent unforgivingness on your part,

and whether such offences as a personal difference with your-

self, and interference in a favourite society of your own, ad-

mitting them to have existed to their fullest extent, are just

grounds for the rejection of one whom you yourself admit to

be in conduct and doctrine an exemplary Christian minister.

No bishop would exclude from his diocese on such grounds

;

if he did, all England would ring with the news of the trans-

action.

I will now advert, with much regret, to your treatment of

myself, which will account for my inability to adopt suddenly

the suave tone of your last communication. I fix on a single

instance.

On Trinity Sunday, during our first accidental interview

between services, I told you several times that I was desirous

of postponing the subject of the curacy till the morrow, and

anxious to return home, as I had to prepare for the duties

of the afternoon pulpit, and was much pressed for time. In

spite of this, within half an hour you abruptly and unneces-

sarily invaded a privacy which you knew I had such anxious

reasons to keep calm and sacred from interruption ; and with

yourself you forced upon me as a witness a gentleman per-

sonally unknown to me. The witness system, in a conversation

between gentlemen, used by you to me even more offensively

on a previous occasion, is in itself a very objectionable pro-

ceeding. It is scarcely necessary to say that the interruption

incapacitated me from addressing my congregation on the

intended subject.

I select this fact, not because it is the only instance, by

many, of your discourtesy, but because your own witness was

present. These are not supposed to be the manners of civilised

society ; nor can the grievance of them be obliterated by a

few smooth lines, not of apology, but of patronage. It is

curious to see with what marvellously different degrees of
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tenacity men retain the recollection of their own discourtesy

to others, and that of others towards them. At the end of

a couple of weeks, all that you said and did to me seems

to have vanished from your mind ; at the end of two years,

Mr. Tower's so-called transgression against yourself is as

indelible as ever.

I much regret that it is my duty to write thus plainly,

because I foresee that the publication of this letter may be

necessary,—the right of doing which I reserve to myself

;

more especially as your uncalled-for offer to supply my
pulpit may give a fallacious aspect to the whole affair, unless

I very distinctly show what the question at issue is, and what

it is not.

I can offer no other nominee, because I cannot admit your

right of rejection on personal grounds. I am informed that you

have a legal right ; but I believe the whole world will deny

your moral right. I know that, as you have stated, you are

irresponsible by law, and can reject without assigning a reason.

But irresponsibility is one thing in despotic Kussia, and an-

other thing in free England. No man can be irresponsible to

public judgment in the exercise of a solemn public trust.

Nor can I subject another friend to the chance of your dis-

covering, as in Mr. Macleane's case, a ground of objection in

the circumstance of his taking pupils
;

or, as in Mr. Tower's

case, in the fiict of his having had the misfortune to vote

against you an indefinite number of years ago. Lastly, I

will not subject any gentleman again to the indignity of being

asked for guarantees for conduct, or willingness to support,

blindfold, the particular societies which you choose to name.

I have the honour to be, Eeverend Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Fred. W. Eobertson.

Mr. Wagner won his legal victory. Mr. Eobertson

gave up the contest, and went home to die. He could
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bear no more. The endless committee meetings and

correspondence harassed a frame already worn out, and

all chance of recovery became hopeless.

I am really and seriously unwell (he writes) ; more so, I

think, than even the doctors say ; for the prostration of every

kind of power has been too complete and too permanent to

mean nothing, as there is no distinct cause. Do not put it,

down to hypochondria. I can endure any pain, and am not

afraid of any future ; but the entire inability to do any work,

physical or mental, without exhaustion which is intolerable,

appals me. To such suffering as I have borne for months

death would be a very welcome relief.

No defence worthy of the name was put forward by

Mr. Wagner. No one can say that he knew what he

was doing, or had any idea of what Mr. Eobertson would

suffer ; it was incapability, not animosity, of feeling.

He did not know that his brother minister was dyings,

but he did believe that his own dignity had been

hurt ;
and, alas I he could not see that there are times

when the resentment of a personal injury is a public

injustice, and the exercise of a legal right a moral

wrong.

Nevertheless, as if these excuses had not existed, the

indignation in Brighton was extreme. To so great a

height, indeed, did it rise, that assuredly, had he known

of it, Mr. Eobertson Avould have endeavoured to check

its violence ; but he was closely confined to his room—
forbidden either to read the papers or to see his

friends. It was all over for him—happily enough ; the

ceaseless contest against underhand slander on one side,
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and open opposition on the other. Little did he now

care for the gentlest praise or the loudest blame. It

was a curious and sorrowful contrast to turn from

Brighton and its excitement on this matter—from the

papers in the columns of which appeared letter after

letter, some violent, some satirical, and few moderate

—

from the angry discussions in public and in private,

every one almost taking one side or another—to turn

from these things and enter the stillness of the sick-

room where the unwilling cause of all this lay, his life

ebbing slowly from him in bitter and unremitting pain.

The only history which can be given of the last two

sad months of his life is from his own pen, in the fol-

lowing short and hurried letters. Nothing can be more

pitiable to look at than the handwriting. Few men

wrote so clear and fair a hand. But the last ten or

twelve of these records would seem to have been written

by one who had just been delivered from the rack.

Every stroke of the pen zigzags with the feebleness of

pain :
—

June 20.

I received your letter this morning with many thanks. I am
unfit to write, though a trifle better. I have scarcely man-

hood enough to hold a pen. I was forbidden to do any duty

yesterday, and spent the day in listlessness and semi-dozing.

The Confirmation candidates must be prepared, and it is my
duty. They may be empty unmeaning girls, but so most girls

are—and among people of this character the chief part of

ministerial work lies, for the simple reason that others are the

exception r and if we are only to teach and preach to those

vvho have much meaning in them, I fear schools and churches

must be shut up. If I prepare them now, I may get away with
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a better grace in August ; if not, I must either return a little

after that time, or leave this important part of my duty at sixes

and sevens, with a fair cause for grumbling on the part of

parents, and for running all over the town to different clergy-

men to prepare them, subject to the question in each case,

' Why does not your own minister prepare them ? ' Now it is

foolish to defy public opinion. Prime Ministers cannot do it

:

the only man who can is the man who has neither profession

nor public duty. Every one else has to pay a certain price for

his office, from the throne to the parish-constable, and he must

either submit to those restrictions and penalties, however gall-

ing, which are shared by all, or else give up his office.

I do dislike Brighton, but it is my present sphere, and I must

make the best of it. The ministry is nowhere a bed of roses; and

if there were so delectable a spot, it is not open for me to change

to instead of this. It is a wise man's duty to try to work Avithin

his limitations in the best way he can, and grumble as little as

possible : or else cut himself asunder at once from all restric-

tions and obligations, by giving up his sphere of work entirely.

What makes it, too, all the more difficult in my case is, that

I am a marked man : and whether it be notoriety or popu-

larity, no one on whom others' eyes are fixed in affection,

or in malicious watchfulness for a false step, can emancipate

himself from the necessity of caution, or take his own will for

his law, when Will merely means unbridled course of incli-

nation. Duty must cut public opinion boldly against the grain,

if necessary ; but if any one assumes for inclination the same

rights, and does what he likes because he likes, in defiance of

public opinion, he must first secure the indemnity accorded to

unfeigned eccentricity, or else must pay the penalty without

miu-muring. Now I acknowledge I am not invulnerable to

slanders— I know no one Avho is—nor am I a man to whom the

world will accord impunity. Even in to-day's Gazette there

is a long, vulgar, dull lampoon upon my views, which, Avretched

and ignorant as it is, is yet irritating.
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July 2.

Thank you for your kind invitation to go to your house, but

I had hoped to be well enough to go through the Confirmation

work. Since then I do not think you have any idea how ill I

have been. Even yesterday it took me fifty-five minutes, with

rests, to walk to the Vales ; I could not walk back. A trades-

man, unknown, came out and offered me a seat in his shop.

A poor man offered me his arm ; and so my looks cannot have

been either fascinating or herculean. Life has been for a

month one long pain and languor ; the lower extremities were

partially paralysed, so that I dragged them after me. At night,

sleepless pain
;
by day, change of powerlessness from two

chairs to the sofa, and from the sofa to the ground.

I am not a bit stronger or better, except that I can sit up

and write. Recovery is much more tedious than I expected,

still I hope to be all right before long. Sometimes, in power-

less moments, I am tempted to think that my work is done ; I

do not mean life, for that will go on long enough, but all work

of thought, energy—all except the mean work of attending to

health. At other times things do not look so bad. Anyhow,

the lesson that will get itself learnt is a good one ; and the

truest view of life has always seemed to me to be that which

shows that we are here not to enjoy but to learn.

July 8.

I send you a letter of Faraday's, published in * The Times,'

which gave me pleasure, because it assigns, almost in my words,

precisely the same origin to table-turning, &c. which I had

discovered
;
because, too, the principle of the test invented by

Faraday is exactly the same as that which I applied to Kutter's

imaginary discovery, and because his remarks at the end

coincide with the opinion which I have so often expressed

about the false and ignorant state of the public mind which

these endless credulities and restlessnesses betoken. On this

I could, and some day will, say much, but I can scarcely get
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strength to guide my pen. I am sentenced finally to absti-

nence from duty for six months. The lower extremities, for

several days, were in a state of semi-paralysis, but Taylor

said :
—

' We think we can make a cure of you, but you will

have hard work
;
you are thoroughly broken.' Nevertheless,

I am better, having had four Smidays' rest.

Pray let me have Faraday's letter back again. It did me
more good than blisters, morphine, quinine, steel, or anything

else which they give me. Sound, genuine, healthy, scientific

truth, instead of the sickly craving after mysteries and preter-

naturalism that marks the idler classes now. It is the same

state of feeling as that blamed in Scripture, as ' the seeking

after wizards that peep and mutter,' ' seeking afler a sign,' &c.

—a state neither scientific nor religious.

Almost to the last he did not expect to die. No one,

however, can feel otherwise than thankful that God

mercifully emancipated him, for his brain was mortally

injured. The disease was supposed to be abscess in

the cerebellum.

He became at times partially paralysed, and his ema-

ciation was as pitiful as his infantine feebleness. The

pain he endured was so intense that even he said, ' I

would not pass the horrors of last night again for half a

lifetime.' But worse to him than the pain was the

prostration of all mental force, the obliteration of large

spaces from the memory, and the loss of all power of

attention. He retained, however, to the last his deep

delight in the beauty of Grod's world. He got up once,

when scarcely able to move, at 4 o'clock, and crept to

the window * to see the beautiful morniug.' His hope

and trust in his Heavenly Father never failed during
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this dreadful time. He felt assured of his immortality

in Christ. A night or two before he died he dreamt

that his two sisters, long since dead, came to crown

him. ' I saw them,' he said earnestly. Nothing could

be more touching than his patience, thoughtfulness for

others, and the exquisite and tender gratitude which

he showed towards those who attended on him.

Those who had injured him he not only forgave, but

was anxious that all justice should be done them. At

the very moment when all around thought that he was

dying, he asked, in reference to Mr. Wagner, ' Is there

anything printed which requires my interference ?
'

Now and then he rallied, slept a little, and woke, as

he said, * bathed in the morning sunshine, and feeling

that recovery was possible.' At these moments his

healthy temperament re-asserted itself, and he seems to

have wished to live longer.

The following letter was written in the beginning of

August; but the rally he mentions was but temporary.

The terrible pain baffled every effort of the physicians,

and he sank rapidly from day to day.

An^st.

I take advantage of the first rally to write a few lines to you

to give an account of myself Y'esterday, after a few hours'

sleep I had a sudden and surprising rally ; and though I am as

weak as water, and can scarcely move a few yards without

sighing and sobbing like a baby, I do trust in God I have

turned the corner. Such an ilJness I never had before, and

hope never to have again. For twenty-four hours I thought

all was over, and Dr. Allen frankly told me he had ceased to

be sanguine of my recovery.
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2 P.M.

I was obliged to give up writing from exhaustion. I try

again. How far the brain is injured God only knows. It is

the great ganglia or bunches of nerves which are at the roots

of the brain that are affected. For many days I have not

stirred from my bed, and a hideous-looking ourang-outang I

am. Taylor, Whitehouse, Allen—the latter twice, Taylor

once—every day
;

and, as if that were not enough, they have

sent for Watson from town. He will be here this evening.

God has treated me very mercifully. That I have felt in the

direst pain and deepest exhaustion—the house filled with

delicacies, presents which I cannot use, however. How
different from the lot of Him who would fain ' have slaked his

morning hunger on green figs !
' I have not been allowed to

see any one. Lady Byron left a sick-bed ten days ago to come

to see me, and I have only once conversed with her for three

minutes. Again I am dizzy, and must stop. I am broken as

I never was before ; but by God's mercy I may recover per-

manently now—nay, even rapidly.

August 12.

I have grown worse and worse every day for the last fort-

night. From intensity of suffering in the brain, and utter

powerlessness and prostration too dreadful to describe, and the

acknowledged anxiety of the medical men, I think now that I

shall not get over this. His -will be done ! I WTite in torture.

These were the last words he ever wrote. Three

days afterwards, on Sunday, the loth of August, at the

age of thirty-seven— in the prime of early manhood

—

he died. At his o^vn chapel, that morning, when the

rumour went round that there was no hope, and God

was besought to hear the prayer for him and all sick

persons, many wept bitterly ; but the greater part of
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those who loved and venerated him were stunned be-

yond the power of weeping. That which they greatly

feared had come upon them.

The same night his spirit left them. He had passed

through the day without intenser suffering than usual.

He was moved from his bed to the sofa, near the open

window, where he lay until the evening. But towards

ten o'clock a change took place. The pain returned

with bitter violence. Feebly crying at intervals ' My
Grod, my Father—my Grod, my Father !

' he lived for

two hours in a mortal agony, during which he never

lost clear consciousness. His mother, wife, and one

friend, with his physician, watched over him with de-

voted care. At last they sought to relieve him by

changing his position. But he could not endure a

touch. *I cannot bear it,' he said; * let me rest. I

must die. Let Grod do His work.' These were his

last words. Immediately afterwards, at a few minutes

past midnight, all was over.

So lived and so died, leaving behind him a great

legacy of thought, a noble gentleman, a Christian

minister. To the tenderness of a true woman he joined

the strong will and the undaunted courage of a true

man.'^ With an intellect at home in all the intricacies

of modern thought, he combined the simple spirit of a

faithful follower of Christ.^ To daring speculation he

united severe and practical labour among men. Living

above the world, he did his work in the world. Ar-

dently pursuing after liberty of thought, he never forgot
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the vase reticence of English conservatism. He pre-

served, amid a fashionable town, the old virtues of

chivalry. In a very lonely and much-tried life he v/as

never false or fearful. Dowered with great gifts of

intellect, he was always humble; dowered with those

gifts of the heart which are peculiarly perilous to their

possessor, he never became their slave. He lived

troubled on every side, yet not distressed : perplexed,

but not in despair : persecuted, but not forsaken : cast

down, but not destroyed : always bearing about in the

body the dying of the Lord Jesus, that the life also of

Jesus might be made manifest in his body. He died,

giving up his spirit with his last words, in faith and

resignation to his Father.

He lies in a hollow of the Downs he loved so well.

The sound of the waves may be heard there in the dis-

tance; and standing by his grave, it seems a fair and

fitting requiem ; for if the inquietude of the sea was the

image of his outward life, its central calm is the image

of his deep peace of activity in God. He sleeps well

;

and we, who are left alone with our love and his great

result of work, cannot but rejoice that be has entered

into his Father's rest.
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HIS FUNERAL.

It was wished by his surviving relatives that tlie

funeral should be strictly private, but they could not

resist the general desire of Brighton to record its

sorrow. It was understood also that hi§ congregation

was anxious to express the feeling of its loss. The mem-
bers of the local literary societies, of the Mechanics'

Institute, the Athenseum, and the Manchester Unity of

Odd Fellows, severally met, voted addresses of condo-

lence to his family, and asked permission to walk in

procession after the remains of their friend and teacher.

The funeral took place on Monday, the 22nd of August.

It resembled more a public than a private mourning.

All the shops along the way from Montpelier Eoad to

the Extramural Cemetery, as well as many in the most

frequented streets of Brighton, were closed. The pave-

ments and balconies were crowded with sorrowing spec-

tators. The principal townsmen assumed mourning.

Two thousand persons pressed into the quiet cemetery.

There were united around hi§ tomb, by a common

sorrow and a common love, Jews, Unitarians, Eoman

Catholics, Quakers, and Churchmen ; the working-men,

the tradesmen, and the rank and wealth of Brighton.
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For once—and it was a touching testimony to the

reality of his work— all classes and all sects merged

their differences in one deep feeling.

They have raised above him a simple and massive

monument. On two of its sides there are bronze

medallions—one given by his congregation, the other

by the working-men of Brighton. They record, in

touching words, the gratitude of thousands. A careful

hand keeps, even in winter, flowers always blooming on

his grave. They speak to many, who make their pil-

grimage to the spot, of the fair immortality which is

given to the faithful Soldier of Jesus Christ.

VOL. II. B
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CHAPTEE V.

Robertson's personal Appearance—Is he to be judged from his

Letters or his Sermons?—His passionate Heart and enquiring

Intellect—Necessity of Self-expression—The Work of his Life

—

Results of his Preaching; of his Labour among the "Working

Men—Results of his Life and Teaching as a Clergyman ; as the

Uniter of Parties ; the fearless Speaker ; the prudent Christian

;

the individual Thinker—Accused of Latitudinarianism and Faith-

lessness to the Church of England—The unexampled Circulation

of his Sermons—Recognition of the Value of his Work since

his Death—Subscription at his Funeral—Bust erected in the

Pavilion; in the Bodleian—Memorial Window at Brazenose

—

Farewell.

THE portrait at the beginning of this book gives

but an inadequate idea of Frederick Robertson's

personal appearance. It is a photograph taken from a

daguerreotype, and it has imparted a set and rigid

form to features which were remarkable for their

changing play of expression. The high and intellec-

tual brow, strongly marked, suggested a thoughtful and

an artistic nature ; and the blue, deep-set eyes, full

of a beautiful pure light, flashing often with a bright

and eager lightning of excitement or enquiry, told of

the strangely-mingled qualities which lay within—Will,

Tenderness, and Courage. The instinctive cheerfulness

and sensitiveness of his temperament appeared in a

mouth the smile of which was as radiant as its mobile
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obedience to every change of emotion was wonderful.

The same flexibility, brightness, and charm of character

were expressed in his slight elastic form, which, capable

of great activity and endurance, seemed to be always

inspired with the fire of the thought which possessed

him at the time.

The personal advantages with which he was en-

dowed added to his effectiveness in the pulpit. . Some-

times, however, they seemed to subtract from it. The

very refined face and air, the peculiar—sometimes start-

ling—modulations of the voice, the apparently studied

manner, made many, who for the first time heard him

preach, condemn him as an ' exquisite,' and fancy that

he affected the theatrical graces of a popular preacher.

It is impossible to cor.ceive anything more abhorrent to

his nature. For instance, he was accustomed, when

commencing his closing address with the words, ^ My
Christian brothers,' to lean forward and allow his right

hand to hang carelessly over the desk. On seeing this

characteristic attitude reproduced in one of the por-

traits made of him when at Brighton, he said to a

friend, ' Surely I am never guilty of that ? ' On being

told that it was often adopted, he replied, ^It shall

never be so again.' This anecdote marks the man. So

far from using any conscious art, tricks of oratory, or

effeminate mannerisms to recommend his preaching,

he sternly checked the flow of his eloquence when it

tended towards redundancy, and refrained even from

instinctive gesture. So far from seeking popular admi-

ration, he would have gladly accepted obscure work in

B 2
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an East-end London parish, among the lowest poor, if

circumstances had enabled him to leave Brighton.

It may be asked whether the truest conception of

what he was can be gained from his Letters or from his

Sermons. The best reply is, that the Sermons picture

what he strove to be^ what he was when he felt and

acted best, what he would have been had his life been

less vexed, his heart less fiery, and his brain less at-

tacked by disease. Of the Letters, some represent him

in his happiest and most intellectual moments ; others

in times of physical wearines§, when both intellect and

heart were pained with trouble, and beset with ques-

tions too hard for him to solve completely ; and a few,

as in those written from the Tyrol, when his whole

being was convulsed in the crisis of a great religious

change. They relate his inward trials; his sermons

bear witness to his contest and his victory. Only when

both are read, and balanced one against the other, can

an adequate conception be formed of what he was. On

account of the overstrained self-depreciation which

sometimes possessed him, especially after the intellectual

excitement of Sunday, it is not possible to take his

own estimation of himself in his letters as representing

the whole truth.

No man ought to be judged by his own record of his

inner life—no man ought to be judged entirely out of

his own mouth. Far from being too lenient, men of

Mr. Eobertson's temper are too severe upon them-

selves. They write in deep pain, from the impulse of

the moment ; and then, when they have got rid of the
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pain by its expression, pass out of their study into an

outdoor life of such activity and vigour, that no one

would imagine that an hour before they had been

writing as if they were useless in their generation,

and their existence a burden too galling to be borne.

On reading his correspondence, some may accuse

him of indicating too strongly his loneliness and pas-

sionate desire of sympathy ; they may call his fancies

diseased, his complaints unmanly, and his transient

doubts unchristian. But his faithlessness was but mo-

mentary : only the man who can become at one with

Frederick Eobertson's strange and manifold character,

and can realise as he did the agony and sin of the

world,—only the man who can feel the deepest pain,

and the highest joy, as Eobertson could have felt them

—has either the right or the capability of judging him.

Doubts did pass across his mind, but they passed over it ^3

as clouds across the sun. The glowing heart which lay

behind soon dissipated them by its warmth.

With regard to his passionate desires and his com-

plaint, they were human, and would have been humanly

wrong in him only if he had allowed them to gain

predominance over his will, righteously bent all through

his life, not on their extinction, but on their subjuga-

tion. The untroubled heart is not the deepest, the

stern heart not the noblest, the heart which crushes all

expression of its pain not that which can produce the

most delicate sympathy, the most manifold teaching,

or speak so as to give the greatest consolation. Had

not Eobertson often suffered, and suffered so much as
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to be unable sometimes to suppress a cry, his sermons

would never have been the deep source of com-

fort and of inspiration which they have proved to

thousands. The very knowledge that one who worked

out the voyage of his life so truly and so firmly, could

so suffer and so declare his suffering, is calculated to

console and strengthen many who endure partially his

pain and loneliness, but who have not, as yet, resisted

so victoriously ; whose temperament is morbid, but

who have not, as yet, subdued it to the loving and

healthy cheerfulness of his Christian action.

Nor can those who should thus accuse him ever have

conceived what that character is which must express

itself, or ever have realised that there are times when

expression is necessary if life is to continue. Such a

necessity belongs almost always to the poetic tempera-

ment, and appears nowhere so much as in the Psalms.

They are full of David's complaints against his destiny.

They tell of his long and lonely nights, his tears, his

vsuflferings at the hands of men, his doubts of Eternal

Justice ; and it is through the relief afforded by this

natural expression of impassioned feeling that he gains

calm enough to see into ' the way of the Lord,' and to

close his Psalms of sorrow with words of triumphant

trust. It was just so with Frederick Robertson. The

expression of his distress neither injured his manliness

nor subtracted from his Christian faith. It was the

safety-valve by which he freed himself from feeling

under too high a pressure not to be dangerous, and

brought himself into that balanced state in which active
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and profitable work is possible. One of the most im-

portant things to remark in his life is, that a man may

retain high - wrought sentiment, passionate feelings,

imaginations and longings almost too transcendental, a

sensitiveness so extreme as to separate him from almost

all sympathy—and at the same time subdue all so as

to do his Father's Will in the minutest as well as the

largest duties. But I repeat, without the ' timely ut-

terance which gave his thoughts relief,' he could not

have been strong enough to do the work of his life—

a

work distinctive and great, but the results of which do

not lie so openly on the surface of society as to be

manifest at once to the careless glance of the public.

It is necessary, therefore, tc close this book with some

account of it.

The results of his preaching upon the intellectual

men who attended his congregation have already been

dwelt on. On those whose tendency was towards scep-

ticism the effect of his sermons was remarkable. 'I

never hear him,' said one, ' without some doubt being

removed, or some difficulty solved.' Young men who

had boasted publicly of doubts which were an inward

terror to them, could not resist the attractive power of

his teaching, and fled to him to disclose the history of

their hearts, and to find sympathy and guidance. Nor

was his influence less upon that large class whose re-

ligion grows primarily out of emotion, fo^he combined

in himself two powers which generally weaken one

another^the power of close and abstract thinking, and

the power of deep and intense feeling. \
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The most visible portion of the labour of his life was

among the working men. He bound fifteen hundred

of them together in a bond of mutual help ; he united

them—men of a class which is jealous of church inter-

ference—in reverence for his character as a minister and

as a Christian man, while at the same time he invari-

ably bade them look away from him to his Master.

This is a part of his work the results of which

cannot be calculated. No one can tell, who has not

had something to do with Mechanics' Institutes, what

genius, patience, charity, and width of sympathy were

necessary to achieve this. His lectures, and his mode

of conducting the controversy with the radical party in

the Association, have had a wide and beneficial effect

upon similar associations in England, not only as an.

inspiration to the men, but as a warning and a guide

to the promoters and committees. The fearless confi-

dence in truth and in human nature with which he

met the socialistic difficulties and sceptical opinions

among the working classes, has given to clergymen who

come into contact with the same classes an example

and a lesson for which they have to thank him.

Of all the small band who in 1848, '49, and '50 set

themselves to remedy the evils which oppressed the

poor mechanic, he has had the greatest influence. At

that time he saw more clearly than the others both sides

of the question. His conduct was wiser, but not less

bold. While in other quarters the breach between

rich and poor was at least temporarily widened, in

Brighton it was narrowed. By patient explanation to
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both sides of the temptations and trials which beset the

one or the other, and by showing that there was a

bridge across the social gulf, he drew the divided

classes together, and succeeded more than any man of

his time in promoting their reconciliation. He was

also one of the first and most active, though one of the

most unknown, advocates of the rights of labouring

men to all the means of acquiring knowledge ; and he

held up the banner of their rights at an epoch when it

was most dangerous to his own peace to do so, and

most profitable for them. But his fearlessness in the

cause of all freedom and justice gave him the clear

insight which sees the right moment to advance, even

though, as in 1848, the confusion of battle may be at

its height.

^ As a Clergyman, by his clear elucidation of the truths

common to all, but lying beneath widely-differing forms

of opinion, he has done much to bring about a spirit

of religious union among the various parties of the

Church. He has assisted, by his teaching, in the great

work of this day—the preservation of the Church of

England as a church in which all the members vary

in views, mode of action, and character of teaching,

but are one in faith, one in aim, and one in spirit ; for

he dreaded that genuine Low Churchism which seeks

to force upon all the members of a church a set of

limited opinions about illimitable truths.

As a clergyman he has also brought distinctly for-

ward the duty of Fearlessness in speaking. ' I desire

for myself,' he says, ' that I may be true and fearless,
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but still more that I may mix gentleness and love with

fearlessness.' '^e was not one who held what are called

liberal opinions in the study, but would not bring them

into the pulpit. He did not waver between truth to

himself and success in the world. He was offered

advancement in the Church, if he would abate the

strength of his expressions with regard to the Sabbath.

He refused the proffer with sternness. Far beyond all

the other perils which beset the Church was, he

thought, this peril—that men who were set apart to

speak the truth and to live above the world should

substitute conventional opinions for eternal truths

—

should prefer ease to conscience, and worldly honour to

that which cometh from God only.

He has taught also by his ministerial life the duty

and the practice of that Prudence which fitly balances

courage. He was not one of the radicals of English

polemics. His was not that spirit, too much in vogue

at present among the so-called Liberal party—the

spirit of Carlstadt, and not of Luther ; the spirit of

men who blame their leaders for not being forward

enough, who desire blindly to pull down the whole

edifice of ' effete opinions,' and who, inspired by the

ardour and by some of the folly of youth, think that

they can at once root up the tares without rooting up

the wheat also. Eobertson, on the contrary, seems to

have clearly seen, or at least to have acted as if he saw,

that the question of true outward religious liberty in a

national Church w^as to be solved in the same manner

as England had solved the question of solid-set Po-
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litical Liberty—by holding on to the old as long as

possible, so as to retain all its good
;
by never em-

barking in the new till it had become a necessity of the

age; by 'broadening slowly down from precedent to

precedent,' and by recognising the universal truth

hidden in that saying, ' I have many things to say

unto you, but ye cannot bear them now.' He clung,

for example, to certain theories which seem incon-

gruous with the rest of his views—which seem strange

to many of us now, just because we forget that Eng-

land and the Church are ten years older since his

death. He refused to discuss thoroughly (questions

which we bring forward prominently. He purposed,

for example, writing a book on Inspiration. He re-

frained ;
—

' the mind of England,' said he, 'is not ready

yet.' But if he were alive now, he would write it. I

have already said that he would never bring forward in

the pulpit an opinion which was only fermenting in his

mind. He waited till the must became wine. He
endeavoured, as far as in him lay, without sacrificing

truth, not to shock by startling opinions the minds of

those who were resting peacefully in an ' early heaven

and in happy views.' He refrained in all things from

violating a weak brother's conscience. He would have

hated the vaunting way with which some put forward

novel views. He would have hated the pharisaical

liberalism which says, ' G-od, I thank Thee I am not as

other men are, even as this believer in the universality

of the Flood, or that in the eternal obligation of the

Jewish Sabbath.' He would have disliked such a term
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as ^ free-handling ;
' and as strongly as he reprobated

the irreverent boldness of those who speak as if they

were at home in all the counsels of G-od, would he

have blamed the irreverent license with which some

writers have rushed at things held sacred by thou-

sands of our fellow-Christians.

In one respect especially his life has a lesson for the

Church of this time. He has shown that a well-marked

individuality is possible in the English Church. The

great disadvantage of a Church like ours—with fixed

traditions, with a fixed system of operation, with a

theological education which is exceedingly conservative,

with a manner of looking at general subjects from a

fixed clerical point of view, with a bias to shelter and

encourage certain definite modes of thinking—is that

under its government clergymen tend to become all

of one pattern. It may be said, and with truth, that

the advantages of our system more than balance this

disadvantage. Nevertheless, it is a disadvantage which

is becoming more and more felt by clergymen and

recognised by laymen. And one of the strongest im-

pulses which have given rise to the present theological

struggle, is the desire of men in holy orders to become

more distinctively individual. Eobertson anticipated

by some years this deep-set feeling. He was Himself,

and not a fortuitous concurrence of other men. Owing

to his individuality, he retained the freedom of action

and the diversity of feeling which men not only in the

Church, but in every profession and business, so miser-

ably lose when they dress their minds in the fashion
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of current opinion, and look at the world, at nature,

and at Grod, through the glass which custom so

assiduously smokes.

Eobertson preserved his independence of thought.

He had a strong idiosyncrasy, and he let it loose within

the bounds of law—a law not imposed upon him from

without by another, but freely chosen by himself as the

best. He developed, without rejecting the help of

others, his own character after his own fashion. He
respected his o^vn conscience ; believed in his own

native force, and in the divine fire within him. He
looked first at everything submitted to his judgment as

if it were a new thing upon earth, and then permitted

the judgments of the past to have their due weight with

him. He endeavoured to receive, without the inter- i

vention of commentators, immediate impressions from '

the Bible. To these impressions he added the indi-

vidual life of his own heart, and his knowledge of the

life of the great world. He preached these impressions,

and with a freedom, independence, variety, and influence

which were the legitimate children of his individuality.

That men should, within the necessary limits, follow

out their own character, and refuse to submit them-

selves to the common mould, is the foremost need of

the Age in which we live ; and if the lesson which

Robertson's life teaches in this respect can be received,

if not by all, at least by his brethren, he will neither

have acted nor tauofht in vain.

Of course, developing his own thoughts and life

freely, he was charged by his opponents with faithless-
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ness to the Church, and with latitudinarian opinions.

But he rejoiced in finding within the Church of Eng-

land room to expand his soul, and freedom for his in-

tellect. He discovered the way to escape from the

disadvantage I have mentioned, and yet to remain a

true son of a Church which he loved and honoured to

the last. Moreover, he brought many into the Church

of England : both Unitarians and Quakers, as well as

men of other sects, were admitted by him into her

communion. On the other hand, if the latter part of

the accusation were true, and he was latitudinarian in

opinion, it is at least remarkable that he should have

induced in those who heard him profitably, not only a

spiritual life, but also a high and punctilious morality.

His hearers kept the Law all the better from being freed

from the Law. And many a working man in Brighton,

many a business man in London, many a young officer,

many a traveller upon the Continent, many a one

living in the great world of politics or in the little

world of fashion, can trace back to words heard in

Trinity Chapel the creation in them of a loftier idea of

moral action, and an abiding influence which has made

their lives, in all their several spheres, if not religious,

at least severely moral.

These are some of the results which have flowed, and

will continue to flow, from his work and his life. They

have been propagated by means of his published ser-

mons. The extension of these sermons among all

classes has been almost unexampled. Other sermons

have had a larger circulation, but it has been confined
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within certain circles. These have been read and en-

joyed by men of every sect and of every rank. They

seem to come home to that human heart which lies

beneath all our outward differences. Working men
and women have spoken of them to me with delight.

Clergymen of the most opposed views to his keep them

in their bookcases and on their desks. Dissenting

preachers speak of them with praise. Men of the

business-world have written to say that they have felt

in reading them that Christianity was a power and a

life, and that its spirit was that of a sound mind. Men
whose intellect has been wearied with our pulpit same-

ness or our pulpit sentiment, light upon them and read

them through. All sections of the press—even those

of such widely-separated principles as the * Guardian

'

and the * Westminster Eeview '—have expressed, even

while they disagreed with their views, sympathy with

their Christian feeling and noble thought. There has,

however, been one conspicuous exception : the ' Kecord

'

newspaper has been faithful to its nature.

Fourteen editions of the first volume of his ser-

mons have been published, twelve of the second, twelve

of the third, and three of the fourth.* In them-

selves, these figures bear testimony to the great

acceptability of Mr. Eobertson's teaching. But the

value of his work has been otherwise recognised.

At a meeting held immediately after his death, it was

* The sermons have reached their ninth edition in America, and the

first three volumes have been produced in the Tauchnitz edition of

English authors.
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resolved to raise a subscription for the purpose of tes-

tifying, in some adequate manner, the reverence in

which his friends held his worth, and the sympathy

which they wished to offer to his family. In less than

a fortnight, eleven hundred pounds were raised, and

placed in the hands of trustees for the benefit of his

children. Of this sum Lady Byron contributed three

hundred pounds. The two children, who are thus

connected with the love and gratitude given to their

father, are still alive to cherish his name and to rejoice

in his far-spread influence. His daughter is named Ida

Florence Greraldine Eobertson; and his son, Charles

Boyd Kobertson, was educated at Harrow, and, through

the instrumentality of the late Lord Carlisle, obtained

a nomination from Earl Eussell to the Foreign Office,

which he entered in the January of this year.

Since his death, other public testimonies have been

made to his memory. A gentleman who had found by

chance upon a friend's table a volume of the sermons,

was so touched by their beauty, that he commissioned

a sculptor to execute for him a bust of the preacher.

He presented this, with peculiar delicacy, to the Pa-

vilion at Brighton, that the town in which Eobertson

had done the wovk of his life might have a lasting

memorial of his presence. A few years ago, some men

of his own college expressed their desire to erect in the

chapel of Brazenose a window to his memory. A sub-

scription was set on foot : many outside as well as within

Oxford were glad to join in this graceful tribute, and the

sun shines now through the letters of his name upon
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the spot where he dedicated his youth to God. Nor

has the University been unmindful of one whose powers

of thinking were trained within its walls : among the

marble images of the great men who are honoured by a

place in the Bodleian, his bust is also to be seen.

But far beyond these /Outward tributes of respect, a

more perennial one than all, is the epistle written by

this man of God upon our hearts. That which God

had given him, he has left to us. His spirit lives again

in others; his thoughts move many whom he never

saw, on to noble ends. Unconsciously he blesses, and

has blest. Yet not unconsciously now : I rejoice to

think that now, at least, he is freed from the dark

thought which oppressed his life—that his ministry

was a failure. I rejoice to think that he knows now

—

in that high Land where he is doing, with all his own

vividness of heart, ampler work than his weary spirit

could have done on earth—that his apparent defeat

here was real Victory ; that through him the Spirit of

all Goodness has made men more true, more loving,

and more pure. His books may perish, his memory

fade, his opinions be superseded, as, in God's pro-

gressive education of the Universal Church, we learn

to see more clearly into Truths the delations of which

are now obscure ; but the Work which he has done

upon human hearts is as imperishable as his own Im-

mortality in God.
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APPENDIX 1.

During Mr. Robertson's tour in the Tyrol and his

sojourn at Heidelberg in 1846, he wrote a series of

letters recording daily and minutely all the events of his

voyage, and the impressions he received. These letters

were written to his wife. With her consent, portions

of them were submitted to the Editors judgment, and

they appeared so useful, as elucidating a remarkable

period of Mr. Robertson's life, that Mrs. Robertson

was requested to permit their insertion. Being a con-

nected account of one particular period of his life, and

having more narrative than strictly biographical interest,

it was considered best to present them to the public in

an Appendix. To this Mrs. Robertson agreed, and she

has kindly consented to the publication of the following

extracts. In many ways they are extremely interesting.

Those who will remember that they were written at a

time when, as I have said, he was passing through the

great mental and spiritual crisis of his life, will look

through them, and not in vain, for hints as to the drift

of his thoughts, and the direction in which his spirit

was developing itself. They exhibit also his delight in

natural scenery, and the delicate way in which he
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observed it. His reverence and love for Colour appear in

his descriptions. The rapidity with which he made his

' course,' the determination and contempt of pain which

carried him, in spite of a strained sinew in his ankle,

over twenty-six miles of mountain walking, belong to

and illustrate his character. It is curious to see, with

all his professed love of loneliness, how fresh his inte-

rest was in all classes of society ; how he enchanted the

German counsellor ; how he drew round him, with his

customary magic of manner, the rough herdsmen of the

Tyrol ; how he charmed while he taught the English

congregation at Heidelberg.

The two last letters, in which he expresses his disin-

clination to resume the work of his profession, need a

slight comment. It is plain that that disinclination arose

not so much from dislike to ministerial work in itself,

as from his experience of ministerial work at Chelten-

ham. For we find him pleased and happy in his pro-

fessional labours at Heidelberg. He had been misunder-

stood, rejected, and pained at Cheltenham ; and his was

not the stern nature which could receive and carelessly

shake off a blow. With his natural incapability of selfish

feeling, he believes that his so-called ' failure ' at Chel-

tenham was his own fault. He thinks that he is not fit

for work among the upper classes. But when I see him,

in these letters, at Heidelberg—emancipated, his own

master—drawing round him the very class he believed

himself unfit to teach—attracting, by the atoning influ-

ence lie always exercised, both Unitarians and Sweden-

borgians to the Church of England—bringing young
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men to his feet, and awaking at once the intellect and

the spirit of those who listened to him—I begin to see

whose fault it was if his ministry was a failure at Chel-

tenham ; and I am deeply thankful that God did not

permit His servant to enter the hidden country parish

he desired, but placed him where he should suffer more,

and bear a sorer cross, but where also he was to be as

a beacon set on a hill, whose light, warning, guiding,

and inspiring, cannot be hid from men.

Patsch, near Innsbruck : Sept. 18, 1846.

I begin this letter from a small hamlet up high in

the mountains near Innsbruck, where I intend to pass

the night previous to an attempt to shoot a chamois.

I have got a Tyrolese jager or chasseur with me who

knows the country well, and at half-past four to-mor-

row morning we begin our work. But as the chamois

are very rare now, and to get at them is exceedingly

difficult, I cannot say that I have much hopes of

success.

We spent three days in Munich together, in see-

ing the different collections which it contains of sculp-

ture and painting. There are a few splendid statues

and pictures, especially some of Rubens, whom I admire

more and more. Certainly his faults are glaring and

visible to all ; but his genius is that of a giant ; and

when a man has to play wdth mountains as if they were

balls, you do not expect elegance in his limbs. From

Munich to Innsbruck I travelled with a young French-
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man and two Italians, the one a cardinal and the other

apparently his secretary. These two spoke neither

French nor German. We were much struck by seeing

them for nearly an hour occupied in repeating the

evening prayers from their breviaries. It seemed as if

it would never be over. But the way in which they

did it was exactly that of a schoolboy humming over

his lessons. They corrected one another when a mis-

take was made, smiled, took snufif, opened the windows,

shut them down, had a few words of conversation now

and then by way of interlude— reminding me very

strongly how inevitable a tendency there is in all

forms, even the best, to lose all the spirit which once

animated them, and become like lifeless corpses. No
doubt those prayers were once the expression of true

and fervid feeling. Now, a very cardinal can scarcely

go through them without yawning.

For a stage or two from Munich the country was per-

fectly flat ; but at length it began to put on the features

of mountain scenery, till at Partenkirch it became

really grand. Our road wound through mountains, till

we began to descend the mountain chain which forms

one side of the valley of the Inn. It is indeed a

glorious prospect. The valley of the Inn is perfectly flat,

about two miles broad, studded as far as the eye can

reach in both directions with towns and villages, the spires

of churches rising conspicuously at the interval of every

five or six miles. This beautiful valley is bounded on

both sides by alpine chains, rising steeply and often per-

pendicularly from the very side of the road. One mighty
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rock in particular we passed, which is called Martin's

Wand. It rises a sheer precipice of 1,500 feet. It is cele-

brated for a wonderful escape of the Emperor Maximilian.

He was out chamois-hunting, and in his eagerness fell

and slipped down to the very verge of this descent.

There, as the guide-book says, he hung with his head

over, unable to move. He was seen from below, and

the people issued from their cottages, headed by their

bishop, who offered up prayers for him as for a man at

the point of death. At last a desperate outlaw, who

was hunting in that direction, perceived him, came

down a descent which seemed impracticable, bound

crampons to his feet, and led him off safely in a way

which was considered miraculous. We came to this

spot, or rather just above it, when the sun was already

low, and steeping the mountain sides in that peculiar

purple tint which in alpine regions is so inexpressibly

rich.

In all this glory there is a strange tumult in my bosom

for which I cannot assign any cause. Grrandeur makes me
misanthropic, and soft beauty makes my heart beat

with a misery that I cannot describe. In Ketzsch's illus-

trations of Groethe's * Faust 'there is one plate where angels

drop roses upon the demons who are contending for the

soul of Faust. Every rose falls like molten metal, burning

and blistering where it touches. It is so that loveliness

does with me. It scorches when it ought to soothe. After

my arrival at Innsbruck I wandered alone by the gush of

that wild and roaring river. Everything was still and

solemn. Mighty shadows were moving silently across the
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valley, like so many giant spectres, as the sun went

down behind the hills. The outlines of the mountains

gradually blended in a sky which became by degrees as

black as themselves, and I was left in the grandeur of

darkness. I felt, as I generally do on such occasions,

strongly, the swift rush of time—on and on, bearing

everything along with it into the Infinite : and here are

we, for a moment, powerless nothings, but endued with

powers of agony and thought which none but immor-

tals feel. Then I went slowly back to Innsbruck,

heard the hum of life again, saw the windows glit-

tering with light, heard the drone of the church

bells, and met the crowds coming away from vespers.

It all seemed a dream. Next day I devoted to

seeing Innsbruck. My first attraction was the cathe-

dral. In it is the statue of the celebrated Hofer. It

represents Hofer in Tyrolese costume, with his rifle,

decorations, and a standard in his hand, crowned with

laurel by the Goddess of Victory. But the court of

Austria, in their aristocratic littleness, considered this

part of the design too flattering to a peasant, and the

monument stands now without the crown and goddess.

As if Grod had not stamped upon Hofer's brow and

heart a nobility of which crowns and titles are but

the earthly shadow. The nobles of Austria will have

their memory with the worms that eat them when

Hofer's name is still high among the aristocracy of

the universe.

* * * % %

[The remainder of this letter describes the chamois
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hunt, but it is here omitted—a description of the same

expedition having already been inserted.]

Brunecken : Sept. 23.

I proceed to take up the thread of my history

where it last broke off, which was at Innsbruck, after

my return from an unsuccessful chamois-hunt. I have

now written three times ; once from Frankfort, once by

Mrs. Dalzell, and once from Innsbruck. I hope you

got them all. On Monday last, the 21st, I set off on a

pedestrian excursion on foot alone.

I trudged on, very briskly at first, for the sim shone

beautifully. Three hours from Innsbruck I came to

Schonberg, from which there is a grand view of

three valleys, terminating at this point. At night I

slept at Stainach, a small village in the hills, at what

in England would be called a pothouse. A motley

assemblage was round me in the dining-room, peasants,

travellers, servants, all dining at different tables. A
figure of the Saviour, half as large as life, looked down

on the noisy scene. * * * * xhe season in which

we now are is very beautiful for walking. The fir woods

in summer are sombre, from their having but one hue.

Now there is a very beautiful contrast. There is

the deep green of the older foliage, a delicate light

green of this year's growth, and a rich orange of

the trees intermixed with them which have now their

autumn tint. This orange colour is in some places,

where it is well sprinkled in irregular patches, super-
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latively fine. And now I will tell you my general im-

pression of the Tyrol. So far as I have seen as yet, I

have been rather disappointed in the people. I have

found less simplicity, less politeness, and far less clean-

liness than I expected. Eeligious they certainly are, if

crosses and virgins almost at every quarter of a mile be a

proof of religion. But I am inclined to believe that all

this is looked upon by them in the light of a spell, and

has much less influence on their moral conduct than is

generally supposed. Moreover, in every inn there is holy

water in your bedroom, and in the dining-room, generally

a figure of the Saviour ; and at Mittenwald, under the

figure, were some most touching sentences on life and

death. But I never observed that this had any effect in

solemnising the parties who sit beneath it. They are

satisfied with being under protection, and drink, play at

cards, smoke, in a way that to us seems incompatible

with religious feeling. And this I believe is the very

essence of superstition—to feel great reverence for cer-

tain objects, visible or invisible, on account of some

mysterious influence with which they are supposed to

be endowed, but an influence which all the while has

not necessarily any moral effect, or any connection with

character. It is quite curious how these chapels beset

you at every step, and their number is increased by the

erection of one in every place where a fatal accident

has taken place. These seem to have been exceedingly

frequent, and the rude delineation of the circum-

stance, a man frozen to death, drowned, buried by an

avalanche, &c., is in desolate districts very solemn
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and affecting. The sound of bells, too, in these Alps

is a very peculiar feature.

Cortina, or Ampezzo : September 24.

To-day I had the finest walk of all, indeed the only

one that has approached grandeur. The pass of Am-
pezzo, the shortest between Innsbruck and Venice, is

remarkably wild and noble. The shape of the moun-

tains, as well as their height, adds to this grandeur.

They are peaked, serrated, and jagged in all directions.

After the somewhat tiresome, because unaltering,

scenery through which I had gone, this sudden view

brought new sensations, and sent the blood thrilling

to the heart, and then running about in all directions,

not knowing where to go. After getting about half

through, it came on to rain, a drenching shower, for

two hours. But this scarcely diminished the beauty of

the scene, for gleams of sunshine every now and then

revealed unseen peaks through the rain, and the clouds

drifting in masses round the peaks, now dipping down,

and now leaving all bare, formed a picture exceedingly

striking. Few things are more interesting than the

way in which clouds group themselves in these regions.

Sometimes they seem to hold fast to a mountain peak,

by a comparatively narrow base, while the rest of the

vapoury mass soars up and up, widening as it goes, to a

height of which you only form a conception by com-

paring it with the lofty mountain, which does not reach

one-fourth of the distance.
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Corfara : September 25.

This morning, at an early hour, I turned off from

Cortina, which is on the road to Venice, and struck

across the hills to this place. Very few English, so far

as I can find, have ever come this way. The walk

was in some places very grand. I passed castellated

pinnacles, covered with snow which fell last night,

ruined forests, fir-trees stripped of their bark and cast

headlong by avalanches from the heights above— a

castle in ruins, which once belonged to the Bishops of

Brixen, and contained the retinue of the commander

of this district. Though only thirty years have passed

since it was inhabited, it is now in ruins, overgrown

with ivy, and huge masses of the ruin lie detached,

with several young trees, thirty feet high, growing on

them. The more massive a human work is, the more

calculated apparently to defy the encroachments of

time, the more signally, and I think the more solemnly,

at last does it show the triumph of the conqueror. An

hour more brought us up another ascent to Pi^ve

d'Andraz, where my companion, who was an actuary of

the Landgericht, or Tyrolese Court of Justice, had to

stay on his duties. After being parted for a little time,

I thought when we met again that he would have kissed

me for joy. Just before we arrived at Pieve d'Andraz

we had a glorious prospect. Monte Civita, with a

hundred peaks, lay to my left, at about five miles' dis-

tance, closing up the loveliest valley I ever saw, through

which a stream runs that divides Italy from the Tyrol.

Before me, between two closer peaks, lay Monte Marmo-

letta, his head clothed in eternal snow, and his waist
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braced with glaciers ; and just to the left the little vil-

lage of Pieve, to which I was going, with its spire and

twelve houses. To-morrow, all day, if I can move at

least,* I will go through the haunts of this people. I am
now writing in the stove-room, public room, or whatever

it is to be called, the only sitting-room in the cottage,

surrounded by shepherds who have come in wet through,

and are discussing their supper and their sour wine—

a

new scene of life ; but I am more at home with them

than in Cheltenham. My guide is supping with me

—

an honest modest Italian—on some dish whose compo-

sition I cannot guess, and dare not ask.

Botzen, September 27 : Kaiserkrone Hotel.

I have just finished a letter to you, but still I must

begin another, that I may put down my impressions

while they are fresh. For I feel strongly that, in this

world, things can be felt but once ; you cannot recal

impressions. You recal only part of them, softened

and altered, bearing the same relation to the impression

itself that the mellowed Italian does to the original

Latin. Pictures, scenery, persons, you can feel them

in this world but once. The first time never returns.

So I write now, that whatever I have to say may be

fresh and living. Memory retains things, but only as a

herbarium holds plants; they become colourless and

withered after a time, retaining only the shape of what

they were, and even that distorted. I closed my last

* He had severely strained a sinew in his ankle.
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letter at Corfara, after getting in drenched and half

frozen to a miserable little inn, resorted to by the

shepherds when their day's work is done. Twenty or

more sat at tables round me, redolent of garlic, sheep,

and tobacco. I make it a duty to feel myself at home

in every society—so I pushed half my supper across to

one of them, to his evident surprise, and afterwards

spread out my map, when the whole party crowded round

me, and I delighted them by pointing out to each his

native valley or village. A little after five next morning

I threw myself out of bed. The sky was just light

enough for me to see that the clouds were gone ; and by

the time I was dressed, and had packed up my knapsack,

the prelude to a brilliant day had begun. I set out

with a man to carry my knapsack, for I had a journey

before me which all told me was impossible
; but, as it

was Saturday, I determined to reach Botzen, the nearest

town, and not spend Sunday in the cold mountains.

Snow had fallen the night before, and our path was

slippery, up hill and steep, and by the time we got to

Castleruth, my guide was done up. So I took the

knapsack on my own shoulders, and pushed on down a

most steep mountain, which fatigued me more than the

ascent, and reached Botzen before nine in the evening.

The valley through which I passed is a very remarkable

one. In it are mountains of dolomite, peculiar from

the sharpness and ruggedness of their peaks, being cleft

by thousands of deep fissures, perfectly bare, and rising

up in all manner of fantastic forms. It was a glorious

day all through, and the sun glittered against the
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white dolomite crags as if they had been silver. A
Tyrolese valley on a sunny day, sleeping in the light

and rich tints, is exquisitely beautiful. Above Castle-

ruth I paused to look down upon the village below. It

lay some miles before me, deep down, but still far

higher than Botzen to which I was going. A rich deep

autumn tint covered all the imdulations and woods and

meadows, and the massy peaks, rearing themselves out

of it in strange contrast, enhanced the loveliness of the

whole. From Castleruth the way was steep, so that it

could only be descended by small zigzags, till I came to

a bridge thrown by a single arch of wood over the Eisach

into the road which I quitted some days ago at Mitten-

wald. I now re-entered it twelve miles above Botzen.

By this time the scenery had somewhat changed its

character. Vines, which I had not seen for a fortnight,

festooned themselves in rich profusion over trelliswork.

Kich yellow pumpkins lay delicious-looking on the

ground, and the whole aspect of the country announced

that I was near the land of cloudless skies.

At the table-d'hote here I met with an Englishman

—the first I have seen for many days. He has been

fifteen years in Germany—has married a Grerman lady,

and is settled on the Elbe in Bohemia.

September 28.

To-day, instead of going on as I had intended, I made

an excursion with Mr. to the summit of the

Mindola Mountain, the foot of which is about eight

miles from hence. We started at half-past six a.m.,

YOL. II. T
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and got back by eight at night. The day, which at first

promised to be cloudy, became bright as time passed

on ; and by the time we were at the top, every distant

peak was clear. The view from the top was a noble

one. The Valley of the Adige lay stretched before us,

nearly as far as Meran to the left, down towards Trent

to the right, and in the centre the broad opening of

the three valleys with the junction of the Adige and

Eisach just above Botzen, which seemed close beneath

us. In the distance beyond the valley towered up the

dolomite mountains which I passed on Saturday, to-

gether with many others which I had not before seen :

three lakes lay below me, with villages and innumer-

able houses spreading the valley and hill sides. My
opinion of Tyrolese character is much lowered. Their

virtues are primitive, certainly, the virtues of human

nature without principle; such as all people have

who live scattered, and are not subjected to those

allurements which come from the congregation of

numbers, from trade and polished life. They are hospi-

table, simple, honest; but this only so long as they

have no temptation to be otherwise. As soon as a valley

has become the resort of travellers, and traffic has of

course increased, they become as knowing and as extor-

tionate as the inhabitants of any country. They are

said to be very religious, and if chapels, crosses, masses,

prayers without end constitute religion, certainly they

are. But their religion seems only a spell or charm valu-

able to keep them safe from danger ; and I call that not

religion but cowardice. There is a picture in the gallery at

Munich, of which you see many engravings throughout
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the country, representing a priest and boy attacked by

brigands. The priest holds up to their gaze the host, while

the boy raises a lamp to let the light fall full upon it. The

robbers cower down and relax their grasp upon their

victims, awed by the mysterious symbols of religion.

This is called the triumph of faith. It conveys exactly

my present notion of the religion of the Tyrolese. I do

not call that faith—it is paltry, abject cowardice. There

are men who would rob and murder ; but because a

mystery is held before them, which may strike them

dead, they tremble, and give up the enterprise. It is

very necessary to make this distinction, because New-

man and his party have introduced a language now

popular, according to which religion consists in awe

and veneration. The more of these you have, the more

religious you are. But these are only religious feelings

if they are felt for true objects. A man who crouches

before a crucifix, or trembles before the sacrament, and

does not bow his whole heart in adoration of the good,

the holy, the true, is not religious, but superstitious.

They want to show that superstition in itself is good.

I say superstition has no religious element in it at all.

It is all cowardice. And a man who walks into a church

with his hat on his head, breaks images remorselessly to

pieces, tosses consecrated bread out of the \vindow, or

treads it under foot, and yet prostrates his heart to good-

ness and nobleness, loving, honouring and cultivating

all that, is the man in whom awe and reverence have

their right places, though foolish people would call him

irreverent.
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You cannot conceive how England is detested

throughout Grermany. The ' Allgemeine Zeitung,'

the leading newspaper, is perpetually attacking us

— our behaviour in India, our religious hypocrisy,

our slavery to forms and fashions, our commercial

policy, &c. A short time ago the * Times' had, in

some article, remarked upon the great advantage de-

rived by Grermany from the English travellers who pass

through it. Upon which the ' Zeitung' replied, that if

a few innkeepers rejoiced at this, the whole nation

mourned. ' Only let Grod deliver us from the infliction

of that horrid nation passing through our towns and

besetting us like a plague of flies in our diligences,

hotels, walks, with their stupid faces, their vulgarity,

their everlasting inquisitiveness about hotels and sight-

seeing, and utter inability to appreciate anything higher,

and it would be a day of jubilee for all Germany.' I

do not give the words, but that was the purport of the

article. The Baroness gave me a letter to an Augus-

tinian priest living in Meran, the author of the best

guide to the Tyrol, who has explored himself every

corner of it, in order that I might ascertain from him

whether it would be dangerous at this late season of the

year to cross the glaciers with crampons on the feet into

the Oetz Thai. He received me very courteously in a

room most plainly furnished, containing little more

than a table covered with books and writing materials,

and a few chairs. A bedroom which I saw through an

open door, was equally simple, no carpet, no curtains.

He told me he thought I might venture with a guide
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by one path that he pointed out. Accordingly, this

morning at six o'clock I set out, the first four hours of

my path lying on the high road to Innsbruck. But

it soon came on to rain heavily, and I reached this hole

of a place by nine o'clock, drenched through once more,

the clouds hanging round me so low and dense that it

would have been absurd to proceed further. Ah! well,

I suppose I must give up the grand glaciers. Six

months hence what will it matter ? And, after all, I

do the whole of this more as a duty than because I can

produce any real emotion of interest in my heart. I

hold it a duty to see what can be done by the bracing

up of my nervous system, and one mountain is almost

as good as another for that. As soon as the fine weather

sets in in earnest I turn north, and shall settle in some

G-erman place where I can get on a little with the lan-

guage, for here without books I can do nothing. What

I do learn by conversation is but provincialisms and

patois.

Innsbruck : Oct. 8.

Here I am again, my pedestrian excursion being over.

And now, to take up the thread where it last broke

off. I had reached the top of the Stelvio, just after

wading ankle-deep through snow and slush, up the

most wonderful road in Europe. As usual, I did it

fast, accomplishing in six hours and a half what a

man in the hotel-book boasted to have done in nine

;

nay, four miles more— for he started from Prad, and I

had a full hour's work to get to Prad. When I got to

the very summit, faint with exertion, the clouds hid the
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grand view from me; and I went on for an hour more of

descent, to a single house on the bleak mountain side,

which is at once the custom-house and an hotel—

a

massive building, of enormous stones, built to keep off

the avalanches, if possible. In this lofty spot I got

tolerable accommodation. As I had missed the

grand view from the summit, I went back next

morning so far to try my chance again, through

snow which had fallen in the night as deep as

my knee, and on drifts deeper than the hip. But a

grand sight awaited me at the top : the sun shining

on the magnificent Orteler Spitze, whose peak of snow

glittered in brilliant contrast to the bare bleak rocks of

his sides, down which, as if in streams, his glaciers,

glittering brightly too, descended into the valley. I

had a curious series of manoeuvres to get rid of an oily,

stupid Italian. What a relief it was ! I cannot tell you

how the love of solitude has grown upon me. I can en-

joy these mountains, with their sombre pine woods and

their wild sights and sounds, only when I am alone.

Rocks and crags crumbling down in a long line of ruin
;

uprooted trees hurled headlong, bark and branches

gone, and their black stumps dotting the mountain far

above, where they were before the avalanche or the

torrent reached them ; wild birds soaring and shriek-

ing as you pass along, disturbed perhaps from their

feast on a dead horse ; the clouds sailing solemnly in

long white lines above, or wreathing themselves like

living shrouds round the crags. There is grandeur and

wonder in all these things; but the spell is broken if
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human beings are near you. I spent Sunday at

Nanders—a delightful spot, close to the Pass of Fin-

stermiinz. After dinner I strolled down to the Finster-

miinz Pass—about an hour's walk—that I might see as

much of it as possible, though I had to walk through it

again on Monday on my way. I was disappointed.

The Stelvio is more wonderful, and more grand too. It

is a narrow cleft in the mountain, through which the

Eiver Inn gushes on its way to Innsbruck. The cliffs

on each side rise steep and precipitous, leaving only

room for the stream and the road by its side. The

descent to it from Nanders is very rapid, which adds to

the grandeur. The Inn roars and thunders through it,

and I took pleasure in watching the fir-tree stumps,

which are cut by the woodmen above in certain lengths,

and then committed to the stream to be carried down

to the valleys. Some pieces stemmed all falls and

projecting points gallantly ; others sunk for a time, and

then you saw them emerging below, conquerors out of

trial. Some were stranded, and left high and dry upon

the bank, or on rocks in the centre of the stream

;

others had got out of the current, and were carried

round a protecting point into still water, either station-

ary, or floating slowly back instead of on, as if thei'e

had been a destiny before them, and that destiny un-

fulfilled ; while others beside them, not their superiors

in activity or strength, were steadily buffeting their way

forwards and home. What an image of life ! Two
days more brought me to Innsbruck, through fine

scenery, by the side of the Inn all the way.
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SchafFhausen : Oct. 11.

I have taken my path through Switzerland, and pass

to-day, Sunday, here. The hotel is about two miles

from the town, and just opposite the Falls of the

Ehine. I was disappointed at the first view from this

place, as it is higher than the river, and half a mile

from the Fall, which looks insignificant. The river

turns at right angles by the Fall, and opposite exactly

is Weber's hotel. Yesterday, after arriving, I went down

to the water's edge, crossed where you see the dotted

line, and got exactly beside the Fall, midway between

the top and bottom. Here is far the finest view—the

only spot where you can understand and take in its

grandeur. You see the mighty river above, a sheet of

glass, pouring over the ledge, as if it would overwhelm

you. The next moment it flashes past you like light-

ning, convulsed into a sea of foam, and loses itself below

in a cloud of spray, which rises eighty feet at least in

height. In this spray an iris, delicately beautiful, was

visible, rising out of the very depths below, and arching

itself up twenty feet above the highest level of the

water. In the centre of the Fall two tall rocks rear

themselves out of the froth, the river thundering and

foaming down their sides. To the foot of one of these

I got the boatmen to row me, through the foam under

the Fall, and, after some tossing, landed, climbed up a

slippery path to the top, and sat there, the Fall being

above and below me, and on both sides ; but this view

is not equal to the side one. On a near view I felt
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the full magnificence of the Fall. The blending of

the colours was very singular. In places the lights on

the descending waters were of a lovely grass-green,

while the shadows were warm, almost purple. The

full height is seventy feet ; but this is lessened by

the descent being made partially over a declivity of

irregular ledges before the grand leap is taken. The

snow mountains of the Bernese Oberland extend

themselves in long line opposite the window of the

room in which I write. My heart bounds at the un-

expected sight, and I am half tempted to set off in

that direction to-morrow. The weather has once more

become warm and lovely, so different from the bleak

weather I had in the Tyrol ; and if it were only one

week earlier in the year, I certainly should go. The

well-known form of the Jungfrau cuts into the clear

sky, white and sharp, with that peculiar outline which

you only see in this clear atmosphere— looking, in-

deed, as if there were no intermediate atmosphere.

Last night I sat up long in my bed-room, unable

to get to sleep, watching the Fall of the Ehine by

moonlight. The pale beams fell beautifully on the

white foam, making the dark rocks darker still by

contrast. The spray rose up, floating like thinnest

silver tissue; and the incessant roar of the falling

water, softened by the distance into a murmur like

that of a forest shaking in the wind, might have

served for a soldier's dirge or a poet's lullaby. It

was singularly solemn : stars silent and clear above,

looking out of a sky of infinite blue ; no wind, no
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cloud, and the stone statues on the terrace below

(something like our own dear terrace at Aix-les-

Bains), glittering cold and white, like spectres, gazing

on the convulsion of the Ehine beneath them. An
English family and myself are alone in this great hotel,

yet I have not offered to perform the service for them.

I cannot. Even to read prayers seems an effort beyond

my power. More and more I feel that I am not a

minister, and never can be one. Exercise has not

braced my nerves, nor destroyed the phantoms, if they

be phantoms, which rise before me. So long as I am
awake, I can keep unpleasant thoughts away; but

directly I sleep, the power of banishing them is gone.

I sleep but little
;
yet that is no gam, for my half-waking

dreams are worst.

Heidelberg: Oct. 13 (Tuesday).

Here I am at last, having exactly carried out all my
intentions to the letter ; and here I think I shall stay

for some weeks at least, as living is tolerably reason-

able, and there are but few English. Moreover, the

scenery is perhaps the most beautiful which this part

of Grermany affords. The views in all directions are

fine up and down the river, and the ruins of the old

Castle are always a delightful place to wander in.

I was much tempted to make an excursion in Swit-

zerland, especially the evening before I came away

from Schaffhausen. I never saw a scene more lovely

than that which presented itself from the terrace
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before the hotel. The evening was cloudless, the

air peculiarly still and clear, and the long range of

snow mountains in the Bernese Oberland, Griarus, &c.

as distinct almost as the Malvern Hills. A glorious sun-

set lighted them up with a rich glow, which by degrees

subsided into a delicate rose blush, and then a minute

after the snow was left opaque and cold. I cannot de-

scribe the effect of this singular transition. The pale-

ness of the snow is quite of a livid hue, like the colour of

a corpse, and gave me a very strange sensation—almost

a shudder. The beauty of this spectacle filled me with

the wish for enterprise, and I walked into Schaffhausen,

two miles from the hotel, to enquire the hours of the

diligences to Zurich. However, an old guide who was

in the hotel, when I spoke to him of the beauty of the

weather, drily shook his head, and said, ' Nein ; I have

been a guide twenty-five years. Take my word for it, it

is going to rain.' At this moment not a cloud was to be

seen ; but a little after midnight the rain was falling

from a sky without a star, and the dawn broke upon

a desolate and dreary prospect of mud and puddles.
* « « «

Hotel du Prince Charles, Heidelberg: November 11.

I have at last decided upon my course with respect

to Christ Church. You were perfectly right, I was

most unwise to bare my feelings even to the extent

I did. A man who ' wears his heart upon his sleeve
'

must not be surprised if he finds it a temptation ' for
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daws to peck at.' That I said as much as I did to any

human being I now deeply regret. But I shall go on

doing so to the end of the chapter. Sympathy is too

exquisitely dear to me to resist the temptation of

expecting it ; and then I could bite my tongue with

vexation, for having babbled out truths too sincere and

childlike to be intelligible. But as soon as the fit of

misanthropy is passed, that absurd human heart with

which I live trusts and confides again—and so I go on

alternately, rich and bankrupt in feeling. Yet, yet,

say what I will—when any one soothes me with the

semblance of sympathy— I cannot for the life of

me help baring my whole bosom in gratitude and

trust. A very expensive, perhaps a generous, but

certainly a very weak way of giving lessons in ana-

tomy gratis— vivisection performed by the lecturer

upon himself! Mr. has mistaken me. He
thinks I am disinclined to the work of active good

towards my fellow-creatures. Grod knows it is the only

one wish I have on earth to know how to do it ; and I

am sure I set heart and soul to work, till I found that I

was at work the wrong way ; and I do not see that it is

very wise to go on pouring water into reservoirs when

you find that there are holes out of which it runs as fast

as you pour. The Danaides did that ; but the Danaides

were in hell. I shall now take my own course,

and permit advice from no one. I have given up

Christ Church, and now the question is, what is to be

the next step ? I have two or three plans. The only

one I shall mention at present, as the one that I think
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I shall try first, is, not to give up the ministry, but to

make the experiment of working in a country parish, in

which I have to deal with the poor only. For the rich

I am neither mentally nor morally qualified. There is

something either in my manner, language, or tone of

thought which they will not brook ; and then I have not

calmness of nerve or meekness enough to prevent being

agitated, and treating this in return with pride and cold-

ness. In this way ministerial work is not likely to get

on. But I am not yet certain that I could do nothing

with the poor. If I had the work to myself, and could

carry out my own plans, I have still a lingering hope

that I could go on cheerfully, and not unsuccessfully.

Will you ask my father if he would kindly be on the

look out for something of this sort, that I may stay in

Cheltenham after my return as short a time as possible ?

I should not like more than a thousand people, at the

very utmost. A house would be desirable. I should

prefer agricultural poor, and a non-resident rector.

Such things are perpetually offering themselves, and

there is no need to be in a hurry. My mind has gone

through a complete revolution in many things ; I am
resolved now to act, and feel, and think alone

;
your

letter and others have completely determined me.

My life goes on here as usual ; I am asked out a great

deal, almost always in a family way, and have become

very intimate with some families. I preach every

Sunday. People have come to church who had for

long absented themselves. Some Socinians, too, go

whenever I preach, so that my absence from England
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may not be altogether useless
; yet I am not, and never

shall be, at my ease with the upper classes.

Hotel du Prince Charles, Heidelberg : November 30.

I propose to leave Heidelberg in about a week or ten

days from the present time, so that after the receipt of

this letter it will not be of any use to write to me.

This morning my father's letter arrived, by which I find

he is already on the look-out for a curacy. I confess I

feel strangely disinclined to work again. A feeling so

gloomy and desolate appears to rest upon my heart when

I think of the drudgery and apparent fruitlessness of my
ministerial career, that I can hardly make up my mind

to believe that I am really about to make the attempt

again. It will, I fear, be only an attempt ; and the last,

if it should result in failure. What makes it seem

more dreary is, that I have found a home and extraor-

dinary kindness among the congregation here ; and in

less than two months a warmer union has grown up

between us than I have had in Cheltenham after a

residence of some years. To-day I mentioned my re-

solve, and I cannot tell you how I have been touched

by the unfeigned regret which has been exhibited.

I have had more proofs of my ministry telling here

already than during my whole stay in Cheltenham.

One family brought over a whole library of Sweden-

borg's books. They have, it appears, not opened them

since I came, and have voluntarily promised not to

study them any more. A Socinian confessed that the
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heart's ivant of the atonement had suggested itself to

her strongly. And three young men of high talent,

Socinians, come regularly, and listen with the deepest

attention. All this is encouraging. It has brightened

my stay here much, but it has made the return very

painful. I wish I could have so arranged that we could

have passed the winter here. However, this is now out

of the question, and I must make up my mind calmly

and fairly to make the experiment of work once more, if

I can. But I shall be able to judge of this better when

I get back to England. Since I wrote the above I have

been much tried by the unexpected warmth with which

the congregation here have testified their regard at my
departure. Two young thoughtful Socinians came in

tears, and told me it would be the quenching of their

spiritual life. A Socinian lady wept bitterly. Two more

have been in tears this very evening, warmly urging me to

stay. A French gentleman has been equally urgent, and

two more families have argued for hours. I may say it

to you, the request that I should remain has been unani-

mous. And yet I feel, on looking over the past, that

all this bright sky would be clouded over once more,

excited hope would end in failure. They have strangely

overrated me, and I know that I could not fulfil their

anticipations. Then to feel estrangement again, to see

suspicion awaken, misunderstandings arise, and to give

up another congregation in bitterness, would be too much

to bear. Keluctantly, and with feelings strongly inclined

to stay, I have all but decided not to comply with their

request. Friday—I have been again greatly tempted to
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reconsider the question. There is a congregation ear-

nestly wishing me to remain, not from popular preach-

ing, but because they think they are getting good spiritu-

ally and morally. Individuals among them have been

roused, and say out plainly that they are anxious not

to be deserted in this crisis of their mental history—that

Heidelberg would be no longer the same, in the event of

their losing their weekly instruction. Is this a call from

Grod or not ? Then, on the other hand, the emolument

would be very trifling—though Heidelberg is cheaper

to live in than England. I should lose the time I

remain here in English work, though I should gain in

mental education. Now balance all these things together,

and tell me what you think, and also what my father

thinks.
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APPENDIX II.

During the preparation of this biography, many of Mr.

Robertson's personal friends have sent to me brief ac-

counts of their relations with him, and their several

estimates of his character. It has struck me that per-

haps the best mode of making use of these letters is to

arrange them here in an Appendix, where they can be

seen together. They agree and disagree, but their very

disagreement will throw light upon some of Robertson's

characteristics. They are remarkable, with two excep-

tions, for their absence of anecdote or of any description

of his external life or peculiarities. Indeed, the great

difficulty of making his biography interesting is, that he

seems to have impressed himself so strongly on men as

the thinker—as a spiritual essence—that what he did

and said in outward life fell into the shade. Every one

writes about his character—few remember anecdotes in

illustration of his character. He seems, if I may so

express it, to have been rather felt than seen by men.

The first letter is written by a college friend, and

gives an account of him which is interesting from the

prominence in which it sets his youthful idealism ; the

second pictures vividly the impression he made at

Cheltenham ; the third is an extract from a letter from

one of his congregation at Brighton whom he frequently

visited, and gives some idea of his relation to the world

of society ; the fourth gives an estimate of him from a

VOL. II. u
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clerical point of view ; the fifth is a recollection of his

mode of life in a country-house ; the sixth describes him

as he appeared to its writer during the last year of his

career ; and the last, the seventh, interesting not only for

the love and earnestness with which it is written, but also

for the vivid description which it gives of the service in

Trinity Chapel, is especially worth reading for the details

which it supplies of some of the last weeks of the life of

Mr. Eobertson.

LETTEE A.

Odiham Vicarage: July 28, 1862.

My dear Sir,—You have assigned me no easy task in

asking for recollections of an old college friend, after a

lapse of more than twenty years. I became acquainted

with F. W. Eobertson very soon after his entrance at

Brasenose College, Oxford, by meeting him at the rooms

of the Eev. H. B. W. Churton, at that time a fellow and

tutor in the college. His ardent temperament, his vivid

imagination, his earnestness and purity of mind, his

lofty aspirations after whatsoever things were true,

honest, just, pure, lovely, and of good report— in short,

his eager thirst for moral and intellectual improvement,

rendered him a most interesting companion.

His intellect was above the common order ; and the

deeper tone of thought, the naturally pensive feelings

of his soul, made the mere social, festive, light-hearted

circle of Oxford companionship uncongenial to his taste,

and unsuited to his delicate, refined, and perhaps over-

sensitive disposition.

His friends were sought among the thinking, the liter-
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ary, the devout-minded, and intellectual men of his day.

Light and trivial or foolish conversation was always

most abhorrent to him. His idea and endeavour with

respect to social enjoyment were mental gain or spi-

ritual improvement. He was dissatisfied, and even un-

comfortable, restless, and unhappy, unless from the

company and society of friends he could feel that he

had either derived or imparted some solid, lasting gain,

either in point of information or of clearer perspicuity

on any subject of abiding interest. Progress was his

watchword, improvement his aim.

Mere recreation or mere amusement were regarded by

him as little better than waste of time. The common

every-day talk, the joke, the sharp repartee of men fresh

from public schools and elated wdth youthful spirits,

found no sympathy in his breast, and were positively

distasteful to him. He would often say, with emphasis,

*To think that men should have nothing better to con-

verse about than all this trash !
' His turn of mind led

him to an almost contemptuous dislike for what he called

* the froth, the scum, the vanity of all these things !

'

But with all this loftiness of mind, feeling and aspira-

tion, instead of a halo of brightness there was often a

mist of sadness and disappointment hovering over his

soul, which damped the ardour of his spirits and checked

his joyousness.

On entering on a college life, his glowing imagination

had raised an ideal in his mind so high, that it could

hardly fail to produce a reaction of feeling after testing

the reality of actual experience. He had anticipated a

more elevated standard of manners and morals than he
U 2
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afterwards found in existence. His preconceived notion

of Oxford lectures and tutors, as well as of the society

of the undergraduates and other members of the univer-

sity, was a high degree of perfection and of intellectual

superiority.

Every lecture was to be a concentrated mass of learn-

ing, every tutor a paragon of excellence; every party

and every social circle in Oxford were to be redolent with

wit, powerful in logical argument, abounding in scientific

and philosophical conversation.

His own pure, noble, and lofty wishes were partly

parental to the idea; and then his soaring spirit, his fervid

imagination, painted up that preconceived idea in colours

too bright, too vivid for earth. He had looked for an

Italian sky, and for the sunny genial warmth, as it were,

of an Italian climate ; but he found, amid much that

was bright and beautiful, fogs and vapours intermingled,

which he had not anticipated. He met with storms as

well as sunshine. The lesson was a painful one, but

most profitable. While it somewhat damped the glow of

his heart, and cast a tinge of melancholy over his soul, it

rendered him a more practical man—it led him to see

that here we must be satisfied to fight our way onward

through difiiculties, darkness, and misunderstandings.

This was the secret, this was the origin of that strain

of soiTOwful disappointed feeling which runs through his

sermons. It was the language of one who had learned by

sorrowful experience that all was vanity and vexation of

spirit, and this fitted him in a peculiar manner to address

with power those who, still absorbed in the world's busy

and engaging round of business and pleasures, had not as
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vet been taught the same lesson. He spake the things

which he had seen and heard and felt, and there was

consequently a telling influence in what he said. I well

remember on one occasion, after gathering around him

a breakfast-party of reading and rising men—men of

acknowledged intelligence and information—the distress

and almost disgust with which/subsequent to the break-

ing-up of the party, he commented upon the tone of the

conversation, which had not risen so high, or proved so

intellectual and improving, as he had anticipated from

the class and character of the men selected for invitation.

He would make little or no allowance for the feeling

of desire, in hardworking and reading men, for relief

from severe studies in the social enjoyment of free uncon-

strained intercourse. He could not sympathise with them

in the buoyant ebullition of youthful spirits, which must

have its fling. But this turn of thought and tone of mind

were in another respect a hindrance to the success of his

university course, with regard to obtaining the honours

to which his talents would undoubtedly have entitled

him, if he could only have brought his mind to exercise

those powers in the ordinary way necessary for securing

academical honours. He could not bring himself to

descend to all the minute accuracies of grammar and of

philological lore essential to form a finished scholar. It

was the same with many of the technicalities and mi-

nutiae of science, without which the knowledge required

for the examination-schools could not be mastered. To

spend precious hours upon such comparative trifles ap-

peared to him a waste of valuable time and of mental

powers as well. He felt disappointed that the exaraina-
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tions should depend, in a manner, upon an accurate ac-

quaintance with all these elements, these little niceties of

language, these minute points and distinctions in philo-

logical, scientific, and philosophical subjects; instead of

depending merely upon enlarged views, original ideas,

and exalted sentiments arising out of a comprehensive

and intellectual grasp of such matters by a reasoning and

powerful mind. In preference, therefore, to fettering

the mind, as he considered, by working in the tramway

marked out for honours in the wisdom of the university,

he allowed others of inferior powers to pass by him, and

to attain those rewards of diligence and mental cultivation

while he was climbing over the rocks on a path of his own.

I remember on one occasion the great disgust he ex-

pressed at a man of very superior mind and of undoubted

talent being actually plucked in the public schools at the

final examination for lack of technical information and

want of accuracy, while he saw the testamur handed to

many others of inferior powers of mind, who had earned

it by common care, industry, and perseverance. He did

not at that time perceive how much of valuable train-

ing, disciplining, and strengthening the mind, as well

as of increasing its natural endowments, were involved

in all this minuteness and accuracy of detail.

Thus the very brilliancy of his talents proved a stum-

bling-block in the way of his carrying off those rewards

which his friends would have desired for him, and which

they saw, under ordinary circumstances, might undoubt-

edly have been made his own. Neither academical ho-

nours nor Oxford society came up to the high standard he

had preconceived, and his thoughts were then directed
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onwards to the great work of the ministry, and to pre-

paration for it. His exalted notions of Holy Orders and

of the high privileges and blessings in connection with

the office of the ministry in the Church, again led him

to look forward with zest and pleasurable anticipation to

coming spiritual and intellectual enjoyment ; and al-

though there was much of this in his after-course, yet

even here he experienced in the actual reality that ' Hope

told a flattering tale.'

Upon the subject of religion, his enquiring mind was

always in search of truth. With an early education in

what is termed the Evangelical school, he brought an

unbiassed and unprejudiced spirit to bear upon this

all-important matter.

In Oxford he was an attentive and diligent hearer

of teachers and of preachers differing considerably in

views and sentiments. He attended the ministry on

the one hand of Mr. Champneys at St. Ebbe's, and oa

the other hand of Mr. Newman at St Mary's. He
had as yet marked out for himself no distinctive line

of religious sentiments, but the earnest, anxious question

of his mind was, ' What is truth ?
'

He saw much that struck him as excellent and desirable

in both parties. He felt keenly, moreover, that there

were deficiencies in each. He wished to amalgamate

what he saw that was good, excellent, and scriptural

in one system with what he saw to be devotional and

stricter in form and discipline in another. He desired,

with an enlarged mind and unprejudiced spirit, to em-

brace the excellences of both, without becoming addicted

to either—without allowing himself to be a party-man.
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Nullius addictus jurare in verba magistri.

But tlie tendencies of his mind as well as his early train-

ing led him to lean more to the tenets and doctrines of

the Eeformers. He took special delight also in scriptural

and Grreek Testament readings, and in devotional exer-

cises afforded him and others from time to time in Mr.

Churton s rooms. These seasons often proved a solace

to his anxious and restless spirit : they refreshed his

soul by leading him directly to the fountain of wisdom

and consolation.

He derived much advantage, moreover, from the in-

structions of the senior tutor in the college—soon after

the vice-principal of Brasenose, the Eev, T. T. Churton.

From him he frequently received most friendly cautions

and warnings with regard to the dangers and erratic

tendencies of Tractarianism, as it gradually unfolded

and developed itself into its distinctive features. In

his rooms he often fell in with kindred spirits to himself,

and greatly enjoyed the friendly and social gatherings

of dons and undergraduates brought together by Mr.

Churton's kindness and hospitality.

He was greatly indebted to the instructions of this

valuable tutor for the views and sentiments which he

carried with him from Oxford into the ministry, and

from which he did not diverge until after the close of

his ministry in Cheltenham and the commencement of

his labours in Brighton.

Yours very sincerely,

T. Gr. Clarke,

Vicar of Odiham.
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LETTER B.

Lansdown Lodge, Cheltenham: February 21, 1865.

Deak Sir,—-I have already explained to you that I

was not intimately acquainted with the Rev. F. Robert-

son. My intercourse with him was casual and limited.

Occasionally I met him in private society, and enter-

taining, as I did from the first, the greatest admiration

of his character and abilities, never lost an opportunity

of conversing with him. But he was so much engaged

in the performance of his duties, as the curate of a

large district in this town, that these opportunities were

few and far between ; and thus, I regret to say, I can

do little towards the elucidation of the comparatively

short period of his life during which I had the privilege

of personal communication with him, beyond giving a

general description of the main points in his character

as they appeared to me.

I always considered that he possessed, in a remarkable

and pre-eminent degree, a combination of three qualities

—courage, gentleness, and liberality or tolerance. As

regards the first, I believe him to have been, both

physically and morally, one of the bravest men that

ever lived. Had it been his lot to have follow^ed the

military profession (for which I have understood he was

originally intended), he would probably, with oppor-

tunities, have attained the highest eminence in it. His

presence was commanding though his figure was slight,

and his dark eye glanced with a mixture of fire and

softness which indicated at once that he was no ordinary
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man. There was nothing which he would have shrunk

from saying or doing in the interest of truth or justice,

for either of which he would willingly have undergone

martyrdom.

At the same time his gentleness was as great as his

courage. Even the very tones of his voice bespoke the

fact. Conscious of his great and commanding abilities,

he must have been conscious too (for he had proof of it

in their acts) of the bitter jealousy which his superiority

excited in the minds of some of those with whom he

had to deal. But notwithstanding his extreme sensi-

tiveness, which must have made him feel deeply the

treatment he received, no acrimonious expression, so far

as I am aware, ever escaped his lips; and the tone in

which he spoke of these things was ever that of one

who prayed that his enemies might be forgiven, as not

knowing what they did. He was totally devoid of pride

or assumption; and though his mind was stored with

thoughts on every subject usually discussed by thinking

men, he was as ready, perhaps more ready, to listen

than to speak. But when he did speak, you felt at

once that he was speaking from the heart ; what he said

was plainly and simply expressed, as might be expected

where the speaker was candid and sincere, free from

affectation, egotism, or pedantry of any kind.

But perhaps the grandest features of his character

were liberality and toleration. He was an ardent seeker

after truth, and having found it, would have defended

it with his life. But if ever a man was aware of the

difficulty of finding truth, it was he ; if ever a man was

aware of his own and others' fallibility, it was he. It
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may be doubted whether, in the whole of his witings,

a single word, or a single expression, can be found dis-

playing a spirit of dogmatism or denunciation. Possibly

the natural liberality of his mind may have been en-

couraged and increased by the antagonism which he

felt to the intense bigotry of which he was not un-

frequently a witness. Exemplifications of this spirit

of liberality, the more remarkable as being in oppo-

sition to the common prejudices of many around him,

may be found in those of his sermons which treat

of the * Sunday Question,' in his remarks on Shelley in

the Lectures on Poetry,' and in the fact, which I well

remember, that when, many years since, a renegade

Eoman Catholic priest visited Cheltenham for the pur-

pose of pouring forth loud-tongued and reckless abuse

upon the religion he had forsworn—when he was at-

tended and listened to by admiring and sympathetic

crowds, however unable to comprehend the Italian lan-

guage in wdiich he spoke—no persuasion would induce

Robertson to follow in the wake. With a pleasant

smile he would ask what weight could be attached to

the ravings of a Protestant priest who had deserted

his religion—a question to which I am not aware that

he ever received a reply.

When he died, I believe that they who had had the

privilege of knowing him even so slightly as I did, felt

that a man was gone who had been, and would have

continued to be, a light to the world ; and who, if not

in a worldly, certainly in a spiritual and intellectual

sense, w^ould have reached an eminence as high as has

been attained by any of the greatest men that England
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ever saw. For his intellect was ever expanding, and it

may be doubted whether, when he was removed, that

intellect had attained its full developement and possible

maturity. Even during the period during which I knew

him here, attending the church in which he preached,

there was a marked progress in his power of thought,

expression, and delivery.

I may add, as a very subordinate point, that from

specimens which I have seen of his Greek composition,

evincing exquisite taste and great grammatical accuracy,

there seems little doubt that he might have attained

the highest academical distinction. But he felt that

he was destined for higher and better things than run-

ning in an academical groove, and becoming even a

great classical scholar. I mention the fact, not as think-

ing thereby to add anything to the lustre of his in-

tellectual character, but because I am unwilling to omit

anything known to me regarding him.

I should have been glad if I could have made thiso

short and imperfect sketch more adequate to the subject

with which I have attempted to deal. But having been

requested to contribute something to so grand an object

as the elucidation of the character of such a man, I could

not, in justice either to the living or the dead, refuse

— even though the contribution were, as it is, but a mite.

His saltern accumulem don is, et fungar inani

Munere.

I am, dear Sir,

Faithfully yours,

W. DOBSON.
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LETTER C (extract).

Brighton.

He used to fight continually on the ^Woman's Eight

'

question, and I used to delight in rousing his ire by one

or two things he detested—by making a casual use of

slang, by dashing my words in writing, by punning, in

which latter delinquency he used himself to indulge at

times. I do not think he was ever humorous so much

as witty—not that I attempt to define the much-vexed

difference between wit and humour—but I should say

that his fun shone and sparkled rather than warmed and

glowed; and ever and anon— and almost always when

one got in earnest—there rose up that tinge of bitterness

which seemed to underlie all his estimate of human

character and events. His own experience, I suppose,

was at war with his aspirations. This struggle, I fancy,

was what made him so painfully interesting. I used to

think, especially when I first knew him, that his con-

versation was pitched in too high a key for general

society, and he certainly wanted that little Yulgar social

sympathy which harmonises all by tuning oneself only

to the ' third ' above and not to the ' octave.'

He read out better than ever man read; he never

preached but he always elevated and spiritualised every

subject, and I never met anyone so deferential and gentle

in argument : he never pooh-poohed a remark, but

always listened and carried on our remarks—never

forced on us more than we seemed likely to take in

comfortably. He had the rare art of giving comfort,

advice, and even blame with such almost humble gen-

tleness, such entire freedom from any assumption of
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superiority, that it could not wound the sorest heart,

nor irritate even the most rebellious spirit.

I think a touch of geniality or of sensuousness would

have improved his character, but perhaps my material-

istic tendency misleads me there, and a tinge of asceti-

cism may be a necessary element in all apostleship.

* * * * #

The following letter of Mr. Robertson's will illustrate

some of the points dwelt on in the above extract: his

gentleness in refusal, his impatience with fruitless enthu-

siasm, his stern views of the world, and his feelings on

the subject of the ' Eights of Women : '

—

Dear Madam,— I regret exceedingly to be unable to

take the part you ask me to do in obtaining signatures

to Lord Shaftesbury's petition. I should be sorry that

my refusal should be construed into want of sympathy

in this great cause of charity and right, or into inability

to appreciate warmly and admiringly the motives of

ladies who like yourself have signed the paper. His

would be a cold heart, indeed, who did not acknowledge

proudly and gratefully the promptness of his country-

women to feel rightly on all great questions, and to join

in all generous works. But I humbly venture to differ

from Lord Shaftesbury as to the expediency of this

pressing mode of attempting to meet the evil.

First, it is known to be the result of a burst of feeling

produced by a book, ' Uncle Tom's Cabin,' which by

thousands in America is considered an exaggerated state-

ment of the case, and has produced much exasperation of

feeling in the Southern States. / do not believe it to be
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exaggerated : it merely exhibits what under such laws is

for ever possible, and must be often fact. But the

Americans deny it : and in the heated state of feeling

produced by the book I fear that a remonstrance known

to be grounded on its allegations, or roused by its pictures

of slavery, would produce resentment instead of convic-

tion, and only harden the American ladies in their resolve

to maintain the institution. For, strange to say, it is the

American ladies—for ladies are conservatives ever of the

things that be—who are said to be most vehement in the

upholding of the institution : the ladies and the clergy

—

for, alas I the appeal on Christian grounds which the ad-

dress contains has been answered, they say, already a

thousand times by the arguments with which the clergy

have indoctrinated the slaveholders and their wives and

dauo-hters. Of this there are abundant traces in ' Uncle

Tom's Cabin.'

In the first place, I feel convinced that the American

reply will be : Look at home—look at Ireland—look at

the pauperism of England, more frightful than slavery I

What are the highborn ladies of England doing who

saunter life away in Belgravia and Tyburnia, leaving

their own slaves uncared for, stimulated by a novel into

a burst of virtuous indignation which costs them nothing

beyond the trouble of signing a paper and the pleasurable

excitement of the agitation, and pledges them to nothing

beyond the easy task of calling on others to do good? I

know that to hundreds who will sign the address this

will not apply, but I confess that even /, an Englishman,

should be forced to acknowlege it to be a fair retort to

thousands.
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Once more, you will forgive me for saying that while I

hope earnestly for an increasing dignity and breadth to

be given to the position of woman by the spirit of the

Grospel, I am not yet quite American enough to feel

quite reconciled to the idea of the public conferences

and agitations and excitement which a measure like

this involves in the female world. I do not put this

forward as a real objection, I admit it to be perhaps an

old-fashioned prejudice, and if there were no other ob-

jection, it should not stand in the way of my co-

operating in a good cause. My only excuse for this long

letter is my wish not to appear discourteous or abrupt in

declining to comply with your request.

I am, dear Madam,

Your obedient servant,

F. W. R.

LETTER D.

My dear Sir,—As I understand your letter, you ask

me to add something to the materials now being collected

for a 'Life of Robertson.' I wish I could send something

worthy of such an object ; but my incapability of writing

all that I feel about him is my fair excuse for not giving

more than what follows. It is right at the same time that

I remind you that my friendship with him was, strictly

speaking, a clerical friendship, and that he hardly ever

spoke to me upon any other subject than that which

directly or indirectly touched upon a clergyman's duties.

First of all, I will declare that, though he was not
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faultless any more than other human beings, he was,

without exception, the most faultless clergyman I have

ever known. It is easy to trace how this comparative

clerical faultlessness had its original spring—in (1) his

strict obedience to his father's will that he should take

Holy Orders and sacrifice the Army, in which his heart

was ; and (2) in his exceeding truthfulness of character.

These two points ran through his life—Self-sacrifice and

Truth. ' If I am to be a clergyman,' was the language of

his thoughts, * I will do my best to be a clergyman in

reality, even though I have no preference for the pro-

fession.' With this determination before him, he told me

he prepared for ordination, and amongst other studies

before he left college he literally learnt by heart the

whole of the New Testament, not only in English but in

Greek; and so completely did he devote himself to stiff

theological study for the examination of the Bishop of

Winchester, that he sought relaxation to his mind before

the day of ordination by reading Wordsworth's ' Excur-

sion' as his orisons. ' Some clergymen,' he said, * would

think it strange to do this. It was my refreshment.'

His favourite private prayer-book was Bishop An-

drewes' ' Devotions,' which he used until he found his

wants more perfectly expressed by the language of his

own copiously flowing thoughts. His love for the Holy

Bible was exceedingly remarkable, and especially for

those parts which are (as he expressed it himself) full

of Christ ; and it is worth recording that, upon one oc-

casion, he remarked to me that the longer he lived the

more fond he became of turning to the four Gospelis

VOL II. X
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by preference—a fact borne out by the list of Lis

sermons.

But Kobertson was pre-eminently the clergyman of

thought. He would wring his very brain for the sake

of those pure thoughts which abound throughout his

writings. And yet it was not for the sake of exalting

the intellect above religion that he did this, but in order

to make the fullest use of the great faculties which

God had blessed him withal. I was curate of Hurst-

pierpoint in 1851, and having at heart the opening of a

parish reading-room, I applied to my friend to assist me
with an address. His generosity encouraged the request,

but it was with difficulty that I could prevail upon him

to sacrifice any time from his congregation, ' My con-

gregation must come first,' he repeated : and then he

rapidly sketched the amount of work which was de-

manded of him, in order that I might understand his

sermons to be the chief object of his work—not his lec-

tures, because intellect ought to bend to Chi-istianity.

I am not fulsc^me in my language of him, when I say

that the spirit of Christ saturated everything he said

and did. For my own part, I have never learnt so much

of the mind of Clhrist, and what is meant by following

Christ, as from him. Like his Master (as he fearlessty

loved to call the Saviour, in whatever company he was),

he had two- distinct sides t(> his character. Perfectly

conscious of his great mental powers, and very modest

about introducing them except where plain duty obliged

him, he was ready to acknowledge excellence and rarity

of endowments in everyone who possessed tiiem, and ta
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judge of others who had them not in a kindly spirit.

There was a daring in him to speak what he was per-

suaded was truth, which was quite unsubject to the

good or bad opinions of the world. Yet this fearless-

ness was always governed by a most generous charity.

If he mentioned the name of anyone whose life offended

him, he was sure to make me see the good in the person

as well as the vice. If he spoke of anyone who differed

with him in religion, he was bent upon my seeing that

he loved the individual while he hated his false faith.

To the Church of England he was affectionately at-

tached ; he regarded it as the best form of Christianity

in the world, but he would never refuse to recognise

what was true and good in those outside it, I well re-

member the substance of his words in conversation with

me on this point :—
' There is only 07ie thing we have to

wage a perpetual war with—sin and wrong, in whomso-

ever found—Churchman, Koman Catholic, or Protestant

Dissenter. There is only one thing we should wish to

see either in ourselves or in others—the love of Christ;

and in whomsoever a spark merely of this love is found,

whether in one whom we have regarded as awfully

wicked, or in one whom we have looked on as not enjoy-

ing the same superior light with ourselves—one branded

by the hard name of Papist, or a Greek, or a Dissenter,

or an Arian ; if in any of these the love of Christ is

found, showing itself in the adoration and the worship

of Him,'—and then, I remember well, he added, with a

tone which has fixed these words exactly upon my
memor}^, 'Oh, if I could adore Him and love Him and

X 2
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serve Him as some of these do, I should be a different

person to what I am now ! Then, while we hold fast

our own opinion and be ready to die for it, we must

acknowledge this good in those who differ from us—we

must rejoice that Christ is received. We call this per-

son by that name, and that person by this ; but Grod

does not regard the names we may give to this one or

that, to this form or that, to this faction or that. He
only notices the love, the adoration, the service we

show to His dear Son.'

There was a nobility of disposition about him which

ever forbad his meeting any opponent except upon the

most open field of controversy or defence. He was too

honourable, and his view of a clergyman's course of life

was too high in principle, to admit of his countenancing

any underground dealings with anyone. Yet he was

able to accommodate himself to, and deal in a winning

way with, all the various tempers and habits of those

to whom he ministered, whether in or out of his church.

He was able to go into the most varying society of

the world, coming out unscathed, and having always held

his own. It was his rule never to limit himself to one

class or party, but to act before all as one who ought to

bear about with him, as a clergyman of the Church,

a sort of universal character.

Such was the brave, true, honest, and simple mind

which was so misunderstood— almost universally—
during life, but which is now as universally acknow-

ledged to be useful far beyond the Church of England.

F. Ernest Towek.
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LETTER E.

Many years ago I met F. W. Robertson, and lived in

the same house with him for three weeks. I was very

young, and his gracious manner and winning courtesy

I shall not easily forget. The testimony of his oldest

friends is true—he listened to the crude theories and

dogmatic opinions of a young man with a sympathy

which awoke thought and a compassion which did not

offend.

No cloud rests upon my memory of him.

I recal the first day I met him as vividly as if it

were yesterday—the serious smile of welcome, the

questioning look from his eyes, the frankly offered

hand. We walked up a hill commanding a noble view of

sea and mountain. His face lit up—he drank in with

a deep breath the wide landscape. The contrast of the

white foam dashing on the beach of blue slate pebbles

—the racing of the scattering and fitful breezes upon

the sea—the purple of the distant hills, were all

marked by him with loving observation. He wati

happy in pointing out the delicacy of the clouds

which an upper current was combing out upon the

sky. He stooped to gather the wild daffodils which

were tossing in the wind. Nothing was lost upon

him. He touched all the points of the scene, clearly

enough to instruct his listeners how to see them, but

with such poetic tact that he did not injure what I may

call the sensibility of nature. One thought more, that
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is, of the loveliness he spoke of than of the speaker.

It was the unconscious art of genius.

I saw him again in a country-house. He rose early,

and taught for two hours before breakfast some of his

young friends. One hour was given to instruction in the

Bible. I have seen most suggestive notes on the Epistle

to the Eomans which were taken down during these

morning conversations. The second hour was employed

in teaching, sometimes Physical Greography, sometime?

English Grammar, sometimes Chemistry. His subjects

were mastered perfectly, and taught with happy illus-

trations and with a crystal lucidity of expression. After

breakfast he generally went out shooting. Starting long

before the rest of the party, he never relaxed his swifl

and eager walk till he arrived upon his ground. He went

straight as an arrow, heeding no obstacles, and leaping

easily ditches which the gamekeepers refused. He fol-

lowed his birds till night fell, too impatient even to eat

luncheon. He shot well, almost never missing his aim;

and with all his excitement, there was a businesslike

method in his work which showed, in spite of the way

his eye flashed, that he could always command himself

when success was in question. The breaking of the dogs

interested him greatly, and he was angry when the

gamekeeper lost his temper with them. He returned

worn out, ate his dinner almost in silence, and re-

mained scarcely a quarter of an hour over his wine.

After dinner we generally walked in the grounds till

10 o'clock, and then adjourned to the school-room. By

this time he had recovered all his energy and lightness.
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We played historical games, wrote poetry, capped verses.

The freshness, eagernevss, and anxiety which he dis-

played in these were delightful to us all. The humour

with which he put down ignorance, the playfulness

with which he exposed a mistake by wilfully making

another of the same kind twice as bad, the fro^\m with

which he pounced upon an offender whose metre was

halting, the bright smile with which he welcomed a

new thought or a happy expression, the social art with

which he brought into relief and elucidated our dif-

ferent characters, made the hours fly, and have left to

me pleasant memories.

He often walked with us while we rode throus^h the

woods, his active step keeping up easily with the rapid

pace of the horses. He talked with delightful yet quiet

enthusiasm. If a ray of sunlight came slanting through

the trees on the grass—if a bough hung over the green

path with remarkttble beauty— if an orange fungus made

a spot of bright colour on the way, he was sure to re-

mark them. It was wonderful how much he made us

see. A rabbit-burrow, a hare racing in the distance,

a bird singing in the wood, brought out anecdote after

anecdote of the habits of animals. I shall not easily

forget his delight when the woodcocks came and he

was the first to see one, nor the way in which he ab-

solutely ran over with stories of their manner of life.

He seemed to me to know all the poetry which referred

to animals, and quoted Wordsworth till I wondered at

his memor}^

He himself rode often. He made his horse his friend,
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talked to it, loved it, I think; and the horse knew this,

and bore him with evident pleasure. His hand upon it

was as delicate as a woman's, and he sat it like a knight.

He seemed to become more than himself on horseback,

and to throw off all the weight of life in the excitement

of a gallop.

He dressed during the day in a dark-grey shooting

suit, a black cravat, loosely tied, and a black wide-

awake. His clothes seemed to belong to him. He was

exceedingly nice in his dress, without vulgar precision.

On Sunday he appeared dressed as a clergyman. I went

to church with him with the rest. I remember his quiet

words of remonstrance when one of the persons staying

in the house said that * he should stay at home because

the preacher was not worth hearing,' and the gentle

determination with which he gained his point. His

manner in church was that of sacred and manly reve-

rence, and no word of carping criticism followed on a

very poor sermon.

I only heard him read out once, but I have not for-

gotten it. We had walked up to an old seat beneath an

elm, and he suddenly seemed struck with some sugges-

tion from the view. He drew ' In Memoriam ' from his

pocket, and read, ' Ring out, wild bells, to the wild sky.'

At first I did not like it, it seemed too solemnly toned

;

but the deep voice made its way, and I was so impressed

with the consciousness that he felt a hundred meaninorso

in the verses, which were concealed at that time from me,

that I was awed and humbled. I never read the stanzas

now without hearing his voice, without feeling what he
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meant when he closed the book, repeating twice over,

with solemn hopefulness, 'King in the Christ that is

to be.'

He rose when he had finished, and leaned over the

wooden fence. Before him there lay in the still even-

ing light a wide expanse of pasture-land dotted with

weird thorns, and rolling up to a hill covered with firs.

In the distance, sharply defined against a yellow sky,

was a peculiar mountain-peak, dark purple. A faint

blue mist was slowly rising and had filled the holluws.

The wind was singing loudly through the withered bents

of grass. He was silent for a few minutes, and then, as

if to himself, began slowly to repeat Keble's hymn,

*Where is Thy favoured haunt, Eternal Voice? ' When
he came to those lines,

—

No sounds of worldly toil ascending there,

Mar the full burst of prayer

;

Lone Nature feels that she may freely breathe

;

And round us and beneath

Are heard her sacred tones, the fitful sweep

Of winds across the steep,

Through withered bents—romantic note and clear,

Meet for a hermit's ear,

—

his voice seemed to take the tone of the wind, and I

cannot describe how well the landscape explained the

verses, and the verses the landscape. It was a happy

instance of his power of fitting thought to things. He
did not spoil the impression by telling us that he meant

the poetry to elucidate the scene. He was silent, only

saying briefly, ' That is my favourite hymn.'

I left the house shortly afterwards, and never saw
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him again. I was told that at the harvest-home, which

was held during his stay, he spoke with a charm and

with a simplicity to the assembled labourers and tenants

which touched rude hearts, and stirred the whole mass

into enthusiasm.

He struck me as being the possessor of a great ora-

torical power. WTioever were his listeners, he had his

hand upon their pulse the whole time that he was

speaking. The prevalent feeling of the audience was

felt by him. In sympathy thus with them, he could

play upon their hearts as on an instrument. This was

the impression which his conversation made upon me,

and, from what I have heard, it was this which made

him the master of his congregation, and the conqueror

of the disaffected workmen in his second address to

the Mechanics' Institute at Brighton.

He had a strange, unique character. I do not think

he could, under any circumstances, have lived long, or

ever have been serenely happy. Too much fire was put

into everything he said and did. Nothing ever seemed

common to him. His senses appeared to me to be as

preternaturally sensitive as his feelings. His pleasure

and his pain were proportionally intense. To him the

every-day joys of humanity were passionate delights ; to

him its every-day pains were keener than the life-sorrows

of ordinary men. His very quietude was like the quietude

of the sea, seemingly at rest, but traversed and stirred

by a thousand currents. He wanted the rough bark

which protects the tree against wounds, enables it to
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resist sharp winds and to reach old age. But the

world should not complain, for it seems to me that it

was this very want which made the beauty of his genius

and the greatness of his life.

LETTER F.

Brighton.

My dear Sie,—I believe that you agree with me in

the opinion that Mr. Robertson's life, in the deepest

sense of the word, has already been given to the world

in his sermons.

In complying with your request that I should furnish

you with some personal reminiscences of Mr. Robert-

son, it is perhaps incumbent on me to state, though

I have special reasons for cherishing his memory more

than that of any other man whom I ever called a

friend, that my acquaintance with him was rather in-

tensive than extensive. It was only during the last year

of his life that our intercourse deepened into friend-

ship
;
nevertheless, that comparatively brief period, with

its occasional meetings, sufficed to reveal to me what

manner of man he was. I know that in private life,

and especially in the society of younger minds, whose

sympathies and aspirations were still unharmed by the

leaven of worldliness, he would at times discourse

with the same clearness, beauty, and indignation which

characterised his utterance when he delivered his great
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defence of the In Memoriam; but, speaking for myself,

it was not so much what he said as what he was that

struck me. And, with reference especially to his moral

character, I noted that in him truth and honour par-

took more of the quality of passionate attributes than

of merely formal principles, and that a righteous in-

dignation against meanness and hypocrisy burned in

him like a consuming fire. There seemed nothing

within the limits of the lawful and the right which he

would not do, or dare, for those whom he honoured

with his friendship. In the presence of true sorrow,

or of penitence, he was tender as a woman ; but there

was a sternness in his spirit which recalled that of the

Hebrew prophets when, in private life, he had to con-

front those who, to his knowledge, had wronged or

slandered another. In such a case it was bootless to

talk to him of * extenuating circumstances.' Evil had

been done, and the evildoer must be humiliated. He
himself walked in such a sunlight of integrity, that

any deviation in others from the path of righteousness

inflicted on him actual pain ; and not only so—he had

such a vivid sense of the destructive and deadly power

of sin, as seemed quite to have quenched in him the

hope that, in certain cases, the restorative influences

revealed in Christianity would ever be able to effect any

healing. Would to Grod that all preachers believed, as

Robertson did, that the wages of sin—now, and not

hereafter only—is death ! But the Grospel surely pro-

claims that good is mightier than evil ; and as I recal

Robertson's conversations, which indicated so rooted a
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despair with regard to the destiny of many for whom
Christ died, my old impression is revived, that that

despair had largely to do with the sorrow of heart

which seems to flow as an undercurrent through all his

sermons. I seemed to comprehend from his hope-

lessness of this kind the depth of St. Paul's words :

—

'If in this life only we have hope in Christ, we are

of all men most miserable.'

To a mind thus sensitive to the sins and sorrows of

our humanity, sadness could not be unfamiliar. Plis

own lofty ideal necessarily entailed on him many griefs

and disappointments. And indeed he sometimes thouglit

that all true souls were unhappy. One day, as we

were speaking together of the rich endowments of a

youth in whom we were mutually interested, he said

with emphasis :
' How unhappy he will be !

'

The impression which the grandeur of Eobertson's

moral and spiritual character has left within me has

almost encroached, so to speak, on that of his intel-

lectual power. But no one who ever even saw him, or

listened to his earnest eloquent talk—his tremulous,

clear-ringing, musical voice imparting a richer sense to

common words—could doubt for a moment that he was

possessed of the rarest mental gifts. Still it was in the

pulpit that the whole man came out, and there he was

indeed as one inspired.

Robertson's sermons, even as we now possess them,

are the * bloom and wonder' of modern pulpit elo-

quence. Exceptionally lucid in expression, they reveal

such a combination of the analytic with the constructive
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and imaginative faculty
;
they are charged so abund-

antly with arrows of lightning, to flash home con-

viction on the * conscience as she sits within her

lonely seat
;

' they indicate such intense prophetic

earnestness
;

they contain such fearless denunciations

of evil, in high places and in low ; they manifest such

a sympathy on the part of their author with the lonely,

the hardworking, the suffering, and the poor
;
they

display such a mastery of the latest European thought,

so profound an acquaintance with both the letter and

the spirit of the Scriptures, as of the innermost secrets

of the life which is ' hid in God '—its sorrows, its

battling with doubts, its triumph through clinging to

the cross of Christ
;
they disclose such a creative ability

to turn truisms into living truths, or to convert the dry

bones of orthodox assertions into vital influences for

the daily life ;
they show such a grasp of great spiritual

and historical principles, such a power to sever the

essential from the accidental in the discussion of

questions of Christian casuistry, such wisdom and libe-

rality in the treatment of subjects like that of the

Christian Sabbath — that Kobertson must be pro-

nounced, of all later Christian public speakers, facile

jprincejps. He was at once philosopher, poet, priest,

and prophet.

I fear that I cannot put on paper the image of

Robertson's personal appearance which lives in my
heart; but the following pen-and-ink sketch may at

least dimly represent the great preacher to those who

never saw hiin.
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In person he was rather above the average height,

and his graceful and well-knit figure indicated the

possession of much physical energy and activity. There

was a remarkable sprioiginess, if I may use the word,

in his gait, and I can see him now bounding across

the street to grasp the hand of a friend. His face

was not striking from any peculiarity, but it was a

beautiful one. The nose was straight and finely pro-

portioned. The mouth showed great delicacy and

purity of taste and feeling, and, when the lips, with

their rich sweeping curves, were closed, inflexible reso-

lution. Compared with the upper part of the face, the

chin seemed lacking somewhat in developement ; and

the dark blue eyes, which left their light with you after

he had gone, though set well apart, were smaller than

the eyes of our greater poets generally are ; but the

noble forehead, so high, so full, so ideally rounded, and

shaded by his rich brown hair, imparted, at a glance,

the assurance that here was a man of great moral ele-

vation of character, and of large intellectual power.

In addition to what I have already said of my im-

pression, as a whole, of Kobertson's various mental and

moral attributes, I would now single out for special

mention the following characteristics.

And, first, I would speak of the manly simplicity

which lighted up his whole life. His very appearance

—his look, bearing, and even his dress— seemed to

proclaim this quality. His language was always that of

a thoroughly true and clear-seeing man. He spoke

with a quiet natural intonation. His conversation was
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that of a man who believed that truth and goodness

commend themselves to the hearts which are ready to

receive them, and that aught like cant springs from a

root of unbelief. By the grace of God Kobertson's yea

was yea, and his nay was nay.

Edward Irving, as you will remember, in an ordi-

nation charge, said to a young Scottish minister, ^Be

the clergyman always, less than the clergyman never.'

Eobertson's words would rather have been, 'Be the

man always, the Christian man, and less than the man
never.' The priestly self-consciousness implied in Ir-

ving's counsel would have been intolerable to Robert-

son ; and he believed that by simply being a man to

his ' brother men ' he could best by his living ' show

that glory of the Divine Son ' which he ' set forth ' with

such power in his * preaching.'

From my connection with the Mechanics' Institution

of this town, I had special and frequent opportunities

for observing what Eobertson had been to the working-

men of Brighton—what he had done for them. He
has built himself a living monument in their hearts, of

which the Memorial Column in the Brighton Cemetery

over his grave is but the outward and visible sign

;

and he has given an impulse to many of their lives,

which I cannot but believe will endure through all the

Future. And what was the secret of his influence ?

What brought the hardworking men of Brighton to

Trinity Chapel, and at last gathered them by hundreds,

amid ill-suppressed tears, to his grave ? Doubtless his

teaching was such as they had not heard in church
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before. Moreover, as he spoke to them from the plat-

form, his fervid oratory, his practical wisdom, his sym-

pathy with their doubts and struggles, his fearless

exposition of their own special weaknesses, temptations,

and sins, as well as of their rights and claims, called

forth an unwonted response from their heart and con-

science. But so far as I could learn from personal

intercourse with the working class, it was this man-

liness, this straightforwardness of which I am writing,

that won their affections. They felt that he was not

afraid of losing caste by associating with them. He
sought to make them truer men, better workmen,

worthier Englishmen ; to awaken in them the full con-

sciousness of that common high-calling to be sons of

Grod, which we have received through our Lord and

Elder Brother Jesus Christ.

This same manly simplicity characterises all his

sermons. And hence, while eloquent as no other

modern sermons are, they have the sweetness and

freshness of nature itself; they have nothing artificial

about them. They seem to grow directly out of his

life—a life that he lived in this Grod's world, respon-

sive to all its grandeur, and rejoicing in its manifold

beauty and harmony.

But, secondly, closely allied with this reigning sim-

plicity was his love of clearness both in thought and

expression. He never dealt in hints or inuendoes. The

thing he did not see he never tried to say; but what

he saw he said plainly and strongly. One is never at

a loss to find out his meaning. He has no aniriere

VOL. II. Y
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pensee, no pet doctrine, suited for the few but too pre-

cious to be thrown down amidst the multitude. What

he had received he freely gave—believing that truth is

not private property, but the heritage of the world.

Thirdly, Eobertson was a master in logic. His moral

integrity and his intellectual love of clearness led him to

a severe self-discipline in logic. His sermons are ' music

in the bounds of law.' The materials of his discourses,

to use another figure, were fused as in a furnace seven

times heated, but they flowed out into quietly prepared

forms. They are as true to the laws of thought as

they are faithfully representative of Christian doctrine,

feeling, and aspiration. ' You do not know a subject

thoroughly,' says Schiller, ' until you can play with it.'

Few could play so gracefully and yet so logically with

his subjects as Eobertson could ; and hence I am not

surprised when I find that each of his sermons—even

when we have but fragmentary notes of it—is a logical

unity, just as in other respects it is a poetical one.

Fourthly, Eobertson was eminently didactic. For

popularity, as such, he had a scorn that some might

call morbid. But he was ambitious, if I may use the

term, to be regarded as a teacher. It is in this character

that he is now and will be known to the church and

the world for years to come. Prophet I have called

him ; but he was more the teacher than the prophet.

He did not so much enlarge the horizon of our

vision, as illuminate what already lay within the field

of it. And in this respect, the power of his genius

has, since his death, showed itself sublimely victorious
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over the clamour raised ao^ainst the tendencies of his

preaching. But during his life, those who had not

endeavoured to translate the familiar terms of Christian

doctrine into language more in harmony with the

modes of thought and speech which God's Spirit teaches

Englishmen in this century, missed the accustomed

sounds, were startled by the use of common human

words in the pulpit, and were alarmed by illustrations

borrowed at will from the daily life and pursuits of

the various classes who thronged his church

—

' from

art, from nature, from the schools.' Others, again, who

had hitherto failed to apprehend that all ideas of truth,

justice, and mercy among men are directly inspired (if

they are not mocking shadows) by Him who is absolute

truth, absolute justice, absolute mercy, shrunk from

doctrinal statements which seemed to commend them-

selves rather too clearly to the apprehension of the

intellect, and too much to the approval of the human

heart and conscience. Then, those who leaned more to

the dogmas of Unitarianism were ready to fancy that

his representations of the Fatherhood of Grod and the

perfect Humanity of Christ, involved admissious in-

compatible with the honest acceptance of the creeds of

the church. But men on both sides confounded thy

flashes of genius with the aberrations of heresy.

As a teacher, he has done more than almost any of

his contemporaries to remove the dust and rust from

what I may call the currency of the church. Xay,

more ;
great truths which platitude had done its best

to degrade into unmoral shibboleths, he relieved of
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their dross, and sent forth into the world as pure

coinage, bearing the image and superscription of the

Heavenly King. By way of illustration, I need only

refer— and must indeed do no more than refer—to

his teaching on Baptism, Absolution, the Atonement,

and Imputed Eighteousness.

Finally, Eobertson was to his heart's core a loyal son

of the Church of England. All her rites and ordinances

were specially dear to him ; and I know well, tolerant

as he was, how his tastes and principles made him recoil

from dissent, and with what freedom of conscience, with

what thankfulness of heart, he found himself a minister

of the National Church.

But I must bring this letter—I fear too long already

—to a close.

In speaking as I have done, I am but giving ex-

pression to the love which is cherished by all his survi-

ving friends. He had one mutual friend who will not

read these lines, and by whom I stood at Eobertson's

grave, on the day of his funeral,—Lady Byron. She

used to say that from the first day of her acquaintance

with Eobertson, she ' could not but painfully discover

that he was sowing himself beyond his strength, and

that his very calm was a hurricane.' It was even so.

But we must take great men as we find them ; and I

for one must here give Grod thanks for what Eobertson

was, and for all that He wrought through him.

I am, dear Sir, yours very truly,

A. J. Eoss.
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LETTER a.

My dear Sir,— During Mr. Robertson's life at

Brighton, I saw and spoke Avith him frequently ; but of

the many conversations which I had with him, scarcely

a trace remains, except the impression, deep and abid-

ing, that he was the truest, purest, and most gifted man

I have ever seen.

I never heard talk so luminous as his. When he

spoke upon an obscure or difficult subject, it was as if a

cloud had been lifted from a landscape, and all its de-

tails were seen shining in the full glory of clear sunshin*^

To meet him in the street and to see his radiant smile

of recognition, was to receive an upward influence. I

know that, to many, a casual rencontre with him was a

cherished hope in the morning and a delightful thought

at night—that his presence was to such more than that

of any other man—that his words were treasured by

them as divinely-given oracles

The congTegation which he gathered round him was

a remarkable one. A large portion of it, in strong

contrast io the other churches in Brighton, was com-

posed of men. Some of the most thoughtful had been

drawn thither from other congregations, and became

habitual worshippers at Trinity Chapel ; while others,

who had never come to church before, found in his

preaching the attraction of the Gospel of Christ to be

both irresistible and lifelong.

I have never heard the liturgy read as Mr. Robertson

read it. He carried its own spirit with him ; and those
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prayers, so often degraded by careless reading into mere

forms, were from his voice felt to be instinct with a

divine life and spirit. The grave earnestness and well-

weighed emphasis with which he read the Grospel of the

day, were absolutely an exposition of its meaning. A
friend turned round and said to me once, ' He need not

preach a sermon now, that is sufficient.'

I have seen no one so free from trick or affectation

in manner, voice, or gesture. One of his anonymous

critics wrote to him once, to complain of his wearing a

ring while he was preaching. Though the ring was en-

deared to him as the last gift of a friend, he henceforward,

from a Christian fear of offence, removed it always on

entering the pulpit. He remained long in prayer during

the hymn which preceded the sermon, and then stood

up with eyes so closed that they seemed sunk into his

head. On giving out his text he began with a voice

tremulous at first, but which gathered strength forth-

with, and had tones and power in it which enthralled our

ears and stirred our hearts.

I cannot describe to you in words the strange sensa-

tion, during his sermon, of union with him and com-

munion with one another which filled us as he spoke.

I used to feel as if every one in the congregation must

be thrilling with my emotion, and that his suppressed

excitement was partly due to his consciousness of our

excitement. Nor can I describe to you the sense we

had of a higher Presence with us as he spoke—the

sacred awe which filled our hearts—the hushed stillness

in which the smallest sound was startling—the calmed
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eagerness of men who listened as if waiting for a word

of revelation to resolve the doubt or to heal the sorrow

of a life—the unexpected light which came upon the

faces of some when an expression struck home and

made them feel—in a moment of high relief from pain

or doubt—this man speaks to me, and his words are

inspired by God. And when the close came, and silence

almost awful fell upon the church, even after a sigh of

relief from strained attention had ceased to come from

all the congregation, I have often seen men so rapt

that they could not move till the sound of the organ

aroused them to the certainty that the preacher had

ceased to speak. To such utterances, a prayer of

Alexander Knox seemed to be the only fitting close,

* Deepen these impressions in me, 0 Lord !

'

I have read over what I have written, and I say

again that mere words can never reach to the true

height of what this man was in the pulpit. I never

understood till I knew him what Inspiration was ; and

whether in the church or in the street, he always

seemed to speak as if under a higher than earthly

influence. It is among the greatest blessings as well as

responsibilities of my life that for nearly six years I

heard, and knew somewhat of Mr. Eobertson.

His bearing was always gracious, courteous, patient

;

his conversation vivid, rapid, translucent, and marvel-

lously gentle. One evening he came in and asked

if I had gone to hear A. J. Scott lecture on Dante.

I answered 'No,'—and asked him how he had been

satisfied. In reply, he gave me a swift analysis of the
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Lecture, touching all the points, and omitting not a

single thought of value. I heard afterwards from some

of the audience that the Lecture was uninteresting to

them ; but I can only say that, as it had passed through

his mind, and as he rendered it to me, it w^as not only a

wonderful exhibition of his power of memory, but also

bright with interest, and as luminous by its clear ex-

position of principles as it was by its admirable choice

of illustrations.

Some little time afterwards I went to tell him that

I was going to be married. I shall never forget the

deep earnestness of his conversation with me on this

occasion, nor the strange beauty of his words as he

blessed me, and bade me Grod speed.

I wish I could recal one conversation which impressed

me deeply. He had been visiting , whose wife

had just died, and we passed on to the subject of re-

cognition and reunion after death. He startled us by

saying that he saw no cause, either in Scripture or

Eeason, for believing that there was any universal law

of recognition. Spiritual likenesses, he said, would

draw together. The spiritual and intellectual affinities

would, alone, determine the relationships of that state.

* I shall know,' he continued, * and converse there with

men whom I have never seen, yet for whom my spirit

has the profoundest reverence, while many with whom
I may have been in constant communication on earth I

shall never see in that other world.'

My wife was pained by this ; her thoughts, like mine,

were then dwelling on the child who had first awoke
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the parental feeling in our hearts, and who had passed

from us after the briefest stay. We had nothing but

the heart's instinct to oppose to an argument which,

from his lips, seemed to be irresistible in its co-

gency.

On another occasion he came with two other friends

to a cottage I had in the country. We were to have a

day upon the hills. He was in an odd solitary humour,

and full of quiet fun. Detaining me to ask some ques-

tion about the flowers, he looked quaintly after the

others who had preceded us by the road, and said, ' Can

we evade them ; is there any backway to the Downs?

'

I told him he would have to leap a wall. ' Oh, that is

nothing !

' He sprang lightly over the orchard wall,

raced over the turf, and after a rapid walk, during

which he seemed to drink the breeze, we reached a

grove of beeches, and waited for our friends. We
lunched, and for the only time I ever saw him so, he

was merry, and full of wild paradox in his talk. Late

in the summer evening he left with some flowers which

he had charged his son to take great care of

—

' Mamma
loves flowers, you know, Charlie.'

Once again he came to that house to stay a few days.

It was when his life was well-nigh spent. He had been

forbidden to preach ; he was suffering keenly from bodily

pain as well as from the worry and anxiety consequent

on the Vicar's refusal to let him have Mr. Tower as his

curate. He insisted on seeing all that was said in the

papers on this subject
; yet when I brought them to him,

not one bitter word escaped his lips respecting a matter
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on which I do not pretend even now—twelve years

after—to have mastered my own indignation.

He walked to church with us, for he was come to be

sponsor for my boy, and in the evening asked that he

might have tea upon the grass. I well remember that

evening. We sat on the edge of the lawn in front of

a great walnut tree ; all of us clustered round him till

twilight deepened into night. We were almost silent

listeners, while he talked on for hours unremittingl}^.

It was almost the only time I ever heard one of his

wonderful monologues, ranging over many subjects,

bringing light into the dark recesses of each, and

linking them all, diverse as they were, to one another

with a power which could only have arisen out of the

possession of great principles arranged in his own mind

in harmonious connection with one another. I only

remember that one topic was the taste for French light

literature, on the evils of which he spoke with fiery

energy. In that soft summer air we might have sat

there the whole night—for he held us under his spell

—

had not the appearance of the wearied servant reminded

us that it was twelve o'clock.

I never saw again this lightning of the intellect. It

seemed to be the last effort of his expiring power.

The next morning he began to read family prayers,

and broke down, asking me to finish. Then he sat

under the trees, or in an easy chair for hours, with eyes

closed—sometimes dozing, more often suffering pain.

On the Sunday he prepared to accompany us to church ;

it was Communion Sunday, and he said he should like
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much to go. As we walked together on the road, he

suddenly stopped and said, ' I cannot go ; I am in such

extreme pain that I cannot answer for myself.' My
wife wished that we should stay with him ; but he would

not permit it, saying he should be better by-and-by.

Now and then during his stay he would speak for a

little while with the old interest ; but chiefly he was

silent, and we forbore talking except when he spoke.

He said once that the sense of his being able to talk or be

silent, to do exactly what he liked, was very consoling

to him.

Before he left he spoke earnestly with my wife of a

change I was then contemplating, approved it heartily,

and in answer to an expression of sorrow that it must

separate us from his public ministry, replied, ' My work

is done !

' and once again he said to me, ' If I have

been able to do any true work for you, be very sure

some one else will come to you to carry it on.' On the

way to Brighton he was roused up by seeing in a field

some birds which he remarked he had never observed in

Sussex before. I could not even see them, they were

so far away, but his sight, keen even then, distinguished

them so clearly as to mark their peculiarities.

Once afterwards I saw him for a few minutes at his own

house. He was coming out of the door with me, when

his little girl called to him from the top of the stairs

—
' Oh ! papa, you are going out without kissing me !

'

^ No, my darling, I will not,' was his reply, as he

stepped back, took her into his arms, and kissed her.

In less than two months that great heart had ceased
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to beat ; and we who had loved him so deeply, yet felt

sincerely that we had not honoured and loved him as he

deserved to have been. A sense of great irreparable loss

fell upon us, and at first it seemed as if in the great

shock of bereavement his flock were scattered to the

winds, and that his work was naught.

But in common with many who shared with me the

privilege of that wonderful ministry, I believe he is

only now, so to speak, beginning to be appreciated, and

his work to bear fruits.

What that work will be in its rich and glorious ulti-

mates, that Soul can best discern which can see farthest

into the future of the Church, in virtue of a life of

ceaseless prayer that Christ's kingdom may come, and

His will be done on Earth as it is done in Heaven.
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The following notes of two lectures on Genesis are in-

serted here to show the manner in which Mr. Robert-

son prepared for his afternoon pulpit. They are too

broken and unfinished for publication in any other

shape, but they give a very fair idea of the close and

affluent thouorht which he brouo:ht to bear on Old Tes-

tament subjects. The lecture on Abraham's temptation

is a fine example of his mode of handling a dangerous

and difficult subject.

These notes are dashed down partly in pencil, partly

in ink, upon the backs of old letters folded in half.

They have been evidently carried in his pocket, and

thoughts added here and there as he walked. They

were not as they stand here taken into the pulpit. An
abstract of them was made, in which merely the heads

of the discourse were jotted down and a few of the

leading thoughts; and even this, as I have already

mentioned, was forgotten and dropped out of his hand

when he had fairly got afloat upon the stream of his

sermon.

Genesis XVIII.

A solemn passage, pregnant with subjects for thought.

To these thoughts attention shall be directed ; not to

the framework of history in w'hich they are enclosed.

This frame svork is only the Form.
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Concerning that /o^m I say nothing and decide no-

thing. It is easy to exercise ingenuity on the subject.

But whether one of the mysterious Three remained as

the representative of God, or whether then Abraham

drew near to the invisible Jehovah, or whether this was

an expostulation with one commissioned to represent

the mind of God, I presume not to decide.

Let us confine ourselves to the kernel of the matter,

instead of examining the shell which encloses it :

—

I. The doom of the cities of the plain.

II. Abraham's intercession.

I. Doom, &c.

1. Destruction of Sodom, &c., predetermined.

God's modes of punishment are manifold—famine,

pestilence, war, revolution.

But it does not follow that these are equivalent to

destruction. Whether they be or not depends on the

character of the nation. Defeat, even slavery, may only

develope energies ; it destroyed Jerusalem and Kome.

Kevolution may be only the healthy overthrow of

abuses, or the anarchy of a country thoroughly dis-

ordered. Never yet did a nation perish from without,

but by a decay from within. The moral ruin preceded

the violent outward one. Sarmatia never fell ' unwept

without a crime.'

The destiny of a nation is decided by its morals.

First purity tainted ; then Compare the morals

of these two nations. Under Abraham's tent were the

incipient destinies of Israel ; in the palaces of the cities,

the decaying glory of a nation past its prime; not
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ripeness, but decay. One had a past, the other a

future.

See Abraham standing in the door of his tent

—

simple, primitive, rising up at sight of strangers, the

true gentleman, the true nobleman, not high-bred but

well-bred. Charity, hospitality, the graces of the simple

and the uncorrupted.

Then compare the population of these cities— feeble,

enervated, cowardly—unable to resist a foreign foe

—

serving Chedorlaomer, buying off and deprecating his

wrath by tribute, then restless under his yoke—cankered

to the core with vice.

Do we not feel that in the one case there was vigor-

ous young life—the blood of a thousand years yet to

run in Israel's veins ? In the other, a nation past its

prime, ready to fall at the first blast. Was it not de-

creed that Sodom must fall ? the question hoiu she fell

being a matter of indifference.

A solemn thought for England ! Anxious considera-

tions press upon us. It matters not what our ancestry

have been ; not our wealth nor our dazzling power will

save us. Better to have a glorious future than to have

had a glorious past.

Simple, austere virtues, these we want. Self-respect,

domestic purity of the hearthstone ; less love for light,

corrupting foreign literature.

2. Rectitude of Divine justice.—' God came down to

see,' &c. This is the form of the truth. Eemember it

is but form. Eevelation is poetry ; make it prose, and

it becomes insipid. It addresses the heart and tlie
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imagination, not the logical understanding. Say, that

this must be taken literally, and that because the Bible

says ' Grod came down^ He did come down, and we are

guilty of an absurdity.

Disengage the truth. There is no haste in Divine

judgments. Deliberate, slow examination. This is not

fury. Observe, however, for this reason the inexorable

character of justice— long-suffering ; but when the hour

has come, no voice can save.

We speak in soft ways of Grod— * love,' and as if love

and justice had to be reconciled. Whereas love is jus-

tice applied to different objects
;
just as the electric

spark is different to different senses ; to the ear a sound,

to the tongue a sulphurous taste, to the eye a blinding

flash. So Grod, speaking by one apostle of his character

as a whole, says, * Grod is love ; ' by another, also as a

whole, ' God is a consuming fire.'

Was not this love ? Could love save Sodom ? Would

it have been love to let such a city go on seeding earth

with iniquity ? No ! Grod is just ; not to be bought off,

coaxed off, reasoned off, prayed off. He is immutable.

3. Projphetic anticipation by Abraham of this

doom. Form in which this anticipation appears

—

' Shall I hide from Abraham this thing which I do ?

'

Spirit—It was not hidden from Abraham.

Now, what gave him this foresight ? Of course, the

Rationalist replies, political sagacity, experience, intel-

lectual acumen. No such thing. * I know Abraham,

that he will command his children,' &c., verse 19.

Strong convictions of the sanctity of the moral law,
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Reverence for law. Justice, judgment—to do them, not

to talk about them. Such was Abraham's character

;

and from such men few things are hidden. ' If any

man will do His will, he shall know,' &c. Close con-

nection between doing and knowing, between acting

truly and seeing clearly.

Such men see into the life of things : somethinof of

the seer is in them
;
something prophetic. They live

with God; doing God's will, they understand God's

ways. Abraham looked at Sodom, and felt, i.e. the

voice within him said, ' That city is doomed.'

II. Abraham's intercession.

1. His perplexity.

A suspicion of the Divine justice—'That be far from

Thee, Lord, to slay the righteous with the wicked.

Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?'

The most horrible with which the mind of man can

be tempted. Dreadful to doubt one's own salvation,

and feel suspended over the gulf ! But a more terrible

V gulf when we doubt whether all is right here. ' Oh, to

see the misery of this bleeding world.'

Consider for a moment the misconception of these

words, ' Shall not the Judge,' &c. They have been used

to prove the sovereignty of God. God is judge, there-

fore what he does is right. He has a right, and there-

fore it is right. But Abraham does not say that. So

far from acquiescing in the predestinarian feeling

—

it is to be, and therefore it is right; God is a Sovereign,

and may do what He pleases—he is precisely doubting

this, whether, though God be Judge, His deeds are

VOL. II. z
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right, taking the moral sense of Abraham as a test,

and considering it horrible if Grod's acts do not agree

with it.

It is a perilous way of speaking, ' God has a right

to decree what He will
;
my salvation, your damnation.'

It is not so the Bible speaks. It appeals to the sense

of justice, ' Are not My ways equal,' &c. God never

says, * I create a thing right, therefore I do it.'

God's will does not make a thing: ri<?ht. It is God's

character which determines His will.

For else, if the de\41 had created this world, wrong

would be right, because his will, and we should have

the terrible doctrine. Might makes Eight.

2. Christian right to lay open our feelings respecting

the great events of life in prayer.

A child may express his foolish wishes to his father.

The father will not grant them. Yet is the privilege

worth nothing ?

Do not say, I must not go into that august Presence

with a turbid, excited heart, with feelings all in dis-

order. You may and must Abraham did, his heart

tossed with wild suspicions of God. Suppose he had

waited till he saw things in their right light before he

prayed I

Christ in unrest—rare to Him—when his soul was

troubled unto death, took these very means of calming

it; left disciples, and all that was human, and turned

to prayer.

3. False view of prayer as a talisman or a wishing-

cap, by which we can have whatever we want ; a charm
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by which we can bend the will of God to ours : whereas

it is rather that whereby we get our hearts into harmony

with Grod, see as He sees, and feel that His will is

right.

A disappointing view, perhaps ! a privilege destroyed.

Yet think, my Christian brother

4. Messianic intercession. ' He ever iiveth to make

intercession for us.'

Do not materialise this text as if the prayer of Christ

changed the will of God, as if God relented at His in-

tercession. Christ is the mind of God expressing itself.

Christ's intercession is the human mind of God de-

claring itself in words. Do not think of Him as in-

terceding with an unwilling father, and prevailing.

Think that God has already resolved love ; and that

Christ is the Word by which the mighty heart of God

finds utterance.

Genesis XXIL

The temptation of Abraham's trial. 'Tempted by

God.' It was the trial of his life ; and it is this

—

the

trial, which fixes character.

L It was not the only trial.

In truth, all his life had been trial. Outward pros-

perity—inward suffering. For many years, while his

life was waning away, he had had no heir. Then came

the parting with Lot, then the banishment of Hagar,

and the final severance from Ishmael. Again, he had in-

curred the risk of losing Sarah and his own life twice.

C 2
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The danger of Lot, public calamities, famine—all added

their sum to the account. Now this is the inner life of

a life comparatively calm outwardly.

Life is temptation
;
yes, and temptation from Grod.

Christ was led by the Spirit into the wilderness to be

tempted of the devil.

It is sad to think it so. Yet if it were otherwise

!

' Cloistered virtue ' ! Of what value is it ? In some of

these trials Abraham fell ; in others he came off con-

quering.

He was by no means a perfect man ; no speci-

men out of romance. His was a real life. What

matter slips and failures, so that the heart be right

at core ?

Experience, profited by, that is the grand thing. Not

that a man has been faultless, but that out of fault he

has organised strength.

2. Trials do not become lighter as we go on. ''After

these things ? What ! no repose ? Is there no place

of honourable quiet for the Emeritus ? No. Harder

and yet harder trials. For the Christian soldier there

is no rest except in the grave.

Let a man conquer, and fresh trials will open, and

fresh victories will ensue.

Nay, even that victory did not guarantee the future

for Abraham.

Trials will assail us where we are most vulnerable.

Everywhere. Head and heart, and heel. We must dis-

miss, therefore, the thought that we can ever put ofip our

armour.
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I. Difficulty.

II. Nature of the Trial.

III. How sustained.

I. Difficulty,

God seemed to require what was wrong—to sanction

human sacrifice.

1. Eeply. God did not require it. You must take

the history as a whole ; the conclusion as well as the

commencement. Had it ended in Abraham's accom-

plishing the sacrifice, I know not what could have been

said. A dark and painful spot in Scripture. Plainly,

the doctrine of God's sovereignty would have been in-

adequate as an explanation.

But ' lay not thine hand on the lad.' This is the

final decree.

Here we must distinguish. Human sacrifices were

forbidden.

God really required surrender of will, although He
seemed to demand sacrifice of life. But further still

—

It did not seem wrong to Abraham. It is not enough

defence to say, God did not command wrong. Had God

seemed to command wrong, the difficulty would be as

great. Abraham's faith would have consisted then in

doing wrong for the sake of God.

Now it did not. Abraham lived in a country where

human sacrifices were common. He was familiar with

the idea.

Just as familiarity with slavery makes it seem less

horrible, so familiarity with this as an established and

conscientious mode of worshipping God removed from

I
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Abraham much of the horror we should feel. Else

Abraham did not show faith in obeying, but

For, only consider. A voice orders him to transgress

the first rule of conscience. Ought he not to reckon it

a horrible temptation of the devil ?

Could any miracle prove to us that such a sacrifice

was right. Faith would have been shown in disobeying

the voice, and saying, This voice mthin is God's

—

that

is not.

This is of primary importance, that Abraham's moral

conscience was not outraged by the command.

No conflict more horrible than when two duties clash ;

as, for example, Jephtha's vow. Herod's vow !

But it is more hideous still, if God's commandments,

backed by miracles, command that which His voice

within forbids. I can see no escape but insanity.

I dwell on this, because there is a possible delusion,

when the idea presents itself, of sacrificing conscience as

a duty.

Some arcrue thus :—If it be noble to sacrifice life for

God or man, how much more to sacrifice the soul : to tell

a lie to save a life ! or to speak falsely in order to es-

tablish a doctrine ; to sacrifice virtue for the sake of one

loved ; to surrender political principle to save one's

party. Such arguments are felt often by the weakly

good. Observe ; had Abraham outraged his conscience,

it were not faith, but sin : and I say, reject such argu-

ments as Satanic temptations. He who sacrifices his

sense of right, his conscience for another, sacrifices the

Godlike within him. He is not sacrificing self.
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II. The Nature of the Trial.

1. With circumstances of accumulated keenness;

with aggravations. ' My Son—my only Son—whom I

love—with whom all the future is connected — long

waited for—the heir, full of promise and so dear, any-

thing else, not that.'

God seems to take malignant pleasure in dwelling on

the suffering he was about to cause.

Now the dread trial of this is to think ' Grod requires

that ! His name love ? Father ? Nay, insatiate tyrant,

this is the very tyranny of strength.'

Forgive this blasphemy. I only put into words the

rebellious feelings of many a heart here, if it had dared

in its trial-hour to say out all. You who have so suffered

can appreciate Abraham's manly resignation. To subdue

the father in the heart—that a Eoman has done ; but to

subdue it, and still say—not Fate, but Love requires this

—that was the trial : and to do it without petulance,

with a fierce steeling of the heart ; in fine, to trust

Ood.

2. With his own hand.

Not by a delegate. Not as Moses' parents did in their

obedience to the kinor's command, leavinof matters to

take their chance—hoping for some accident at last.

Abraham was to preclude escape.

We do our sacrifices in a cowardly way; we leave

loopholes for escape. We do not with our own hand at

His call cut asunder the dearest ties. We do not irrevo-

cably take the path, but wait for some accident which

may make it impossible. But when we are true to
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ourselves, conscience says with a terrible voice, No, with

your own hand. The knife must be sharp, and the blow

true. Your own heart must be the sacrifice, and your

own hand the priest ; it must not be a sacrifice made

for you by circumstances.

III. Hoiv met.

1. Without ostentation.

He left the servants and went on alone. Had the

sacrifice taken place, there was none to tell how ; how

the father's lips trembled while the Hebrew hand was

firm. It had been done in secret, Grod alone seeing.

Here was no boast—no analysis of feeling—no self-

consciousness. Men who make sacrifices do not talk of

them. Here was no love of theatrical display, so com-

mon and so bad. Those are true sacrifices which have

been done alone, and hidden. The world knows too

much of what we feel and of what we lose.

2. In eaimest Two particulars.

(1.) Abraham did not tell Sarah. The mother's heart

would have pleaded, marred the sacrifice. Do we not

know how men tell some weaker being—a mother or a

wife— of the risk that is to be run, hoping that they will

do that which it would be a shame for us to do—give

notice or hinder it; or, perhaps, with entreaties and

tears, excuse us to ourselves for not making the

sacrifice.

Abraham did not tell Sarah, nor did he tell Isaac.

He was in earnest. He meant to take his son's life.

Consider when you plan a generous deed which is

afterwards hindered. Did you mean to do it ?
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(2.) In not expecting Isaac back. Had Abraham ex-

pected what took place it had been no sacrifice.

Some persons make sacrifices expecting to be repaid.

They say and teach— ' Do right, and you will not be the

worse. Give up, and somehow or other, God will make

it up to you.'

True, my brother. 'No man hath left house and

parents,' &c. &c., * who shall not receive manifold more

in this present world,' &c.; but if you do it with

that feeling, it is not religion, but traffic, barter.

If you make sacrifices, expecting that God will

return you your Isaac, that is a sham sacrifice, not

a real one.

There is infinite gain in sacrifice. Yes, but not

always in kind. Isaac is not always restored. You

will be taken at your word. Do good, then, hoping for

nothing in return.

Application,

1. The Christian sacrifice is the surrender of the will,

the surrender of ourselves. When all the will has been

submitted, then God says, ' Now I know that thou fearest

God, seeing thou hast not withheld thy son, thine only

son, from me.'

So the great sacrifice of Christ w^as pleasing, not

because of the shedding of blood, but by reason of the

surrender of will. It was not Isaac's blood which pleased,

but Abraham's will. It was not Christ's blood that

pleased, but ' now I know.'

2. Keal love. ' Whom thou lovest.' Had Abraham
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not been willing to part with Isaac into the hand of

Grod, his love even to Isaac would have been feeble.

I could not love thee, dear, so much,

Loved I not honour more.

He who prefers his dearest friend to the call of duty,

will soon show that he prefers himself to his dearest

friend.

3. We need not seek for sacrifices. We need not be

anxious to find a cross. There is in some a wild, ro-

mantic wish to find occasions.

Whereas plenty will occur every hour and moment,

by God's appointment better than any devised by you.

God will provide Himself a lamb for a burnt-offering.

As a supplement to these notes of lectures, I add a

letter written in answer to a request that he would per-

mit a shorthand writer to take down his sermons. He

has been often accused of rash and unconsidered state-

ments in the pulpit. The following will plead his cause,

and afford a better reply than I can give to an accusa-

tion which those who are extempore preachers them-

selves should be slow to make :

—

My dear ,—Many thanks for your kind note,

in which you ask me respecting my feelings on the sub-

ject of the shorthand reports of my sermons. I will try

to reply in a few words.

I need scarcely say that it is gratifying—more than

gratifying—to know that any of my congregation value
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my attempts sufficiently to think them worthy of pre-

servation. I am most grateful for it, and for the kindly

feeling towards myself of which I am not, perhaps, vain

in saying that I accept it as the proof.

Some time ago you showed me some sermons taken

down by a relation of your own, and were kind enough

to ask if I disapproved of the continuance of this. Of

course, I replied, no. I regretted that any expense

should have been incurred, but the thing being private,

I could no more object than I could to the practice

which many members of the congregation have of

taking down the discourses every Sunday, some in ordi-

nary hand, some in shorthand. Mr. put the case to

me as one in which several kind friends united—and at

great expense—to pay a regular reporter, and to pre-

serve the sermons for their common, may I say, edifica-

tion ? and, I understood, my future use, if needed.

I saw one or two of these, and thought them, from a

cursory glance, very accurate. But if you ask me to

state candidly what I feel upon the subject, I should

say that I think the plan very undesirable. I will not

lay much stress on my great regret that so large an ex-

pense should be incurred for that which is not worth

it—for tastes are unaccountable, and fortunes have been

given for a tulip-root, streaked in a particular way, or

with eight petals instead of seven—I should only say,

I think you paid dear for your funnily-striped tulip.

The Dutchman would say, I think not ; it is my fancy.

But I will only say that there are a great many things

said in extempore preaching which pass with the occasion

;
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which are meant so to pass, which have not been deeply

examined, and which will, therefore, not bear to

be coldly scrutinised in manuscript. A printed or

written sermon is always scrutinised as if it claimed in-

fallibility, and positive injury might be done to influ-

ence if such a hasty expression were stereotyped, as it

were. I could not undertake to correct such sermons

weekly ; I am glad to forget all I say as soon as pos-

sible, and, consequently, I should not like to be answer-

able for such.

Add to this, that often one at least of the Sunday dis-

courses is insufficiently prepared, the expressions utterly

unstudied beforehand, the thing itself poor and jejune

and worthless. I should not like to own it, though, as

all but the general impression dies with the half-hour

of its delivery, it may be well enough as a collection of

hints and germs of thought. I think the knowledge,

too, that what I said was being taken down in this way

would hamper entirely the freeness of expression. As

it is, I try to speak unshackled by any attempts to

please, to form sentences, and to deprecate disapproval

—I do not think I could be free were this done. For

myself, I would far rather that all should perish except,

as I said, the impression the moment after delivery. I

preserve few records myself except on a few occasions

—

I can scarcely bear to read over anything I have said.

It would be a relief to me to know that no trace sub-

sisted, except a few hints for my own use, and for future

developement of the thoughts touched upon.

I do earnestly trust that this may not seem discour-
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teous. Of course I do Dot pretend to express strong dis-

approval if any one should still be determined to pro-

ceed. But in reply to your kind question, I have no

hesitation in saying that it would give me real pain if

the plan were adopted.

Believe me,

Most sincerely yours,

F. W. R.
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As A SPECIMEN of Mr. Eobertson's teaching of his class

of candidates for Confirmation, and of his explanation of

the doctrines of the Church of England, the following

may be interesting. The notes on the Commandments

are too broken to be of use ; and of those on the Sacra-

ments, the few which remain have been so largely

embodied in his sermons that they are here omitted.

The same might be said of the questions and an-

swers here given on Baptism, were it not that the

subject is considered in a new light, and that the

opinions form so radical a portion of his teaching,

that, wherever he expresses them, I am inchned to in-

sert them :

—

Q. WTiat is Baptism ?

A, The authoritative declaration of a fact.

Q. What fact ?

A, That I am God's child.

Q. Why then do you say that I am so macZe, in

baptism ?

A. Being made^ I mean

—

declared to be,

Q, Explain what you mean.

A. As soon as a king dies, his successor is king.

Coronation declares thefact but does not make him king.
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He was one before, but it corroborates, declares, affirms,

seals the fact by a recognised form used for that

purpose.

Q, Illustrate further.

A, At mid-day, at sea, after the observation of the

sun's altitude has been taken, the following form takes

place:—The commander asks what is the hour ? The

reply is, 12 o'clock. He then rejoins, make it so ! No
act of his can literally determine mid-day ; that is one

of the lacts of the universe, but that authoritative

declaration in a most important sense does make it 12

o'clock, it makes it 12 o'clock to them; it regulates

their hours, their views, the arrangement of their daily

life, their whole course. So Baptism by authoritative

revelation declares a fact, which it cannot make to be a

fact, but to all practical purposes, makes it a fact to us

;

for, without such a declaration, it would be as if it were

not.

Again, in the ceremony of marriage—marriage is a

spiritual fact ; the mutual consent of two persons in holy

wedlock. Based upon the precedent fact, the Church

pronounces the marriage to be completed. Foras-

much as M. and N. have consented, &c., I pronounce,

&c. &c.

The Church does not pretend to create the union.

She only notifies it in her own language ; but observe

how that notification, being authoritative, in a very

important sense, makes it ! Suppose a ceremony, which

was not authoritative, performed by a mock priest ; or

ratified only by the breaking of a coin between the
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parties. No one would venture to say that a fact had not

taken place, recognised by the eyes of Grod : which the

parties themselves could not without sin undo, yet,

because destitute of authority, the marriage is invalid

as a social contract.

(In Scotland, however, its true validity is maintained.)

Could we say that the giving of the ring was nothing ?

That the words of the priest are nothing ? Are they

not everything to realise and give sanction to the

union ?

So does baptism—pronouncing the fact in God's

name to exist, make that real on earth, which in itself

real before, was unreal to those to whom the ratification

had not been shown.

Q, Tell me some of the prevailing opinions on this

subject.

A, The Koman Catholics, and those who hold their

views on this subject, believe that at baptism a magical

change takes place in the infant ; that he is changed

from a child of wrath into a child of grace.

For instance, as in the ^Arabian Nights,' on the

pronunciation of certain words, human beings were

changed by magicians into the forms of beasts and

birds, &c.

Q What is one of the evils of this, besides its

falseness ?

A, That on the commission of sin in after life, we

are taught to believe, that we are fallen from the grace

of baptism, and that every step must be retraced in

penitence and tears.
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It puts a drag upon life and hope, quenches energy,

and prevents the looking onwards and upwards.

Q. In what other way is this rite regarded ?

A, Dissenters, Evangelicals, (S:c., hold that grace may,

or may not, be given at baptism ; it is a perhaps,

Q, What results from this ?

A, Uncertainty—self-consciousness—education on a

wrong basis. Uncertainty ! The child does not know

whether it is, or whether it is not, God's child. Parents

do not know whether to regard it as the child of God,

or of the devil. It is taught to look to itself, and not

to God for the attestation of the fact ; hence come

morbid feeling, egotism, self-retrospection, uncertainty.

Gne day a child happens to feel well and cheerful ; con-

sequently the sun is bright to him, he has good

thoughts, is happy in God. The next day the sky is

overcast—he feels languid— he cannot use the cant

terms of the professions, else he would call himself * a

castaway,' a child of wrath.

Q. Does this view involve falsehood and contradiction ?

A. Yes ; we are taught that we become God's

children, by believing that we are his children

!

Q, How can you believe a thing that is not true, until

you believe it ?

A. This is reasoning in a circle. I see no way out of

the difficulty in which this view involves us.

Q. So, according to them, baptism may be nothing,

may he a falsehood ?

A. Evidently : and I now understand the evils that

must result in education, from this false view.

VOL. II. A A
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Q. How should a child be brought up ?

A. It should be educated as Grod's child ; not on a

perhaps. You are * a child of Grod, a member of Christ,

an inheritor of the kingdom of heaven.' It should be

brought to enter into the full meaning of the glorious

privileges it was put into possession of at its baptism.

Q, Why are god-parents necessary ?

A. In the baptism of an adult two things are neces-

sary—1st. He must be accepted by Grod. 2nd. He
must declare his belief in that

;
but, in the case of an

infant, only one thing is necessary—God's acceptation

of him.

Q. Are sponsors absolutely necessary ?

A. No ; but most desirable. Take, for instance, a

club, or a society. A man wishes to enter ; he cannot

do so until he is proposed and seconded by two of the

members, who answer for him that he is fit to become

a member.

In the same way it is necessary, for the sake of order,

that the Church should require a guarantee, to guard

itself against the introduction of improper persons ; it is

an ecclesiastical institution to keep it from confusion.

In adult baptism the person is required to declare

his faith ; but as the infant cannot express faith,

repentance, love, charity (having, as yet, none of these

feelings), in infant baptism sponsors are appointed to

speak for them, and at Confirmation the children take

these vows upon themselves.

Q. Why are we bound by their promise?

A. Because those obligations were on us from our
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birth. If they had promised I should be brought up

as a nun, or a sailor, or bound to any particular trade,

of course such promises would not be obligatory upon

me ; but my god-parents only declare that to which I

am bound by an eternal obligation
;
they impose on me

no new obligation.

Q. If they had not promised, would you not be bound

to keep God's commandments ?

A. Of course ;
though not done for him by the child's

consent, sponsors make promise of what, by eternal

laws, he is bound to do hereafter.

Q, Is this essential to the validity of baptism ?

A. Not essential, but desirable^ as I have shown

before.

Q, Why is it desirable ?

A. As an ecclesiastical act.

Q, What is the earthly use of baptism ?

A. To mark Christians from those who are not'

Christians. Without god-parents, the Church would

have no guarantee that its members would be brought

up as Christians
;
just in the same manner, those men

in a club who propose a new member promise that he

shall not disgrace a society. The promise in either

case is made implicitly, if not explicitly.

Q. Suppose if, hereafter, the child turns out badly,

how far are the sponsors guilty?

A. If they had every reason to believe that his

parents would bring him up well, they need scarcely

enquire further ; but if they did not know enough of

them, and if the parents were careless, then the sponsors

AA 2
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are to blame. Sponsorship was evidently instituted to

serve very different purposes from what it does at present

;

the titled and rich are chosen, instead of Christian

people, who would do their duty.

Q. What does the Church show ?

A, The Church is a society of people existing on

earth, to destroy evil, and keep its members in Grod's

ways. This great society is continually replenished by

fresh members—an ecclesiastical necessity essential for

the existence of a church.

Q, What is a state of salvation

A, Saved already ! you are Grod's child. Born so,

naturally, you may be ignorant of great principles, you

may live below them, and refuse to avail yourself of

that which is yours. This is a revelation from Grod that

you are such. The inheritance is yours ! If you will not

claim it, you may forfeit your rights, you may live as

children of the world, of the flesh, and of the devil.

Q. What is to be said to such an one, who is living

forgetful that he is ' Grod's child ?
'

A, You are baptized. S. Paul looked on all such as

Christians. Heb. iii. 14, ' We are made partakers.'

2 Cor. xiii. 5, ' Know ye not that Jesus Christ is in you,

if ye be not reprobates ?
'

* Know ye not that your

bodies are temples of the Holy Grhost ?
'

Q, What is the meaning here of the word reprobate ?

A. Castaway.

Q. What does this great and beautiful doctrine of

God prevent our doing with regard to others ? What

distinction does it forbid us to make ?
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A. It forbids us to say ive are Grod's children, and

you are of the world. No! erring, ignorant, if you will,

but God's child, nevertheless, and our brother, though

living below his privileges.

2ndly. It destroys the possibility of vanity and exclu-

siveness ; there is an end of all spiritual pride, for there

is no merit of our own.

Q, How is this truth taught by Christ ?

A, The beginning of His prayer represents it
—

' Our

Father.' The universal Father. This simple, small

word contains the essence of Christian faith.

Q. We talk of resisting ' the world, the flesh, and the

devil
;

' what do we mean by the fiesh ?

A. The flesh means all the desires that come through

the channel of the senses, such as gluttony, idleness,

love of ease, &c. In a desert island, we should be

subject to the desires of the flesh.

Q. Are we to destroy, crush, crucify those desires ?

A. Not to destroy, to ennoble them.

Q, WTien we say ' we are fallen,' what do we mean ?

A, We mean that our will is disordered, that it does

not take its proper place. There is within us a niob (as

Plato has described it), a host, a crowd of smaller pas-

sions all striving for the mastery. Take for instance a

watch with the regulator broken ; all the wheels must

go in disorder.

Q. Why is this view of our nature an important one ?

A. Because if we look upon the desires as to be

exth^ated, we shall go out of the world with monks

and hermits. This produces asceticism. Monks and
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hermits taught that the powers of the body were to be

destroyed in order to ensure the destruction of the

lusts
; or, rather, the way in which they set about it

effected the ruin of the physical energies—such as

starvation, loss of sleep, constant flagellation, &c.

There is no goodness in the extirpation of feeling.

Q. When are the baser parts of our nature ennobled ?

A, "When they are under the rule and guidance of

our higher nature

—

' This I say, then, walk in the

Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lusts of the flesh.'

Let Christ rule in you, and then these ^ baser parts
'

will be sanctified. Take, for instance, woman and her

sphere

She ministers to the grosser wants of our nature,

preparing food, keeping the house clean, and many such

offices, which, if they were done to gratify mere brutal

appetites, would be mean and low, but if done in love,

the services are transformed by the higher spirit into

something divine.

The cup of cold water given in Christ's name, is the

spirit of love and tenderness and pity.

Think of all these minor services as ruled and di-

rected by love, by self-denial. Beasts, when ruled by

the higher mind of man, become noble
; they remain

bestial if not ruled.

We are commanded, * Glorify God in your body.

This was a root-thought of St. Paul's
; you will find it

almost everywhere in his writings ; he has seized that

great idea, * Let the baser and the meaner feelings be

ennobled by the higher.'
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Let us understand this thoroughly, otherwise we shall

take false views of human nature. Eating and drink-

ing are not wrong. ^ Whether ye eat or drink, do all

to the glory of Grod.' The lusts of the flesh are not to

be crushed, otherwise we shall form wrong conceptions

of our nature.

Q What is the luorld as distinguished from the flesh ?

A*
Q, What are the dangers of the world ?

A. Its spirit, tone, and temper working on us to do

that which is contrary to the spirit of Christ.

Q. Are the world's maxims always the same ?

A, In the days of chivalry, the world had a peculiar

code of honour, and they made offences against that

code all in all. Pride was thought nothing of—not

reckoned as sin—but if a man was a coward he was

disgraced.

Q, How in this instance would the Christian and the

man of the world be at issue ?

A. If a man, for the sake of conscience, refused to

fight, he would be condemned hj the world, and pointed

at.

Q. In our day, what is the worldly spirit, par ex-

cellence ?

A. The love of money, the wish to get on in the

world ; the result of this is, in trade, false maxims,

worldly ways of advancing, which are opposed to the

Christian spirit of justice and fair-dealing.

* No answer—but see Sermon XIII. vol. ii.
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Q. Again, what is the spirit of the world in the Lon-

don season?

A. The love of pleasure,—frivolity,—money,—love

of waste of time, &c. Whatever is opposed to the spirit

of Christ is the spirit of the world. To render homage

to rank and wealth, when in connection with what is

false and unworthy and mean. Making these worldly dis-

tinctions the chief ends of our being, instead of renounc-

ing the world, when it is opposed to the spirit of Christ.

Q, We have now seen what the lusts of the flesh and

the world are ; what is it to renounce the devil ?

A, His works are the sins of our higher nature, spi-

ritual offences—such as envy, pride, anger, malice. The

solitary sins are those of the Jlesh, and of the devil.

The world's spirit does not recommend envy, or in-

temperance, or sloth. All the sins which attack our

higher nature, which might come to us as spirits,

if we had no bodies at all, and which assail us as soli-

tary spirits, are sins of the devil.

Q. Distinguish them from sins of the flesh, and of

the world.

A, To rebel against Grod; to bow down to wrong.

They appeal to our pride, to our ambition. Our Sa-

viour's answer was—* Gret thee behind me, Satan !

'

In the estimation of the world these are not con-

demned. Pride is admired. We are most ashamed of

confessing our meaner sensual sins— gluttony, &c. &c.,

the slavery to our lower passions. When we yield to

them, we sink to a level with the brute ; but when we

yield to the sins of our higher nature, we are then on our
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way to become devils—vitiating thiat which should lead

to the highest in us.

Q. Let us consider now ' all the articles of our

Christian faith.' How many creeds are there in the

Church of England?

A. Three—the Apostles', the Nicene, and the St.

Athanasian.

Q. Why is a correct faith necessary to salvation ?

A, Because what we believe becomes our character,

forms part of us, and character is salvation or damna-

tion ; what we are, that is our heaven or our helL Every

sin bears its own punishment.

Q, If I doubt the doctrine of immortality, for in-

stance, what effect will that have on my character ?

A. It will narrow all our infinite desires to a span,

and, almost inevitably, the passion or the temptation of

the moment will conquer. It is true it did not affect

the Stoics thus, for they held that right was better than

wrong, and the sacrifice of evil inclinations was nobler

than the indulgence of them, though they did not be-

lieve in the immortality of the soul. The noblest creed

ever made out by human beings was that of the Stoics.

Q. From our creed, what sort of a religion is Chris-

tianity ?

A, An historical religion; it deals with facts, not

feelings ; it stands upon facts. These things have been.

Jesus did live. He suffered, died, rose again

!

Q, What do you learn from your belief?

A. &c. &c. &c.

Q, What notion is here attached to the name of God ?
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A. That He is ' our Father.'* Homer calls Jupiter

the father of gods and men

—

he meant merely creator.

Q, What do we imply in the word Father ?

A,

Q. What is there between the father and the child ?

A, A likeness between them.

Q. In what respect ? Not in form ?

A. No ; in character. Our spiritual relationship to

God is a relation of likeness. Anger, love, &c. are not

different in Him and in us. They are the same in kind

in Him as in us, but in Him they are pure. These are

words not perfectly correct, but they express the affinity

between us and Grod—that He feels like us, and with

us. If He be only a cold abstraction, there can be no

love, devotion, trust.

Q. WTiat more is implied besides community of like-

ness ?

A. That His love extends to all.

Q. Are any shut out ?

A. Not any.

Q. Whom did Christ select as a brother ?

A. A Samaritan, a heretic, an alien, a foreigner.

Q. What startled the Jews most in the teaching of

Jesus ?

A. His proving to them, by their own Scriptures, that

the Grod of their fathers was not the Grod of the Jews

only.

Instances brought forward :

—

Elijah was sent to the widow of Sarepta, she being a

Gentile ; Elisha to Naaman the Syrian.
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All were put on an equality with the Jews. Christ

says, *In long-past times, your own history teaches you

what I have come to proclaim, that they are God's

children.'

The parental character so manifested to the Jews

was hateful to them. We, too, are as far as ever from

the reception of that great truth. We too often treat

servants, the poor, people of a different creed, as if they

were not of the same flesh and blood, had not the same

Father, Realise that thoroughly— Grod our Father !

* I believe in Grod the Father !

'

I have said previously that Robertson's care of his

Confirmation candidates was an individual care. The

following letter, brief and ephemeral as it is, will yet

show how that watchfulness was supported to the last,

and with what wise thoughtfulness he endeavoured to

seize the moment of quietude in a girl's existence, that

he might make it a moment of heavenly quietude, and

a starting-place from whence a devoted life of sacred

peace in Christ might spring :

—

My dear ,—I wish to write one line which will

reach you the day before the Confirmation, partly to

remind you that I shall be with you all, generally and

individually, on the 27th at the appointed hour, and

partly to advise you to be as much alone as possible the

evening before. It is a valuable opportunity for pausing
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in the career of life, for taking breath as it were before

you begin again, reviewing the past and considering the

future. A few years ago and you were not :—a few

more, and on this stage of life you will be no more.

Much has been done, much is yet to be done in the

interval. You are now at the outset of womanhood.

Woman's duties, woman's strange and mixed destiny of

suffering, feeling, and deep life is beginning. I pray

that it may end as wisely and beautifully as it is now,

I trust, beginning purely and gently. May Grod give

you earnestness when j^ou breathe your promise on

Tuesday next ! May He strengthen you to keep it

through all life with unfaltering fidelity! May He
bless you now, my dear young friend, and always

!
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It may interest some to read the inscriptions placed on

Mr. Kobertson's Tomb ; on the Window in Brasenose

College Chapel ; and on the Bust in the Bodleian.

On his Tomb, by his Congregation and Friends :

—

M.S.

The Reverend

Frederice; William Robertsoj^, M.A.,

Perpetual Curate of Trinity Chapel, Brighton,

Born 3rd of February, 1816

;

Died 15th of August, 1853.

Honoured as a Minister,

Beloved as a Man,

He awakened the holiest feelings

In poor and rich, in ignorant and learned
;

Therefore is he lamented.

As their guide and comforter.

By many who, in the bond of brotherhood,

And in grateful remembrance,

Have erected this monument.

Glory to the Saviour, who was his all

!

By the Working Men :

—

To THE Rev. F. W. Robertson, M.A.,

In grateful remembrance of his sympathy.

And in deep sorrow for their loss,

The members of the Mechanics' Institution,

And the working-men of Brighton,

Have placed this medallion

On their benefactor's tomb.

A.D. 1855.
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On the Memorial Window in Brasenose College

Chapel :

—

Frederico Gulielmo Robertson,

Academici et Amici, a.d. 1861.

Above, on a Scroll:

—

Te Deum laudat Proplietarum laudabilis numerus.

On the Bust in the Bodleian Grallery :

—

In memoriam Frederici Gulielmi Robertson,

amici postjere.

Natus 1816.

Obiit 1853.

The following is a List of Subscribers to the Memorial

Window in Brasenose College :

—

The late Earl of Carlisle, K.G.

The Bishop of Winchester, D.D.

The Bishop of Oxford, D.D.

The Bishop of St. David's, D.D.

The Bishop of Lichfield, D.D.

The Bishop of Chester (Dr.

Jacobson), D.D.

The Bishop of Tasmania, D.D.

The Bishop of Argyle and the

Isles, D.D.

The Dean of St. Paul's, D.D.,

Brasenose College.

The Dean of Westminster, D.D.

The Dean ofChrist Church, D.D.

The Dean of Ely, D.D.

The Principal ofBrasenose, D.D.
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Kev. B. H. Kennedy, D.D.

Rev. E. M. Goulburn, D.D.

Eev. H. M. Butler, D.D.

Eev. J. Caird, D.D.

Eev. J. Mitchinson, D.C.L.

Rev. Professor Thompson (Cam-

bridge), M.A.

Rev. Professor Jowett, M.A.

Rev. Professor Price, M.A.

Rev. Professor Wall, M.A.

Rev. Professor Plumtre, M.A.,

Brasenose College.

Rev. Canon Smith, M.A.

Rev. Canon Thieknesse, M.A.,

Brasenose College.

Rev. R. P. Graves, M.A.

Rev. J. Martineau, M.A.

Rev. F. D. Maurice, M.A.

Rev. H. Lewis, M.A.

Rev. J. LI. Davies, M.A.

Rev. G. G. Bradley, M.A.

Rev. H. B. Wilson, M.A.

Rev. W. Berkley, M.A., late of

Brasenose College.

Rev. H. Highton, M.A.

Rev. G. Butler, M.A.

Rev. G. S. Drew, M.A.

Rev. G. H. Ray, M.A.

Rev. L. Campbell, M.A.

Rev. J. B. Mayor, M.A.

Rev. C. W. Sandford, M.A.

Rev. H. Sandford, M.A.

Rev. A. S. Farrar, M.A.

Rev. W. Ince, M.A.

Rev. T. H. Sheppard, M.A.

Rev. W. Merry, M.A.

Rev. T. R. Halcomb, M.A., late

of Brasenose College.

Rev. T. Fowler, M.A.

Rev. W. M. W^oUaston, M.A.
Rev. F. Tozer, M.A.
Rev. C. Wickham, M.A.
Rev. E. Moore, M.A.
Rev. L. J. Harrison, M.A.
Rev. T. W. Norwood, M.A.
Rev. H. Ffolkes, M.A.

Rev. C. S. Overton, M.A.
The late Rev. E. C. Boyle,

M.A.

Rev T. W. Dowding, M.A.

Rev. A. T. Bonner, M.A.

Rev. H. Pearson, M.A.

Rev. C. L. Coldwell, M.A.

Rev. H. Fearon, M.A.

Rev. S. Clarke, M.A.

Rev. R. S. Cobbett, M.A.

Rev. J. Macnaught, M.A.

Rev. H. G. de Bunsen, M.A.

Rev. J. T. Barker, M.A.

Rev. Stopford A. Brooke, M.A.

Rev. W. Yates, M.A., Brasenose

College.

Rev. T. H. R. Shand, M.A.,

Brasenose College.

Rev. A. Watson, M.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. B. Lambert, M.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. R. Stanley, M.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. W. K. Macrorie, M.A.,

Brasenose College.

Rev. G. H. Squire, M.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. C. B. Jackson, M.A.,

Brasenose College.

Rev. J. R. Rawdon, M.A.,

Brasenose College.
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Rev. R. B. Leach, M.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. G. H. Barlow, M.A.,

Brasenose College.

Rev. J. T. Ryves, M.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. Charles Coldwell, B.A.,

Brasenose College.

Rev. W. M, Myers, B.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. F. G. Blackburne, B.A.,

Brasenose College.

Rev. H. J. Carpenter, B.A.,

Brasenose College.

Rev. T. G. Davies, B.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. C. J. Parkin, B.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. H. Syers, B.A., Brasenose

College.

Rev. F. Bradshaw, B.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. G. A. How, B.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. S. C. Austen, B.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. B. Jackson, B.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. A. H. Blunt, B.A., Brase-

nose College.

Rev. H. Allen, B.A.

Sir John Maxwell, Bart.

The late E. S. Cayley,Esq., M.P.

Alfred Tennyson, D.C.L.

John Ruskin, M.A.

Professor Goldwin Smith, M.A,

Professor Conington, M.A.

Professor Acland, M.A.

Professor Rolleston, M.A.

Herbert Fisher, Esq., M.A.

J. S. Philpotts, Esq., M.A.

A. Vansittart, Esq., M.A.

W. L. Newman, Esq., M.A.

H. E. Oakley, Esq., M.A.

G. Griffith, Esq., M.A.

J. R. Magrath, Esq., M.A.

KenelmDigby, Esq., M.A.

F. Daubeny, Esq., M.A., Brase-

nose College.

A. Holt -White, Esq., M.A.,

Brasenose College.

W. Harrison, Esq., M.A., Brase-

nose College.

W. E. Gumbleton,, Esq., B.A.,

Brasenose College.

E. J. Townley, Esq., B.A.,

Brasenose College.

F. Barker, Esq., B.A., Brasenose

College.

F.Brandt, Esq., B.A., Brasenose

College.

W. L. Stonehouse, Esq., B.A.,

Brasenose College.

A. Playne, Esq., B.A., Brase-

nose College.

J. C. Danbury, Esq., B.A.,

Brasenose College.

J. R. Waddelow, Esq., B.A.,

Brasenose College.

R. Shepherd, Esq., B.A., Brase-

nose College.

A. M. Lipscombe, Esq., B.A.,

Brasenose College.

R. J. Crosthwaite, Esq., B.A.,

Brasenose College.

H. T. Allen, Esq., B.A., Brase-

nose College.

C. A. Houghton, Esq., B.A.
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A. E. Dobbs, Esq., B.A. R. H. Fielden, Esq.

C. S. Hannington, Esq. E. B. Ray, Esq.

W. B. Dawkins, Esq., B.A., Robt. W. Robertson, Esq.

F.G.S. A. Rimington, Esq.

Dr. Hall. Lady Henly.

Dr. Allen. Hon. Mrs. Vansittart.

Dr. Acworth. Mrs. Norris.

H. Crabb Robinson, Esq. Mrs. Grahame.

A. Macmillan, Esq. Mrs. Hinton.

F. Symonds, Esq. Mrs. Burgess.

T. R. Jefferson, Esq. Mrs. Ridley.

A. Lockyer, Esq., Melbourne. Mrs. J. Pocock.

AV. Mansell, Esq. Mrs. Wrench.

a. W. King, Esq. Mrs. Myers.

C. G. Blackadder, Esq. Mrs. Dalzell.

II. L. Newman, Esq. Mrs. Huish.

Henry Willett, Esq. Miss Russell.

J. Ray, Esq. Miss Howard.

Reginald E. Lewin, Esq. Miss Napier.

F. Monro, Esq. Miss Downes.

H. A. James, Esq. Miss Hutchinson.

M. Ricardo, Esq. Miss Ellis.

Henry S. King, Esq. Miss Wolfe.

R. Musbet, Esq. Miss K. Skinner.

Hon. Secretaries.

Rev. Charles Coldwell, B.A. Hulmian Exhibitioner, of Brase-

nose College, Oxford.

Thomas Allen, Esq., M.D., 23 Regency Square, Brighton.

Henry S. King, Esq., 65 Cornhill, London, e.g.

Alexander Macmillan, Esq., Trinity Street, Cambridge.

Rev. A. H. Blunt, B.A., Brasenose College.

THE END.

VOL. II.
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